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Introduction to Volume I

T

he work you are now holding is the end product of an intensive
ten-year project. In fact, this undertaking was so massive, I had

little choice but to split it between two volumes-the first of which
you arc currently reading. If you are at all familiar with Dr. John Dec,
Sir Edward Kelley. and/ or their system of Angelic magick. you may be
shocked (and I hope delighted) to discover this is not a typical book about
"Enochian" magick. Instead. it is an exhaustive analysis of the Angelical
tongue recorded in Dee's magickal journals--including its history (regarding its reception by Dee), its mythology (as expounded to Dee by
the Angels). and (in volume II) its grammar and linguistics. This work
docs not merely present Angelical, but will actually help the student un-

derstand the language.
By the year 1997. I was firmly dedicated to a study of classical An·
gelic magick-such as we find in the medieval Solomonic cycle. the Sa,Ted tvIagjc of Abml11elin tiJe Mage. and of course the "Enochian" magick

of Dee and Kelley. Among these often diverse systems of mysticism. I
must admit none puzzled and fascinated me more than that preserved
in Dr. Dee's journals.
John Dee (1527-1608) was a world famous mathematician, scholar.
and inventor. He was also

d

mystic and an astrologer. in which capacity

he acted as an advisor to Queen Elizabeth l. (It was Dee who. in 1559,
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cast a horoscope to choose the most fortunate time for Elizabeth's coronation.) There is even a long-standing tradition that Dee was England's
first official spy-traveling across Europe on the queen's business, but
under the guise of an eccentric old wizard.
Dec was interested in Angelic magick throughout his life, but his real
work did not begin until he met one Edward Kelley (introduced to him
as Edward Talbot) in the year 1582 CEo Kelley (1555-97) has an uncertain and perhaps dark history, but we can be certain that he was an avid
student of alchemy. This was likely what brought him to Dee.
During their very first meeting, Dee learned that Kelley had a knack
for mediumship that he himself lacked. Dee performed an invocation
to bring Angels into his mystical shewstone, and Kelley was able to
see, hear, and speak to the Angels with case. Thereafter, the two men
formed a years-long partnership dedicated to a series of Angelic seances.
They began by contacting one of the seven planetary Archangels-Annael, ruler of Venus-who claimed to be the current successive ruler of
the cosmos. I Annael, then, introduced the men to the four Archangels
known as Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel. It was these four Angels,
and lesser Angels directed by them, who delivered the entirety of Dee's
magickal systems. The seances effectively ended by 1587, and the two
men went their separate ways by 1589.
Dee recorded his Angelic sessions in several journals, and condensed
the main points of the magick into a grimoire. Before he died, he hid
a number of his journals and the grimoire in the false bottom of a
wooden chest. After his death, the papers remained hidden there for
over fifty years. The chest was sold to a confectioner as a gift for his wife,
who owned the chest for twenty years before the papers were finally
discovered. An illiterate maid used several pages to kindle fires, but the
wife eventually discovered this and rescued what remained.
Finally, her second husband sold the papers to Elias Ashmole (161792). the famous English Mason, mystic, and scholar. Ashmole discovered that the papers included Dee's journals from December 1581 to
May 1583 (comprising the Five Books of the Mysteries, in which we find
the bulk of the Heptarchic system and parts of the Loagacth system), a
copy of the Angelical Book or Loagacth, and Dee's personal grimoire.
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These three are preserved today in the British Museum in London as
Sloane MSS 3188, 3189, and 3191, respectively.
Apparently, Dee did not hide all of his journals. After his passing, several of them were sold with Dee's library-purchased, along with some
of Dee's Angelic magick tools, by the antiquarian Sir Robert Bruce Cotton. These journals pick up where Ashmole's leave off. beginning at
May 1583 and ending at April 1587. Cotton passed these journals on to
his son Sir Thomas Cotton, and they are preserved today in the British
Museum ;]s Cotton appendix 46, parts 1 and 2.
It was in the Cotton library that Meric Casaubon discovered them.
Somewhere, Casaubon also obtained journals covering March to September of 1607. He combined these (composed of thirteen individual
books) into the compendium entitled A True and Faithful Relation of

What Passed for Many Years Between Dr. John Dec [ ... J and Some Spirits.
Published in 1659, this work contains the remainder of the Heptarchic
system, the bulk of instruction concerning Loagaeth and the Angelical
Keys, and Dee's advanced magick involving the Parts of the Earth and
the Great Table of the Earth (or Watchtowers). A copy of this book is
preserved as Sloane MS 3190.
Although most of Dee's journals were lost for a time, aspects of his
Angelical language survived to have a profound influence upon Western esotericism. This was largely through Dee's grimoire (Sloane 3191),
which contained a section entitled the 48 Claves Angelicae (48 Angelical
Keys)," as well as a section of invocations for the Angels of the four quarters of the Universe. l The latter section is called the Book of Supplication
by modern scholars, because Dee was instructed by the Angels to write
supplications to invoke the Angels whose names are contained in the
Great Table of the Earth (or the "Watchtowers" of the four quarters).
Unfortunately, instructions for the correct use of these systems were
not irtCluded in Dee's groimoire (likely because the grimoire was simply
his working notes, intended for his personal use.) Therefore, mystics
began to adopt Dee's material into the structure of their own systems,
and even expanded the material on the same basis. The invocations contained in the Book of Supplication were expanded until the book was ten
times its original size, and the 48 Claves Angelicae were applied directly
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to the four Watchtowers. \ This "neo-Enochian" system eventually made
it into the hands of the Esoteric Masons who, in 1888, founded the Her-

metic Order known as the Golden Dawn.'
The study of Enochian magick through most of the twentieth century descended almost entirely from the Golden Dawn and those who
followed (such as Alcister Crowley's Thclema, the Aurum Solis, and
many others). Even when students returned to Dee's original manuscripts, they merely continued the tradition of adopting into their own
systems bits and pieces of what they t(lUnd. This is no surprise, because
Dee's journals werE obscure at best-the handwriting was hard to decipher, the material was scattered throughout the books, and Dee's
English was archaic. In the end, most of Dee's original material was
ignored.
It wasn't until the later years of the twentieth century that scholars

began to take a fresh interest in the Dee journals, and what these journals had to say about the skeletal material found in his grimoire. The
first such scholar was Donald Laycock, who published The Complete Eno-

chian Dlctionary in 1978. This book was transitional between standard
"neo-Enochian" and the newer study of Dee's original material (which
I call "Dee-purist"). While Laycock included all the Angelical words he
could find from the systems of the Golden Dawn and Aleister Crowley,
Dee's versions of the words formed the basis of Laycock's work." Moreover, Laycock's preface to his Dictionary was the first to delve deeply into
actual journal entries written by Dee and Kelley.
The next groundbreaking work on Dee's system, Geoffrey James'

The Enochian Evocation

of Dr. John Dee,

was published just a few years

later. in 1984. (In 1994 it was re-published under the title The Enochian

IvJagick

of Dr. John

Dee ..1 This book was mostly a presentation of Dee's

grimoire (SloanE 3191 ), along with a preface, several quotes tram Dee's
diarv outlining the mythology behind the system, and several appendices that nicely complimented Laycock's preface. James also created a
cross-reference system t()r the words of the Keys. For example, the seventh word of the first Key would have the cross-reference number "1.7."
These numbers are extremely useful t()r study purposes, and make the
Angelical words of the Keys easy to locate.
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1 must also mention the publication in 1997 of Donald Tyson's Eno-

chian Magic for Beginners: The Original System of Angel Magic. Although
many scholars take issue with Tyson's interpretation of Enochian magick,
it cannot be denied that his book was the first to focus upon Dee's journals from start to finish. Therefore. this book stands with Laycock's Dic-

tionary andJames' Enochian Evocation as one of the few printed resources
available for "Dee-purist" Enochiana.
Finally, by the turn of the twenty-first century, the Internet had revolutionized research and scholarship of all kinds. Enochian studies were
no exception, and I eventually joined a mailing list called "Enochian-l"where I found many of the top minds in this field of study: Ben Rowe,
Clay Holden, Patricia Shaffer, Callisto Radiant, Christeos Pir, Dean Hildebrandt, Al Billings, Runar Karlsen .. , and the list could go on! These
talks spent hours of their time discussing Dee's system, answering questions, uploading obscure Enochian material to websites, and mailing manuscripts to one another.' Thanks to these wonderful people, Dee-purist
Enochian scholarship was no longer open only to those few who could
gain reading time at the British Museum.
That is where I found myself in 1997, a member of this new generation of Enochian students. I was certainly interested in all aspects of Dee's
system, but it was the Angelical language of the forty-eight Keys that fascinated me the most. I had been learning from the sources mentioned
above, but the scholars with whom I communicated pointed out the texts'
many shortcomings. (I will cover these in the introduction to volume 11.)
In the end, I discovered I had little choice but to start from scratchgoing back to Dee's journals and beginning a truly exhaustive page-bypage analysis. This meant sifting through hundreds of entries packed
with material both relevant and irrelevant (not to mention judging
which was which!), Dee's journals are not mere records of his seances.
but include an entire saga of mysticism, political intrigue, personal
drama, historical record. Angelic sermons, and so much more'

The Scope of This Work
I initially wrote the two parts of The Angelical Language as a single volume. I had, in fact, intended to provide a brief overview of the history
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and mythology of the language, then jump right into the lin~ruistics.
However, [ quickly found my brief overview expanding into several
long chapters-~all containing information vital to an overall understand~
ing of Angelical. Once it was all done, I realized I had either one very
large textbook to publish, or two separate yet interdependent books of
smaller size. I opted for the

two~volume

approach, so as not to frighten

potential students with an overwhelming "doorstop" of a book!
This first volume--The Complete History and tvIythos of the Tongue
of Angels-explores the reception of the language by Dec and Kelley,

and the biblical mythology behind the language as related to them hy
the Angels. This alone is a groundbreaking resource, as the full saga of
Dee's reception of the magick has never before been told in such depth.
You will find in these pages detailed and concise descriptions of aspects
of Dee's work that are often ignored or marginalized in other books on
"Enochian magick."
Chapter 1, for example, outlines several of the mystical traditions
that influenced Dee's work. I briefly explain the Qabalistic concept of the
"Fifty Gates of Understanding" and a related Jewish observance called
"Counting the Orner." It involved a series of meditations by which the
faithful could pass through the fifty Gates of the Tree of Life to gain
an

ever~increasjng

understanding of God and the Universe. If you

un~

derstand this tradition while reading Dee's journals, there can be little
doubt that this practice fascinated him, and played an important role in
the mysticism he received from the Angels.
The same chapter then goes on to explain the true Enochian
tion. By this I do not mean Dee's

magick-~but

rather a

tradi~

centuries~old

tradition surrounding the biblical prophet Enoch. I briefly outline the
existing Apocryphal Books of Enoch, as well as the myth os contained
within them about Enoch's journeys into the Heavens to meet with God
and His Angels, and to record the mysteries he found there. This, too,
had a profound impact on Dee. As you shall see in this hook, much of
Dee's motivation in talking to the Angels was his hope of recovering the
lost wisdom that Enoch himself had once revealed to mankind.
Finally, chapter 1 ends with a short overview of an obscure text
called the Book o!' Soyga. Many have heard mention of this book, but few
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know very much about it. Yet it was a grimoire that so fascinated Dee
that it became absolutely foundational to the magick he received from
his Angels. If you want to know why Dee's system is overflowing with
large indecipherable letter-Tables and magickal squares, you first have
to understand the Tables found in the

Book

of

Soyga. Once you haVE

read the first chapter in this book. you will understand what that little
(rrimoire was all about. and exactly how it influenced Dee.

b

0

Chapter 2, then. leads us directly into Dee's own book of indecipherahle magickal Tables. called the Book of Loagaeth (thE "Book of the
Speech trom God"). This book is another aspect of Dee's work that is
often mentioned by Enochian scholars. but hardly ever explained in any
depth. It is either marginalized to the point that students assume it is unimportant to their studies of Dee's magick, or it is presented in a fashion

entirely removed from thE context of his journals. Yet. in truth, it is the
very heart and soul of the entire system of magick Dee received from
the

Angels~-linking

together what Enochian scholars often assume are

three distinct branches of the system.
The Book of Loagaeth had an even larger scope. besides. It was not
presented as a grimoire at all. Instead, it was called the Book of Enoch-not the Apocryphal biblical text. but the actual Celestial Tablets that
Enoch was said to have copied during his journeys through the Heavens.
It was said

to

be one and the same with the "Book of Life" or the "Book

of the Lamb' described in the Revelation of St. John~sealed with seven
seals and opened only by Christ himself during the final Tribulation of
the earth.
;\Jow. for the first time ever. I have presented the entire saga of the

Book

or LO{l.gaeth in every detail--explaining what thE book meant

to

Dee and Kelley. what the Angels had to say about its impact on the
world. and (of course) the central role it plays in the entirety of Dee's
.. Enochian magick."
From there. beginning in chapter .3. I continue to outline and explain
the saga of the Angelical language itself. Dee did not merely receive a
rev. magickal orations

to

use in summoning Angels. In fact. the forty-

eight Angelical Keys were presented as the means to "open" and access
the mystical knowledge encoded into the Tables of Loagaeth. Besides
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this, the Angels communicated much information about their language
to

Dee and Kelley-some of which falls outside the realm of the Keys,

and is sadly ignored by (or unknown to) most Enochian students. Therefore, 1 have explained in this book every scrap of information the Angels
shared with Dee about the Keys and the language in which they are
written. (I even include a bonus addendum that analyzes the English
translations of the Keys given by the Angels-which also sheds much
light on the meaning and purpose of both the Keys and the celestial
tongue.)
To make this volume complete, I also decided to include a chapter
on the instructions given to Dee on how to use the forty-eight Keys with
the Book of Loagaeth. Yet even this is not standard "Enochian" magick
material! Students have long been confused about the proper application of the forty-eight Keys, and have even argued that they have no relation at all to Loagaeth! In chapter 4, you will find the records set straight,
and I am sure you will have little doubt how the Angels intended Dee to
use the system!
Finally, in chapter 5, I focus entirely on the Angelical language itself.
If you read the first four chapters diligently, then you will-at last!-be
able to understand what the Angels had to say about their tongue in its
proper context. You will understand the intentions of both Dee and the
Angels in relation to such things as the Fifty Gates of Understanding,
Counting the Orner, and the Book of Enoch.
I also fully explain how Dee was instructed to use the language beyond the Book of Loagaeth, and why I consider Angelical the true Sacred
Language of the West. I have even ended this section with an addendum explaining exactly how to use the language within the scope of
Solomonic-style Renaissance occultism: in the generation of Angelic
Names, the creation of Sigils, and the making of Magickal Talismans.
Finally, I have decided to end this volume with an Angelical Psalter.
This is something of a bridge between this volume and the second volume. It is a presentation of all forty-eight Keys-shown with proper
Angelical I English translations and my own pronunciation key-all organized in such a way the practicing student can use the Psalter in practical work (meaning one can hold the Psalter open and read directly
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from it during ritual or prayer). I do not spend much time explaining
the rationale behind my pronunciations or translations, as these will be
covered in exhaustive depth in volume II. This first volume is perfect for
anyone who wishes to learn about the Angelical tongue, without necessarily wishing to sit down and learn the language.
Whether you are interested in Renaissance Angel magick, or you are
simply interested in the study of Angels themselves, I am sure you will
find this volume to be an indispensable resource. Few mystics beyond
Dee and Kelley have recorded such extensive journals concerning their
encounters and interactions with Angelic beings! Yet, so few have truly
studied or understood what is found in those journals. Therefore, I hope
you will find this text a must-have for your study of Angelology.

Zorge,
Aaron Leitch
March 2009

Endnotes
I.

See the Arbatd of Magic (a new translation by Joseph H. Peterson, Arbatcl-Conccrn-

ing the tv!agic of the Ancients, was published by Ibis Press of Lake Worth. FL in 2009),
as well as Trithemius' Dc Septum Secundeis (for example, online at http://www
.renaissanceastrologycoml heavenlyintelligences.htmll. fi:)r descriptions of this universal rulership by the Seven Archangels. Dee was familiar with both texts.
2.

SeC' James, Ceo/trey. The Enochian Magick of 01: John Dec. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn.
2002, p. 65.

; See James. The Enochian lV!agick of Dr. John Dec. p. 117. There were several other sections in the grimoire, but only the two mentioned thus far are relevant here. The
others are the Heptarchia Mystica, and Earthy Knowledge and Victory (i.e., the 91 Parts
of the Earth I.
~.

Though ultimately in error, there was good reason for modern mystics to assume
the Keys should apply to the \Vat(htowers. The fiml Angelical Key contains an inVO('ltion for usc with the "91 Parts of the Earth," and the names of those Parts are
llsed

to

111'lke up the Creat Tahle of the Llrlh. (Shown in Sloane 3191. in a section

entitled "Earthly Knowledge and Victory") Thus, it seemed natural to assume the
first eighteen Keys also applied to the Watchtowers-the first two standing alone as
Crand Orations, and the remaining sixteen addressing the sixteen subdivisions of the
!c)ur \Vatchtov.ers.
'i.

R.eference the Colden Dawn's "Book H"-their foundational Enochian document.
The entire story leading from Dee's original papers to "Book H" is contained in Stephen Skinner and David R.ankine·s book, The Practical Angel .\1agic
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Chapter One

The Gates of Heaven
and the Enochian Tradition

I

n order to understand where John Dee and his Angels were going with
their magicbl system, it is important to understand first where they

were coming from. There are several important historical threads to trace
b'om classical European mysticism to their convergence in the scrying
sessions of Dee and Kelley. \Vithout taking these foundational influences
upon both men into accollnt, their mystical system can often appear an
I11comprehensible JUI11ble of magickal squares and arcane language.
There are many such threads to trace beneath the whole of Dee's system----such as ancient Cnosticism, the Qabalah, Hermeticism. alchemy,
,\grippa's OCOlit Pililosophy, and the Neoplatonic revival of the medieval
clnd Renaissance eras. However, in this text, we arc only cOl1L"erned with
the Angelicallangu,,~~/' and its intended magicbl application as reVt.'aled
by Dee's celestial contacts.
In this win, it will be necl's~ar1

10

outline some aspects of the Qa-

habh -particuLlrly the rmstical moclcls kJ1(l\\ n

JS

the Tree of Life and

the lifty Catl'S of Bil1£liJ (Uncicrst,mding'. \Ve wIll Jbo need to know
sOlllC'thing about the ancient Book of Enoch, and its eflc:ct upon the
magickal ~y~tem rccei\ cd hy Dec ,mel Kelley. This :\pocr1 phal biblical
text (the oldest known "-\pocrypha was not ill Dl'l"~ possession in the
sixtecnth century. but the legends based llron it
II

collectively called
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"Enochian"--were current and popular in the occult circles of Dee's
time.
Finally, this chapter will cover a subject that just may enjoy the status
of "most obscure" when it comes to influences upon Dee's work: the
mysterious Book of Soyga. This text was in Dee's possession-and the
references he makes to Soyga in his journals were for hundreds of years
the only hints we had of its existence. Relatively recently, in 1994, two
copies of the book (one of which is likely the very copy that belonged
to Dee) were finally discovered in England. The text has since been de-

ciphered, and an analysis of the work will be included in this chapter. In
this and the following chapter, we will see exactly what relationship this
book has to the Qabalah and the Book of Enoch, and the influence it
had on the magick Dee and Kelley received from the Angels.
Therefore, we will leave our two Renaissance mages behind for nowand explore these particulars of the occultism that form the foundation of
Dee's Angelical language and the famed Book of Loagaeth.

The Fifty Gates of Binah
The world was created with Fifty Gates of Understanding ... [Talmud,
Rosh haShanah 21 b1
In that Temple lof Binah J there are fifty gates, which are supposed

to

be closed, meaning that they block the t10w of Lights. There are fortynine gates engraved upon the 'four winds' of the world. One gate has
no direction: it is not known whether it faces up or down. This is how
this gate remains closed. Inside the gates is a lock with a tiny and narrow keyhole. This lock is marked and known only by the impression of
the key. And no one is

to

know about this narrow keyhole without hav-

ing the key IScpht'r Zohar, Prologue, "The Locked and the Unlocked,"
verses 43-44 J. I

The Tree of Life is mentioned in Genesis (2:9) and the Revelation of St.
John (2:7, 22:2), and is said to bear the fruits of God's graces." As used by
mystics (especially in the later Hermetic Qabalahl. it has become a stylized diagram of the spheres of Heaven-including the planetary spheres,
the fixed stars, and the Divine Source above all. These spheres-each
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representing one of the divine "fruits"--,lre cllled Sephiroth (singular:

Sephirah) in Hebrew. One interpretation of this word is "to

say"~111di

cating that each of the Sephiroth upon the Tree is associated with one of
the ten creative instances of "God said ... " in Genesis 1.
In the teachings of the Hebrew Qabalah, there are seven primary
Sephiroth (or aspects of God): I beginning with Chesed (Mercy), and then

Gevurah (Severity), Tipharcth (Majesty), Nctzach (Victory), Hod (Splendor\
resod (Foundation), and

M~alkuth

(Kingdom). These represent the srven

principal characteristics of God as illustrated throughout the Torah.
Each Sephirah is further represented in sacred Scripture by one of
the Seven Patriarchs (the Ushpizin): Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, and David.' Biblical legend depicts these heroes acting on
behalf of Yahweh within the context of one or more of the Sephiroth.
To note but a few examples: Abraham acts from Chesed (Divine Mercy),
because he was allowed to spare his son from sacrifice. Isaac. meanwhile,
acts from Gevurah (Divine Severity) because he was, in fact, almost sac
rificed in blood. David, the first king of Israel, acts from Malkuth (the
Kingdom) because he established God's Kingdom upon the Earth.
Further. the seven primary Sephiroth correspond to the Seven Days
of Creation, the seven days of the week, the seven planets,) and all related mystical considerations of the number seven. The three Sephiroth
above these seven-Kether (Crown), Clwckmah (Wisdom), and Binah (Un
derstanding)--are considered "hidden Sephiroth" that are in many ways
a separate system unto themselves. The physical man has no part in
these transcendent levels of Deity-yet it is toward this Supernal Triad
that the devout must aspire. It is the work of a lifetime, and the higher
Spheres are gained only upon death and reunion with God.
In this section, we are going to discuss just one Qabalistic mystery
based upon the Sephiroth: the Fifty Gates of Understanding, contained
within a Jewish custom known as the "Counting of the Omer." An Omcr
is simply a generic biblical term for a "unit of mrasurement." and in particular a unit (or sheaf) of wheat. Leviticus 23: 1 5'-16 instructs:
And ye shall count unto you hom the morrow ,Iller the Sabbath. from
the day that ye brought the sheaf (Oml'ri of the wave offering: sewn
Sabbaths shall be complete: Even unto the morrow after the seventh
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new mcat olkrillg

unto lhl' Lord.

This Torah commalllimcnt outlines a spEL'illc period of time falling bet\\CCll

P,lSSllVcr" <lnd.llfn days later. the ohsen,111ce or SI1l1vu'oi. Primar-

ily. CJc'h ur thcst' holilbys is an ,1gril:ultural observance: Passover mark,
the bcgil1!11ng of the harvest S("lS011 in Israel, cl11d Shavu'ot the l'lld of
the SC<1S(1ll ~111d its first fruits. From the Jl'V(ltional perspective. Passover
l'clebrates the sparing of the Hebrew slave;, in Egvpt from the Plague
of Dc,)t;l. ,1l1d thc commencement of the Exodu;,. Sewn weeks then
f(lllow until Shavu 'or. v,·hich celebrates thE arrival of the Israelites at
\loL1Jlt Sinai and the recc:ption of the Ten Comm,mdments. This period
of seven times seven days: seven vveeks or forty-nine days) plus the day
of the Reception totals the fifty days of the Counting of the Orner as
prEscribed in Leviticus.
From this point. a mystical illterpretation of the Torah must be adopted, similar to that fflUnd throughout the Seplter haZohcrr and othl'r
foundational QabalistlC tExtS. By leaving the civilization of Egypt be
hind them in LlVor of the wilderness. the braelite~ \vere both literally
;l11d philosophically removing themselves from the World of Man. At
the ,arne time. they werE journeying tc)~vard the DivinE Light as symbolin'd by Mount Sinai and their meeting with Cod. Therefore. it is
necessary for the devour to make this same philosophical journey each
yea r--repenting and led\ ing behind tht' worldly sins of humanity. and
stri\111g through thE emotional wilderness to attain union with God and
i lis

L1W

,.Torah,.

This is thE hfty,lcl\' practice of the "Counting of the 0111cr." Every
night. a blessing is recited. Jnd then the numhering of the day is stated.
F(lr instJI1Ce.

[\\T I\'('

days into the process,

Ol1e

would state, "Today is

l\\chc days. which is one week alld flVE dews of the 0111L'r.": It revolves
around the cOllcept of Tcslwwtl1 \ REpentance I. ,11ld is nurked by f<JCllS
Up01l

T()rah study. pr,lycr. an,1 ObSC1VdllCL' of thc

C:011ll11~11ldn1l'nts.

l,lCh d,lY. a ~tll (Jr other spiritual hindrance th,l1 has illfeCle,l

011(' \,

soul

throughout the \,('Jr' by as~ucial1on with the \VorlLl of M,m. or 'Tg; pt" 1
lllU'it

be relinquisllc,i Thts is known ,1S rel110Ying oneself 1i'()111 th(' hfty

Cates of Impurity.
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In order to accomplish this. a different" aspect

(mldot)

of God" is sin

gled out every day few devotional contemplation. It is these fifty (really,
forty-nine) aspects of God. based upon the seven Sephiroth. that comprise the Nun Sha 'arei Binah (Fifty Gates of Understanding). By successfully exiting a Gate of Impurity, one necessarily enters its corresponding
Gate of Understanding.
Students of the Qabalah will

reco~'11ize

the Hebrew word for under-

standing (Binah) as the name of an eighth "hidden" Sephirah-which

lies immediately above the abyss that separates the Highest Divinity
from the lower seven Sephiroth. It is true that the fifty Gates are related
directly to this eighth Sephirah. It is understanding of both God and the
self that is sought by the dE'vout during the Counting of the Orner-an
attempt to bridge the span of the abyss (that is, to reconcile) between
God and mankind. Therefore. Binah-in its entirety-is considered the
Fiftieth Gate, thrown open only by opening all the previous forty-nine.
The opening of this final Gate falls on the day of Shavu ·ot. and is
thus not actually counted among the 7 x 7 preceding days. It corresponds instead to the completion of the work, the reception of Divine
revelation, or the reception of the Commandments by the ancient Israelites on the fiftieth day of the Exodus. The previous forty-nine Gates
are, in fact. Gates of entrance to the Sephirah Binah-and all forty-nine
must be passed before the real Binah can be reached. (Seven is a mystical number of completion-as seen in the Days of Creation: six days of
work followed by rest after completion on the seventh. The number 49
is seven successive sevens. and therefore represents the completion of
the physical. and entrancE' into the spiritual realm.)
Reaching this height does not. howE'ver. represent passing through
the Fiftieth Gate of Binah-which corresponds to the Creator. That final Gate cannot be entered by a living human being-as it technically
lies across the abyss in the realm of pure (Supernal) Deity. This Gate is
reserved. instead, for the Messiah-who will open the Fiftieth Gate in
the "End Times" and bring about the destruction of the World of Man.
According to the Talmud. only Moses has passed through this Gate.
and then only upon his death. The Jewish mystic passing through the
forty-nine Gates would be rewarded with a day of prophetic revelation.

The Gates of Heaoen aTlJ the Enochian TraJition
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and an experience of closeness with the Divine. However, come back to
earth he must, until the time of his own passing.
As can be seen from the diagram on the previous page, each of the
seven lower Sephiroth is divided into seven sub-Sephiroth. Thus, within
the context of God's Mercy (Chesed), we find the Mercy of Mercy (or
pure Chesed), the Severity of Mercy. the Majesty of Mercy, the Victory
of Mercy, the Splendor of Mercy, the Foundation of Mercy, and the
Kingdom (or application) of Mercy.
During the first week of the Counting of the Orner, Divine Mercy
would be the overall focus, along with the lessons taught by the patriarch
Abraham. On the first day, the aspirant would invoke the Mercy of God's
Mercy, and would apply himself to the virtue of study. On the second day,
the aspirant would invoke the Severity of God's Mercy, and practice the
virtue of attentive listening. This process continues for seven days-all associated with Chesed-until the Kingdom of Mercy is reached:
Day 1: Chesed of Chesed-Study"
Day 2: Gevurah of Chesed-Attentive listening
Day 3: Tiphareth of Chesed-Orderly speech
Day 4: Netzach of Chesed-Understanding
Day 5: Hod of Chesed-Intuitive Insight
Day 6: Yesod of Chesed-Awe
Day 7: Malkuth of Chesed--Reverence
The second week would then focus upon Isaac and Gevurah-beginning with the Mercy of Severity, and continuing to the Kingdom of Severity on the seventh day (the fourteenth of Counting the Orner). The
third week highlights the seven subsets of Tiphareth, the fourth week
those of Netzach, the fifth those of Hod, the sixth those of Yesod, and
the seventh focuses upon Malkuth. All forty-nine days have virtues associated with them for study, meditation, and practice. Finally. Shavu' ot
falls on day fifty-when the dedicated aspirant will receive prophetic
insight into his own soul. and into the Mind of God.
It might strike some as odd that this list appears to run backward.
God exists above the highest Gate, while man resides at the opposite end
in Malkuth of Malkuth-the lowest and darkest position in the scheme.
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Thus, it might seem logical to assume that one should begin ar this lowest point and move upward toward the Divine Source. However, this
does not appear to be the traditional practice for the Fifty Gates--nor
\vith many related mystical exercises. Instead, it was common to begin
,It the highest point, and work backward toward Earth. For instance, the
Nlcrkavah mystics---Hebrew shamans from \vhom much of the Qabalah

\,.,as drawn after the thirteenth century--were known to achieve the
VIsion of God through fasting, prayer, and (some believe) sacramental
drugs Then, they would turn back toward Earth and "ride" downward
through the Seven Heavenly Palaces.'
A similar idea seems to be at work with the Fifty Gates of Understanding. Because prophecy flows from the Divine to the heart of man, it is
necessary to invoke the Gates from the highest available to us (Chesed of
Chesed) downward toward the physical realm (Malkuth of Malkuth). The
impenetrable Fiftieth Gate of Binah itself is actually the first in the listbut it is passed over in silence, and symbolized instead by the final day of
Shavu' at. The revelation that comes through the Fiftieth Gate-since it
cannot be attained by human effort alone-is regarded as a gift handed
down from God.

The Hermetic Gates of Intelligence
Later Christian mysticism (during and after the Renaissance era) obrained a somewhat different scheme for the Fifty Gates-as we shall see
here in the "Hermetic Gates of Intelligence." Whereas the Jewish mysrics were centered upon spiritual devotion, the Hermetic mages were
scientists at heart. Their spiritual pursuits were grounded in practices
sLlch as alchemy, astronomy / astrology, and mathematics. Therefore,
the Fifty Gates became those of "Intelligence" rather than "Understandmg," and were based upon an almost Darwinian progression of evolution.
This scheme was first presented in 1652 CE by Arhanasius Kircher, in
his Oedipus AegyptiaClL~C) -the same text from which the Hermetic Order
of the Golden Dawn would later draw their standard version of the Qabalistic Tree of Life. In the late 1800s, one of the founders of the Golden
Dawn, W Wynn Westcott, appended a slightly altered version of the
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Gates of Intelligence to the Scpher YctziraiJ. This is the most popular and
readily available version: HI
First Order: Elementary
1. Chaos, Hyle, the first matter
2. Formless, void, lifeless

3. The Abyss
4. Origin of the Elements
5. Earth (no seed germs)
6. Water
7. Air
8. Fire
9. Differentiation of qualities
10. Mixture and combination
Second Order: Decad of Evolution
11. Minerals differentiate
12. Vegetable principles appear
13. Seeds germinate in moisture
14. Herbs and trees
15. Fructification in vegetable life
16. Origin of low forms of animal life
17. Insects and reptiles appear
18. Fishes. vertebrate life in the waters
19. Birds, vertebrate life in the air
20. Quadrupeds, vertebrate earth animals
Third Order: Decad of Humanity
21. Appearance of Man
22. Material human body
23. tIuman soul conferred
24. Mystery of Adam and Eve
25. Complete Man as the Microcosm
26. Gift of five human faces acting exteriorly
27. Gift of five powers to the Soul

J
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..

28. Adam Kactmon. the [leavenl! Man
29 Ani2,elic beings
30,

Man in the image of Cod

J·o!lrth Order: \Vorld

of Spheres

31. The Moon

JL Mercury

3-t. "01
.1'). ~vla['s

.36,

Jupiter

37. Saturn
3i\. The Firnument
39,

The Premium i'vlobile

40. The Empyrean l-kaven

Fifth Order: The Angelic Vvorld

(mod~fied)l:

41. Angels
42. Archangels
43.

Principalities

44. Virtues lor Authorities)
4'),

Powers

46. Dom1l1ations

47, Thrones
4,~.

Cherubim

4'). Seraphim

Sixth Order: the Archctypf
')(). C()d. Ain Soph. He \Vhom no mortal eye hath seen. and \Vho
has been know1l to Jesus the \k,si,lh alone.
\\','stCOlt pn>LllTs the ,lh()\'t' list with .1 note th,lt illustr.1tes the scientific
r,nhcr th.1n de\'utlOnall n,l\L1l'e of the Fifty Cates of Intelligence:
:\ttachcd to ,0111(:' ('JitlOI1S uf the .':cl'ile]' YctZll'ilh is found thl' schc111t'

()f 1\.,1b,1IIStlC cla,siliclll()I1 of knowledge l'11l,111,lling from the Second
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Scphira Hinah, Unders(3nding, and descending by stages through the angels, Heavens, humanity, animal and vegetable and mineral kingdoms
to

Hyle and (he chaos. The Kabalists said that one must enter and pass

up through (he Gates to attain to the Thirty-Two Paths of Wisdom:
and tha( even Moses only p;lssed through the forty-ninth Gate, and
never en tered the fiftieth.

We can see that the list has been changed from a devotional invocation
for a gift from God into a Qabalistic "classification of knowledge."
Also, we can see that the practice of the Fitty Cates has been reversed
in order to follow the more logical "from bottom upward" progression.
(Remember, the Qabalists actually said one should enter and pass down
ward, not upward, through the Gates.) Therefore, the Hermetic system
does not begin at the highest Gate, passing silently over the un attain
able Cate of Binah. Instead, it begins at the lowest point (chaos, hyle)
and progresses upward toward the hidden Fiftieth Gate and the Divine.
This ascension is a hallmark of the Hermetic practices (as opposed to
the traditional descending practices of Hebrew Qabalists and Merkavah
mystics)-and can be seen in the modern Hermetic practice of initiation upon the Tree of Life from Malkuth upward toward Kether.
The Gates of Intelligence, as previously mentioned, incorporate a
progression of natural evolution and (subsequent) human spiritual evolution. The Hermetic aspirant was intended to progressively study and
experience (i.e., come to understand) each of the elements outlined in
the list-meaning that one must engage in alchemy, astrology, ceremonial magick. and more in order to explore and bond with each of these
concepts. (This reflects the attitude of the "renaissance man." We see
the attitude at work in men such as John Dce, who felt that acquiring
all human-and more than human-knowledge was key to enlighten
ment.) As the fitty progressive Gates reflect the natural evolutionary advancement of life in the Universe, the individual mage was to follow its
pattern for personal evolution.
In Westcott's prefatory note to this list, Moses seems to have been
demoted-gaining credit only for passing through Gate Forty-nine
rather than the fiftieth. However. the statement may be a simple reference to the fact that the prophet (according to the Talmud) only ob-
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rained forty-nine Cates hy his own eti()rts. The Christian author mayor
may not have known that Moses was supposed to have passed through
the Fiftieth Cate upon his death.
Similarly, tbe "Sixth Orcier" includes a note assuring us that no mor·
tal eye has seen the Fiftieth Cate I which matches tradition I, dnd thatJe,us alone has passed through it. The latter idea (apparently attributed to
Kircher himself) is a Christianized recension of the traditional view that
the Cate is reserved for the Messiah. To the Judaic mystic. this means
th,lt the C,lte is sc,lled and wtll remain so until the advenr of the final
Trihulations and the coming of the :V1essiah (who is nuL equated with
:he prophet Jesus). To the Christi,m Hermeticist. however, the Messiah
has already come and gone---mc<ming that the Fiftieth Gate was opened
during Jesus' translation to Heaven. More than likely, this goes along
with the view that the Gate

\\111

be opened by Jesus a second time dur-

ing the Apocalypse,
Note, also, that \Vestcott's list that equates Gate Fifty with the Ain
Sopfz (Limitless I-the realm of pure Divinity that properly resides above

even the highest Sephirah of Kether. However, if these are the Gates
of Binah (which resides beneatb Kether), this should not he the case at
all. It is my own assumption that the three hidden and Supernal Sephiroth arc simply being lumped together and equated with the Limitless
Divinity within which they reside. Christian Qabalists often associated
these with the Trinity: Kether (the Crown) as God, Chockmah (Wisdom.! as the Holy Spirit. and Binah (whose Hebrew name contains the
root Ben-Son I as the Messiah.
Finally, we can see that this Hermetic list has lost its traditional 7 x 7
c'llcgoriz,ltion. Instead, the Gates of Intelligence are divided into "Or
jns" of ten-rctlecting the ChristIan Q,lhalists' ohsession with the ten

Scphiroth of the Tree of Life. (:\s we see in the Golden Dawn, nearly ev
C1ything th,1I can be JividcJ into groupings of ten is presented as such.
In this mindset, it is inconcelYablc to interpret a list of fitty Gates as
,1I1\'thing other than a 5 x ]() equation.) Of course, the isohttion of the
Fiftieth Gate is preseryeci in the Hermetic system--leaving the "Fitth
(lreln" of Gates with merely nine This might at first appear to he proh-

1c111,1tic, but we find the solution lw adnptin)!, the Pseudo-Dionysus list

L
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of Angelic Choirs-containing only nine Orders of Angels (3 x 3) rather
than the ten found upon the Tree of Life. This frees up the Fiftieth Gate
tor its presentation (or occlusion) as hidden and unattainable.

The Book of Enoch
[Uriel] said, "0 Enoch, look on the Book which Heaven has gradually
distilled; and, reading that which is written within it, understand every
part of it." Then [looked on all which was written. and understood all,
reading the Book and everything written in it, all the works of man." [ 1
Enoch, chapter 80, vol. 1-2, Charlesworth [

And Pravuil told me: "All the things that I have told you, we have written. Sit and write all the souls of mankind ... for all souls are prepared
to eternity, before the formation of the world .... and [ wrote out all
things exactly, and wrote three hundred and sixty-six books." [2 Enoch
23:2-3, Charles]

" ... from my Heavenly vision and from the voice of the holy Angels
have [ acquired knowledge, and from the Tabletls ]'2 of Heaven have I
acquired Understanding." [1 Enoch, chapter 92. vol. 3, Charlesworth J

The patriarch Enoch (Hebrew: Chanock) appears in canonical Scripture
in at least three places. The first reference is in Genesis 5: 18-24, within
a longer list of genealogies. 13 Enoch is said to have walked this earth for
365 years,14 during which time he fathered Methuselah. (Methuselah is
famous for the grossly extended span of his life-just short of one thousand years l ) Methuselah, then, fathered Lamech, who in turn fathered
the patriarch Noah. Meanwhile. the saga of Noah's great-grandfather
Enoch is summed up cryptically in verses 23-24:
And all the days of Enoch were three hundred and sixty five years: And
Enoch walked with God: and he was not; for God took him.

Each and every generation outlined in this section of Genesis contains
the birth, years of life, and death of the patriarchs. Enoch alone is given
no time of death, and is (apparently) described as having been taken
bodily into the Heavens by God. (This honor was shared by only one
other human being in the canonical Bible: the prophet Elijah 1

')

This
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quirk in the wording of Genesis has fascinated Judeo-Christian devotees
and mystics for thousands of years, and has served as the basis for the
later traditions (such as Merkavah) based upon Enoch and his experiences in the Heavens.
The second biblical reference to Enoch is, in fact, a product of these
Enochian traditions. I" It is found in the New Testament, Hebrews 11:5,
where we find a solid explanation of what happened to Enoch when
"God took him":
By iaith Enoch was translated that he should not see death: and was not
t()lmd. beclUse God had translated him: for before his translation he
had this testimony. that he pleased God.

The use of the word translated here indicates a person who has been
taken bodily into Heaven, as opposed to someone who has ascended
into the Heavens after death.
The third reference to Enoch in the Bible returns to the cryptic. We
also find this one in the New Testament, the Epistle of Jude, verse 14:
And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam. prophesied of these, saying.
Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousands of his saints.

This third reference was something of a problem for later (and many
current) Christian authorities. It canonizes the words of Enoch-but
there are no writings of the prophet found anywhere in the Bible!
Instead, we have to turn

to

that huge collection of "unofficial" bib-

lical documents known as the Apocrypha. [n most cases, these books
have been excluded from the canon-by both Christian and Jewish authorities-because of their mystical (and often very Pagan) nature.
In the early days of Christianity. before the Bible was canonized, there
\vere actually several books attributed to Enoch in use by various churches.
Three of them are known to us today. The first Book of Enoch (1 Enoch) is
the oldest known Apocrypha-having been composed (most likely) during or directly after the Hebrew captivity in Babylon. (We will return to
this subject shortly.) It was known to ancient scholars-such as St. Irenaeus
during the early Common Era-but was lost for nearly a thousand years
during Roman Catholic world dominance. Then, in 1773, the famous ex-
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plorer James Bruce discovered three copies of 1 Enoch in Abyssinia. This
was later called the "Ethiopic" Book of Enoch--because it was written in
Ethiopian. However. the oldest copies were likely written in Aramaic or
Hebrew. As it turns out. this is the very same text from which the Epistle
of Jude draws its quote. Over the ensuing years. several portions of the
same text-in Greek this time--have been found. Finally. in the late 19405
and early 1950s. the famous Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered ncar Qumran. Among the texts recovered hom this library was 1 Enoch (now in Aramaic)-officially making the book part of the Dead Sea collection.
The second Bookof Enoch (2 Enoch. or the "Slavonic" Book of Enoch)
is actually titled the Book

of the Secrets of Enoch. This was discovered in

1886 in the Belgrade public library by a professor Sokolov. although it
was not translated for ten more years. [t is generally assumed the text
was compiled-and perhaps altered-by Christian editors sometime af
ter the dawn of the Common Era. although much of its content is likely
much older. (It may be dependent on 1 Enoch itself.)
[n 1922, the scholar Hugo Odeberg translated the "Hebrew" Book
of Enoch (3 Enoch). This is another principally Merkavah-class text, depicting the heavenly ascensions of the second-century Rabbi Ishmael. [t
contains legends concerning Enoch's shamanic translation from mortal
man into the fiery Archangel Metatron (the Scribe. and Voice of Godboth jobs suited to the role of a prophet-made-celestial). Most significantly. this work had an influence upon the Sepher haZohar-a principal
text of the Qabalah written in the thirteenth century.
The legend of Enoch weaves its way back to the Captivity in Babylon (circa 600 BCE). At the time. 1 Enoch was simply a biblical text similar to the Books of Daniel, Isaiah. Ezekiel. or (later) the Revelation of
St. John. Like these latter four, the Book of Enoch was an apocalyptic
writing-outlining various Divine communications between Enoch
and God. [t stands out in history as (perhapsi the first biblical text in
which the Hebrew God promises retribution against the entire world
for mistreatment of the Israelites. It is the source book for all of the
above-mentioned biblical Scriptures. and many further besides. 1This book gave birth to the widespread Judea-Christian mindset that
assumes "God will someday punish and destroy all of our enemies." It
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was \vritten by a people who held been defeated and carried into a fureign !Jnd against their wilL It was written to help alleviate some or the
anger and resentment then the Israelite peopk telt ag,linst theIr Babylonian captors, To this cia\', I:ldbylon ,along with Egypt) remains a biblical
symbol or \vrongdoing and social degeneration,'
'\.)cvcrthelcss, the captive Israelites seem to havc "dopted guite a bit
of Babylonian cosmology, along with no small amount of Babylonian
mythology. 1 Enoch Itself is overf1owing with Babylonian astronomy,
~tories

t,f Angels that mirror older Pagan Mesopotamian tales, and a de-

~criptioll

of an ,)sccnr through the Heavens-a very Chaldean concept,

It is this ascent through the l-Ieavens by Enoch that concerns us the
1l1OSt.

1 Enoch states that the patriarch was lifted into Heaven by Angelic

guides, However, there arc other legends asserting that Enoch flew into
the sky in a chariot of fire. i·) These, of course, are the legends associated with the Merkavah (Chariot) tradition, by Hebrew shamans who
desired to follow in Enoch's footsteps, The various books attributed to
Enoch, along with such books as Revelation and Ezekiel. are Merkayah texts-in which prophets are taken to the very Throne of God and
taught the mysteries of the Universe in Angeli, colleges.
Needless to say, the rise of Merkavah mysticism brought along with
it an occult fad f(w Enochian mythos. \Vhen the texts were hidden away
or destroyed in the first centuries of the Common Era, the legends of
Enoch lived on---and perhaps prospered. The fact that the Books of
Enoch had become the Lost Books of Enoch merely strengthened their
popularity among occultists, adding to the already passionate tales a
deep air of mystery and the slight irritatIon of lost ancient wisdom. The
il1tnest in Enoch as a patron of MerkJvah riders and Gnostic ascenders
was still in vogue in sixteenth-century Europe---paralleled by the simiiJr
tdd that existed fe)r Solomon and his Keys of magick.
From a practical standpoint, the ,\I(/I1'(/:;cl1 ,\lcrkava/t (\Vork of the
Chariot) generally had three principJI goals. The first was the gaining

()f the \ision of the 1\ krkavah itself -the Throne of Cod in the highest
Heaven, uplifted by the tnighty Cilcnlhinl and surrounded by its Choirs
of ministering :\ngels. 'il Secondl\', the McrkavJh Rider wished to journey
through the cclc~lial sphere, -passing through the seven

L

P,IL1CCS

(Ud:hil-
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loth) of Heaven by way of various talismans and passwords-a practice
not far removed from the entrance of the Fifty Gates of Understanding.
There also existed a third, almost hidden, objective to gaining

en~

trance to the Heavenly Halls. The truly adept, through a lifetime of
dedication, might be allowed a glimpse within the Celestial Book of
Enoch. Do not confuse this with such

human~created

works as 1 Enoch,

2 Enoch, or 3 Enoch l Those Apocryphal texts are, in fact, merely legends
about the true Book (or Books) of Enoch-written many generations
after the patriarch's supposed lifetime. In such literature, the Celestial
Book of Enoch is addressed by the terms "Tablets of Heaven" or "Book
of Life."
At the beginning of this section, I quoted several instances from

Eno~

chian literature wherein the patriarch beholds and then copies the

con~

tent of the Tablets of Heaven. This is the very same Book that legends
such as the Revelation of St. John describe-the seven seals of which
only the coming Messiah is worthy to break. 21 Thus, granting Enoch the
privilege to view and copy the Celestial Book of Life was a gift from God
much akin to Moses' entrance of the Fiftieth Gate of Understanding.
(Except in Enoch's case, God was granting the gift to the entire world,
by delivering the contents of the Tablets into human hands.)
The Enochian legends hold (in some cases) that Enoch filled 366
hand~written

books before he completed his transcription. 22 Then,

upon his translation into Heaven, he was transfigured into the

Archan~

gel Metatron-appointed to the position of Scribe within God's Court
(with full authority to speak for the Creator!), and thereby granted stew
ardship of the Tablets for eternity. As for the

hand~written

copies he

penned while still in the f1esh, they've had a rather turbulent history.
The concept of the Tablets of Heaven is not at all confined to the
Merkavah tradition. Stories about it appear again and again throughout
history and all over the world. It has various mythologies and various
names, but they all boil down to the same basic ideas. Many cultures
also have a parallel concept of a Divine Record Keeper, who records
every single event that takes place in the world, along with all the secrets
of Heaven.
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In a similar Judaic legend. the l\rchangeliZazici (whose name means
"Secrets of Cod" 'I holds the hea\enly scribal position. He is said to stand
before the Divine Throne. just bchind the VeiL writing down cverything
tbat occurs in the Royal Court of Eluhill1 (which is the origin of everything that h,Jppcns in cXlstence) Legend holds thelt this book (Sepher Razic/).'; WdS given to Adam. but it W;15 stolen by jealous ,\ngels and tossed

into the sea ..' Thc book was finally recopied by Enoch. passed through
1

Methuselah alld Lamech, dnd finally to his great-grandson Noah. (It
c()ntained the blueprints fiJr the Ark. ) At length. it \vas passed down to
Solomon. and granted the king his worlcl .. famous wisdom and magickal
power. Then. it disappeared yet again when Solomon fell from Yahweh's
good graces.
In ancient Egypt. the precursor of the Raziel myth involved Thoth
!Djehutil-the Ibis .. headed God who invented writing and words. In Pagan Egypt, Djehuti represented what the later Gnostics would call the
Logos (\Vordl.." The Logos is the crcativc principle of the Divine-the
Word of Creation used by God (or, in Egypt, Ra 1 to fashion the world.
Thoth was the God of allianguagc and communication, and (like Raziell
was a kC:'eper of the Divine SeClTts of the Heavens. The Book

of Thoth

appears in Egyptian legend in thc ,arne manner as the Scphcr Raziel-as
a much-soughtafrer but cvcr-elusive tomc of ultimate knowledge. 26
There arc other examples of this Book in world history--such as the
Eastern concept of the "Akashic Records." or the ancient Babylonian
"Tablet of Destinies" --stolen hom the Father Cod and gifted to humanity by the goddess Ishtar. In all cases. we have rdc'rences to an astral
compendium of all knowledge and wisdom, which can be accessed only
by adepts who learn ho\\ to gain entrance to the record itself.
There have been various attempts to actually write this great Book
here in thc physical. The medieval grimoire entitled Scpher Razicl is one
l'\ample. The cleek of Ten'ot
Crowlev named his own

CIH1S

Tc1rOl

is another. IThis is likely why Aleister

Lit'L-k the H,lok llf' Tlwth.1 l:ven the Torah

is described by nwdic\"I.Jc\\ ish m\'stics as a mere earthly ref1ection of
the rcal Torah in lll'awi1.'- Another. 1110re obscure. ex::nnple is fCJlmd in
the little-known H(lok (l( _'L1Vgil.
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The Book of Soysa (AJdaraia Sivc Soysa Vocor)
Dee: Is my Book of Soyga of any excellency?
Uriel: That book was revealed unto Adam in Paradise by God's good
angels.
Dee: [ ... I Oh my great and long desire hath been to be able to read
those Tables of Soyga.lFive Books of 1'v1ystfry, March 10, 1582J

For centuries, all that was known about the mysterious medieval grimoire called the Book of Soyga (or A!daraia) came from a few scattered
references in Dr. John Dee's journals, and from reproductions of eight of

Soyga's Tables appended to the back of Dee's own Book of Loagaeth Z8
Dee obviously held the Book of Soyga in high regard. His inclusion
of some of its Tables with, and similarity to, his Tables of Loagaeth have
always hinted at a connection between Soyga and Dee's Angelic magick.
However, with such a small amount of information on the Book of Soyga
available, there was no hope of tracing a historical thread.
This finally changed in 1994, when scholar Deborah Harkness discovered two copies of the text: one in the Bodleian Library (Bodley MS
908) and the other at the British Library (Sloane MS 8-which may have
been Dee's copy), Each of them had been cataloged under the alternate
title Aldaraia-thereby misleading generations of Dee scholars who had
been seeking a book entitled Soyga, Unfortunately, since the rediscovery
there has been little written about the Book of Soyga, and no copy of the
book itself has yet been offered for publication,
The conversation quoted at the head of this section took place between Dee and the Archangel Uriel in March of 1582, In response to
Dee's questions about Soyga, Uriel suggested that only the Archangel
Michael could reveal the mysteries of the Tables. However, as far as we
know, Dee never asked Michael to explain them.
At some point during the next year, Dec appears to have misplaced
his copy of the Book of Soyga. In April of 1583, Dee asked the Angel II
lemese2'! for information about his lost 'Arabic book of Tables and numbers." III Unfortunately, Illemese did not regard the Book of Soyga with the
same esteem as Uriel-instead calling it a work of false witch crafts. After
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some discussion on the matter, Dee finally changed the subject to the
(also lost) Book of Enoch, which Illemese promises to deliver. .t
Meanwhile, let us explore this obscure Book of Soyga. The Soyga Ta·
bles are large magickal squares (36 x 36 cells) filled with letters generated
by a keyword (one associated with each Table I via some unknown cipher

algorithm. The cipher was so complicated that even the genius of Dee
couldn't break it-hence his "great and long desire" to finally read the
text!
The hest study of the text to date is John Dee and the Magic Tables in

Lhe Book of Sovga, by Jim Reeds. l2 His interest in Soyga arises from the
encrypted Tables, and he has actually succeeded in deciphering them
where Dee failed. However, it is not necessary to go into detail on his
cryptographic work here. Nothing mystical was revealed by finding the
method used to generate the Tables (i.e., they did not produce a readable
scripture; instead, the letters represent a mathematical algorithm). The
magick is likely inherent in the keyword upon which each Table is based,
but there has been no work yet toward exploring the linguistic origins of
the keywords. II
Of more interest to us here, Reeds also offers a (relatively) detailed
description of the entire Book

of Soyga-which he took from

microfilm

copies of the manuscripts. He assigns it roughly to the late medieval period, and the texts he studied (the Sloane and Bodley manuscripts) are
both of the sixteenth century. It is the Sloane version of the manuscript
that also bears the title Aldaraia sive Soyga vocor, although both copies
were cataloged under that title. The same copy also identifies the text as
an astrological mystery- Tractatus Astrologico Magicus-which is hardly
uncommon for a text of its period. (At the time, astrology was in the
mainstream of medical practice.)

Soyga is principally divided into three parts, called respectively Liber
Aldaraia, Liber Radiorum, and Liber Decimus Septimus. There also follow
several unnamed additions to the text, ending with the thirty-six Magickal
Tables that so fascinated and inspired the heart of John Dee.
The full Latin text actually begins as a rather typical medieval grimoire. If one has seen a copy of the Key of Solomon the King, one has seen
an example of this kind of literature. There are lists of demonologies,
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and conjurations full of classic (probably Gnostic-descended) barbarous
invocations:
Adracty, Adaci, t\c\ai, Teroccot, Terocot, Tcrcot, Herm, Her111zm, Hcrmzisco, Cotzi, Cotzizi, Cotzizizin, Zinzicon, Cinzccohon, Cinehccon,
Saradon, Sardun, Sardcon, Bclzebl1c, Belzscl1p. Bekupe. Saraduc, Sarcud, Care, Sath3l1as. Satl1as, Sacsan, Contion, Cllnoi. Conoison, S,Hnei.
Sapnn, Sappi, DanarCdS, Dancas, Dancasnar [Aldaraia. Bodley MS LJ08,
folio 51[

Both copies of the grimoire also refer to Adam (to whom, Uriel told Dee,
this book was given in Paradise) by the mystical name of "Zadzaczadlin."
As we progress in our study of Dee's Angelic magick, we shall see how
similar his work is to this material.
Again, like the Key oJ Solomon, it is both astrology and alchemy that
form the heart of Soyga's magickal spells--classical aspects of medieval
Christian proto-Hermetic mysticism. This gives us some major clues
into the core philosophy bchind the mysteries transmitted to Dee and
Kelley--which are also overflowing with alchemical and astrological
references.
Reeds points out that Soyga is somewhat unique in the fact that
it does not claim any mythological authority. It is not written by any
pseudo-Enoch or pseudo-Solomon, and even the claim of ownership
by Adam in Paradise comes from Uriel speaking through Edward Kelley rather than from the text itself This suggests to me that the book
was a practicing mage's workbook, rather than something written exclusively for publication.
On the other hand, it does make reference to several medievalmedical treatises-mysterious books called Liber E and Liber Os. This is perhaps
less significant to Dee's Angelic magick than it is to the later Rosicrucian movement. There is some evidence to suggest Dee's involvement
in (or influence upon) thc tcmnding of the movement in early Renaissance Gcrmany. q The foundational document of that movemcnt-----the

Fama Fraternitatus, publishcd by physicians in thc mid-1600s (after Dee's
death)-contains many obscurc references to texts such as Liber ,'v!, Liber
], and Liber T.

L
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More rdevant to Dee's Enochian system is the stress upon mystical
writing in the Book llf' SoVg,1 - especially the pr~lctic(' of writ111g backwards
(mimicking the right-tu-left nature uf Hebrew I. \\/ords sLlch as Sipa/ (Lal'i~ '. ;'vll1 nol,

Ll~t'd

(Rom/ln-Lnin

t(1I'

Cood). anLt

1\C[,I))

RctsOll (Pater Noster) are

throughout the text. and even the title of the book is a reversal uf

d1L' Creek word As,')'os. meaning "Holy."
Reeds describes an ahundance of the same kind of gematria and wordpLI)' as t(JUl1d in Book II of Agrippa's Occult PhilosopilV. Letters are assigned
l1umeric,d values (again like !-Iebrew I as well as occult correspondences,
,mel. arc then recombined and pcrmutated in variuus fashions to create
magickal Names of Power.
Finally, the book contains the tJmous thirty-six Tables of Soyga
(which arc discussed within the Liha Radiorum section of the grimoire).
Space does not permit a full discussion of magickal squares here." It is
ol1ly needful to point out that such squares were very popular among
Hermeticists and Qabalists during the Middlc Ages and the Renaissance
(roughly Dee's time). Their t<.)Cus upon gematria and mathematics fasci
n~ned

great scientific minds such as Dee. Trithemius, and others.

The Tables of Soyga are all thirty-six rows by thirty-six columns in
size. Clnd thE kevword provided tor each is exactly six letters long. This
is necessary to the magickal square itself· so th,lt the keyword will fit
properly into the Table. The key word is repecltedly written down the
lett-hand column of each page--in a once-forward and once-backward
pattt'rn;" ._.J. total of six times. Thus we have 6 words x 6 letters

=::
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'quares. i Because the number six is oll\iously the basis for this mystery.
It

is

wonder that Uriel directed Dee to question Michael-the Angel

110

of the Sun ~1I1Li the SIxth Sephlrah. Tiphareth. in manv classical Qab~llistic
tl'.\ t~. )

Each Table is cllso labeled with the naI11e of the occult tc)rce it sup-

r'( ;,cdly cnlhodics. Tables 1
111

12

bear the n,I111CS of the signs oj' the zodiac

(lI'Licr h'om :\rics to Pis,·e,. ,111d '!'elbles

'lgclin.

j

J

3-2,,\

rcpccll the same names

would cISSLll1ll' these rt'present the p')siti\e aspcct:, of the sif-,'11s

t()11owcd by the ncgative--cl commOI1 t\\Tl1tv-ic)ur-fold ,iew of the
dlde

%0

when associ,Hed with the t wcnty-tclUr Elders of the Apncal) pSt'. The

j()i1uwing SC\'en Tables. 2~--31, cln' Jabcled with the names of the seven
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planets in their proper Qabalistic or Chaldean order (from highest to low
est). The next four. Tables 32-35, then bear the names of the four earthly
elements. The collection finally ends with Table 36, which stands alone
with the label of Magistri-opened with the keyword MOYSES.
From what we've seen so far. it is quite possible

to

draw a connec-

tion between the Tables of Soyga and the mythological Scpher Raziel!
Book of Enoch. Uriel told Dee that Soyga was revealed to Adam by good
Angels before the Fall from Eden-which parallels the legend of Scpher

Raziel. The fact that it contains Tables referring to all of the occult forces
of the Universe suggests that it, too, is intended as the all-encompassing
Book of Life. It even possesses thirty-six Tables exactly, which would have
rested well upon legends of Enoch and his 366 books.
We can also find some relation between the Tables of Soyga and the
Gates of Understanding. For instance, their progression from zodiac. to
the planets, to the four earthly elements demonstrates the same kind of
downward progression from highest to lowest found with the traditional
(Judaic) fifty-Gates system. Moreover, the final Table of Soyga-like the
final Gate of Understanding-is isolated from the rest of the group and
reserved only for the adept. (The keyword for this Table-MOYSES-even hints at the only patriarch given credit for passing the Fiftieth Gate
of Binah.)
Finally. the labeling of the last Table of Soyga as that of Magistri (adepthood) indicates the entire set may have an initiatory purpose. Although
we do not know how the Tables were intended for magickal use, it is not
a stretch in logic to assume they-like all magickal squares-acted as
talismanic gateways of some sort. Likely. a mage would have successively
invoked the forces embodied in each Table. thereby passing through each
Gate in an effort to receive magickal power and Divine revelation from
God. In the following chapters, we shall see that this is how Dee's Angelic
contacts instructed him to use his own Book o!' Loagaeth.

Endnotes
I. The

lahar Online: http:

www.kabbalah.com k indcx.php p=zohar zohar

13C-

cessed November 2.2(09).
2. 'And out of the ground mack the Lord Cod to grow I

I the Tree of Lite also in the

midst of the garden. and the Tree of Kn(m ledge of good and ('\il." ICenesis 2:') I

L
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"Tn him thaI mercnmeth will I give [() eat of the Tree of Life. which is in the
midst of the paradise of God .. I Revelation 2:71
"In the midst of the ,treel I
i, and on either side of the nver. W,lS there the Tree
of Lite-, which bare twelve m,11lner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month: and
lhe ]e,lves of the lree wert' tllr the healing of the nations." IRevelation 22:21
" Alth'lUgl1 there arc ten Sephiroth. three of the them arc transcendent. leavmg only
~t'\cn
J

accessible to

Ind!1.

.\Iong \vith the Seven Matriarchs: Sarah. Rebecca. Rachel, Leah, Miriam, Hannah.
,1l1d Deborah.
[,cmcmber that the Hermetic or Rosicrucian Qdbalah· ·such as used by the Her·
l11etic OrJcr of the Golden Dawn

is not always sirmlar to older Judaic systems. The

[cwlsh Qabalist docs not necessarily place Saturn withm Binah,
l,. The tifteenth day of ;\'i.'ill1. the first month on the Hebrew calendar, falling in March.'

.\pnL
~.

See The htiy Gates oj' Understan,ling. http:;' ;' wwwyashaneLcom!studies.' revstudy

I

filty·gates.htm. for this list of virtues (accessed November 2. 2009).
K.

i\'lerkavah texts such as the Book of Enoch depict the patriarch gaining the Divine
Vision, and then touring the I leavens with various Archangels as guides.

9 ..\thanasius

Kircher. Oedipus i\eb'YptiLlcus, vol. II. p 319. See http: iwwwbillheidrick

.(om Orpd AKir! AKOeAelf.htm.
J

iJ. Please see
J

ch!.ll

The Kabbalah

or the Goldell Dawn by Pat Zalewski (St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn,

fiJr more information. Also sec the bibliography of this book for more inter·

pretations of the Fifty Cates of Understanding.
1 J The Fifth Order usually contains a confused mixture of the nine Angelic Choirs of
Pscudo·Dionysus with ,1 truncated hierarchy of the Angels of the Tree of Life. It
results in a misleading list of Hebrew names with utterly inaccuratt' "translations."
Bcclllse 111ne Choirs are called for in this Order of Cates. and the Tree of Life hier
,lreh1' properly includes ten Choirs, I have opted to retain the classical ninc·Choir
scheme as f(lUnd in Agrippa's Three Rooks

or Occult Philosophy. Book II, "The Scale of

the Number Nine."
J' ThiS is smguIar in the texl. However, chdpter 105. vol. 16 of 1 Enaell refers to Tablets
111

the plural. so I have duplicated the reference here.

1 \ The tirst time by the name I:noch. He appears as "Enosh"

\\1

a parallel list given pre

\ IOllsl" m the S,lme chaptCf of Cenesis. (There is ,llso an "Enoch" described as the
"111 oJ'

Cain in Cenesis. chapter 4, but this person does not appear to be related to

Ihe palrlarch.1
1·: "ote lhe Egyptian Cnostic·!ldvored r'eference to the number of days in

,1

ye,lL

1, k'l" of the Ne\\' Testament notwithstanding. Vel'] much like the translation of
It"IlS. however. both Enoch ,md Elijah art' said to have become purely spiritual (An·
,.:dl t·' beings upon their asct'nsion. Enoch became MetaLron. and Elijah became San·
.ill/pir'HI.
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16 EH,l(hldll indlC,llcs """j" Ll1()ch"'" In Iclau()n to Llc'c', m.lgick, the term 'Tnocfllan"'

mercl: reins to thc tv!'e of ,,"ste111-" slmil,lr

ltJ

S,lyll1g othcor me,lie\ .11 systems are

'SuloTlloll1c""
17 I \'1l1,111 :\hbott 's imro,lllctioll to The HclOk ,.( F,/(l,"i1 tlte P'"ol,hrt is hIghly rccol1lmcnde,l

Scc the hihlwgraphv of Ihis book, 1ll1,ler I ",111 IT 11l" t' "
1R" Note the '\Vhurc of Bah\"lon' in the Book of RcYeicnion"
19"

elijah is sai,l til h,1\'(' ,lsccnded in the saTlle m,1I111el" The S(lng 'Chahuls of hre' by V,m"
gelis ,[<vJngelos (ldysse,ls P,lpathal1.lSsiolli is named after this biblic,ll convention"

2U" Sec ReveLltiun, ,'hapler "L

2L Scc Rcvel,ltion, Ch,lptcr '"
2L I ,lssume this brcaks down to lh' ~ 1 The number of Jays in a year pl.!:eJ dn impor"

tant role

Il1

,1l1cient Cnostic m\ thos, :lS did the concept of a singular Divine Source"

23" St'l'her R,IZlci -- Buok of the Sccrets oj" Co,," This is the' name 01" thc Tahlets of
Hea\en in this c,\sc The nw,liev,lIJe\\ ish grimoire (11' the SJme title is n1t'relv based
upon this lc~enJ, purporting to he the earthly

COPy

24" See U8nliL Llf" tire Billie, by Louis Cinzberg :New York: Simon JnJ Schuster, 195() '"
2," See John, chapter 1 The Gnostics associdted the Logos with Jesus, rarher th,m rhe
olJer Djehuti"
,20()~

26" See DJ\'id C Scott, The (;olls oj" Al1r'll'nt F:{vpl- "J'he B"Vk ,,/" 7irllth
http:

touregvptncI godsokgypt theho"kofLhr,th"htm raccessed

'" Onlilw ,11

Nov'cmber 2,

20091"

27" Inteme study of thc written Scripture, alter invoking the Arch angelic Prince of the
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Chapter Two

John Dee's Book of Enoch
(The Book of Loagacth)

And I saw in the right hand of Him that sat on the Throne a Book with
writing upon both sides, scaled with seven seals. And I saw a mighty
angel proclaiming with a loud voice. "Who is worthy to open the Book,
Jnd to loose the seals thereoP" And no man in Heaven, nor in earth,
neither under the earth, was Jble to open the Book, neither to look
thereon. [Revelation 5:1-51

o

Book. Book, Book. life to the good, but truly death itself for the

wicked. Great are the wonders sealed up inside you, and great is the
name of your Seal. The light of my medicine, for you. [Archangel RaphaeL Five Books of Mystery, p. 2741

T

he traditions outlined in the previous chapter converged in Europe in
1 ')fG

CE, within the magickal journals of Dr. John Dee and Edward

Kelleyl These journals record the Christian esotericism the men received
from their Angelic contacts-with a heavy focus upon the biblical books
(Jj'

Cenesis and the Revelation of St. John, and the foundational assump-

tion that Dec and Kelley were already living within the "End Times"\\hen the Antichrist would plunge the world into Tribulation and chaos.
\t the heart of all of this stood the Christian version of Enoch's Celes-

tial Tablets, known in this case as the "Book of Life" or the "Book of the
39
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Lamb, ' ,Sl'(, Rne\atiol1 ')

part of which is quoted at the head of this

chapter,! '
The bulk uf \\ h,lt Dec c\11d Kdlcv received h'om their ,'\ngeb was a system of my~ticis111,

b: \vhich

'llll'

might gdin acct'ss to the mystcries con-

Lclincd \vithin the Bo()k of the LImb, \s

\V,'

slull see in this ch"pter, Dee's

mvstiClsm combincs ,'kments uf the tiltv C,ltes of Bindh, the pradice of
rhe Counting ot' the OmC\', encoded rnclglCkdl Tables simiLlr to those of
the Book

or

elf So\~a, ,mel the legends of Enoch \

Celesti,ll Tahlets,

course, n(ithcr Dec nor Kelley would helve had access to the

,\pocryphal Books of Enoch in tIlt' la tc 1500s, As we saw in chapter
1,

thesc wert' !lot rediscovered until the eighteenth century and later.

,'\n dvid seeker of the bblt:d Buok ()f Enoch, Dec m.1Y certainly have
tracked down

d

few scraps of rext lwre .111d there, but

d

full copy of any

of the Enochiali texts ultimately dueled him,:
However, the legends that began with these houb were cl1l'rent and
popular in Dee's time, (,~lL'rk.l\'ah mysticism had long f~lscinatcd Hermeticisb Jlld mystics of the \VesL: John Dee-a Hcrmeticist. alchemist.
,md l11ystic--had a p,uticuldr interest in these legends,
his

o\V11

,IS

he records in

words:

o Cod, ' , I h.1\ e re.ld ill thy book" anJ rll'orels how Enoch enjoved thy
Ll\ "r ami l'()llVCls,nion, \Vith Mose.s thou wast LUlli!idf', And also that
[0

[\brahal1l, isaac ,\1lel jacob, Joshua, CiJcOI1, EsJrcls, Daniel, Tobias,

ell!,l sundry others, thv f',ochl [\nf',d.. wne sem, hy thy elispOsitiol1, to il1struct them, mtCl!'111 thcm, help them,

yCd

in worldly ,111d ,i011lestlcal af

!dirs: \(,,1 ,mel ,o!11l'til11l'S [() "HIS]'" [hell' elL,ir,s, ,]oubts .mci questions DC

th\

~)('Cl'l'lS

,\nd, funhl'1'f1wrc, ceJilSidcring the Shc\\'s(()11t', which the

hl)_;h priest:-; diJ
<lllei

lISC

b; th) ()\\ 1"1 \)rdning --\\her,'il1 thl'Y held Lights

,Iu,]gTl1l'n[, in thL1r

gl'(',ll

Juuhr,,' ,\nd ,'ol1sidcring ,11"0 rh,ll rhuu

,() (;, ,,], clidst nut refuse to !I1strlllt [In pl'Clphl'ts thell, calleJ Scers'
,~I\'l'
i

true

,111"\\lTS

tel l'()ll1l11()ll

\"'''f'll'

oj

things

ccono!11ical.

as

to

S'111111L'1

,]id, j(JI ',lUi
'\11,] rCllll'mbl'1'illf', the gO(),] ,'e>llm'L'! th\ gu()d ,\postk James gi\'crh,

',l\l11g,
.!l1111l'1l

"If

.lilY

of

\OLI

libl'l',llk ,mel

Lllk \\ ",,10m, let
l!pbl'.llekth

h1111

ask "f C()d,

th.ll

gl\Tth

lU

n"l: ,mel it shelll be given him," :\nd

,

L
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that Solomon the Wise, did so, even immediately by thy self. attain to
his wonderful wisdom.
Therefore, seeing I was sufficiently taught and confirmed, that this wis
dam could not be altdined by man's hand:' or by human power, but
only hom thee \0 God) indirectly, or directlyC [ Five Books or Mystery,
Preface, pp. 58-591
Thus it is no surprise that, when Dee finally made contact with Angelic
beings, the legends of the ancient prophet Enoch were of some importance. For instance, Dee once asked the Angellllemese about the Apoc-

ly phal Book ot Enoch, as mentioned in the Epistle of Jude:
Dec: Belike then, they were delivered from one to another by tradition
or else Enoch his book, or prophesy, doth-or may seem to be-written in the same language. Because mention is made of it in the New
Testament in Jude his Epistle where he hath said, "Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these ...

H

JIIemese: I must distinguish with you. Before the flood, the spirit of
God was not utterly obscured in men. Their memories were greater,
their understanding more clear, and their traditions, most unsearchable, Nothing remained of Enoch but (and if it please your mastership)
might have been carried in a cart. I can not bring you the brass, but I can
shew you the books. lFive Books of Mystery, pp. 354-551
Illemese here speaks of the Enochian mythos as it has existed for centuries-including the central role of the biblical Deluge in the loss of the
\Visdom of Enoch.
Another Angel to discuss the prophet Enoch with Dee and Kelley
was named Ave, who offers a rather detailed version of the legend of
E11och. In fact, Ave's Enochian speeches" arc the principal reasons why

Ike's juurnals are classified as "Enochian" literature .10 Ave' says:
The Lord appeared unto Enoch, and was merciful unto him, opened his
eyes. that he might see and Judge the earth, which was unknown unto
his Parents. by reason of their f<JIl." For the Lord said. Let us shew unto
Enoch, the use of the (',1[th. And 10, Enoch was wise, and full of the
spirit of \visdom. And he said unto the Lord, Let there he remembrance
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of thy mercy, and lei those that love Ihee taste of this after me. 0 let not
thy mercy be fc)rgolten. ,\nei the I.onl was pleased .
.\nd clher tifl) days Fnol'h had written,

~lllJ

this

W,IS

the TItle pI hIS

boob, Lei Tlwsc Tilal fear Gll,!. atl,t Arc v\ltll'ti1v, Read.
But behold, the pcople arc waxed wicked, dnd became unrighteous.
dnd the Spirit of the Lord was LH off ,1l1d gone clWdY ii'O!l1 thclll. So that
those that were ullworthy heg,ll1 to redd. And the Kings of the edrth
saId thus ag;linst Ihl' J.ord. Whdt is it that we Cdnnot do' Or who IS he.
Ihat can resist us'
And the Lord was \·exed. and he sent in amongst them an hundred
and fifry Lions. and spirits of wickt'dlless. error. and deceit. And they
appeared

Ullto

them, tt)r the Lord had put them between those that are

wicked, and his good Angels. And they began to counterfeit the doings
of Cod and his power. I()r they had power given them so

to

do. so that

the memory of Enoch washed awav. And the spirits of l'lTor began to
teach them Doctrine. which from time to time unto thiS age. and unto
tim day, hath spread abroad into all parts of the world, and is the skill
and cunning of the wicked. Hereby they speak with Devils. Not because they have power owr the Devils, hut because they arc Joined unto
them in the league Jnd DiSCipline of their own Doctrine.
For behold. in the knowledge of the mystical fi,l,''lll'es. emd the usc of

their presence is the gift of God delivered unto Enoch. and by Enoch

1m request to the Llithful. that thereby they might have the true use of
Gods creatures. and of the earth whereon they dwell. [A 'fmc and Fmtl!-

.lid ReiatioH. p. 174]

This legend suggests that the wickedness of mankind (presumably before the Great Deluge) was the result of giving too much knowledge
into the hands of those who were not ready. ("Those who were unwor
thy began

to

read.") After this, the wisdom contained in the Tablets of

Enoch was obscured among humanity. Ave then continues:
,",ow helth it plc'lsed God to deliver this Doctrine ,Igdin Olll of delrkness.

and to fulfill His promise with thee dl)J' the Boob of Enoch,.
he sC]veth

,IS

to

whom

he said unto Enoch. 'Let those that are wort!1\' understand

this. bv thee. th,lt it rn,,\' be one witness of my promise tOVYdrd thce."
Come' therefore. 0 Ihou Cloud. JnJ wretched d,lrh.ness. come It>rlh
I Se\\ oul ()f Ihi> TJhlc: {or the I.()rli ,1?>1l11 helth opencd the c,lrlh: and

L
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shc shall becume known [() the worthy. : A "!'rue ,wei F,lltiJ/iI/Rc/al ion. p.
174i
Thc~refore,

the Angels' plan was to deliver the Celestial "Book of Enoch"

to Dec and Kelley. (We shall explore their motives for this revelation.l
In Llct. by the time Dee recorded these words +i'om Ave, he had alrea.iy
received the entire text of a "Holv Book" written in the Angelical lan-

guage. However, it was not directly reterred to as the "Book of Enoch"
lImil Ave does so later in (he journals:
\ly bl uther, I see thou dust not understand the mystery of this Book, or

\\'ork, thull heIst in h,mel. But I told thee, it was the knowledge that God
de\i\ered unto Enoch. rA Tnic ,mel Faith/iii Relation, p. 1961

And so, let us take an in-depth look at this Doctrine-delivered again
out of darkness:

The Holy Book of Loagaeth (Speech from God)
Dee and Kelley had already been at work with the Angels for some time,
receiving the particulars of the Angelic scrying tools and the HeptarchIC'2 system. (This comprises the bulk of books One through Four of
Dec's Five Books of I.he [v1ystrries-Sloane MS 3188,) n Book Five, then,
is where we find the first descriptions of a new "Holy Book." The next
manuscript in the Sloane collection--MS 318'1--contains the I-loly Book
itself. This is technically classified as the Sixth and Holy Book of the ,1I,Iysterits. and is also called the Book of Enoch and the Book

from God \.1

of Loagacth (Speech

0

The Holy Book was formally introduced to Dee and Kelley, by the
Archangel Raphael. with these words:
Behold' Behold. ;,e,1, let He,I\'en and earth behllld: For with this, tlwy
\\ l'1'e cre,1ted And it is 1he \'oice dnd speech

of Him. which pmcee,kd

h-()11l

the First, dlld is the First, whose gloriow, ;\lame be exalted in his

()\\1l

horn of honor. Lo_ this it is. And it is truth; whose truth sh,111 en-

dure t()revtT

i Five Boob 4

,\lvstcn', p. 268:

The cOllcept of "He who proceeded from the First, and is the First"
comes from ancient Cnostici:;n1. In Cnostic mythology, the CitrislllS I, or
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Logos--Word) was born directly and entirely from the Divine Source
itself. Therefore, the Logos was both God and the Son of God-two facets of the same gem. See the Book of John, chapter 1: "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God."
Note, also, that Raphael claims this Book contains the "voice and
speech" of the Christos, and that both Heaven and earth were created
therewith. (Dee notes in the margin: "The Book, the first language of
God-Christ.") This is another ancient Gnostic concept related directly to
the Christos. To the Gnostics, the Highest God was far removed from
the imperfect physical realm. However, the Christos was an active and
creative aspect of Divinity. All things in the Universe were created after
patterns established by the Christos. Once again, see the Book of John,
chapter 1: "All things were made by him, and without him was nothing
made ... In him was life, and the life was the light of mankind."
Therefore, we have in this Holy Book the very words that the GodChrist used to create the Universe. (See Genesis chapter 1, where each
phase of creation is initiated with the words "God said ... " Consider
that Dee's Holy Book will eventually be entitled Loagaeth, the Speech
from God.)

Three Types of Knowledge
The biblical Creation is not the whole of what is contained within the
Book. Later in the journals (in the appendix to the Five Books), Dee records a conversation with the Angelillemese 15 that expands our understanding of the nature of the Holy Book:
It only consisteth in the mercy of God, and the Characters of these
books. For. behold. as there is nothing that cometh or springeth from
God. but it is as God. and hath secret Majestical and inexplicable Operation in it: So every letter here hringeth forth the Names of God. But.
indeed. they are but one Name: hut according

to

the local and former

being, do comprehend the universal generation corruptible and incorruptible of every thing. It followeth. then, it must needs comprehend
the end of all things. Thus much. hitherto. [Five Books of Mystery, p.
3821
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This is the first time we are told that the Book is associated not only with
Creation, but also comprehends (encompasses) "thE end of all things."
Remember my statement at the beginning of this chapter, that both
Cencsis and the Revelation of St. John play prominent roles in this sys
re!l1.

Later in the appendix to the Five Books, Dee and Kelley make contact
vvith the Archangel Urid. This entity, too, has something to say concerning the content~ of the Holy Book:
Thi' hook, dnd holy key, which unlocketh the secrets of God I-!is determination--,,, concerning the beginning, present being, and end of this
world-is so reverent and holy, that I wonder

speak in your sense)

(l

why it is delivered to those that shall decay. So excellent and great are
the Mysteries therein contained, above the capacity of man. [Five Books

l'.f rvlysterv, p..,93 J
So, the mystical text comprehends the beginning, present, and end of
the Universe. In other words, all things in Creation and Time are represented in the Holy Book. (just like the Celestial Tablets, Sepher Raziel,
and Book of Thoth, described in chapter

1.)

Uriellater returns to this sub

ject, revealing the three types of knowledge contained in the text:
For it is said before that the Book containeth three types of knowledge:
1.

The knowledge of God, truly.

2.. The number and doing of His Angels, perfectly.

> The beginning and ending of Nature, substantially.

:\nd this hath answered a great doubt. I Five Books

of il,1ystcry, p. 3991

l,lter in the journals, after Dee and Kelley have received all but the last

page ()f the Book, a female entity named Galvah-apparently the Mother

(,I' .\ngels, as we shall see later-takes over the sessions. She speaks fur·
tlwl" about the nature and contents of the Holy Book:
h)r herein is the creatio11 of Adam with his transgression. The Dit-,'llity
dlld

Wisdom he had. The error dnd horror wherein he was drowned,

\ca

herein is rhe power spread of the highest working in all creatures.
The life of all things is here known: The reward of death for those

who arc rewarded for life. I
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'vVh,llsocvcr h,lth lwen fn1l11thc beginning (since it W'lS said in Di·
vIm' Dctnmindti()Tl, Be it donc) is here enclosed, fA l"ntC !lIut
1<c'ill!IOI/,

p.

lx

Faithfiil

i

Still hter in Dec\jnurnals, all An~c\ bv the \1,111'\\' of \\ah:,'gc offers his
own description of the Book:
These Tcloles ,1re to be written, not by I11all, but by the linger of hPl'
which is I11()ther of \'inut'.l. \Vhcrcin tbe whole \\'orld,
crcdible I ,)11 Crc,llUI'l's, and

1il

(tu

Hesh in-

,111 kinds, arc Tlumhered, in being, and

multitude. The I11Cl1SurC ,1I1d proportion of that substance, which
is Transitory, dilli shldl wax old. These things and mysteries <lre yom

P,lrlS, dnd porllum scaled, 11S well1w your own knowledge, 11S the ti'uit
of \()ur Intercession. The knowledge of Gods Cre,lllln's. ! A TYlic aJ1d

Foilhtill Relati(J/I, p. CAl

I note that :"-ialvage clbove refers to a "substance" that is transitory
(that is to say, mortal) and will grow old. This substdnce is likely the "material essence "_·-or physical matter of the Universe--described by Plato.
(Plato actually described three essences, which were also adopted by the
Gnostics: The first i~ the spiritual essence, \vhich is pure and immortal.
The second is the matnial essence, which is mortal and will eventually
die, The third is the animate essence, which is cl mixture

or the previous

two. Human beings clre composed of the animate essencl'.)

The Last Prophecy of the World
The Angels also had a tew things to say about the Holy Book and its
relation to the Christi,1I1 concept of the End Times. (Keep in mind that
Dec was d devout Christian in si"tecllth-century Europe. He would
have tak.en the subject (If the End Tillles vcry seriously, and would hJ\'l'
firmly believed thn

Wl'rC

near.'

During one uf their sessions \\ ith Liriel. the Archangcl tolli the t\\O
men thdt the testimony of the Holy Bouk heralds the Second Coming
i

of Christ \, and will not he reserved for ,1 single nation or people:
Thc wo)tlll of the ""relint prophnll'. i., thi,. 0 \·c
first

\\,)S

1l1OruJ l11el1 1 For

the

of Hnnsclf. th,ll ) Ie- ShllliU ,·mm'.: .\nd this, is ti\)m Him, ill

n'"'!1t'ct that lie will

,'(}IlH"

'~cithlT .Irc \()u t()

speak the \\'()rlh uf thi.s
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Testimony in one pL1Ce, or in one people, but that the Nations of the
whole world may know that there is a GOD which forgetteth not the
truth of His promise. nor the safeguard of His chosen, for the greatness
of His glory. I Fivc Books

or l,1ystcrv, p, 394]

111 this same session, Uriel warns the two men (at lenf,rth) to prepare, for

the Antichrist is already born and the End Times are at hand. In fact,
Uriel associates the reception of Loagacth by Dee and Kelley with the
lllitiation of the Tribulation, \9
For why) The Lord hath sent His angels already to visit the earth, and
to

gather the sins thereof together. that they may be weighed betore

him in the balance of Justice, And then is the time that the promise of
God shall he fulfilled, Douht not, tor we are good Angels. lFive Books of
;\Iystery, p. 394 J

later, the Archangel Gabriel elaborates upon the Tribulation, highlight·
ing the advent of the Holy Book (the "Last Prophecy of the World") and
the involvement of Dee and Kelley in the End Times:
But in you two is figured the time to come. For many shall cleave unto
the Lord, even at the first call m I ... J
And these are the latter days. And this is the last Prophesie of the
World 21 Now\ Now, shall one King rise up against another, and there
shall be bloodshed throughout all the World. Fighting between the
Devil his Kingdom, and the Kingdom of Light,
As tor you, thus sayeth the Lord: r . , . have delivered unto you the
Testimony of my Spirit to Come, For, my Barn hath been long without
Threshers. And r have kept my flails for a long time hid in unknown
places. Which flail is the Doctrine that I deliver unto you. Which is the
Instrument of thrashing, wherewith you shall beat the sheats, that the
Corn which is scattered, and the rest may be all one. IA Truc and Faithful
Relatiol1, p. 1 (i 1 \

"he last lines of Cabriel's above speech invoke the image of threshing
\\ heat in a barn as an analogy to the Tribulation and the threshing of
the "wheat from the chaff" among human souls. Most important for us
here, we see that the Doctrine of Loagacth is described as the flail that
,;hall he the "instrument of thrashing."
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Returning to Urie!'s sermon about the End Times, we find the Archangel reveals what may be the most proi(lUnd words yet in relation to
the Holy Book:
Out of rhis shdll bt' n'slOred rhe holy book:;, whil'h have perished
trom rhc beginning, dnd b'om rhe tirst th,lt

li\l~d.

CVCl1

" And herein shall be

deciphercd perfecr truth from imperfecr fal;ehoOll, [rue religion b'om
false and d,lmllablc errors vvith all Ans. which dre proper to the use of
man. rhe first and s,lllctiJied perfcction. Which \\ hen it hath spread a
while, THH-: CO\1ETII TilE E;\;D. IFin' RclOks

or :'vlystery, p.ll)) I

Thus, according to Uriel, the Angels were seeding this "Testimuny" into
the world through Kelley and Dee. The intluence of the Book was to
spread among humanity for a time, and then would come the end of the
World of Man and the establishment of Cod's kingdom. (See the final
chapter of the Revelation of St. John.)
\Vhat is so ptof(mnd here is Uriel's suggestion that this Book will
"restore the holy books" and "decipher. , , true religion." Dee and Kel·
ley encountered several Angels who referred to the Holy Book as a new
"Testimony" or "Doctrine"-Uriel included:
Behold. Behold. Mark O. and Behold. Each line hath strerched himself
even ro his end, and the Midst is gloriolIs to the good, ,md dishonor to
rhe wicked. Heaven and carth must decay. So, shall not the words of
rhis Testimonv. [Five Books

or :V1ystcrv, p. 32S I

The Angel Nalvage also refers to a Doctrine when giving his own explanation of the virtues of the Holy Book:
In our Docrrine rherc is norhmg taught but the srarc of the world, here,
and ro come. The prophecies of lime, ,md the knitting up of God his
mysrerics, openl'd tj'orn rime ro rime, to rhosc that are his sanctitied: as
resrimonies in rhe Cre,][iun and Oper,ltiotl of his Cre,ltures: whercof
rhis Doctnne is ,1 part. Thl' Prophets in rhcir rimes were not ignorant
bv ITYcLnion of thl' good will of their Crc,ltor. The ;\postlcs. ill Christ
his Kingdom, wert' mc1de p,1rLlKns of the mysterics r() come

S() that

this Doctrine is the mysteries of the word of Cod, sealed from the be
gmning. no\\' delivered unto man, tiJr thar Rcfi)rmarion which must bc
ill One unity cst,1blishcd unto the cnd.

!

The fi'uil of our Doctrinc
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I The vc:ry kc:y and entrance into

is that God should be praised.

the secret mystcric:s of God I in respect of His determination
bringing with it reward

111

Oil

canh),

the end of eternal gk)ry, whleh is the greatest

Treasure. IA. Trul' £Hut Fillthtiil Rclati(lJl, p. 641

Considering the time and place in which DeC' lived, Nalvage is treading on some dangerous religious ground in this speech. He points out
that revelations were given to the Prophets of old-from whence we
get the Old Testament of the Bible. Then, revelations were opened to
the Apostles of Christ-whereby we derived the New Testament of the
Bible. There/tlre, Nalvage is here suggesting that new prophecies will
he revealed through Dee's I-Ioly Book-which would logically result in
an entirely new Testament. Several weeks later, Nalvage returns to the
subject of this new Doctrine:
And io, He called you, and you became drunken, and foolish with the
spirit of God: And it was said Descen,l. for he calleth, and hath called.
And Raphael that brought up the prayers descended: and he was full
with the power, Jnd spirit of God:" and it became ,\ Doctrine, such was
never from the beginning. I ..

i

This selfsame Art is it, which is delivered unto

y()U

as an infallible

Doctrine, containing in it the waters which run through many Cates:
even abow the Gate of Innocence, wherein

YOll

are tdught to find out

the Dignity and Corruption of nature. Also, 1you will be 12< made partaker, of the secret judgments of the Almighty

to

be made manifest.

,md to be put into execution. IIi Tntc and Faithful Relation, p. 77 i

Later in the journals, Nalvage and the Archangel Cabriel (his superiOr)
are

speaking in unison about this same Doctrine:
These things, that is

to

say. this Doctrine, ddivercd by us, is of Cod:

,md ()f his mercies granted unto you, which cannot be ill \'<lin. :\nd
therdc)re

to

ul1klwwn

Ullto llS.

be perf()rmed, for the secret determinations of Cod

,,1'('

!:i 'hue illld Fditiljitl Rc/,ltioJ1, p. 921

The idea of a brand-new Doctrine or Testament was quite alarming to
Christians of Dee's time--espccially as the Church was already segmenting into Catholic and Protestant sectS. For instance, Meric Casaubon, who

L
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published many of Ofe's journals in A True and Faithful Relation in 165"9,
had this

to

say of the Holy Book:

This Book (had things succeeded) should have been instead of a Bible;
dS

the Al Koran,2< (and much of the same subject), is among the Islamic

peoples. 2n l ... J A very effectual way

to

draw people, under color of a

New Law, new lights, and Doctrines ... from Heaven.lA True !lna Faith-

Jul Relation, VI. p. 101
This description from Casaubon may be a bit unfair. While the Holy
Book is certainly described by the Angels as a Doctrine delivered from
God to mankind, they never indicated to Dee and Kelley that it would replace any existing Scripture. Instead, it would "restore" all of the world's

holy books (i.e., by removing errors from them that have crept in over
generations). This would be much more in line with Dee's Hermetic
thinking-as he would have recognized all religions and their scriptures
as containing some amount of Truth and some amount of error. He
would have been looking for a Universal Religion (akin to Gnosticism)
that underlay all existing religions.
The last entity

to

appear for Dee and Kelley, during the reception

of the Holy Book. was the Mother of Angels, Galvah. Before delivering
the final page of the Book. Galvah provides the following important
information:
Touching the Book, it shall be called Logah: which in your language
signifieth Speech from God. Write after this sort LOA G A E T H:'" it
is

to

be sounded Logah. This word is of great signification, I mean in

respect of the profoundness thereof [A True and Faithful Relation, p. 191

Note that Galvah has just named the Holy Book Loagaetn. (pronounced
"loh-gah"), which signifies "speech from God." Even though all but the
final page of the Book had been transmitted previously, it was never
referred

to

as Loagaeth until Galvah did so. (As we shall see later in this

chapter, the Holy Book bears Angelic words other than Loagaetn. on its
cover. However. these words are not necessarily the proper title of the
Book itself.)
In the same session, Galvah also adds:
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Happv arc they, which are covered with the Pearls of Righteousness,
cl11d on whose head there is a Garland of gladness: For unto those belongeth to taste of thl' Fountain of true \visdom. Is It not written of
this book, that it teacheth nature in all degrees) The judgment hereof
is Intellectual. I· . 1
f low thou art God knoweth: But comfort yourselves in this; that

neithl'r this Testimony can perish, neither unto you can remain any
slavery. 1,\ TnlC ,.m,t Fdithful Relation, p. 20 I
.\s might he expected, only those who "are covered with the Pearls of

Righteousness" can gain benefit from the Holy Book of Loagaeth. Uriel
made a similar statement (shown previously in this section) when he
said that the text of the Holy Book was "glorious to the good, and dishonor to the wicked."
This would have been a given to Christians like Dee and Kelley, considering the Book's relationship with the End Times and the Revelation
of St. John, The Book

of Loagaeth,

according to this worldview, repre-

sents the fountain of Cod's Wisdom from which only the Chosen are
to partake. 2x

Let Those That Fear God, and Are Worthy, Read
Kelley's First Vision of the Holy Book
On March 24th, 1583, the Archangel Raphael granted Kelley his first vision of the Holy Book oJ Loagaeth. 2 'l It appeared as a book with forty-eight
leaves of gold. (A "leaf" is a sheet of paper-in this case, gold-bound
l11to a book. Each leaf in a book has a front and a back-so there are two
pages printed upon it.)
The writing within this Holy Book appeared wet, as if written with
tlcsh blood. (According to Christian tradition, the Celestial Book of Life
IS

writtl'n in the Blood of the sacrificed Lamb, or Christ. See the Rev-

cLltiol1 of St. John, chapter 5, for the Book and the Lamb.) The letters

<ll1el words themselves were not in English, but written in some kind of
hll'toglyphic or magickal alphabet that neither Dee nor Kelley had e\'er
",'('11.

LPlled

Once Kelley had counted forty-eight leaves in the Book, Raphael
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It IS finhlll:'d. One i, one Ithat;" Iwit her is, w,"s, or sh~111 be known. And
vet then'

<tIT .illS!

so nl<tnv. rhcsl' h,lVe

Sf)

Tl1dnV ndml'.S, ur the so mdny

111yste['](', th8t welll hct!ll'e.1 Fin' B(l(lk" elf' .\IV,ilcrV, p. 2(,ll

Raphael's ahO\e statement is ccrtJinly ohscure. It is only thanks to inttJrmation gi\'en hy the ,'\ngc1s in later sessions that it makes Jny sense
elt a1] Put simply, Raphael IS confirming the forty-eight leaves reported
by Kelley. but also hint111g rhat there is another leaf th~lt .. , , . neither is,
was, or shall he known." \Therefore, the tme nurnbcr of leaves is ttlrtynint'.) Not only thIS, but this "extra" leaf is, in bct, considered numher
one uf the tClrtyninl:'.
Later, the text of the first "unktH)\\ll" leaf is revealed to Kelley and
recorLied hy Dee (cumplete with diacritical marb and a few pronunciation notes I. However, even theil, Raphael reminds the men that the
mystenes of the first leaf must remain closed ttlr now:
It

IS

nUl to be spuken, but in thl tinlC of [ Its own llme. ! Pm' Hooks of

,\]vstcrv, p. 2911

Since the text of L,!agaetit is composed of the \Vords of Cod, I assume
it is the message ClJ11tained in the first leaf that is "not to he spoken"
until the time "of His own time," Because we already know of the Holy
Book's relationship tu the Book of Revelation, we can assume that "His
own time" represents the promised Second Coming of Christ and estahlishment of the Kingdom of Cod,
We will karn more about the first leaf of Loagaeth later in this
chapter,

Kelley's Secmlli Visi01l

or t Ite Holy Book

On March 26th, 158), Kelley received his ~econd vision of the Holy

Book! It appeared eX~lctly as it held pre\iously, hut thi~ time with a hit
mOrt' derail. This time, Kelle:- could sec thJt each pel)!,e \\-as a huge 49 x
-Ill

Tahle ; tort\'nim'
Clllumm emel forty-nine
ro\\ S This made tor a total
.
I.

of 2,4U1 cells in eelch Tlbk--whiL-h Kelln described as tilled with lettns, '

some more thclil otheL';'

The Llct that Kelley saw

~onlt'

of the cells with "more iletter,! th<1n

uther' cells indic~ltl's that he \\as etheeHly seeing the fi.lrty-nine-1caf ver-
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sion of Loagaeth. As recorded later in the journals, the fIrst ("hidden")
leaf of the Book contains an entire word in each cell, while most of the
remaining forty-eight had only a single character in each cell. Therefore,
Kelley was likely seeing the first leaf when he described some cells with
"more !etters" (i.e., entire words) than the others.
The fact that there are really forty-nine leaves in Loagaeth (rather
tlun the torty-eight originally reported) is confirmed later in the journ,lls. For inst,mce, several days after Kelley's second vision of the Holy
Book, Raphael discusses its "49 parts":
As I have said: the 49 parts of this Book-49 voices, whereunto the so

mJny powers, with their inferiors and subjects, have been, are, and shall
be obedient. " I ... 1 Every Element hath 49 manner of understandings.
Therein is comprehended so many languages. They are all spoken at
once, and severally, by themselves, by distinction may be spoken. Until
thou come
Books

to

the City, thou canst not behold the beauty thereof [Five

of Mystery, pp, 296--971

By "49 voices," Raphael likely means 49 voicings-or speeches-of God.
From these forty-nine sreeches of the God-Christ can be drawn fortynine interpretations. 11 There are even forty-nine languages contained in
the text-though they are all interwoven and spoken at once. l )
Obviously, the number 49 (or 7x 7) plays a vital role to the Loagaeth
system. As the Angel Nalvage explains (after Dee and Kelley had re
corded the text of all torty-nine leaves of the Holy Book):
YOLI

have 49 Tables: In those Tables are contained the mystical and holy

voices of the Angels, dignified. IA True and Faithful Relation, p. 641

Remember that there are two pages for every leaf of a book. Thus, there
Jrl' technically ninety-eight Tables (each one, forty-nine rows by fortyninl' columns) tound upon the pages of Loagaeth, However, in the above
Ljuote, Nalvage teaches that these are counted as only forty-nine. Each
'Llhle, then, has both a front and a back---thereby occupying both sides
()j

cl

single leaf in the Book.

It is quite interesting to compare Dee's forty-nine Tables of Loagaeth

\\ ith the thirty-six Tables of Soyga (see chapter 1). Both of them are
composed of magickal squares based upon square-root numbers (the
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product of

,1

number multiplied by itself) The Tables of Sovga lthirty-

six by thirty-six cells) arc based upon 6 x 6
Tables of Loagaclh
in the

square~r()ot

rforty~nine

C.::

36.

1h

Meanwhile, Dee's

by j(Jrty-nine) are simply the next step

pattern, based upon 7 x 7

-=

49. 1~ The holy number

seven plays a n1djor role in the ancient Merkavah traditions of the .Jew~
ish people, as well as quite a few of the classical grimoiric texts to which
Dee and Kelley had access. lS
The Heptarchic mysteries arc also based upon this

seven~jold

de-

sign··including the Seal of Truth, Holy Table, the seven Ensigns of
Creation, and the

t()rty~nine

good Angels. 1Cl As we shall see later in this

chapter, the mysteries of Loagaetit are intimately connected with the
Heptarchic system through this

seven~told

relationship.

Given what the Angels have said about the contents of the Holy
Book (the beginning, contents, and end of Time), it is reasonable-as
with the lIeptarcitia--to associate the forty-nine Tables with the Seven
Days of Credtion. (Technically, the Seven Days-along with a hypothett-

Gil "Eighth Day" associated with the End Times--encompass the entire
span of the Universe from beginning to end. \Ve are currently living in
the Seventh Day of Rest.)
Supporting this, the Mother Galvah makes the following cryptic statement just after delivering the text of the

forty~ninth

leaf of Lll11gactit:

These are those seven. ! A. True A.nd Failh(ill Rdatiol1, p. 1() I

Later in the journals, the Angel Nalvage makes an equally cryptic

state~

ment just after delivering the Key to the mysteries of the second lear""
Thi, is therefore: the KCV ot the first seven, c1Ccording to the proportion

of the tirst Creation. ! A Tnic And Falthfill Rciat/tm, p. Xi; i

These two statements associare both the second 'l and finaJ leaves of the
Holy Book \vith a mysterious "sn·en." (According to the proportion of
the tirst Creation.") 1 suspect they are indications that

LoagdctiJ-~~from

the secolld to the t(JI·tyninth Tables ~·-enc()mpasses the Seven Days of
Creation as depicted in Cenesis I Iplus the dreaded "Eighth Day" of the
Tribulation I,

L
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Kelley's Third Vision of the Holy Book
On April 6th, 15R3, Kdlcv received what I call the "third vision of the
Holy Book."" Of course, Kelley had seen the Book many times by this
point-as this occurs atrfr hf had recorded t<my-eight lines of the first
\eaf (side Al. However, this is the third time Kelley saw something ne\'·;
.lbout the appearance and construction of the Book itself.
Just after thf transmission of the f<xty-eighth line, the cover of the
Book was suddenly displayed to Kelley It was blue in color, and madc
from a l!riD. light silk. -\3 On this covcr were rhe words Amzes nagizeZt's

liardeh. (Note that this is some weeks before G;i\vah entitles thf Book
Loagaeth.) KellfY reported that these words si~'TIity "The Universal Name
of Him that created universally be praised and extolled forever."
However, later in the journals, an Angel named Ave suggests that
Enoch's Book was entitled Let Those that Fear God, and Are Wortily, Read. ~ (
Dec notfs at this point. "The title of Enoch's Books expounded into
English." Therefore, it is possible that Ave's version is the more literal
translation of the title Annes naghezes Hardeh.

From the Right Hand to the Left . .. as in the Hebrew Bible
Another important, and unique, feature of Loagaeth is that it is written
entirely from right to left. That is, it is unique among Westm! mystical
texts. Meanwhile, it shares this feature with all books written in He
brew-a Semitic language that also runs from right to left.
Once Raphael showed Kelley his second vision of the Holy Book
. ",here we first see the 49 x 49 Tables full of letters), the Archangel's next
,)Oion was to draw a series of twenty-one hieroglyphic characters fl'Om
the pages.-" The characters. as recorded in Dee's journal, are the letters
of the A.ngelical alphabet. (! will cover this alphabet in depth in chapter 5.) However, more important now, this Holy alphabet is recorded
dS

running from right (the first letter-Pill to left (the last letter --Gisgi.

ThIS is the first indication in the journ,lls that the language is written in

tilt' leftward Semitic fashion.
The next mdication is tClLInd just after Raphael transmitted the first
word of the first leaf Zllrescil--<l word of seven letters. (" Dee then drew
d

7 x 7 Table showing the numbers 1~7 (relating to the seven letters of
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Zuresch) running "backward"-that is, from right to left. (I think per-

haps Dee, after hearing the first word was exactly seven letters, drew
the 7 x 7 Table in case he was about to receive another magickal square.
However, no square was revealed, and Dee left the Table blank except
for the numbers 1-7 in the top row.)
I should point out that Dee recorded Zuresch, and all of the words
transmitted by Raphael, both in English letters and the usual Western
rightward style of writing. Apparently, it is only when the text is written in Angelical characters that it must be written leftward. (The same
convention is followed with Hebrew.)
Of course, if a book's text is written leftward, it follows that the pages
of the book must do likewise. For instance, take any book written in
English,47 and lay it facedown so the book's spine is toward your right
hand. (You'll be looking at the back cover.) Now, open the back cover so
you are looking at the last leaf of the book. If the same book were written in Hebrew, what you just saw as the back cover would have actually
been the front cover. And the leaf you saw after opening the cover would
contain the first page in the book. The text would begin in the upperright-hand corner of the paper and run toward the left margin.
Dee's journals highlight this difference in page ordering several times.
In one instance, Dee outright states that Angelical reads leftward:
... in my mind it seemeth

requisite~R

that as all the writing and reading

of that holy lan,guage is from the right hand to the left, so the beginning
of the book must be (as it were, in respect of our most usual manner
of books, in all languages of Latin, Greek, English, etc.) at the end of
the book. And the end, at the beginning, as in the Hebrew Bible. [Five
Books

of Mystery, p. 4111

Uriel confirmed Dee's observation (on the next page of the journal) by
suggesting that Dee's judgment was directed by God above, "He that
sayeth, 'Do this,' directeth thy judgment."
After Kelley had recorded most of the Holy Book in the usual rightward fashion (and in English

characters),~q

the Mother Galvah arrived to

instruct Dee on writing a "periCcted copy. ",u In part, this meant the text

L
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had to be rewritten in the leftward fashion, so the last page of the book
would fall upon what we \Vcsterners consider the "first leaf":
The first lear (as you call it) is the !Jst of the book." I ..

I Write the

book I.after your order! backward, but alter not the torm of the letters, I
'peak in respect of the places. IA True and Failh,tid Relation, p. 191

I assume that by "places," Galvah meant the proper ordering of letters
had to be preserved for the words when written leftward as when written rightward. In Angelical, the text would be a mirror image of the text
in English. but both texts would sound the same when read aloud. (This
is different from Soyga. which actually spelled words backward to form
new-but still rightward-reading-words. Such as Soyga itself, which is
a reversal of the Greek word AgyoS.)'2

The Reception of the Forty-Nine Tables
The reception of the Tables of Loagaeth began on Good Friday, March
29th, 1583.') When Kelley received the text of the forty-nine leaves, he
did so by first entering a kind of trance. As he sat gazing into the crystal,
Dee records, a "sword of Harne" came from the shewstone and thrust
into Kelley's head. The scryer described "a thing immediately creeping
within his head, and in that pang became all in a sweat." He greatly
disliked this feeling, which continued for about fifteen minutes before it
subsided (or "came to rest")

somewhat.'~

This process took place each time Kelley sat down to transcribe the
language in the Holy Book. It appears to be a form of shamanic ecstasy,
dnd seems to parallel the Christian mystery of the invocation of the
Holy Spirit, often associated with speaking in tongues." Kelley, while in
his trance, could read the language within the Book f1uently. After each
'(ssion. the fire would withdraw from his head back into the shewstone--after which he no longer understood the language.
The Archangel Raphael delivered the initial lines of the first leaf

()f Loagaeth in a very meticulous fashion. With a rod of gold, Raphael
pointed to the first cell on the Table in the Holy Book-indicating the
word written there in fresh blood. He then spelled the word letter by
krter. which Kelley repeated for Dee to record.
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Previously, I LIsed this first word--1:urcsch --.1S an example of the
Holv Book's leftward style of vvriting, Since it happens to be the very
firsL worJ of LorIS,nctk we can contlnue to use it as an example here,
~lctu,ll1y tJ

\Vh,lt Raphael

,1l1smittcd to the two men

WJS

not the com,

pleLed word, but a strin h of Angelic letter 11,11T1es: Cq,i] Z), \'arl (U" DOll
,1\:, Gr<ll'/z (1:::, Fllill IS. \'dl re!, ,\itl ./-1\'" By working in this manner,
there ,;vould be a very luw error rate in the transmission, and words
cuuld be quickly ,md easily IT\'iewed dnd corrected bter on.
However. with thousands of words to receive, Dec was concerned
the project would soon becume overwhelming. The first two lines
alone h'1l1 consisted of ninety-eight words transmitted letter hy letter,
and there were yet t<xty-seven lines to go oniust side /\ of that Table 1i7
Therefore, Dee asked Raphaellf some kind of abridgmenr of this letter,
by, letter method might be used instead."
App,1l'ently this cmgered RaphaeJ--as the vision of the Holy Book
suddenly vanished ti'om Kellev's sight. After a prayer trom Dee, the vision appears to Kelley once more, and Raphael retLlrns to lecture the
two men, Apparently because uf Dee's "inappropriate" request, the
Archangel states that he will not appear in the crystal again until Loaga-

eth has heen transmitted entirely.
However, bet<Jre leaving, Raphael assures them that his office will
remain present. Indeed, the remainder of the Tables (the last excluded)
are Jeli\'ered to the men by

"<)

Vuice" coupled with a visiun of the Holy

Bouk in [he stone. This Voice, then, em sakly be consIdered the vuice
of RaphaeL
Ncvertheless, Dec

W,IS

granted his rcquest fur an abridgment to the

tr,l11smission proce'is. Beginning with line thn'c, the text of the First

Tlblc of L('<lgaccll

i~

deltvCl'cLl \vurd by word, rather than letter by letter,

\Vhil" this took a huge \\'orklodd otT ()f Dee and Kelley, it does create
somC'thing of
no doubt

,IS [0

cl

prublcll1 telr us today. \ViLh the tirst two lines, we have

n,lcth· hnw thc words are to be spelled in Angelicll ch,ll'

actns ",bccduse c,1<'h letter \\
rest of the First Table.

\\c

Del' recorded phonctic,dly.

clS

n,1l1wd individuallv. Ilowner, with the

helve only words then Kelley spoke aloud dnd

L
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My own analysis of the text'" suggests that several words are spelled
phonetically-depending on how Dee heard each word at the time,
Therefore, the samt' word might appear in different lines of the text
spelled in slightly different ways. Yet, in other cases, the spellings do
seem to be cxact·-,md Dt'e even makes notes here and there to help us
\\"ith proper Angelical spelling or prollunciation. I,Any such notes are
lllcluded with the entries in the Lexicon in the second volume of this
\vork.)

Itl Fort\'
. Days
. Must the Book Be Perfected
,

The overall recEption of the Holy Book was marked as a magickal oper·
ation in its own right. Note that it began on Good Friday (March 29th),
and this was not coincidental. Exactly Eight days into the reception of
the text, the Archangel Uriel appeared to inform the men that there was
,1

time limit on their work:
Behold (sayeth the Lordi I will breathe upon men, and they shall have
the sp1rit of Understand1l1g. In 40 days must the Book of the Secrets,
dnd Key of this World, be written, I ... I To the end he may see and per·
[rmn the time of God his Abridgment. I Five Books of IVlystery, p. 327 J

This is the first of two references to a forty-day period in relation to the
reception of the Holy Book. This would seem to make sense. The Old
Testarnent of the Bible records forty days and nights of the Great Deluge. and the same amount or time for Moses' spiritual retreat on Mount
Sm,ri. Moreover, in the New Testament, Jesus is depicted as fasting for
timy days and nights during his own spiritual retreat in the wilderness,
llowever, there may yet be a deeper mystery to the forty-day time penod associated with Loagacth,
Notice that Uriel does not mention this forty-day "deadline" until
l1ght ddYS into the process. That means that the total timE period of
the reception would comE to f()rtY'Eight days-exactly the number of
'Lrhlcs in LOdgaftil whose mysteries the Angels have promised to open.
,\nd, as we shall see in a following chapter, the same number as the
.\ngcllL'al Keys used to open those mysteries.)
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Forty-eight days from Good Friday (March 29th) puts the deadline
at May 8th. Just three days before that time (on May 5th), Uriel appears
in the shewstone once again to establish another forty-day period. This
time it is for recopying the Holy Book from Kelley's English-lettered
originals into a "perfected" copy:
In 40 days more must this book be perfected in his own manner, to the
intent that you also be perfected in the workmanship of Him, which
hath sealed it.,,(j [Five Books oj lvfystery, p. 395]
If this "perfected copy" of the Book were completed forty days after
the original May 8th deadline, then De~ would have had to complete
the project by June 17th. However, this does not appear to be the case
in Dee's journals. As we shall see, Dee is later told to begin writing the
perfected copy onJune 18th. If Dee begins the project on that day, forty
days will take him to the very beginning of August.
The perfected copy of Loagaeth must also be written in Angelical characters, as Dee notes after the previously quoted sessions in his journal:
I

required the perfect form of the 21 letters, that I might imitate the

same ... in the Holy Book writing, etc. ]Five Books oj Mystery, p. 398 J
And here, in a later conversation Dee had with the Angel Nalvage:
You mean the mystical Letters, wherein the holy book is promised to be
written. IA True and Faithful Relation, p.

78 J

Moreover, as we know, the Book must be written in the Semitic leftward
fashion. This perfected version would have to be completed before the
Book could be put to practical use.
Dee had many additional questions regarding the construction of
the perfected Holy Book. However, the Angels were unconcerned with
minor details:
Dee: I was desirous to know whether the book were to be written in
paper or parchment: in what color the lines were to be ruled (green or
blue, etc.) and of diverse other doubts. necessary to be dissolved, I was
careful to have some advisement. ]Five Books of Mystery, p. 4061
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Uriel: Fulfill those things that are commanded. Form and write thy
book after thine own judgment. God His determination is just. Therefore, put-to your hands. More than hath been said, and more plainly,
cannot be uttered. [Fiw Books of 1\1ystcry, p. 4081

Also, of interest is Dee's eventual observation about the First Table of

LoagaethY Because it contained an entire word-rather than a single
letter-in each cell, Dee knew the text would never fit into two 49 x 49
Tables on a single leaf. So, he asked Uriel for permission to write the text
without a Table, over several pages. The Archangel accepts this necessary convention. The remaining forty-eight pages, however, do contain
Tables.

Begin to Practice in August
The forty-day periods are only one example of the shamanic style of
magickal timing utilized by the Angels. From the Archangel Uriel, the
two men learned that a time had been established for the practical use of
the (perfected) Holy Book. It is only at this set time, and not before, that
the Mysteries contained within the Tables of Loagaeth will be revealed:
You are chosen by God His mercy to an end and purpose. Which end
shall be made manifest by the first beginning in the knowledge in these
Mysteries. God shall make clear when it pleaseth Him, and open all the
secrets of wisdom when He unlocketh. Therefore seek not

to

know

the mysteries of this book, till the very hour that He shall call thee. For
then shall His power be so full amongst you, that the f1esh shall not be
perceived, in respect of His great glory. [Five Books of Mystery, p. 3511
One is not

to

be lightened, but all. b2

.•.

for until the 40 days be ended,

shalt thou have nor t lone more shew of us. IFive Books of Mystery, p.
3521

l;riel's reference to "the 40 days" should indicate the period that fell
roughly between June 18th and AUio,'Ust 1st-that is, the period during
which Dee was to create the perfected copy of the Holy Book. Theretore, we can assume that the mysteries of the Tables of Loagaeth will
be revealed only after the perfected copy of the Book has been written.
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Then, the mysteries of the Tables would he rl'vealed all at once (or in a
single extended magickal operation).
Dee and Kelley had heard a hint of this "appointed time" previously,
from the Archangel Raphael (while the First Table of Loagaeth was in
transmission). Apparently, the men were not to repeat the words of the
book aloud while writing it--because to speak the words \vas to invoke
the magick_ This. Raphael assures the men, would not be desirable:
If yllU use double repetition'" in the thl11gs that jt)llow, you shall both
write and work, dnd all at once. which man's nature can not perform.
The troubles were so great that might ensue thereof lh,ll your strength
were nothing to prevail ag,linsl them. When it is written, read it no
more with voice, till it be in practice."" All wants shall be opened unto
you. [F1Vf Books of Mystery. p.

311[

Apparently, it is dangerous to read the text aloud while writing it. What
concerns us here, however, is the fact that Raphael promises there will
be a time for the actual practice of Loagaeth, when all "wants" (that is, all
questions) will be answered.
Soon after Uriel instructed the men to "seek not to know the mysteries of this Book," Dee and Kelley made contact with the Angellllemese,
who provided specific int(lrmation about the "appointed time" in lyrical
form:
Illemese: I will sing a short song:
Your doings are of God, your calling greal.
Go down and seek the Treasure, and you shall obtain It.
Take no care, for this Book shall be done in 40 days.
Begl11 to practice in August.'" Serve God before.
You shall know all things. with a stroke of the eye.''''
And so, praise, glory and eternal singing
with l11cessam humilit} be unto thee, Creator that
hath fLlmed, made and Credted dll things. it)r
ever and ever. Now

SdY

you' if you will)

Amen.
Dee: Amen Amen Amen.

6J
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Ilemese: ?\fier the ellc! of lewty J,l),', go down Jc)r the Tre,lSllIT. \Vhell

those

relrl y Ja)'s ;~r(' Jone. thell tills buok sh;dl

the time' lIntil /\UgLlst.

I,

be finished. TIll' rl'sr III

fe))' rest. L1bm dl](1 pr.lvcl. I FI\.'(, K',Jks

l11 \ I\'"I t' "V,

Pi'.lS; S'ilj

It

b

once again eriel whu ,lppears, bter in thejourJuls, to reveal more

inform,nion about the "appointed tinw" for the pr.1ctical use of the
LO(lg,lcliI system:
This book

(j cd)')

shalL tomorrCl\\. be fill1shed:" one thing excepted

whl"h is the u,!:' thereof.

U11l0

the which the LOld h,uh ;lppoimed a Lb\',

But ,becausL [ will speak to VOLl,

"fll')'

the

111.11111(']

of nll'l1 , sec th;lI.111

things be in TT.lLlim'ss Jgainst the first day of :\ugw,t neXl

!

Five BO"b

"f

tvlysterv, p. 394!

Thus we learn, for certain, th,ll August 15t \\,:15 the target date fc)r the
practice of Loagaeth. As stated previously, that would be roughly t()rty
days <lfter Uriel instructed Dec to begin writing the perfected copy of
the Holy Book.
Interestingly, all of this together represents three distinct periods of
t(wtv days. During the tirst period (which began e1ght days after Good
Friday). Kelley received the text of the tl)rty-eight Tables. The second
period was one of rest, during which Dec recei\'cd some answers and
ci.nitications from the Angels. Then, the third period should have comprised the creation of the perfected [-[oly Book-cnding on August 1st
Jnd the revel.ltl0n of the t-.ly,tcries.

Begin the Rook Next Tuesday---thc ;'Vlotiter Ga/vah
Bv June 14th \,lLlst four days before Dec

W,L;

to beglll work on the per-

fel'ted Holy Bo()k', the men had not yet received the text of the tin,llli l1 tyninth--Tab1c, This was 'Aithhcld, ,lpp,lrclltly, beCdUS(' it \\,:lS sPC'

l'ifiL,llly under the Jurisdiction of ,1 It'male Spiritu,li Creature who

(011

june 14th) ,lppc1red and took o\'('r the transJ111ssiun pruces:i,
DcC' nrq records the ,1ppC,lranC(" of
llll'n th,lt she is

t.l1' hUl11

\Llidlon."'·' She tells the t'A()

home, on ajournc\ that \\'ill end six or seven

wl'cks in the future. Dcl' peints out
j()llrnab I that Angels

c1

,1rt'

I

,1S

ht, had nutcd plTvioLiSly in rhc

undHectcd by physical dist,lli,'es, Thcrc!()rc.
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it is the time of the Maiden's journey, and not any distance, that establishes its length. If we count f(Jrward on the calendar about seven weeks
from June 14th. we find ourselves in the close vicinity of August 1st.
This is. then. our first veiled clue that this Maiden is associated in some
way with the mysteries of the Holy Book of Loagaeth.
The Maiden, in Kelley's vision, continues on her journey and en
counters several people along the way. At this point in the journals, the
identity of this Maiden is hidden. However, as we shall see later, this vision of the Maiden's journey is directly related to her true identity.
Dee eventually asks the Maiden for her name. She replies that her
"name" is not from the human tongue, likely meaning that it is Angelical:
My name is Galva'h, in your language 1 am called Finis. rA True and

Faithful Relation, p. 12 j
To Trithemius 1 say, "I am Finis, 1 am a beam of that Wisdom which is
the end of man's excellency.""" IA True and Faithfol Relation, p. 131

Finis is Latin for "the end." However, later during the same session, she

adds that the name Galvah is not the general Angelic word for

"end,"~1J

but is instead used here in a very particular (specific) sense:
Understand my name particularly, and not generally. 1 speak it to avoid
error. Persevere to the end. lA True and Faithful Relation, p. 141

In other words, Galvah is not the true name of this Maiden. It is, instead,
a title-relating in some way to her function or office in these transmissions. As we saw previously. Gavlah has appeared to guide Dee and
Kelley to August 1st-which is the end of the Loagacth operation. ("Persevere to the end.") Moreover, as we shall sec, it will be herjob to reveal
thefinalleaf of the Holy Book to the two men.
On the first day she appeared (.June 14th), Galvah took control of
the scrying sessions and became Dee's principal instructor on the Holy
Book:
Galvah: Begin the Book next Tuesday. Myself will be the director: and
as my name is, so 1 will lead unto the end. All other things usc. accord
ing to thy judgment and proportion of his Spirit that guideth you. 1
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myself

\\fill

be th<:' finger to direct thee. jA True lind Fllithtiil Relatioll,

p. 13 j

Note that Galvah tells Dee to begin the Book "next Tuesday"--which
w()uld be June 18th. Of course. Kelley had already received forty-eight
of the Tables by this poim--all transcribed by Kelley from the shewsWl1l"

in English letters, and written in the \\festern rightward fashion.

Therefore. Galvah 111USt be telling Del" to begin the pelfected copy of the
Holy Book. This appears to be what Dee assumes as well, and he asks
Calvah if she \vill answer his questions regarding its writing:
Dee: At the beginning to write the Book. shall I require your instruc!lon,'
Galvah: Do so. [A True mui Faithful Relatio1l, p. 131

:\n example of Galvah's direction regZtrding the writing of the Holy
Book can be tound a few pages later--on June 20th. two days after the
proiect began. Here, Dee is given several very Solomonic instructions
to follow while he works on the Book--although Solo monic or other

traditional magickal timing is not used. Instead, the work is to be done
when Galvah inspires Dee to work:
Galvah: Labour in the writing of the Book diligently. See thou cleanse
thyself on both sides. Be alone while it is done: that is to say, while thou
art in doing it. I ... I In a pure c1(tion all things ought

to

be pure.

Dee: May I be writing every day. and at any time, when it shall come
in mvmind'
CaIvah: Ever as thou shalt feci me move thee. I will stir up thy desire
Dee: How s)1<111 I do felr the letters' Shall I 5impl\' translate the letters
,)5

I find them'

Galvah: :he.
Dec: Tht, titles of the sides. are they w be written only in the holy
Characters' .[
Cal\'ah: As thou sayest

L

III Tntt' and Faithful Rciatioll. p. 231
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Dec goes on to ask several technical questions about his copy of the
Holy Book. However, Galvah promises all further questions will be answered during the last seven (of the forty) days before August 1st. More
than likely, Dee was expected to have the perfected Holy Book nearly
written by that time. Here, Galvah only assures Dee, "Thou shalt want
no direction."

The true identity of Galvah is a puzzle that plays out slowly in the journals. During their first session together, when Galvah instructed Dee to
begin work on the Holy Book, she also gave him a very cryptic hint to
her identity:
The finger of God stretcheth over many mountains. His Spirit comforteth the weakness of many places. No sense is unfurnished where His
light remaineth. For understand what I am, and it is a sufficient answer.

lA True and Faith[iti Relation, p.

13 j

Dee had, earlier in this session, mentioned that Galvah did not appear
to be one of the Daughters of Light, or their Daughters-the only family of female Angels the two men had met at that point. Just before her
short speech above, Galvah confirms that she is not one of those Angels,
but that all of the Daughters (and their Daughters) of Light are comprehended72 within her:
These also that are called Daughters and Daughters of Daughters are
all comprehended in me, and do attend upon True Wisdom. Which if
Trithemius mark, he shall perceive that true Wisdom is always painted
with a woman's garment. For, rother]" than the pureness of a Virgin,
nothing is more commendable. [A True and Faithful Relation, p. 131
A few sessions later,-4 one of the Daughters of the Daughters-named
Madimi-appeared in the stone. (Dee and Kelley had met her earlier in
their Angelic scryings.) During their conversation, Madimi brought her
mother to the shewstone to speak with Dee. Madimi's mother, of course,
is Galvah. Yet she introduces herself to Dee in this instance by the name
[ AM.-' (We will return to this encounter between Dee and Madimi later
in this chapter.)
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It would seem that the solution to the puzzle is found on page 14 of
A True and Faithful Relation. Here. Galvah appears, in a vision, to be com-

pletely entrapped by a surrounding hedge. The Angel illemese appears
briefly and has an exchange with her:
Galvah: Here is no way out.
lllemese: Come, 1 will do somewhat for you. It

IS

a strange thing that

Wisdom calOnot find a way through a hedge. 7" l A True and FaithfiLI Rela-

tion, p. 14J

illemese knocks down part of the hedge and departs the vision. Galvah, then. continues with the allegorical vision-in which she (now
revealed as Wisdom) vainly attempts to find lodging amongst corrupt
mankind. 7?
This vision is likely a continuation of the very first vision Galvah
showed Kelley-concerning her journey toward August

Ist.7~

In that

vision, Wisdom also journeyed along her way, encountering humans
who either embraced her or could not tolerate her, and those who made
good use of her guidance along with those who did not.
Through all of this we learn that "Galvah" is, in fact, Wisdom herself. Throughout Western history. Wisdom has been depicted as a female figure-her symbolism dating back to images of the goddesses
Inanna (in Mesopotamia) and Isis (in Egypt).7'! The Gnostics worshiped
her directly as Sophia (Wisdom), and Judaism adopted Sophia as its own
Sheckinah (the Presence of God). From these, the later Hermeticists de-

veloped their concept of the Soul of the World. This is the alchemical
Bride of God.
It is my impression that the name Galvah is intended to represent the
biblical Omega (The End), as we see it in the first and last chapters of Revelation: "I Am the Alpha, and the Omega. The First, and the Last." Therefore, Sophia-as Galvah / Omega-represents the passive and feminine
aspect of Creation. Her bridegroom-the Christos / Alpha-represents
the active and masculine aspect. (In Gnosticism, the union of Sophia and
the Christos represents the Holy Spirit, symbolized by the white dove.)

L
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Every Monday Is the Seventh--the "Enochian Sabbath'?
One of the more inexplicable examples of magickal timing in DC'e's
records concerns the Angels' strange observation of Mondays, Others
have classified this as some kind of "Enochian Sabbath"-comparable
to the Christian Sabbath on Sunday, or the Jewish Sahbath on Saturday. so [n both of these latter cases, the Sabbath is C'stablished according
to the "Day of Rest' observed by God on thC' Seventh Day of Creation.
(See Genesis I.) The Jewish custom was to begin the week with Sunday-meaning that Saturday was the last day of the week, and therefore
the Seventh Day of Rest. (In fact, this is why we refer to the Day of Rest
as the "Sabbath"-because the root of this word is the Hebrew name
for Saturn/ Saturday-Shabbathai.) For the Christian, the week bC'gan on
Monday-so that Sunday was the Seventh Day and the Sabbath. (i\ custom om secular culture follows to this very day.)
I find it hard to judge whether or not the Angels intended Mondays
to be a Sabbath in this sense. No special consideration of this day appears in relation to the Heptarchia-which precedes the Loagaeth system
in Dee's journals. However, the ordering of planetary forces revealed
to Dee in the Heptarchic system doC's happen to end with Luna--the
planet of Monday. (The list runs Venus, Sol, Mars,Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn, and Luna. Kl The Angels did associate this ordering directly with the
Seven Days of Creation. 82 j
Mondays are first mentioned in the journals when Galvah instructs
Dee to begin writing the perfected copy of the Holy Book:
Galvah: Thatis to say, while thou art in doingit. hencet()[th and till the time
to come" use speech with us no more; every seventh day 1excepted I.
Dee: How shall those days be accounted'
Galvah: From Tuesday last: Tuesd.1Y heing the first of the seven,'" .md
the next Monday. the seventh. and so lonh every Monday is the seventh. lA True (mel Faithful Rdatwll. p. 231

Theref()re, Dee was to work on thC' Holy Book on every day of thC' week
from Tuesday to Sunday. The seventh day, Monday, was one of rest from
that work, whereupon Dec might enjoy conversation with the Angels.
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oddly. Dee seems to have disregarded Calvah's instruct ion to contact
the /tIlgels only

Oil

MOJlcbvs. The !lext

SCVCL]1 ~cryillg

sessiulls recorded

in hi~ iournal an' on days (ltiLtT than '1omb"s.

Monda\ S Jre next mentioned in the journals

durin~ the peri,)d \vhen

Dee ,md Kellev rect'ivcd the forty ,eight Angellell Keys. During one ses
sion, which rook place on a Mond,))" the Archan)!:cl Cabriel delivered the
f()llowing message frO!11 Cod:
Gabriel: Listell unto my word"

(()l'

thC\ .ItT

,]h(Jve. Behuld ,s,]ith He I I h,lv(' desccnded

will dwell for sewn dan, ,mel Lwic,' seven

t()

d

Comm,l11clmcnt Il'om

v'in" the Llrtil, whnc I

lb y s.

Thercfclrl', l('t them bl'

days uf rest to you. i-)ut cn'!'v seventh d,]y- I will visH
Dee: I undcrst,l11d thaI this ITst is, th,1\

eYlTV

d,]\'s else next after other, we sh,dl ,l\\'ait oLir

YOU, ,b

;\JoY\' I do.

Mond,]v', for three Mon

lc,s()t~S, ,]5

now we recetve,

,1Ild that we may all the rest ('0 II ow our ,tfbirs 01' study or househuld
m,1tt('rs.
Gabriel: It is so, for one day sh,dl hl:'

,1" ,]

week.

[jut

thu"c d,]]s you Illust

,]bstain hom ,111 thinp that lin' upon the Edrth.
Del': You me,ltl rhc,c three )vIondays emuing next. i April 3(), I '~4. Ii
[rUe'

acd Fo il/ljitl Rdatioll, p. 114!

The journals indicate that Dee followed the instruction this time, as the
next three sessions with the Angels take place on Mondays" (although
we are not told if he or Kelley abstained from "all tbiIl~S that live upon
the earth" on these Sabbath davs). This, unfortunately, is all the juurnals
of Dr, Dec have to say about I'vlondays,

The Forty-Nine Tables of LOJ8Jcth: What We Know""
In this section, we are going to explore the p,lrticulars, as recorded bv
Dcl'. of some or the fortv nine leaves, or Tables,

PI' the Holy Book

of

Lld,~dt'tl1. Dee madc a fCw comments in hi~ journals that suggest, to me,

lhat he held more inr()1'tll,ltioll about the l'()ntcnts of the Tables than h,),
sLlnivcd to the present day. It is l'l1tircly po.ssihk that he recorded this
inr()rm,ltion in another Journ,ll that has been lust. Therd<-Jre, we will
h,lVe to gather what vV'(: can from the Five Hooks and A Tnit' and Faitlrfid

1
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few of the Tables:

Titles of the Tables 87
Almost all of the Tables of Loagaeih are headed with titles-one for side A
and another for side B of each leaf. Those Tables that do not have specific
titles are instead "entitled" with the first words that appear on the page.
We have precious little in the way of translations for these titles. In the
Lexicon in volume II, I have referenced any of these words that appear
similar to known Angelical words. Following are the titles themselves:
Table lA [zuresch od adaph mal zez geno au marlan oh muzpa]
Table IB [Oxar varmol pan sampas os al pans orney andsu]
Table 2A alia opnay qviemmah.
Table 2B zvrebth aho dan lanfal cramza
Table 3A pandobna ox adroh azimcholdrux.
Table 3B dlod Alged zvrem.["dlod allged zvram"j
Table 4A Zvbla ox arnogan Algers aclo.
Table 4B Danfal gest Axamph acrosta.
Table 5A Gonzahoh alch arge oho Adanch.
Table 5B Zvchastors plohodmax argednon acho
Table 6A Sancgonfal aldex, Ave goh adatqvan,
Table 6B pvrcha ges maxgem adroth vaxox ah6
Table 7A Dam lethgath onzar avoxalgeth
Table 7B chvmaxchaberexmapha
Table 8A algebadreth
Table 8B Oylzongs
Table 9A pagesgem
Table 9B Avallacax
Table lOA Gorvemgemps
Table lOB Bacap Laffos

L
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Table 11 A Ozimba londorh
Table 11 B ylchvzzapg
Table 12A Nopham
Table 12B Signeh gax
Table 13A t-Iallaah gethnoh
Table 13B Iaialgh It'rcol zinrox
Table 14A Pineal vexlan
Table 148 Phin pot agar giron
Table 15A Se ger peopalph
Table 15B Oroh Zvn.compvxoh
Table 16A Dadavar gedrong
Table 16B varahhatraglax pligeo
Table 17A I-lidrahah glazipvagel
Table 17B Engidexol; neo1chiph
Table 18A Polaeax evbagod
Table 18B Zad, ron anehal
Table 19A Gedmarg alpon
Table 19B Bvzalg long arnap
Table 20A Zieha lezaeh,
Table 20B Drem phingel oxah oho
Table 2lA algonzib virbalox
Table 218 Avriz ommdphily geld
Table 22A Cehergolnaoal
Table 228 f,1.1 mexieamps vrom
Table 23A Con,H vomfagal
rable 23B Toxarxh nerhoh gel podnon
Table 24A Zlehidpha lvziph
Table 24B Nervag pranc1dn
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Table 25A Demphoz prang oho
Table 25B Hamdan lempric dohoh
Table 26A Chy pled sagnaronph
Table 26B Draxph intayfalg
Table 27 A Vlnen razo vilcomb
Table 27B Vincalleorna rvh
Table 28A Dababel gel zozaah
Table 28B Larvh gohonp babbabor
Table 29A Famfax lep axax.
Table 29B Zirzach bvmazon.
Table 30A Tar, Yin gabax orho.
Table 30B Glonz alnoptd.
Table 3IA Gemnarv Hvncol.
Table 3IB Rynh zichzor chalan.
Table 32A yayger balpaoeh.
Table 32B Car vanal geldons.
Table 33A Vio nilg onpho.
Table 33B Toxhencol ylnomx ziborh.
Table 34A Balvomph chiphan.
Table 34B Vingelg laxih parcan.
Table 35A Zvda vig pancar.
Table 35B Dexvlng chimny gavv.
Table 36A Qnabazeb viI pvdar.
Table 36B Xanpa phaphingeth.
Table 37A Ronlox bapvabap orh.
Table 37B Calbahhah genrox.
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Table 38A Oohvnam gethgol axah.
Table 38B Vantavong nargax.
Table 39A Pvlgaao ner gisch.
Table 39B Archi septh lorox.
Table 40A Oamponpha nexo gel.
Table 40B Oexph geld onchen.
Table 41A Ellaxor Natoglan
Table 41B Fam filgisch larvouch
Table 42A Cemgealg ralphos
Table 42B Zodagrap zilpob
Table 43A Necprilga lvpvarn
Table 43B Oepsah onge phialox
Table 44A Nelziar pol dolgon
Table 44B Parni volchemph
Table 45A Acvirzilg chiparal
Table 45B Alged on chipraxal
Table 46A Clarn nancal
Table 46B Lexrox pingh lardol
Table 47 A Zvrzvh genvox
Table 47B Chiromonph zarchan olinorg
Table 48A Calgs sedph panglox
Table 48B Bapporgel bvrioldepnay
Table 49 N / A (See note below.)
Note: T.lble 49 was not given its own title. See bter in this chapter for a full explanation
of the reception and contents of the finallcaf of Loagadll.

L
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I
Padohomagehs galz arps apa nal Si. gam\agad al p6dma gan '\:\,
Vr cas natmaz andiglon ar'mbu.zantrlnmbar ar noxochannah.
Sapoh Ian gamnox nala vors. Sahse cap \ ax mar \inco. Lahandllho
nas gampbox arce Dah gorhahalpstd gascaampho Ian ge. Beres
argrdco nax arzulgh orh. Semhaham \n'callaf garp oxox. Loangah.

I

i

Ors lah genphe nahoh ama-natoph des garhul vanseph inma lat
gedos lubah aha last gesto. Vars macom des ('urad \als mor~ gaph
gemsed pa campha zednu ahfada mllses IOfgono. Luruandah lesog
iamle padel arphe nades gulsad maf gescon lamph:lrsad surem paphe
arhasa arzusen agsde ghehol max \J'dra paf gal~ macrom finistab
gelsaphan asten Vrnab.
Asch val iamels arcasa arcasan arcllsma iabso gliden paha pacadura
gebne oscaroh gadne au arua la~ geno,t casme palsi uran vad gadeth
axam pambo casmala samnefa gardomas arxad pamses grmulch gapes
lof lachef astma vates garnsnas orue gad garmah ~ar'qucl rllsan gages
drusala phimacar aldech oscom lat garset panoston.
The Firs( L,'af nf I,nag"rlh h re,,'''' ,'<1 for (he Lng"'.
11\ 4'1\4'1 '\ abl,', <'olltain rnti"e word, in each <'rll. and
are therefor'e too hngr to repr(,~l'nt in proper grid"
The aboH' j, all <'\Ct'rp! from Tahl,' 1 \.Iine, 21-2.1.
,,,hifh contt.'rn the rn'4:ltioll of .\.ngeb.

First Table: 'x
We have already discussed a few points about the "hidden" first leaf of

Loagaeth. Raphael gave us the first clue when he said, "One is one [that]
neither is, was or shall be known." The mystery of these cryptic words
is not solved until after the appearance of thO' Angel Nalvage. who delivered the Angelical Keys (or Callsl to Dee and Kelley.x'! NalvagO' says of
the Table on the first leaf:
I find the soul of man

h~llh

no portion in rhi, hrst Table, It is the Image

of the Son of Cod. in the bmom uf his Lnhcr. bdon' all rhe worlds.
It comprehencieth his incarnation. passiun. Jml return tll judgment:

which he himself

p. 79

1

111

tle,h. knoweth

1101.

]A Trlle all,) Faithtili Relatiol1.
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The image of the "Son of Cod. in the bo,om of his

t~\ther.

bet()re all

the worlds" brings to mind. ()nce ,1g'lin. the hrst (hdpter of the Book of
John---where both Cod dnd the Logos I \Vordl existed together. as One,
bct(Jfe all of CreatIon.
\Ve dlready know that thE entire Holy Bouk is supposed to col1tain
the words of the Logos/ eillil/os, who used the words to create the Universe, Time, and all of the contents of both. Here. Nalvage reveals that
the first Table uf Loagaetll is. Especially, reseryed for the Citristos Him
self. It cnntains the archetypal patterns upon which the birth, life. and
death of Jesus would later be based. I I further suspect that the pattern

tClf the entire Book

of LO<lgaeth is indicated here as well.!

ThErefore, the Loagactll magickal svstem has no method of opening the mysteries of thE First Table. However. there are several dues to
its nature recorded in Dee's journals-given by Kelley as he recited the
words from the Book. The reception of the entire first leaf is recorded
in Dee's Fifth Book

of the ,\1ysterics, and it is

the only Table of the Holy

Book to contain entire words. rather than single characters, in its cells.
Because Kelley could understand the language during these sessions. he
would often make comments on the definitions (or "significations") of
the words. (Raphael Even tells KellEY, on occasion, to cease explaining
the definitions of thE words as he spoke:)11 After all, thE mysteries of the
First Table were supposed to remain closed!)
Of the nearly 4802 words in t11t' First Table (2-101 ceJls on the front,
,1I1d the same number on the back), we only have a tew precious defini
tions to work with. Yet these few words ,1[e fairly telling about the contEnts of the text itself.
For example, one of the words (Ga.lcilnJphol is defined as "Why didst
thou so)-as Cod said to Lucifer." Another word IDollasdogamat(lstoS)
indic1tes "the furioLls and perpetual tire enclosed fix the punishment of
lhem that arc bdnished tj'om Clory,' \\hile yet another (Padgzfl means
'justice trom Di\'inc Power \\'ithout detect." Therd()re. one might as
'llnw that Lucifer's rebelliun in He,1vcn is described

llr

rc1"t'renced in this

tn.t. along with his sentencing by Cod afterward.
TherE are also other d lles to sllch pre-Cenesis events in the text.
One word I Amgt'.tplIi! i. f()r eXcltnpk. translates as "[

L

\\ill

hegin ,mcw'''
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(Qabalistic tradition holds that our Universe was not the first attempt at
Creation. Or, perhaps, this phrase indicates God's rebuilding of his Kingdom after the war against Lucifer. Yet again, maybe it is a word Lucifer
himself spoke after being cast down?) There is also a word (Ga/sagm)
that indicates the creation of the Angel of the Sun by God. (This could
be a reference to the Archangel Michael,'" who is credited in Christian
tradition with the defeat and casting-down of Lucifer.)
There also appear to be some elements of the biblical Genesis in
the text. One word (Po/a) translates as "Two Together"-which may be
a reference to Adam and Eve before their separation into two bodies, if
it is not in reference to the Waters of the Abyss before their division.
There is also a word (Apacltana) that indicates the "slimy things made of
dust"-reminiscent of the Fifth and Sixth Days of Creation, where God
brought forth "creeping things" from the sea and earth. 92 Another word

(Toltcotlt) encompasses "all the number of faeries" (or spirits)-who, according to Jewish legend, were created on the twilight of the Sixth Day
of Creation.
The only reference to Christ in this Table that made it into Dee's
records is a word (Iureltolt) that indicates "what Christ did in Hell." This
is a reference to an obscure Christian legend in which Christ-during
his three days in the Tomb-descended into Hel1. 93 While there, he literally stormed the place-smashing open gates, knocking down bridges,
and liberating a large number of souls who had been wrongly imprisoned there."4 This is a controversial legend, mentioned in passing in the
Apostles' Creed.
There are also two words (Samltampors and Semltaltam) that hint
at some relationship between the Loagaetlt system and the Qabalistic
seventy-two-fold Name of God-called in Hebrew Sltem ltaMepltoreslt
(the Name of Extension 1.
A couple of words even mention Heptarchic Angels (who were
likely heavily involved in the Seven Days of Creation). One Angel mentioned is the Angelic Prince of Tuesday, Befafes. In this Table of Loaga-

etlt, the word Befas appears-which Dee notes is the vocative form of
Befafes' name. (This means that someone in the text is addressing Befafes directly.) Another Heptarchic Angel-the King of Sunday, Bobo-

J
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gel-seems to figure into the word RobagcLzod. (Dee docs not record if
this is also a vocative case.)
Of course. ;]11 of these Angelical

word~

are included in the Angelical

Lexicon in the second volume of this work.
Beyond this, Kelley reported some interesting information concern·
ing severdllines of the text. After recording line 23 of side A of the First

Table, Dec records:
There are no points lin lll1e 23). neither in the last before! i.e., line 221.
Thev be parcels of Invitations very pleasanr to good Angels. Before I i.e ..
line 21 i was,

J'

ir were a preface of the creation Jnd distinction of An-

gels, etc." [Ftvc Books of t\1ystcry. p. 312. footnote [

Therefore. we learn that lines 22 and 23 are parts of invitations to good
Angels. The line before these, number 21, is the preface to the creation
of Angels. Then, after the twenty-sixth line was transmitted, Kelley
made note that all of these lines--21 through 26-appertain to good
Angels.''''
This is all that is recorded of the mysteries of the First Table of Loag(let!!. After Raphael delivered the first line of this leaf, he told Dee and

Kelley:
1 teach. Let rhis lesson instruct thee to read all that shall be gathered

out of this book hereafter. [ ... I It shall be sufficient to instruct thee.
farewell. I Ftvc Books

of Mystery.

p. 291 [

1 iccl this applies equally to the entire First Table (sides A and B). Or-

g,lnizing and analyzing the words provided there is likely key to distinguishing the text of the other Tables. Because the other Tables have
J

single letter in each cell, the words all run together without spaces

hetween them.')- \\re would haye to recognize basic words--and compuundsti'0111 the First T,lble, in order to distinguish them in the later
T'lhles.

Second Table:
The Angel Nalvdge had a few words to say about the second Table, just
.Iftel' he delivered the translation (or "English sense") of the Angelical

Key needed to opell it:
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It is the sense in your tongue of the holy and mystical Call before delivered: which followeth in practice for the moving of the second Table,
the Kings and Ministers of Government.

r ...

I

This is therefore the key of the first seven, according to the proportion of the first Creation. [A True and Faithful Relation, p. 881

Therefore we know that the second Table of Loagaeth represents the
"Kings and Ministers of Government." In this light, I would assume that
the "first seven" indicates the seven "Spirits of God"-the seven planetary Archangels who were the principal active forces during the Seven
Days of

Creatio~.q8

It is probable, then, that the second Table relates in

some way to the Archangels who govern Creation.
This fits well with what we already know of Loagaeth. The first,
unattainable, Table incorporates events that took place "before the
worlds"-from the blueprints of the Christ saga, to the creation of the
Angels, and even the rebellion and fall of Lucifer. The second Table,
then, would initiate the Creation as seen in Genesis 1.
Fourth Table:
The journals record nothing about the mysteries of the fourth Table until the Angelical Keys are revealed. At that point, the Archangel Gabriel
states that this Table (and its Key) is "the first of nature, and the beginning of your being in body"99 It is likely, then, that this Table relates to
(or incorporates) the creation of Adam in Genesis 2. However, because
this information was revealed with the Keys, I will save further discus
sion on this point for chapter 3, when we discuss the Key of this Table.
Ninth Table:
Table 9, side A, is the Table that appears in the front of A True and Faith
ful Relation, labeled as "A specimen of the Tables or Book of Enoch, etc."
This Table is entitled "Pagesgem."l()O
The Pagesgem Table is special in many respects. It is, by far, the most
unique and fascinating Table in the entire Holy Book-making it little
wonder why Casaubon chose it as a sample for the front of his A True
and Faithful Relation. Most notably, this Table possesses four 7 x 7 number-squares in the four outer corners of the grid. Surrounding the cen-
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The pagesgem Table (or Table 9A) is unique in Loagaeth

ter of the grid, in a large clockwise circle, are the numbers 1 through
9 repeating. Within the circle are the numbers 1 through 7 written in

triplicate (111,222,333, etc) in a counterclockwise pattern, The rest of
the squares within the circle are filled with capital letters 0, B, A, C, A,
F, and A repeating),

Furthermore. the very center of the Table displays the name of the
Heptarchic Prince of the Sun and Sunday-Bornogo--in a star pattern,
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(The name is written once vertically, once horizontally, and t\vice in opposing slants. All four share the central cell-the letter ,'V-and therefore
make an eight-pointed star.)
B

B

0
B

0

B

0

0
R

R

R

R

N

0

0

0

0

G

0

G

0

G

G

0

0

Outside of the central circle and the four number-squares in the corners, the rest of the Table is filled with letters as usual. Unique is the
fact that this is the only Table in the Holy Book

to

incorporate numbers

with the text.

Nineteenth (or Eighteenth?) Table:
On April 15th, 1583, Kelley was at work transcribing what Dee called the
eighteenth leaf of Loagaeth. lO ! However, it is unclear if Dee was counting the First "hidden" leaf in this case. He sometimes described the second leaf as the "first," because it represented the first accessible Gate of
Wisdom. Therefore, there is some possibility that, on April 15th, Kelley
was actually working on Table 19.
Dee notes that this leaf was "of the spirits of the earth." (Hinting
that Dee may have had more information on the contents of each leaf
of the Holy Book than has survived.) In this session, we actually get to
meet these Earth spirits. During his transcription work, Kelley made
the mistake of reading some of the Angelical text aloud. Three or four
spirits appeared:
... and thereupon suddenly dt his side appeJred three or f()ur splntual
creatures like laboring men, having spades il12 in their h,\l1,b dnd their
hair hangmg about their cars, dnd h.\stily asked Edward Kelley what
he would have, and v.;herefore he called them.
p.348J

[FLVt~
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Kelley, of course, insisted that he h,ld not intended to call them. Dee
'lgreed. ~clyillg th,ll
]lot
,i

.1

,I

prayer spokell only to get "the sen,e thereof" \\ ;1S

true prayer. :\t tim, the ,11lnovcd spirit> ,mackeci Kelley-bwing

red circular welt on

illS

skin. During the

C()11l11l0ti(1ll.

Dec grabbed a

w,mel and heroically b,l11islwd the 'pirits.
I find it very intl'n:sting that thi, Tlhle should n']atc to the spirib of
the Earth. /\s I pointed (Jut previously, the entirc B(lC'" ,~r E."ilgilt'tlz relates

L
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-----------------------to the seven biblical Days of Creation. [OJ As we shall see, the final thirty

Tables collectively represent the Seventh Day of Rest. That means the
first nineteen Tables should encompass the first Six Days of Creation-beginning with the Divine Source in the First Table and ending with the
completed Universe in the nineteenth.
It is, therefore, not surprising to find the spirits of the Earth in the
last Table associated with the six days of active Creation. This indicates
that the occult forces represented by the Tables of Loagacth do indeed
run from the highest divinity in the first leaf to the lowest and most
earthly forces in the finalleaf--in a fashion similar to both the Tables of
Soyga and the Jewish fifty Gates of Binah.[04

Tables 20 to 49: 105
The last thirty Tables of the Book of Loagaeth are set somewhat apart
from the previous nineteen. As a group, Tables 20-49 represent the Gates
into the Thirty Aethyrs that extend from God's Throne to Earth 106
By ''Aethyrs,'' Dee means to indicate the various levels of the Firmament, or the Heavens. (This is the root of our modern word ether-as
used to describe the "etheric plane," or spiritual realm.) If we look at
chapter 1 of the Book of Ezekiel, we see the plane of the Firmament
(the sky or Heavens) upheld by the four Kherubic Archangels. The same
Firmament appears as a "sea of glass" (a description of the sky) in the
fourth chapter of the Book of the Revelation.
The Heavens that extend between God and Earth are counted as
seven by Jewish mysticism. This descends from Chaldean and Babylonian sources, which associated the Heavens with the orbital spheres of
the seven ancient planets. (The lowest Heaven corresponded with the
"planet" closest to Earth-Luna---and extended all the way to the farthest planet-Saturn. Beyond Saturn was a cosmic barrier between the
Divine and natural realms marked by the band of fixed stars.)
Later biblical traditions reinterpreted these seven Heavens in various ways. Most significantly, the ancient Gnostics (depending on sectl
described anywhere from thirty to 365 Heavens l
It was the thirty-Heaven Gnostic cosmology that apparently reached
Dee 10- and found itself embedded in the Loagacth system. We know that
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the First Table of the Book represents the t-lighest God (the Logos), and
that the Creation of the Universe is outlined in the text of the eighteen
Tables that fdlow. Table 20, then, must address a completed and

work~

ing Universe, and therefore correspond to the Seventh Day of Creation.
The rest of the final thirty Tables follow suit-although Table 49 stands
out and will be discussed later in this chapter.
The Thirty Aethyrs contained within Tables 20 through 49 run in
order from the highest and most Divine Heaven (called Lit by Dee's
.\ngcis) to the lowest and most earthly Heaven (called Tex).loK

How~

l'ver. this "stacked" illustration of the Aethyrs is merely an intellectual
model--based upon Jewish and Gnostic convention. In practice, the
thirty Aethyrs described by Dee's Angels are set over various geographi~
cal locations-called "Parts of the Earth." Thus, these Heavens actually
permeate one another, rather than existing as "highest to lowest" in the
sense of Newtonian

space~time.

Technically, this is also an aspect of Merkavah mysticism, as can be
seen in the Book of Enoch the Prophet (1 Enoch), in which the patriarch
not only explores the Seven Heavens but also astrally visits several
graphicallocations.
of EzekieL

llo

111Cl

geo~

The same is found throughout the biblical Book

In Dee's case, each of the Thirty Aethyrs contained three

Parts of the Earth (except for the lowest, Tex, which contained four l !!).
Angelic Governors set over the nations in those Parts could be contacted,
and the people of those nations could be observed by opening the Gate
(fable) of the appropriate Aethyr.
I consider the Parts of the Earth system to be an example of the
kind of magick one can work with the Book of Loagaeth. However, our
purpose here is to explore the Holy Book itself Magickal systems based
Llpon it will follow in a later work. In this chapter I have only included

what has already been said of the Aethyrs and the Parts, plus I have
added the names of the Aethyrs to the Lexicon. 112
Meanwhile, for case of reference, I will here offer a list of the Thirty
\nhyrs and the Tables of Loagaeth with which they correspond:
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01. Lil

Table 20

16. Lea -

Table 35

02. Am

Table 21

17. Tan

Table 36

03.Zom

Table 22

18. Zen

Table 37

04. Paz -

Table 23

IY. POl'

Table 38

OS. Lit -

Table 24

20. Ch)"

Table 3LJ

06. Maz

Table 25

21. A.sp

Table 40

07. Dco

Table 26

22. Lin

Table 41

08. Zid

Table 27

23. Tor -

Table 42

09. Zip

Table 28

24. j\Jia -

Table 43

10. Zax -

Table 29

25. Uti -

Table 44

11. lcl! -

Table 30

26. Des -

Table 45

12. Loc

Table 31

27. Zaa -

Table 46

13. Zim

Table 32

28. Rag -

Table 47

14. Uta -

Table 33

2Y. Rii -

Table 48

15.0xo -

Table 34

30. Tex -

Table 49

Forty-Ninth Table:

As mentionfd previously in this chapter, the Mother Galvah appeared
to Dee and Kelley in order to bring them to the end of the Loagaeth

transmission. As such, it was within her jurisdiction alone to reveal the
text of the forty-ninth--or final-leaf to Dee and Kelley. Like the first
("hidden") Table, the text of the forty-ninth leaf is also comprised of
whole words. However, it is unique in that it is not made of two 49 x
49 Tables, but (as we shall see later) of five small Tables of twenty-one

letters each.
Just after Galvah reveals the name of the Holy Book as Loagaeth, she
turns to the subject of the forty-ninth Table:
The first leaf I as
is

,1

VOLt

cdll it i is the last of the book.' I i [\nd ,IS the first [c,d'

hotchpotch wit h,)Ut order: so it signifieth

,I

disorder of the world.

and is the speech ot' thelt Disorder or Prophesie IA Tnit' and Filii hiLI/
/{t'/alion. p. 1l )!

This quote has caused some confusion 3mong modern Enochidil students. Galvah here suggests that the lel,t leaf ot the book would have
been called the "first leaf" by Dee. Remember our previous discussion
of the "leftward" direction in which the Holy Book is written (like a He-
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brew Torah). Thus. if Dec opened up the Book to what he comidered
the "first leaf" by Western standards. he would lind himself looking at
[he /(lst page of the 800k-·-containing Table 49.
This "first leaf" (really the last!) is then described as "a hotchpotch
without order" that signifles a "disorder of the world." In the margin.
Dee notes: "1 understand not this unless it be the first leaf, being indeed
the last. is of the wicked hellish one." This is a reference to the Anti·
christ. who (according to Dec's belief) would rule the world during the
End Times to come. This seems to be confirmed several pages later,
Vvhen Galvah elahorates slightly on this "hotchpotch":
Thou beginest in the world to look up

to

Heaven: SO WJ~ it bq"TUll in earth

to look up to the doing Jbove. The last life is Hotchpotch of ,he wicked in

the World .. md

d~lmned

in Hell. fA True {!Jht Faithfol Rc/,lIion. p. 241

So. leaf 49 of the Holy Book represents the "last life," and a time when
the wicked of the world and the damned in Hell would create chaos
(i.e .. the Tribulation and following Armageddon). The tlnalleaf of Loag·
aeth, like the final book of the Bible, would necessarily comprehend the

reign of the Antichrist, along with his defeat and the establishment of
the Kingdom of God. (See the Book of Revelation, chapters 13-22.)
Galvah finally transmits the text of leaf 49 on June 18th. 1583. 114
First, she points out that Dee and Kelley have only received forty-eight
of the Tables so far. She then proceeds to deliver the text of her Table:
Write the 491 th). You howe but 48 already. \Vritc first in a paper apart:
Loagacth reg lm·j brtnc

r.~lrzed dux ner nagzilb cldnOI'
[!\iO\V seas appearI1';

donch" Larb
exi

VI'

VOl'S

hirobra

zcdnip taiip chinn'ant'

rhermach lendix nor zandox. [.-\ True arId FaiLi;tid Rc'lati,))). p. 19 \

During the transmission of the above text, Kelle\- ,!Iso described the
\ision of Galyah he saw in the crystal. This vision has provided some
confusion for Enochian scholars over the vears- although what we
i

i

l
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have learned of Galvah previously in this chapter may throw some light
on the subject. \]6
As she spoke those words, Galvah's head glowed so brightly it could
not be looked upon, and the light would flash brighter each time she
spoke. This would be recognizable to Christians and artists as a "halo"a Divine Glory said to surround the heads of Prophets, Saints, and Angels as often depicted in Christian iconography. This is understood as the
Presence of God-or the Holy Spirit. (See Exodus 33:14 and 34:29-30.)
As we know Galvah is the Sheckinah (Divine Presence), it makes sense
that she would manifest such a halo while speaking the powerful words
of her Table.
There were also two further beams of light that entered Galvah during her transmission, adding themselves to the light of the halo. These
three sources of light seem to be significant to the text itself. This is suggested as, later in the same session, Galvah reveals part of the mysteries
of the words she has transmitted:
There are only the words of the first leaf. \ \- I ... 1In them is the Divin
ity of the Trinity, the Mysteries of our Creation, the age of many years,
and the conclusion of the World. Of me they are honored, but of me,
not to be uttered: Neither did I disclose them myself: For, they are the
beams of my understanding, and the Fountain from whence I water. [A

True and Faithful Relation, p. 20 I

Galvah's "beams of understanding" are likely the three beams of lightor halos-from the vision. Here, we learn that they are related to two
threefold concepts: on one hand, the Trinity (whom Galvah credits for
the words of her Table), and on the other, the Creation, age, and conclusion of the world.
Therefore, in some sense. leaf 49 is a compendium of all that precedes it in the Holy Book. Note that it begins with the title of the
Book--Loagaeth-which (as far as I am aware) is the only place in the
entire Book this word appears l

]'

I also notice that there are only three

capital letters in the text, and all of them are L-which is Angelical for
"The First."11" Therefore, we have three distinct sentences here, probably encompassing the Trinitarian mystery hinted at by Galvah.
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Soul

or tlte World

Also notable in the vision are the appearance of seas and all the
fwasts of the earth. As we can see, Dee recorded the appearance of the
~l',1S

in the middle of the text of leaf 49, between the words adnor and

,/,l)lcilll.

This, according to Def"s notes. would be just before the second

bc,lm of light entered the Mothf'f.
Then, just after that second bf'am. all the "Beasts and Creatures of
llw \Vorld" appeared in the shewstone. I would assume they arose from

b()th the earth and the seas around Galvah, in a manner reminiscent

(Jf the appearance of animals in the first chapter of Cenesis. 12 These
(j

hurdes of animals made threatening gestures toward Kelley-as one
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might expect of ,my vvild hCJst. Ilowevcr, they would thcn turn toward
Cdh ah and Ll\\n upun her.
I bclin'C \yh,lt we haw in this vision is, in f.1ct, an image of the Soul
of the \Vorld- ·the \Trsion of the Sileckin<lil or Sophia most bmiliar to
Her111cticislYL Calyah is M\)ther Nature, and we see her in that role in
I<.elln:'s vision.
Consider. also, that Table 49 embodies the lowest of the thirty Aethyrs, called rex. This lS the one Aethyr that contains tilUl' different Parts
I

rather than three l-rrobably symbolic ()f the physical realrn. It is there

tore fitting that the Table associated with Tcx should embody the Soul
uf Nature and the physical world itself (the end product of the Seven
Days of Creation!.'"1
However. there was also a down side

to

thts vision of Galvah, As she

warned, the t(xry-ninth Table is "a hotchpotch without order" that signiiles "a disordel of tlw world." Perhaps blccause of the inclusion of the
End Times in the mysteries of this Tablc, the creatures Kelley saw in the
stone were predominated by loathsome things like serpents, dragons,
toads, and "all ugly and hideous shapes of beasts."
This is common in medieval magickal texts like the Goetia, where
internal spirits appear in hideous shapes--often composite forms made
of sLTpent~, toads, dragons, and the like. These texts warn that the horrihle countenances of these creatures can be stressful to the mind of the
exorcist. Kelle), according tn Dee'~ record, ~eems to have experienced
thi, during [his aspect of Galvah's vision:
\lote.

,1 iso,

tklt the I1l~11'ncr of rhe lien' hrightlless W8S such. ,1IlJ the

grisly C()lIn\(.'Il,lllces

llf

the :-"!n!lstcrs

\\"S

so tediolls and gnc\OUS anJ

llisplc<lS.1il1 10 Fdwc1rd Kl'llc, th,ll p,lrtly the ven' grief of hIS minJ and
bud, .. such griC'\"()lIS siglW; necesS<lry to he exhlhill'J with the t\'lysteries dl'!J\Crin).', lIlll0 us, h,l,l ill ,j m.llllll'r torccJ him to leclYe off all. BUI
! ,jg,Jjll \\'nh n'<lS!lll,lblc exhortl1lg
pro\"llklh l' ,llld

,lclTl'l' i)]\

"n,i disljuil'tillg. :,1

Ill'

hllll. ,mel p,lnh ,th.lllks t\)I I :- the

illC'. \\ r()lI.~ht ,O1lll' lllltlg.1l1ng oj' this grief

j !"ilt' <111,/

F<litlllIIlI~d<I1 ;,111,

p. I 'J!

The \'iew uf such dark l'hdotil' : eyell infernal, torces as fundamental to
the phvsic.ll wurld is a very Cnostic one. [n fact, both Gnosticism and
the (j<lhaL1h tnch th,1\ the phvsicdl world '.,lS we knrl\v it) came about
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only after Adam's fall from the celestial Eden. The physical world of
suffering, in this view, is an intermixing of Divine Light and the earthly
demonic shells that attempt to obscure it. (A concept illustrated rather
well here in Galvah's vision of the forty-ninth leaf.)
The concept of the End Times, of course, is the rectification of Adelms Fall, and the re-elevation of the world back to the celestial Paradise.
Therefore, the entire process of Creation comes full cycle here in leaf 49
of the Holy Book-the final product of 7 x 7. Nature in all Her winding
L'haos is here, as well as the World of Man and its conclusion. Later in the
journals, Galvah would provide a further clue in this direction:
One thing I will teach thee. The End is greater than the Beginning, or
the Midst. For the End is witness of them both, but they both cannot
witness of the End. rA True and Faithfol Relation, p. 271

The End is the final result-or product-of the Beginning and Middle.
In this sense, the End (or end result) always encompasses the whole of

what led to it. (Consider this in relation to the First Table, which contains the blueprints-or potential-for all that will come after it.) This
flts well with Calvah's previous description of the words of the fortyninth leaf: "In them is the Divinity of the Trinity, the Mysteries of our
Creation, the age of many years, and the conclusion of the World."

After Galvah had completed her vision and the transmission of the
lilfty-ninth leaf. Dee asked her for details on how this text should be
written in the perfected copy of the Holy Book:
Dee: What shalll do with these 21 words now received) r ... II beseech
\'ou, how shalll write these names in the first leaP l "]
Galvah: They are to be written in 5 Tables, in every T,lble 21 letters.IA
True llIul Faithfill Relation. p. 20 I

Ih:'re are a couple of problems with this exchange between Dec and
(;.11vah. First, Dec refers to "21 words now received," while there appear to be twenty-two words in the text Calvah transmitted. I suspect
two possibilities in this case. The first is that Dee may have simply rnis-
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counted the number of words here--though I find that rather unlikely.
as Dee had the text right in front of him at the time. The second possibility suggests that Dee broke a word in half when he paused to write
"Now se,s appear" in the middle of the transmission. Theretexe. what
appears to be two words-ad nor dondta-may actually be a singular lor
compo und) word --ad nord onclw.
More problematic. however. is the response given by Galvah--where
Dee is told to wnte the text of leaf 49 in five Tables of twenty one letters
each. That makes a total of 105 letters (5 x 21
ten

111

-=

105). Yet. the text-writ-

English letters-contains a total of Il3 characters.

The solution is found by transcribing the letters into Angelical characters. First. note there are four instances of the digraph dl in the text

(donella. ellinrvane. and chermaelt). This digraph is usually intended to
produce a throaty kit sound in the Angelical tongue, and it is possible
this is represented by a single character (called Velt---often transliterated
as the English letter

K).

If so, this reduces the number of letters in this

text by four, from 1 13 to 109.
Next, I notice that two of the words contain the letters zed. Zed happens to be the common name for the letter Z (sometimes also called
"ezod" or "zod") outside of the United States of America. There are
several instances in Dee's journals where he spells out the name of this
letter (though usually choosing the "zod" form).121 rather than using the
Z character alone. If we replace the two instances of zed here on leaf 49

(Larzed and zednip) with the Angelical character for Z (called Ceph), it
further reduces the total of letters to 105.
Now that we have arrived at the necessary 105 letters, we can set
them into the five Tables of twenty-one letters each:
L

0

A

G

A

E

T

H

F

E

C

L

0

V

I

B

R

T

N

C

L

A

R

Z

0

0

X

N

E

R

N

A

G

Z

I

B

:-\

D

N

0

R

L
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0

0

N

K

A.

L

A

R

B

V

0

R

S

H

[

R

0

B

R

A

E

X

I

V

R

Z

N

I

P

T

A

[

[

P

K

[

N

R

V

A

N

E

K

E

R

M

A

K

L

E

N

D

I

X

N

0

R

Z

A

N

D

0

X
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Following this exchange, Dee continues asking Galvah questions
about these five little Tables. However, as usual, insignificant details
were left for Dee's discretion:
Dec: How shall I place the five Tables upon the two sides: three in the
first dnd two in the second, or one in the first dnd four in the second,
or how else)
Calvah: As thou seest cause.
Dee: Shall I write them in letters of gold'
Calvah: The writing hath been referred to thy discretion with colors,
and such things as

appen~1in

to the writing thereof. Upon the first side

write three Tables, and on the second two. I A True alld FaithtiJI Relation,

p.201
The next day, Dee has set the words into the five Tables, and presents it
to Calvah for appruval:
Dec: I have

Jss~]ye,l

divers

W']V5

to pLlce the five T.]bles, on the two

sides un this first lc"f. b It to \ our liking .1S I h.1\'e done it, in the five
little Triangles'
Calvab: ,'\5 concerning the serting down of the fi\,(' T.lb1cs, it is suffi·
cient as it is done, i A Trtlc LInd F,lith/ill Rc/.I1iol1, p, 21

I
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It is unclear why Dee chose to make the five Tables into triangles, even
though Galvah finds it "sufficient." Personally, I would rather keep the
five Tables each 7 x 3 squares, as these two numbers obviously playa
significant role in leaf 49 and the Holy Book overall.

Be It Unto Thee. as Thou Hast DoneThe Anticlimax of the Loagacth Saga?
The process of creating a perfected copy of the Holy Book-written in
Angelical characters, and from the right to the left-is an understandably monumental task. It only took Dee a matter of days to become
overwhelmed with the project, and by June 29th, 1583 (he was working
on Table 7), he was already asking the Angels for help.
On that day, it was the Heptarchic Angel Madimi who appeared in
the shewstone. Dee had a special relationship with this spiritual creature-who appeared as a little girl125 and therefore Dee felt comfortable
in asking her for intervention. In response, Madimi brings her Motherwho is introduced to Dee and Kelley as I AM (a biblical name of the
Highest Divinity), and who we also know as Galvah, or Wisdom:
Dee: While I was about to write the Title of the second side of the
seventh leaf: and (E.K. sitting by me), Madimi appeared as before like a
young girl. and I saluted her in the Name of God, as coming from God
for good, and said to her, that I was wonderfully oppressed with the
Work prescribed to me to perform before August next, and desired her
to help me to one to write the holy Book as it ought to be written: seeing I did all I could, and it seemed almost impossible for me to finish it
as it is requisite. Madimi promised to help me to one to write the Book;
and thereupon appeared to her (but unseen to E.K) her Mother. [. .

J

Madimi: Mother, I pray you let him have one to write his Book.
Morher: I am of the word, and by the word. !2" I say, Seal up those things
thou hast. And I myself will take charge of G,llvah to the end. 12 Dee: Truth it is, it must grow to a great mislikeing grudge, that God
should seem to have laid burdens on our shoulders, greater than we are
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able to bear: and then if we
cause not

to

t~llI

9J

and fail under them, he would find a

perform his promises made t()r carrying of those burdens.

Mother: Vv'hatsoever is thy part, the Sdme will I perform. I will put thy
voke : III this one thing) upon

1111'

shoulders.

Dee: Will you then write it as I should have written it'
"luther: I hayp said I will.
Dee: Where shall I leave the Book?
Mother: Leave it where you will: your locks are no hindrance to us.
Even when the time cometh believe and you shall find it written.
Dee: Yuu have eased my heart of a thousand-pound weight.
Mother: Because ye shall not fall into error. Dost thou believe'
Dee: Yea, verily.
Mother: Then verily willI do it.

. .. I

Dee: I pray, tell me your name.
Mother: I AM: what will you more)I!'

IA.

True and Faithfil[ Relation,

pp. 26-27 J
[tl

my opinion, this is one of the most unbelievable scenes in the jour-

nals. By all appearances, Dee receives a promise from the Mother to
write the perfected Holy Book for him.

r simply

find it hard to accept

tllat Dee would have seriously expected such a direct and astounding
miracle to take place. I have to wonder if he wasn't merely trying to
shih the responsibility of having the project completed on time from his
()\\ 11

shoulders onto the Angels. If the Mother had made such a promise,

[hell what Angel could accuse Dee of failure)

:\pparently, the project was not completed on time after all. First,
thl' entire month of August is missing ti'om the journals. 12 ') The entries
simply end with July 4th and pick up again-without comment-on
September 21 st, 1583. Almost three entire months are obscured from
1l1odern study.
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Then, by April 12th

or the

t()llow1l1g yeJ.r, 15x4, Dee mentions to

Nalvage that the Holy Bouk "is promised to be written"-suggesting
thatH is not cllmplcte, and Dec stlll believes the Mother and I Ier Angels
,1fe goillt', to do it for him:
'\i,\IV,lge: Hm\,. thcrl'l()rl>, "kdl ! 1I11()rm yuu, \\ h1(h knO\\ them not'

: The eh,lr,\l·tn,. or Letter, of till' L1hk,.
Dcl': You

i1lC,\1l

the nlVstical Lctters.

WIll'rC111

the holv book is promiscd

to Ix \\l'illell. And i( tht' book be so writtell dllO lc1id upen before us,

and thell you

\V

dl Il'om Lett('\' to Lctter poillt, ,md we to record your

imtructiom 1,\ Trill' ilJ1d Filil)l!li) Hti,l1ioll, p. 78)

This is

,1

full Light months attn the' original /\ugust deadline', and Dee

is still receiving instructions fell' how to work with the Loagaeth Tables.
In L1Ct, the atcJn.'menrione'd discussion takes place just before the torty

eight Angelic1l Keys arc transmitted. That means that the very Keys
needed to open the C,lte'S had nut been delivered to Dee on or before
the August deadline.
Kelley's C'xubnancl' also provide'S us WIth evidence that the original
deadline was missed. As might be understandable, the men were not
likely h'lppy that the much anticipated day of August 1st resulted in no
great Revelations. The Angels had told them so often not to rush the
time of God's chOOSing, but to wait patiently tClr August. Nearly nine
months later, on the date of April 21 5t, the Angels Gabriel ,md Nalvage
once 3gain tell the men not to rush God. Kelley has a s3rc3stic response
to that:
Gabriel and "ialyagc: Hc ne\LT heJrd of ,m\' man that would ask, If
Cod \\'ould pcri'Ollll his pronw;cs

Edward Kelley: Bv August nc\t:
Clbricl and i\ahdgc: \VLll il It \\cre a hundrcd .\ugusts) You may
bl' \\'(';1]\' bdlJrC August 1\\'\1, ,1S Llll' Children of bre\el \Ine of their
il.L1l1n,\.IA [')'1Ied/l.! Fdlliitid Rt'/li/ill/i. P 'l21
It is h,lrcl to apprccl,\te this exchallge out

or' the context of the journals.

;\s I steltl'll pn~\'l()usly, Kelley's \v(nds here .lre likely sarcastic in nature.

1
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I read it as a kind of challenge, bringing up the fact that the Angels had
,llready failed to deliver on one of God's biggest "promises"--the revelanon of the Loagaeth mysteries on August 1st, 1583. Kelley likely fixated
Oil

this fact, as he constantly looked for evidence that the Angels were

clcrually liars and devils. (He apparently failed to consider that neither
he nor Dee had completed the perfected Holy Book as they had been
instructed to do.)
Kelley was not alone in letting his frustration slip through into the
records. It was only a few days later, on April 27th, that Dee asks Gabriel
clnd ;\Ialvage for an update (or confirmation) on the Mother's promise:
Dee: As concerning the book writing by the Highest,l i() what shall I
expect thereof?
Gabriel and Nalvage: There is no point of faith.
Dee: I believe veJily that it shall be written by the power of the Highest.
Gabriel and Nalvage: The power of the Highest confirmeth me, but
not my power, the Highest.
Dec: Be it as the will of God is. [A True and Faithfid Relation, p. 1041

When the Angels tell Dee that the Mother's promise is "no point of
faith," I tend to see that as an indication that Dee had it wrong. However, Dee certainly didn't want to see it that way, and therefore reaffirms
that he believes the Highest (I AM) will indeed write the Holy Book for
him. The Angels put the issue off on the Highest and that ends the issue
t()r that session.
In the end. Dee does appear to have produced the Book on his own.
\t least, he created a copy to the best of his ability. It was only two

months later, on July 7th, 1584, when Ave came to reveal the Prayer of
I:noch and the secret to Gebofal.l;1 Perhaps. Ave appeared at that time
with that intc)rmation because Dee had finally produced the Book:
Ave: My brother, I sec thou doth not understand the mystery of this
Book, or wurk, thou hast in hand. I

I Notwithstanding, that thy

labour be not frustrate, and void of fruit, be it unto thee, as thou hast
done.
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Dec (in margin): The Book confirmed.
Dee: Lord I did the he,t that I cOlild conceiVe' ()f It. [A True alld Faithfid
lIt>lil!lOI1, p. 1961

Here \ve see that Dec does have the Book "in hand." 1-le claims it is the
best he could do, and Ave appears to say that it will be sufficient to result
in some fruit for hIs labor. The marginal note indicates that Dee took this
as a confirmation of his perfected copy of the Book oj'Loagaeth,
However, the August date seems to have been put aside. Perhaps
this is what Ave means by the phrase" . , . be it unto thee, as thou hast
done," Vv'hen the long-awaited August 1st finally arrives, Dee and Kelley
do not commencc a ritual opening of the forty-eight Gates. Instead, at
the command of the Angels, they pack up and head toward the court of
Emperor Rudolph in Pra b'Ue. ' 12
Records of whether or not Dee or Kelley ever made usc of Loagaetlt
do not exist. They have either never existed, meaning the men never
used this material, or they have simply not survived or been discovered,
Meanwhile, if we consider the legacy that Dee left behind in Pra,6'Ue, it is
likely that the Angels finally had their own agenda fulfilled after alL Even
if neither of the men achieved their personal goals with the magick, the
historical mark Jeft by Dee in Prague cannot be denied, 133 As promised,
the Angels did initiate a new current into a new world-and the Age of
Enlightenment soon followed.
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2'i C1sdubon has "AI,-oml1." The Koran was '1ncW "Testament" which was delivered to
Muh,11l11l1'1d by the Archangel Cabriel, dnd which l'lUnded the Muslim FaIth.
2b. Casaubon has "Mahometans"

as in ··Muhammad-ians.'·

27 A True and Falthjul/(c/Iltion does not show the first a, leaving' Logaeth" -but this

1S

an error on the part of Casaubon.
2S. Sec the Book of Revelation, chapter 5.
2L). See the Five Hooks or Mvstery, p. 26.1.
30. I h,wt' added the bracketed word to cbnfy the speech .
.J 1. See the Five Books of lvlystcrv, pp 268 69.
32. The journals do not mention it at this point. but there is also a title above each Table

of the Holy Book.
33. Dec adds in the margin: '(49 powers with their inferiors.

48 after a sort: and 1.)"

Again, we see the isolation of one leaf of the Book ti-om the others.
34. Compare this to the Qabalistic convention of attributing four manners of interpret-

ing the Torah

one for each of the Four Qabalistic "Vorlds.

35. One of these appears to be the langmge we will see later in the forry-eight Angelical

Calls. or Keys.
36. Six is the number attributed to the Sun in works like Agrippa's Three Books.
37. Seven is the number attributed to Venus.
JR.

For instance, see the material in the classic grimoire known as the Arbatel of Magic--a text very familiar to Dec and one that had a massive intluence on his Heptarchic
system of magick.

39. All of these arc associated with the seven Archangels who stand betore the Throne
of Cod in Revelation, chapter 4. These are the Archangels (or Elohim) directly involved in the Seven Days of Creation, in Cenesis 1.
40. We will return to the subject of the Angelical Keys

(or

Calls) in the tCJllowing chap-

ters.
41

That is,

th~

first leaf that is accessible to the aspirant.

42. Sec pp. 324-25 of the Five Books or Mysterv
43. Dec makes this marginal notation: "Note this covering to be made tor the book."

44. Sec A True alld Faithful

Rclatio~l,

p. 174.

45. Sec the Five Books or II-lvstcrv. p. 26L).

46. Sec the Five Boob or ;\lysterv. p. 288.
47 Or Spanish. Latin, etc
48. Requisite~· Required.
49. See Sloane 31 ~9 lor Kelley's English-lettered copy of the Holy Book.

50. We shall explore the subject of the pel'iected Holy Book later in this chapter.
51

We shall see later in this chapter that Calvah continues to rder to the forty-ninth
leaf 01' Loagaetlt as "the first leal' -- though it is in fact the last.
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,2. S~e chapter 1 of this current work.
,3. See dw hve RO(lb of lvlvsttTv. Pl'. 2K(, ·l<\3. Remember. only the First T,lbl~ (Sides t\

and

B) [S

I'JUnd in the hn' ll'l(lks. The entire llolv Book is preserved in Sloane MS

.11 H9.

See the Five RO(lb Il(Vlvsterv. Pl'. 2SCi

q

~7

'), Sec Donald I.ay,·ock's introduction to The Complete EnaciJidl1 Didl(l/wrv I York Bcelch.
\'IE Red Wheel Weiser, 20(1). Pl'.
'In.

n-.);,

1 han' ,ldded the English-letter equivalet1ls in parentheses f()r clarification.

- This would not be a cone'ern t()]· the other torry-eight Tables. which contained Single
letters in celeh cell.
'.~, Sec

,q

dle

Flt't'

Hllllb

or Mystery. p. 290,

,\s of this writing. my analys[s of the text is unavailable to the public. However, it
might be av,ulable on my website (http:

kheph777,tripod.com) by the time this

book is published,
(,Il,

This is likely a reference to the Book scaled with seven seals in the Revelation of
Sl. John, Evidence suggests that !.oagiletlt is intended, on some level. to be this same

Book.
,,1
112.

Sec the Five Books ot" Mystery. p, 411
That is. ,111 Tables will

b~

explained at once, 1"<11he1' than one here and another there.

etc
hi. Bv ",louble repetltion" I assume Raphael means to both write and speak the text at
once.

(>-1. The Holy Book. Kelley was reading the words aloud to Dee so he could record
them. However. Raphael here warns ag,linst speaking the words again "till it be in
practice, "
I>') lIne is the tirst time AUl-,'Ust

IS

mentioned as the time to put Loagat'th into practice,

hi)

In other words,

h

Though the transmission of the Tables docs halt the next day. J should point out

",ll ,1

glance" within the Book.

that the lin,ll--- forty-ninth- Table was withheld I"r some tlme allerw'lrd. We shall
explore this subject

111

this chapteL

"'. See Ii Tnl<' II lId Fdlth.tiill'cllltitll1. 1', Ill.
("" L[rliC["

1Il

this speech. C,lh ah had 111a,lc refel"ence to the negati\'C vicw of women

sccn in Trithemius' work, She S<lid. "If 'Ij,rthemll!> C,m separate the ,lignity of the
Soul of \\'0111,111 ti-om the excellency of man

" Therei(lre. the above quote is

(;,lh,lh's Islightly S,lrCaStlCi response to TnthemlUs' take on W0111en as the "ene! of
man's excellency."
I)

""I

See U/lj--,nd i in the I ,exicon

T,lblc on each k,lf
1

1

1[1

v'olume II.

F,lCh T,lblc oj" I.llagllt'tl1 h,lS a T[tle

onc I',r the li'ont T'lblc ,md one I(ll" the back
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Sec ,\ 1'l'lll' d'ld hlilil/itil\t'/"tlOll, p, .c~

"cc E\()llus Ul 1,1, \\hl'J'e ell,i g1\(', \1(JSCS the I Iehr'c'\\ Dl\in,' N,mlc Flendl asitc)'
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(1.

Set'

7ll,

~\ 1l1h(lj!L

The hedge \\'uuld h,wl' hce!1
P!'OH.'I

(lj

Igll()l"t1llLT.

b . . I 2() ) 3

rZemcrnbcr (;a!cn "h ',lnng,

g . U111Cllt."

(rdrI11l'l1t

BOLh·

~O, See Don,lld l\s()n, fIJl't'''lilll,\Id,~:,k

SI

To d,He, this strange O)'ek1ll1g

or L1K pLI!1l,ts h,lS not hcen cxpLlincd,

S2, This ,\S"'Cl,ltinn IS \1.1 the SCH'n F"",>:;n\ 0[' Cre.ltion Ii'om the fiCl'td)'citill,

iS3

'The

l1T1ll'

tt)

(,(l1l1C" j:-;

.\LI~u~t 1st, -ilh..1 Lhc rC\'cbtlun

()f

Lllag(/dlI'~ TI1:stcru.:'.:;;.

S..J, l{cl11ell1twr prT\'i(,us])- that Cah',lh ll1strllclcd Dec to begin work on [hc perlel'lcd
] Ioh
X)

HO'ik

oll ,1 TueslLIY

Sl'e\ Tnil'dll,! hlltlttid Rt'ilitIOIl, p, 1)1,

True ,111.1 hlllittiil I{d'![:"ll h,,, thl' hrst c"mple of Ihest' scs,ir,ns misbbcled ')s SatLll-

;\

,Ll\"

Thl' d,lle, I-'"ell indic,\t<, th,H l',l(h should be

Sh, Jlll'k,ptl'l j I !LIIC \Ilc]ud,

bles \Vkn

\\T kilO\\,

,.I ,\ slmil,lt' 'Cell""

Oil

d

Sunday

the i\ngelicaj Keys th,ll open Ihe Ta-

of the Ke\'s ['urthel illur111ll,lt,'s \\'h,lt we kno\\ of the Tables,

87 Thallb III Joseph II PI'tcr\llll'S TIV!lIl (;rlJt[l) EsMcric, hc!llw,1 Ie)]' theSE titlcs, online at

http:

\\\\'\\,l"s(l[l'ricarchi\l's,cum del' ,UI S"l,ht111, Used w;th pcrmissiull,

8"'), \Ve \'\"111

L'Xdrl1inc

the Kl'y:-'

ill L-hc1ptt~r

L

90 Sec thl' hl'l Fil"'~'S, P. ;Oh. iU()tll()tr' 22K, :\is" p, .Jill, I()()tnote l21 I "Jllterprct nut
yC!

'.)1

Tr,dnioll,llil Ilw ,\r['\l,111;',(']

')4, ThIS
to
',J)

\\,h ,1l'11l11\l1'1Il

tht'

ul1L1tT\\

\.\1'L.l
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JOJ

t02. Shovels
Jill.

Sec the section of this "hapter' entitled "Kelley's Second ViSIon of the J loly Book."

10,,1.

See chapter

\(11.

"Lrblc 49 also has its own l'ntry. See the Torty-Nine Tables of L,'agaeth: What We

of this \"olume.

1

Kllow" section of this chaprer.
\\h Sec A l'rHc alld hlilh(ul Rclatwll, pp. 139-59 and 201 09.
ill7

Via the Valcntinian Gnostic,.

'lib

This is yet ,mother indication that the forty-nine Tables of Loagaeth begin at the

~II"

Sec

highl'st and proceed to th"" lowest point- ·just like the Jewish fifty Gates of Bil1ah.
1

F""ch, chapters 2136

, : uSee Ezekiel 40: 1·2 for one example.
I! 1

Probably symbolic of the Pour

[~lements

and Zodiacal Triplicities, the four cardinal

,lirections, the four winds, and other fourfold concepts associated with the physical
re,rlrn. Sec A.grirpa's Three Books of Occult Philosophy, Book lI, charter 7, "Of the
Number Four, ,md the Scale Thereof."
1 i 2.

Also see charter 3, in whIch I discuss the Angelical Keys that open the Aethyrs.

11 l. Remember the first page in a Western book would necessarily be the last page if

the book were written in the Semitic leftward fashion.
114.

See p.

l1'i

This is a note made by Dee. It is in rclation to the vision Kc;l1ey is having as these

19

of A True and Faithfill Relatiol1.

words arc spoken.

W~

explore this vision (and others rebted to it) in the "Let Those

That Pe,rr Cod, and Are Worthy, Read" section of this chapter.
! i (,

The entire vision is fc>und on p. 19 of A True alld Faith/i,) RclatWJJ.

11 ~

First leaf by Western standards, but

11~.

1!

remains leaf 49.

Il dol'S not appear in the First Table. It may yet be hidden somewhere among the
text of Tables 2 through 49.

11 cJ. Sec the Lexicon. L or El (The First). This is a Name of Cod in the Angelical

tongue.
12()

See Genesis 1 '10, 20-25.

I~ I

The Qab:1lah would reier to this as Malkllth (the Earthly Kingdom).

i 22

I have added this for cbrification.

!.')

l.eaf 49.

I ; I

It is posslhle that Kelley was the one who pronounced the Zs as "zed" in this case.

1.2;

Dec would later name his own daughter after Madimi.

1""('. I'he Mother"

Al11l1l

E/,,/rIHl I, or Bnde of Cod, is intImately connected with the Word

, le';':e)s \ Or Christ,,-, To;!("the!'. their marriage results in till' I {ol,. Spirit as unJerstood
h\ the ancient Gnostics.
12~

;\lthougll the 1\10thcr ~lpreclrs to refer to Gdlvdh in this

stdtelTICnt.

Dee 3ctuJlly

records the Mother's name as Galvah later in this session. See A True and FilIlhJul
kcl,ltiml, p. 27
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12~, Lxudus )'14

129,

Se~

S() Cod "lid

w "lus('s, I :\M thai I :\M,'"

A Trued!"l hliril(ill f(d<lu,m, pp, 32 >3,

UIl, Rc'fllclllber that I ..\M 1 Eilerdl' IS the' I light'st DlvlIle Name in the' Q"babh,
131

See chapler -1

132, See A J rIle

or tim volume,

dll.i

FaIth!ill f(c/atl"", p, 212,

13 l. See hanCJs Yates,

rill'

R,'si,Tllci<lfi EIJlI,~Ij[cl/mOII I, London: Roulledge, ZOOI " De~'s

work Isuch as the IIIC",'givl"n,' ,\1"110,/ , ,1llJ perh,\ps Dee person,llh, had an ,'pp,\renl
Illtluence on the unknown .tuthors of the t()uIllLnional Rosicruci8n documents,

Chapter Three

The Forty-Eight Angelical Keys
(or Calls)

And [ will give unto thee the Key' of rhe Kingdom of Heaven. And whdtsoever thou shalt bind

Oil

Earth shall be bound in Heawn. And what-

soever thou shalt loose on Earth shall be loosed in Heaven. I Matthew
16:1 9 1

These Calls touch all the parts of the World. The \V,)rld may be dealt
withal. with her parts. Therefore you may do anything. These Calls are
keys into the Gates and Cities of Wisdom. [The :\ngel 'vLlpsama in A
TrIte and Faithtii! Rdlltion, p. 145 i

I

n "Kelley's Second Vision of the Holy Book," a section in the previous chapter, I highlighted several comparisons between the thirty-six

Tables of

Sov,~a

and Dee's forty-nine Tables of Loagacth. Beyond their

'lructural and mathematical similarities, each set of Tables is said to em
body specific aspects of Creation, which can be accessed by the aspirant
who knows how to open them.
Another important similarity between

SC>Vgll

and Ll'agllctll is that both

sets of Tables are opened (ur decrypted, with "Keys." Sllyga includes a set
of thirty six six-lettered names that are used to decipher the encrypted
magickal squares. Lllilgacth also bas a set of

Keys~-forty-eight

in this

case' -that are promised to open the mystenes of the Tables. However,
10]
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the "Keys" of Dee's system arc not short and simple keywords Instead,
Dee's f(Jrty-eight Keys arc long poems (or, perhaps, psalms)--often
called the forty-eight Angelical Callings, They are magickal invocations
intended to obtain Divine and earthly secrets from the Angels attached
to each Table of Loagaeth,
The Angel Nalvage was charged with the transmission of the Keysthough the origins of this entity are uncertain. Unlike most of the Angels encountered by the two men, Nalvage does not appear anywhere
in Dee's "Enochian" system of magick. (That is, his name is not found
in the Heptarchia, in Loagaeth, in the Watchtowers, and so on.) Neither is
he found among the traditional lists of Angels descended from Jewish,
Christian, or Arabic sources. All we know for certain is that Nalvage is
directly subservient

to

the Archangel Gabriel. and that his primary job

in the journals was to deliver the Angelical Keys.
Nalvage first appeared to Dee and Kelley in February of 1584, but he
did not begin to transmit the Keys until the following April. That was
eight months after the date upon which the Angels promised

to

reveal

the mysteries of Loagaeth. This delay is likely because Dee had not, by
the previous August, completed the "perfected copy" of the Holy Book. 2
Had he completed the project on time, I suspect the Angels would have
revealed the forty-eight Keys at that point.
When Nalvage makes his first appearance, he spends some time
teaching the men about the Doctrine contained in Loagaeth. 3 He then
focuses upon the transmission of a magickal Tablet called the Corpus
Omnium--which seems to bear directly upon the Keys, and which we
shall explore in depth later in this chapter. Finally, in mid-April of 1584,
Nalvage makes the first mention of the Angelical Keys:
I am therefore to instruct dnd inform you, according to your Doctrine
delivered, which is contained in 49 Tables. In 49 voices, or callings:
which are the Natural Keys

to

open those. not 49 but 48 (for one is not

to be opened) Gates of Understanding. whereby you shall have knowledge

to

move every G.lte ... l A True and Faith/ill Rcllltion, p. 771

So, we know from the very start that these Keys are intended to open
the Gates of Understanding.' As we learned in chapter 2. the First Gate
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is "not to be opened" by humans. However, the remaining f()rty-eight
can be accessed with the Angelical Keys.
Much later in the journals, the Angel lllemese makes clear the relationship between the Keys and the forty-nine Tables of Loagaeth:
But you shall understand that these 19 Calls' are the Calls, or entrances
into the knowledge of the mystical Tables. Every Table containing one
whole leaf" whereunto you need no other circumstances. IA Tr!jf and

FaltiJjidRclatioll, p

199j

During the transmission of the Keys, the Archangel Gabriel gives us
some further information on the Keys and the Angelical language in
which they arc written:
In these Keys which we deliver, are the mysteries and secret beings and
effects of all things moving, and moved within the world. In this is the

life

of MOTION, in whom all tongues of the world arc moved, for

there is neither speech nor silence that was nor shall be to the end of
the world, but they are all as plain here, as in their own nakedness.
Despise it nor, therefore, for unto them that are hungry, it is bread,
unto the thirst drink, and unto the naked clothing. [A True and Faithful
Relation, p. 94 i

In chapter 2, we saw many descriptions of the Doctrine of Loagaeth that
,(mnd very similar to Gabriel's above words. We know that Loagaeth
represents the mythical Book of Life (or Book of the Lamb), wherein
IS

found the essence of all created

things.~

Both Christian Doctrine and

Dee's Angels proclaim the Holy Book as the wellspring of all life. How('ver, without the Keys with which to open the Gates, the Book is merely
,\11
1!1

inert object in human

hands.~

It is the Keys that activate the forces

the Tables, and this is why Gabriel claims that the Keys embody the

life of motion."
During a later session in the journals, Dee and Kelley receive further
information from the Angel Mapsama:
These Calls touch all the pans of the World. The \Vorld may be dealt
Withal, with her parts. Therefore you may do anything. These Calls
are keys into the Gates and Cities of \Visdom. Which I Gates 1" are not
able to he opened, but without visible apparition. I

. I You called for
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\\ Isdol11, (:()ci

h,1[h ()j.'Cl1l'cllll1tO VOLI his Jlldgment Hl' hath deh\"l'red

lIntu \()llthe kc\s, t11.1\ VOlI m,l\ e\Hcl IA Tn!c (lJd [-'(lith/it! Rc/,lfi,1Jt. pp.
I,~

)-4h I

Mal's~mla',

lesson on the Keys is the mo"t practical we ha\,e seen. Where

Cabriel taught that the Keys arc the "life !l( Moti011"

!

or "illltiatorv

f;>rc(") behind the tc)rt\'-nille T,lbks. \Iapsama adds that the Keys haw
illtlue11ce over all parts of the phvstcal \vorld--giving one the power to

"do

<111)

system

thing" I \Ve call sec ,m
th,lt

CX~l\llple

of this in the Parts of the Earth

Dee dnd Kelley would later recl'lVl' [rom the Angels. That
the final one. the Call of the Aeth1'rs---

s1'QCI11 m'lkL's use of one Key

to scrv into the secrets of anv nation 011 Earth.)
later. we skill see thell the Angels also instructed Dec and Kelley to
use the Angelical Keys to ope11

fi'Cry

Table in the I-Ioly Book--likely over

" forty-eight-day period resulting in a tc)rtyninth day of Divine revelation.
This is the primary Loagacth system of magick (sec chelpter 41. which several of the ,\ngcls secm to imply in their lessons on the usage of the Keys,
011 the day before the transl11is~ion of the Keys began. Dec recorded

this eXL'han,:2:e between NClhage dnd himself:
i\:alvagc Unto [hIS !)O(lrInc beiungc[h [he perfect knowledge. and rememhrance of the mystical Cn',\tures. 110\\1, thcrefore, shall [ inform
JUu,

\'"hich knov,; the111

: Y(JU me.lll the n1\'sticl1 Lellers wherein rhe holy book is

Dec: :
prolllised
t(Jre us,

ilOI':

be wri[[(,n. And if [he book be so written dnd ldid open be

[0

.1I1d

thcn

VOll

your insITlh[i()ll'.

wrItli'om

[~e[rl'f

ro LL'tl\'r pom!. dnd we to record

:J TrilL' <1I1,t FdlliI/ilil(cidli"!l. p

\Ve learn here that the Tables of

l,c)ag(Ltth

h,

I

were directly invoked in the

reception of the Keys. The tdlowing day. as Dee suggested above. Nal"age dire,'tcd the men ti'(}111 one Table to ,mother, dr a\ving a single letter
ti'om

e~lch 01lC

.1long the way. ,See the section in this chapter entitled

"Dec Suspected of Cnprograph\"") Thus, the \\urds of the Kevs were
l1ut taken whole cloth li'Olll the tcxt of LJdgac'liz, but were each compiled
from ktters dr,l\\'n li'()l11 s(vtTlll ditfcrent Tables.
This might tell us something important about the nature of AngeliL'al. As wc cllrcady knO\\, LLlil,'Z,MtiJ contclins the Celestial Language used

L
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in the genesis of all things. We also know that each Table represents an
mdividual dnd pure (even archetypall aspect of the created Universe.
Meanwhile. Angels are the agents of creation-the "workmen"
through whom all things manifest. According to Judea-Christian lore,
they accomplish this feat by bearing the creatlve power to earth as a
"message" tram God. The "message" itself is a song of praise to the
Creator--designed. to grant life to something in the world. llJ
Therefore. thc creative "message" that is carried by any given Angel
dlOuld be compiled in

S0111e

way from the \Vords of Creation contained

in the Holy Book. I say "compiled" because. unlike the Tables of Loaga-

eti!. the Universe is llot separated into "pure aspects" and archetypes.
Instead. the Universe is a tapestry of mixed forces. Therefore. the Angels must draw forces from several Tables at once-a character from
this Word of Creatton, and another character from that Word of Creation---in order to manifest anything in reality. This is perhaps what we
are seeing in the compilation of the forty-eight Keys by Nalvage.

The Reception of the Forty-Eight Keys
The transmission of the forty-eight Angelical Keys is divided between
three places in A True and Faithful Relation. The first section, composed
mainly of the Angelical words, appears between pages 79 and 138. Most
of the English was given later, during a single session between pages 190
and 194. Finally. the Key of the Aethyrs was transmitted (also in a single
session) between pages 201 and 208.
As we shall discuss later, Nalvage transmitted the Angelical of the first
four Keys backward. taking several sessions. l-1e also ended each transmis~ioll

with the" English sense" of each Key. The rest of the Keys--5

through IS-were transmitted rapidly in a forward bshion. without
English. in a single h;lphazard session. Some of them are mixed up or
missing wurds. Two of them (Keys 14 and J 5) are entirely missing.
The missing material was filled ill later in the journals-but only
III

English form. Dee

wa~

lett to compile the Angelical words hom the

Keys that had already been Anglicized. (Thankfully. the results of that
work are contained in Dee's

~8

Claves A I1gclicat'. 1
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Even the English given to Dee was not entirely complete. Between
giving the English for Keys Eleven and Twelve. Nalvage tells Dee:
Nalvage: Here must words in the end of the first Call follow, at Move,
etc.

Dee: But this Call, it differeth a little expressly. They are the 14 last
words, in the holy language thus: Zacar e ca, od zamran, ado ciele Qua,
Zorge, lap zirdo Naco Mad, Hoath Jaida. rA True and Fairh/ili Rela[ion,
p.1931

These are the words that appear at the very end of the first Key. They
are an evocational formula that translate "Move, therefore, and appear!
Open the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me, for I am a servant of the same God as you, the true worshiper of the Highest." Dee
was subsequently instructed to append these words to Keys 11 through
18, inclusively.
These fourteen words have been dubbed the "Repetitive Formula
Pattern" by Angelical scholar Patricia Shaffer. \ 1 We will encounter this
phrase again in the Lexicon in volume II.

Dee Suspected of Cryptography?
Now we shall explore one of the most obscure (and controversial) aspects of Dee's Angelic records-the transmission of Key One. Had Nalvage simply revealed the text of the Keys like any other magickal invocation or prayer (such as we find in numerous medieval grimoires), it
would not likely have attracted much speculation. However, the overly
complex manner in which Nalvage gathered the letters and transmitted
the words of the first Key has led cryptologists to believe that the Tables
of Loagaeth and their Keys are somehow encrypted messages (or encryption devices).
This is not much of a leap in logic. John Dee was himself a student
of steganography Chidden writing," or cryptography), and has long
been associated with English espionage. 12 We also know that he owned
a copy of the Steganographia by Trithemius-an early-sixteenth-century
compendium of cryptology, entirely disguised as a work of Angelic
magick. \ \ It claimed to reveal the methods of sending secret commu-

,

J
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nications by way of Angels or spirits, but the invocations turned out to
be encrypted messages l4 Therefore, we can see how easy it might be to
suspect that Dee was up to the same tricks in his journals.
To begin with, we may note that Nalvage (at first) insisted upon
transmitting the Keys backward. This was also established the day before
the Keys were revealed:
Nalvage: Also, in receiving of the calls, this is to be noted: that they are
to be uttered of me, backward; and of you, in practice, forward.

Dee:

j

understand it, for the efficacy of them: else, all things called

would appear, and so hinder our preceding in learning. [A True and

FairhJul Relation, p. 78 J

The next day, we find that the first word revealed by Nalvage was the last
word of Key One, and it was spelled backward. (We will return to this
later in this section.)
Let us consider this convention of backward spelling in a broader context. We have already encountered this in our discussion of the Book of

Soyga (chapter 1). It is perhaps the simplest form of encryption to spell
words in reverse-such as Soyga, which is supposed to be a mirror-spelling
of Agyos (Greek: Holiness).15 This is likely derived from Qabalistic practices that use Hebrew (written right to left) as their sacred language.
Additionally, there are forms of encryption that involve words or
alphabets spelled "forward" and then transposed with letter sets that are
written backward. For instance, take a look at this simple cipher:

The top line of letters is the standard alphabet, written in a forward (or
left-to-right) fashion. The bottom line is the encryption, and contains
the same alphabet written backward (or right to left). Any word can be
'Flelled out with the letters in the top line, and then transposed with the
letters directly beneath them in the bottom line.
As an example, let's use my own first name: Aaron. We find the A at
{he left of the top line, and beneath it we find the letter Z. Beneath the

/10
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letter R in the top line we find an I in the bottom. Beneath the 0 we lind
the letter L. Finally, beneath the letter N we can sec an M. Therefore, the
name Aaron can be encrypted as the name Zzilm. If you compare this
with the words in the Lexicon in volume II, you will see the resulting
encryptions are somewhat similar to Angelical. Thus. it is little wonder
that Nalvage's insistence on transmitting the words of the Keys backward has suggested encryption to modern scholars.
It is also interesting that Nalvage only followed this convention for
the first four Keys-after which, he began transmitting the words forward
instead. That means the majority of the Keys were delivered in a forward
fashion-calling into question Dee's assumption that they must be transmitted backward or else "all things called would appear." (l should point
out that Nalvage never confirmed Dee's comment in that regard.) This
lends even more weight to the theory that encryption was involved: it
may have been necessary to reverse only the first few Keys in order to give
an example of how to use the rest of the Keys for decryption.
Dee's journals are also suspected of cryptology thanks to Nalvage's
bizarre manner of revealing the letters of each word. Rather than simply
pointing from letter to letter in the Holy Book (as Dee previously suggested), Nalvage indicated the letters via cryptic instructions for finding
them in the Tahles of Loagaeth with some very odd strings of numbers.
At the start of the session Nalvage states, " ... the soul of man hath
no portion in this First Table" of Loagacth, however, "all the rest [of the
Tablesj are of understanding."lh Immediately after stressing this, Nalvage launches into the transmission of Key One. It seems that his comments about the Tables bear directly upon the Keys-because Nalvage
never draws letters for the Keys from the First Table.
I have transcribed the very first Angelical words received by Dee and
Kelley from Nalvage·--formatted here as they appear in Dee's journal. I
am including a large enough sample to illustrate the cryptic manner in
which Nalvage transmitted the letters, and the rather haphazard notations recorded by Dee. You will note that he recorded the letters in a
column running down the left-hand side of the page, with the mysterious strings of numbers following each letter to the right (including the
various Tables in Loagact!1.) Keep in mind that these words are written
backward-beginning with thejinal word of the first Key:
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AI,.Two thuu~and amI t<JUrteen, in the sixth Table, is) 0

j003. In the thirteenth Table is I.
.'\. In the 21 st Table. 1 J 40() duwnward.

I In the bst Table, one less than Number.

A word, Jaida l ...
Jaida is the last
\-yore! of the Call.

H 49. ascending
T 49. descending
.'\ 9()9. directly;

o simply.
H 2029 directly. Call it Hoath.
225. Frum the low angle on the right side,

continuing in the same amI next square."

o 22 ') IThe same number repeated j
:\ III the thirteenth Table, j 40. ascending in

hi~

square.

M The 30th Table, 13025. from the low angle in the left side, in the

sq uare ascending.
Call it Mad.

o The 7th Table, 99. ascending.
C The 19th, descending 409.
OThe!

1 1 frum the upper right angle, crossing to the nether left,

and so ascending J 003
" The 31 st. From the Center to the upper right angle, and so descend
ing ')(J09.

e1ll it Now.

o The

39th, li'om the Center Liescending. or the lett hancl. 9()73.

[) The 41st, from the Center ascl'llcling, and so to the right upper Angle,
27004.
R The 43rd, Irom tllt' upper lett Angle to the right, and so still in the

Circumference. 340(J().
I The 4[ ... I, ascending, 72000.

L

I'" In the same T,1blc descenLlillg to til(' last
Cal! it /irdo.
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P The 6th, ascending 109.
A The 9th, ascending 405.

L The 11 tho descending 603

Call it Lap.
E The 6th, from the right Angle uppermost to the lett. 700.
G The 13th, descending. 2000.

R The 17th. from the Center downward. 11004.

o The 32nd, descending from the right Angle to the Center, 32000.
Z The 47th. 194000. descending. Call it Zorge (Of one syllable.)

[A True and Faithful Relation, p.

791

When we gather the above letters and write them out forward, we have
the final line of Key One: Zorge, lap zirdo naco mad, lwath Jaida (which
we saw previously in this section---as part of the "Repetitive Formula
Pattern").
For each letter, it is obvious that one of the Tables of Loagaeth is
(usually) indicated as the source. Then, we see the notations made by
Dee about where in the Table to find the letter. Unfortunately, no one
has yet discovered what these directions and numbers mean. At first
glance, it might appear that the large numbers would be the result of
numbering each and every cell on one of the 49 x 49 Tables (sides A
and B). However, that only results in a total of 4802 cells for each Table
(2,401 on each side)--yet the numbers given by Nalvage are otten much
larger than that. Some kind of mathematical algorithm might be in use
here-once more suggesting a form of cryptography.
After Key One had been transmitted in its entirety. Kelley attempted
to question Nalvage's direct superior-the Archangel Gabriel-about
the numbers:
Kelley: Why join you numbers with these letters. and added none with
those of the former Table,20
Gabriel: Brother. what is the cause that all the World is made by num
bers' The Numbers we speak of, are of reason and t()rm, and not of
merchants. I ... I Every Letter signifieth the member of the substance
whereof it speaketh. Every word signifieth the quiddityll of the sub

L
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stance. The Letters arc separdteJ. and in confw,lon . and then-fore, are
by numbers gathered together' which also genhered signify a number'
t!.)r as every greener (untdineth his lesser, so arc the secret and unknuwn
jllfll1S

of things knit up in their parents. \Vhere bemg knowll in num-

ber, they ,Ire easily dist1l1guished, so that hen.' we tedeh places to be
numbered: letters to be elected fj'om the numbered, and proper words
from the letters, signit)ing substantially the thing that is spoken of in
the centC!' of tlw Creator ... IA. True unci Filill1Jil1 Rdatioll, p. 921

Gabriel's words are often taken as proof that the characters of the
.'\llgelical alphabet should have gematric (or numerical) values. When
Cabriel

52)'5

that every letter of a word is a member of the overall body

\ or "substance" \ of the word, he could be giving a basic lesson in Qabalistic gematria.
However, as we shall now see, Gabriel is actually explaining the numbers that Nalvage associated with the Tables of Loagacth and the letters
of the Keys. First, he points out that the letters of the words are scattered (that is, throughout the forty-nine Tables). He then indicated that
I

Nalvage 's) numbers are used to gather those letters together. Toward

the end of his speech, he even describes the method Nalvage used in
"decrypting" the Angelical words from the Tables: places (presumably
the cells on the forty-nine Tables) are numbered, and letters are drawn
from those numbered places. Then, the resulting letters are gathered
into proper Angelical words--which signity in substance (in this case,
VOIce\ those things that are otherwise conceived only in the heart of the
Creator. It is unfortunate, however, that Gabriel reveals nothing about
the method of numbering the "places" or gathering the letters.
It is interesting to note that Cabriel insists these numbers are not "of
rnerchants" but arc "of reason and form." I interpret this to mean that
the numbers are sllch as would be used by m,lthel11aticians, architects,
,1stronomers, and navigators--as opposed to the simple totals and tallies
lIsed by merchants. In other \Yards, the numbers we see involve higher
111,lthem,ltical funnio11S--sLlch as those used by cryptographers.
There is just one instance during Nal vage's transmission of the \Yords
of Key One that such higher math is illustrated. Gabriel refers to this
Instance toward the middle of his speech--where he explains that the
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Angelical letters "are by numbers gathered together: which I numbers]
also gathered signify a number." We have, of course, already seen the
numbers that Nalvage used to gather the letters into words. However,
Gabriel further suggests that the numbers of any given word can also be
gathered to produce an entirely new number. Nalvage explains how to
do this during the transmission of the word Vooan (Truth):
N (The number must needs go to) the sixth, descending 309.
A The 7th ascending 360.

o The 9th ascending 1000.
o The 13th ascending 1050.
V The 17th ascending 2004. It is Vooan. It may be sounded Vaoan.
NaIvage: Add those last numbers.
Dee: 309
360
1000
]050
2004
4723

They make 4723
Nalvage: It is called the Mystical root in the highest ascendant of transmutation.
Dee: These phrases are dark. When it shall please God they may be
made plain.
Nalvage: It is the square of the Philosophers work.
Dee: You said it was a root.
Nalvage: So it is a root square.
Dee: The square thereof is 22306729 .
[A True and Faithfi!/ Relatwn. p. 80 I

As we can sec, Dee added together all the numbers associated with the
word Vooan (Truth), in order to reveal a "secret" square-root number. A
square number is any number obtained by multiplying another number

1
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by itself. As an example, the number nine is a square, because it is the
product of multiplying three by itself (3 x 3

=:

9). Meanwhile, the root of

that square number is three, because three is the smallest positive number that can be multiplied by itself for a product of nine.
When Dee added the numbers of Vooan together, N alvage told him
the result (4723) was a mystical square-root number "in the highest ascendant of transmutation." Dee did not understand what Nalvage meant
by this ("A.11 the,e phrases are dark"), but he did understand the concept
of a square root. By multiplying the root number 4723 by itself, Dee
obtained the square product of 22,306,729.
Sadly, Nalvage showed no interest in explaining why this square root
is important to the word Vooan. 1 can only assume that one should be
able to begin with the square number or its root, and use it in some way
to

derive the Angelical word form the Tables of Loagaeth. However, any

suggestions 1 could offer toward this end would be pure speculation. Perhaps my work here will enable cryptologists to look at Dee's work in a
new light,
In the end, it would appear that Nalvage's process was too timeconsuming, because, after an entire day, only part of Key One had been
transmitted. Therefore, Nalvage eventually stated that he would reveal
the numbers later, and began to transmit the letters rapidly without
numbers or directions. Unfortunately, if Nalvage ever returned with the
missing information, the record has not survived.
There are further aspects of Dee's magickal system that appear to
suggest steganography. The magickal Tables associated with the Hep-

tarchia and the Watchtowers are overflowing with encrypted Divine and
Angelic Names. (The Watchtowers were even once used by Dee to decode a message delivered by the Angels.)22 Bearing more directly upon
the Keys, we have the Corpus Omnium (or "Table of Nalvage")-which is
just as suggestive of cryptography as everything else we have seen from
Nalvage in this chapter.

Corpus Omnium: The Round Table of Nalvage 23
We first see the so-called "Table of Nalvage" upon that Angel's first appearance in the shewstone. Kelley describes it as follows:
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He standeth upon a white great round Tahle, like Crystal. all written
with letters infinitel]. On the middle of the Table is a great swelling or
pommel of the same substance the Table is o( Upon th,lt pommel he
standeth. [A True and Faithtul Relation, p. 631

Thus, Nalvage appeared to Dee and Kelley standing upon the Table like
a dais. As we shall see, this Table apparently bears directlv upon the
Keys as well as the first leaf of Laagaeth. However, the exact relationship
between these things was never explained in the journals.
Before Nalvage began the transmission of the' Keys, the Angel delivered seve raJ lessons upon the structure of his Round Table. At this point,
the Table's appearance changed slightly. Where it had first appeared
"like crystal" -likely meaning that it was clear and shot through with
rainbows 24-it had now gone opaque, so it looked more like mother of
pearl.
Also, the "infinite" lettering had been reduced to a few easily discernible characters, which formed the basis of Nalvage's lessons. Dee
recorded this simplified version of the Table in his journal:
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/17

\Vhile Nalvage gave his lessollS concerning the Table, he used

J

,.;null three-sectioned rod of gold as a puinting wand, Kelley ciescribed
Nalvage's actions ro Dee

~lS

the Angel revealed the mystenes of his curi-

ous Round Table:
Kelley: He stJlldl'lh JllJ pOll1teth with hi" rod to the ietrt'l's of his Table,
clS if he mclcie some c1c'dJlIIlt

Dr

re,'koning, } k Wl'nL out to the middle

,lIlci llll'a'illrt'd hm\' lll,m: steps it is about,-"
NalvJl!e: LHher, Son, Huly Spirit. Foundation, Substance, ,md Pri/lCl
pil/ln Omnium i Ul1lversal Principle I,'

charge,

1

,

Omllilwi

is the thing that is in my

,I Corplls Omnium,

Kelley: He poinLeth to the whole or round Table which he standeth un,
IATrurandFnitl1jitlRcl,lil,lrJ,p,7,+]

Thus, we know that the pruper name of the Table of Nalvage is Carpus

Omnium, which is Latin for either "The Body of All" or "Substance of
rhe Universe," Its letters incorporate the Father. the Son, and the Holy
Spirit--thereby embodying the essence of the entire Universe as understood in the Christian philosophy of the Trinity Nalvage elaborates on
this aspect of the Corpus Omnium Tahle:
I, The SubstJnce is attributed co God rhe FarheL

2, The first circular mover, the circumference. Cod rhe SOIl, the finger of

the Father, and mover of all thing"
), The order cllld knitting together of rhl' parts in their due and perfect proportion, God the Holy ChosL Lo, the beglllning clnJ end of all things,
[A True

LIlIlI

hlitiItiLi Rci,ltIOfl, p, 74 i

Here, Nalvage reveals that the actual letters rthe "Substance") of the
Tahle represents God the Father-vvho is Himself the Substance of the

Universe, However. when the Table is di\idec1 into its variow; parts, and
tlw letters decrypted to reveal proper words, this represents God the
I joly Spirit.
Meanwhile, the f(lUr words \\Titten around the circumference --rhe
'tirst circular tnowr"represel1t God the S01l, Dec asked Nalvage about
rheir significance:
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Dee: If the Order of the Table be the Holy Spirit, the Substance of the
Father, how shall we gather the Circumference, which is the Son?
Nalvage: The Son is the Image of his Father. Therefore, in his death, he
must be the Image of his Father also. If the Substance 101' the Table I be
in the form of a Cross, then the Son is the Image of his Father.

and Faithful Relation, p.

lA True

7b I

Note that the four circumference words mark the points of a cross
around the Table. As we can see in my illustration, this division creates
a cross in the very center--with a circumference word at each point. I
assume Nalvage means that the circumference reflects the fourfold division of the Table itself
Nalvage's threefold description of the Corpus Omnium makes me
suspect that the Tablet might be solar in nature. This is due to a chapter from Agrippa's Second Book of Occult Philosophy, called "Of the Sun,
Moon and their Magical Considerations." Compare the following quote
with Nalvage's description of the three aspects of Corpus Omnium:
For [the Sun I is amongst the other Stars the image and statue of the
great Prince of both worlds, viz.-Terrestrial, and Celestial: the true
light, and the most exact image of God himself: whose essence resembles
the Father, light the Son, heat the Holy Ghost."' IThree Books of Occult Phi-

losophy, Book II, chapter 32J

Another clue to the solar nature of the Corpus Omnium may rest in the
words of the circumference. Nalvage relates this to "God the Son" who
is the "mover of all things"-or the active principle of the Divine. As Wf:
shall see, the four circumference names are written so they run counterclockwise around the Tablf:. For me, this brings to mind the standard

zodiacal chart and the twelve zodiacal signs that compose its circumference. These signs are actually the twelve constellations marked by the
path of the Sun across the sky. When written upon a zodiacal or natal
chart, they are also written counterclockwise:
Of course, every planet and star depicted on a zodiacal chart actually rotates clockwise-or "sunwise"-around the chart. They rise upon
the eastern horizon on the left (where Aries is depicted in the example
chart), move across the zenith at the top of the chart, and continue in

L
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s

}-------lW

N

Simple zodiacal "hart, showin,g the twelve signs with Aries in the cast,

and

indicatin,~

that they arc ,Irawn colmterc/ockwise around the circle

that fashion around the entire circle. Because the twelve signs are listed
counterclockwise, but actually rotate sunwise, we find that each constellation rises in the east in proper zodiacal

order~Aries

first, tollowed by

Taurus, then Gemini, Cancer, and so on.
The same is true of the circumference of Nalvage's Corpus Omnium
Table. The tour names arc written so they must be read counterclockwise. However, if the Table itself were rotated with the Sun, we would
tlnd that each letter in the four names rises (on the left-hand side) in
their proper order. For instance, tor the name Lvas----the L would rise
first. tollowed by the V. then the ii, and finally the S. The word Lang
\\ ould then t()llow in its proper order, and so forth.
Nalvage uffers Latin translations of the circumkrence names, but
he never explains what or who they represent. The Latin words are both
\crbs and plural: as \ve shall sec. they are given

--(JllteS

suffixes. There-

i(lJ"e. they each have the implication of ··those \\"ho .... '. which seems

to

Suggest these are names of groups. Because of this, many modern Dec
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scholars have suggested that the names in the circumference arc actually
those of Angelic Choirs.
After revealing the three essential aspects of the Corpus Omnium
(outlined earlier in this section), Nalvage continues to explain the division of the Table into four parts:
Lo, it is divided into four parts: whereof two are dignified, one not yet
dignified but shall be, the other without glory or dignification. Understand God, as the substance of the whole (as above saidl. [A True and
FaJt~tul

Relation, p. 74 J

Note that Nalvage attributes a "dignity" to each portion of the Table.
The term dignity is likely drawn from astrology: the dignity of a planet
indicates the strength or weakness of its influence in a chart. In this
quote, Nalvage seems to use the term to indicate whether each portion
of the Table has been "fulfilled" (or brought to completion). Two portions are already dignified, one is not yet dignified (though it will be),
and the last portion is without glory or dignity.
I find it likely that these four portions represent the Ages of the Universe as understood in Christian Doctrine. Dee describes these divisions
of time in the appendix to the Five Books of Mystery, as he discusses the
Heptarchic Angel Baligon with Urie\-.
Uriel: [BaligonJ is the end of the Three last corruptible times: whereof
this is the last.
Dee: The one, at Noah's Flood, ended. The second at Christ his first
coming, and this is the third.
Uriel: It is so. [Five Books of Afystery, p. 4011

We can apply this cosmology to the four portions of the Corpus Omnium.
The first portion, which is dignified, would relate to the time period
from Genesis 1: 1 to the point of the Deluge. The second portion, also
dignified, would follow the Deluge and represent history up to the time
of the Crucifixion of Jesus. The third portion, not yet dignified, represents the present-which has not yet been fulfilled. Finally, the fourth
portion, without glory or dib'1lity, represents the End Times (Tribulation) and the reign of the Antichrist. Therefore, the Table of Nalvage
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(much like Loagaeth itself) encompasses the entire Universe from the
beginning of time to the end.
Having thus revealed the general mysteries of the Corpus Omnium
Table, Nalvage pressed onward to teach Dee and Kelley about the words
contained therein. This lesson is given in a rather disjointed fashion in
the journals, so I have consolidated the information for this chapter: 29

Vita Suprema (First Life)-Pre-Deluge
i\Jalvage begins with the upper-left-hand (pre-Deluge) portion of the
Table-which he calls Vita Suprema (and we might translate as "Celestial
Life," "Supreme Life," or "First Lite"). The Angel points to three letters
in the upper-left corner of the Table, and says:
I find it (by addition) in this language, lad, but written thus, toward the
left hand, in three angles: 30

I

0

A

The Angelical word fad translates as "God." Notice that these three
letters appear in all four corners of the Corpus Omnium, which makes
sense if the Table is intended to represent God. l1 As we shall see, the
direction in which the letters are written in each corner indicates which
direction every word in the portion should be read. In the example
above, we can see that words in the upper-left-hand portion of the Table should be read diagonally upward to the right.
Nalvage continues with the definition of the next word in this portion of the Table. Notice that it-like fad-is written diagonally upward
to the right:
I

D

A

0

M

Z
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Say, Gaudium (To Rejoice)" ... Moz.

Finally, Nalvage reveals the final word of the upper-left-hand portion:

Say, Prcscl1tia (In Person) ... I find it called Zir. H

Therefore, we have learned that the upper-left-hand portion of the Cor-

pus Omnium-Zir Moz lad-translates as "I am the Joy of God."
Stemming directly from this pre-Deluge portion, in the circumference of the Table, is the word Lvas. The given Latin translation is Lau-

dantes-which roughly means "Those Who Praise." (Nalvage also suggests they can be called Triumphantes or "Those who Triumph.")

Vita Secunda (Second Life)-Post-Deluge to Christ
The next (post-Deluge), or lower-left-hand, portion of the Table is called

Vita Secunda (Second Life). Here, we find the following letters along with
Nalvage's translations:
B

N

A

0

A

Z

I

A

B

Say, Patrstas (Dominion) ... I find it Bab.

l,iatus or Matio (Movement or Marion) ..

I find it Zna.

The second portion of the Table (2na Bab lad) translates as "The Moving
Dominion of God" (or, perhaps, "The Active Dominion of God"). The
words are formed by reading the letters diagonally upward to the left.
In the circumference, we find the name of another (possible) Angelic
Choir stemming from this portion. The name is Lang, and translates in
Latin as Ministrantes ("Those Who Serve"). There are, at least. various
references to "the Ministering Angels" in biblicalliterature. l "
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Vita Tertia (Third

14e)-Post-Cruc~fixion

to Present

Following this, we find the third (present-time) portion of the Table on
the upperright-hand pOrlion-- -called Vita Tertia (Third Life 1. The text in
this portion appears as follows:

Ad/O U\ctiOI1-

S

A

I

C

0

0

U

R

R

especially that taken by

,1

King) ...

Sal'.

Factum \To cause, or bring aboun ... Cru.

So we have the words of the third portion of the Table (Cru Sor lad).
which translate as "The Cause of the Actions of Cod." The words arc
formed by reading the letters diagonally downward

10

the right-

The circumference name stemming from this portion is Silch-which
translates as Confirmantes r the "Es,ablishers" or "Supporters").
"L~fe,

but Also Death" (Fourth LifeJ-Triblllation

\Vhen Nalvage finally turns his attention to the finaL lower-right-hand
(Tribulation) portion of the Table. he begins to tremble. speaks of death
in Latin, and finally says, "Those that do their duty shall receive their
reward."

\j

The fourth portion of the Table appears thus:
F

0

S

S

E

A

R

0

I

[ ite. but a1so mC,1J1S Death.
Llidli5

(Sorrowi.

DisClll'dill I Discord,

Su-.
(lsf.

]·inally. we have the last sentence of the Table lOs{ Sa lad). translating
dS

"The Discord and Sorrow of God." The \vords are t()rmed by reading

the letters diagonally downward to the left.
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The circumference name associated with this portion is Urch-which
means Confundantes (The Confusers). The Latin Confundo indicates "to
mix, pour together, stir up" in the sense of "to confuse, disturb, upset,
disorder," etc. This chaotic state goes hand in hand with the End Times.
It is perhaps significant that this is the only one of the four circumference names that is not written directly alongside of its associated portion of the Corpus Omnium Table.
Finally. I have also created the following Table, which will allow for
easy reference to Nalvage's lessons:

The Four Portions of Corpus Omnium
Table Portion

Biblical Time
Period

Text within
Portion

Ci rcumference

l. Upper-Left

Pre-Deluge
(Dignified)

2ir Moz lad
(I am the Joy

Luas
(The Praisers
or The
Triumphant)

(First Life)

of God)
2. Lower-Left

Post-Deluge to
Christ
(Dignified)

2na Bab lad
(Active Domin
ion of God)

Lang
(The Servants)

3. Upper-Right
(Third Life)

Post-Crucifixion to present
(Not Yet
Dignified)

Gru Sor lad
(Cause of the
Actions of
God)

Sach
(The
Esta blishers)

4. Lower-Right

Tribulation
(Without Glory
or Dignity)

Osf Ser lad
(Discord and
Sorrow of
God)

Urch
(The
Confusersl

(Second Life)

(Life / Death)

The Corpus Omnium and the Angelical Keys

I previously suggested that the Corpus Om11ium has a close relationship
with the Tables of Loagaeth and their Angelical Keys. Part of this relationship was established upon N alvage's next visit, when he delivered
his final lesson on the subject of the Round Table. This particular session has long puzzled modern scholars, because Nalvage transmitted
the material without preamble or explanation. In fact, it is only because
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of several cryptic statements made by Kelley that we know this lesson
applies

to

the Cln-PUS Om11ium at all.

Below. I have transcribed the letters revealed by Nalvage exactly as
they arc formatted ill Oee's journal:
DPCETEIRSMSSS

E S :\ I I M M N S E S. (24)'Kelley: All tim was in one line. in the lowermost portion. and lowermost lin.c thereof.

IEEEETNOEDMETMMM
!\1 M D 1\1 A E T SEA 1\1 (27)

Kelley: Now he standeth stilL

AERTISANSSEASOMMSEAOA
E V I I I I A 0 A 0 I I V ITS E I T T lS
SO A IN (43)1'l
Kelley: These seemed to be taken out of diverse lines. in the three lower
porl1ons: but none out of the uppermost or fourth.

RSHDOSRRESOLSNREREE
SFRHEIEEEEIEEOETISOE
RT THO E 0 I S E 0 E S MET F E 0 E
TSEEEEERSESEORSMET
D. R. F E

0 E T SEE R S

E~(I

SIS E HEN 0 E S M E F SF E E D I [I· El li 0 E
SSSISEOESHE
DSDFTEIEORSOEDHTET
OESHEOTETEREOEHSER
EEIRESRISOEHEEDEIEHE

D T R 1\: D D H 0 N (S1

)42

i\alvage: The rest of thIS lesson the neXl rnorIllllg. [A
Reldtl(l/l.

I

L

hilt'

(mil Faithful

p. 7H I

I\;(Jtice that Kelley describes Nal vage as point1l1g to yarious places within
t()ur "portions." which likelv indicates the fourfold division of the Cor
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pus Omnium Table. Of course, it would be impossible to derive such long
strings of letters from such a simple magickal square. Therefore, I find
it probable that the Table had once again reverted to the "infinitely let
tered" version upon which Kelley had first seen Nalvage standing.
The Angels never give an explanation for these letter strings. (The
next morning, Nalvage does arrive as promised--but he launches directly into the transmission of Key One.) The only clues we are given
are short marginal notations made by Dee much later in the journals. In
the first instance, Dee is discussing the First Table of Loagaeth:
Dee: For the First Table. [there 141 is no Call. Although there be letters
gathered, but made 1Oto no words, as you may see, before the first Call
of all. [A True and Faithful Relation. p. 194 J

Dee is directing us to the place in his journals just previous to the reception of the first Call (or Key), and that happens

to

be the session where

Nalvage delivered the previously quoted letter strings. Thus, we know
that these letters represent the "Key" of the First Table of Loagaeth. (We
might refer to this as "Key Zero.") However, as Dee points out, the letters are never gathered into words because we are not intended to open
the First Table.
The second notation is found a short while later, as Dee is discussing the progress of the reception of the forty-eight Keys with the Angel
lllemese:
Dee: There are but 18 besides the first rCa1ll 44 to God.
IIlemese: There are nineteen besides the first. IA True and Faithful Relatioll. p. 1991

Dee had only received eighteen Keys at this point in the journals, and
Illemese is telling him that one more is coming.4) What is important
here. though, is that mention is made of nineteen Calls besides "the first
[Calli to Cod." This excluded first Call is one and the same with the letter strings transmitted by Nalvage as "Key Zero" for the First Table of

Loagaeth. Therefore, we have learned that this hidden Key is. appropriately. a Call to Cod.

1
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[ have yet to discover where the Angels explained "Key Zero" to Dee
and Kelley. (It is possible that the records have been destroyed.) However. I feel it is quite possible that they represent yet another example
of steganography in Dee's Angelic journals. Because these letter strings
represent the "Key" of the First Table of Loagaeth, it is entirely possible
they are an encryption algorithm of some sort.

Nalvage completes his lesson on the Corpus Omnium Table with the following words:
Thus I have made plain this body generally. The particulars are long.
hard, and tedious. Thy name be blessed, 0 God, which canst open a
means, whereby Thy powers immediate'O may be opened unto man.
Power, glory, and honor be unto Thee, for thou are the true body of all
things and are life eternal. fA True and Faitlzfol Relation, p. 76J

In the prayer above. Nalvage refers to God as the "true body of all
things" -thereby confirming that the Corpus Omnium is a representation
of God. In fact, it seems to be a talisman representing the Divine Source
of Dee's entire "Enochian" system. It relates directly to the First Table
of Loagaeth, which is associated with the Logos (or God-Christ), and the
"Key" derived from it is described as a "Call to God."
I assume the "means" whereby God's powers may be "opened unto
man" is the Corpus Omnium Table itself. Nalvage does involve the Table-indirectly-in the transmission of the forty-eight Keys. I say "indirectly" because, after delivering the letters of "Key Zero," he does
not draw anything further from the Round Table. However, he does
sometimes stop the transmission of the Keys to strike the Table with
his golden rod. This causes it to spin extremely fast-so that it appears
to be a solid globe rather than a flat, round Table. (Elsewhere, Kelley
states that the letters on the spinning Table could still be read as if they
\vere standing still. I assume this is similar to the effect one sees when a
propeller is spinning so fast that, in the proper light, it appears to stand
still.) While it is not clear what all of this striking and spinning is about,
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the Corpus Omnium does seem to represent a source of power or authority throughout the transmission of the forty-eight Keys.

The Angelical Keys: What We Know
The information that follows is similar to the "The Forty-Nine Tables
of Loagaeth: What We Know" section in chapter 2. It consolidates all the
information recorded by Dee about the nature of the Angelical Keys.
What the Angels had to say about the Keys will further illuminate the
nature of the corresponding Tables of Loagaeth. The student will therefore want to compare the following material with the matching section
in chapter 2.4-

Key "Zero" (First Table):
There is never a usable Key (or Call) given for the First Table of the Holy
Book. As Nalvage said previously, "The soul of man hath no portion in
this First Table." Later in the journals, Dee confirms this with the following marginal notation:
... for the First Table can have no Call, it is of the Godhead. IA True

and Faithful Relation, p. 98 J

However, as we have seen, the strange letter strings transmitted by Nalvage from the Corpus Omnium are intended to represent "the first [Calll
to God." Dee notes that the strings are "letters gathered, but made into
no words." In the surviving records, the Angels never offer an explanation for what the letters mean or how they might be used. Therefore,
the Loagaeth magickal system has no method of opening the First Table.
(See chapters 1 and 2 for information concerning the Jewish Fifty Gates
of Understanding.)

Key One (Second Table):
Because the First Table of Loagaeth has no Key, the first of the fortyeight Angelical Keys applies to the Second Table. The Angel lllemese
confirms this in the journals:
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But YOli must understand that in speaking of the First Table. I spl'<lk of

the Second. So that the second. wilh YOll, is the first. I A TrltC 011,/ FaitllJill

Rcilltiol1. p. 1L)9 i

This is an il1lpOrLmt !lote for modern res(:'archcrs, because Illcmese I c111d
other Angels in Dee's journals I often refer to the Second Table of Loaga-

"th

,IS

the first--bccallsc it is the first accessible Table.

After 1\J~llvagc n:'\t"~1Ied Key One and its translation 1or "English
sense"!, he proceeded to discuss the nature of the Key and the Table it
Opf!lS:
It is the sense in your tongue of the holy ,md mystical Call before delivered: which f()lloweth in pr,ICtice ful the moving of the second Table,
the Kings and Mi111sters of CO\'t:rnment. The utterance of which is of
force, aml moveth thl:'m to visible apparition. l\!<lved and appeared. they
.lre t()]'ced Iby the Cmen,mt of Co,j Lleltven:d by His Spirit, to render
obedience ,md bithful society. Wherein, they will Opl:'ll the mystenes

of their creation, as

f~Jr

,IS shall be necessary. and give YOll unLlerstand-

ing of many thousand secrets. wherein you ,Ire vet but children.

i.

This is theretfll'C the key 01' the first seven. according to the proportion of the first Creation. No more I(n thiS tlme. IA True and Faitlifill

Relation. p. 881

\\/e discussed some of this in chapter 2, concerning the Sec()nd Table of

Loagacth. According to Nalvage. the first Key summons the "Kings- and
Ministers of Government" \vho are "the first seven." Thus. it is likely
that this Key refers to the Seven Arch~mgels of the Seven Days of Cre,\lIon. as well as to other f\!lgelic rulers of the Universe.
Much of Nalvage's ,lbo\'e speech is aimed at explaining how Key One
\\ orks. It is "of force, and l11meth Ithe Kings and Min isters ()f Government i to visible apparition." Morc()ver, the recit,ltion of the Key forces
them to "render obedience ~mLi faithful s()ciety," etc. Ho\\ ever. \i Jlvage
,'()ntinues his thuughb by reLlting them tu all the Ke~s as applied tu the

I'ldgarth T1hles"
Key Three (fi.JUrlh Table):

"\iter Nalvagc transmitted the Third Angehcal Key. the ,;rchange! Cd-

1

hricl appeared ,md said:
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Hark, 0 ye sons of men: [this [4Y is the first of nature, and the beginning
of your being in body. Whereby the things of the world have life and
live. Let him that hath wisdom understand. Grow together, for this'll
hath its ti-uit in due time. [A Tnle alld Faithful Relation, p. 98 [

It is unclear if Gabriel's speech is intended to describe Key Three, or
the Fourth Table of Loagaeth. He did say these words directly after the
revelation of the Key--but I feel that he was speaking equally about the
Key and its Table.
It would seem that Table Four (opened by Key Three) incorporates
the creation of Adam--the beginning of mankind's "being in body."
(See Genesis, chapter 2.) Both Gnostic and Qabalistic cosmology asso
ciate the creation of the physical realm with the formation of Adam's
body. As such, it is likely the physical realm itself that Gabriel promises
will "come to fruition in due time."'1

Keys Nineteen to Forty-Eight (Twentieth to Forty-Ninth Tables):
The Call of the Aethyrs
The Keys to the final thirty Tables of Loagaeth were introduced by Nalvage with the following speech:
There are 30 Calls yet to come. Those 30 are the Calls of Nif nety-One I
Princes and Spiritual Governors, unto whom the Earth is delivered as
a portion. These bring in and again dispose Kings and all Governments
upon the Earth, and vary the Nature of things with the variation of
every moment. Unto whom, the providence of the eternal Judgment,
is already opened. Those are generally governed by the twelve Angels
of the 12 Tribes: which arc also governed by the 7 which stand before
the Presence of God. Let him that can see look up, and let him that can
hear, attend, for this is wisdom. They are all spirits of the Air: not re·
jected, but dit-,'11ified. And they dwell and have their habitJtion in the air
diversely, and in sundry places. For, their mansions 3re not alike, neither
are their powers equal. Understand therefore, that ii'om the fire to the
earth, there are 30 places or abidings: one above and beneath another:
wherein these aforesaid Creatures have their abode, for a time. [A True'

and Faithjitl Relation, pp. 139-40 I
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Refer again to chapter 2, where I described "what we know" of the final
thirty Tables of the Holy Book. These represent the thirty Aethyrs (or
Heavens) that extend from the foot of God's Throne to the surface of
the Earth. (This is likely adopted from ancient Gnosticism, which recog
nized--in some sects--a thirty-Heaven cosmology.)
furthermore, Nalvage teaches that the thirty Aethyrs are subdivided into ninety-one spiritual provinces set over geographical locations
here on Earth. The names of these ninety-one "Parts of the Earth" are
also the names of the Angelic Governors who rule the Parts. ,2 This is
,llso similar to Gnosticism--which described the Aeons simultaneously
,1S

transcendent Divine Realms, long expanses of time, and as super-

celestial Archangels. ,3 In Gnostic cosmology, the Divine Aeons were
mirrored in the created world by the Archons (Rulers;--Angels whose
function was to direct and maintain both human and natural law.
It would appear, then, that the Archons are mirrored in Dee's
magickal system by the ninety-one Governors. They direct and maintain
the natural and human events that take place upon present-day Earth
(establishing and deposing governments, varying the "nature of things"
with every moment, and so on). By opening the proper Aethyr, one can
summon the Governor and his legion of servient Angels set over any nation i.n the world. (Dee's hope was to learn the secrets of these nations,
as well as influence them for the good of the English empire.)
Nalvage's speech about the "30 Calls yet to come" makes it clear
that the thirty Aethyrs and their ninety-one Parts are astrological in nature. To begin with, the division of the world into spiritual provinces is
described in Agrippa's First Book of Occult Philosophy, chapter 31, "How
Provinces and Kingdoms are Distributed to Planets." Therein, Agrippa
st,ltes that every nation in the world comes under the influence of a
pLl11et and zodiacal si~'11. He goes on to give examples of nations influmced by all seven planets (and the signs they each rule), which he drew
\n1111 the works of the ancient Greco-Roman cartographer Ptolemy.

Nalvage, meanwhile, relates the same information in a slightly difkTent manner. He states that the ninety-one Parts;' Governors are collectively ruled by the Angels of the twelve Tribes of Israel.'~ In Agrippa's work, these are also the Angels of the twelve signs of the zodiac."
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Then, Nalvage states that these twelve Angels arc governed directly by
the seven Archangels who "stand befem: the presence of God_ "i" These
are the Angels of the Seven D,lyS of Creation as well as the seven ancient
planets. The seven planftary
Ardl~l11gels,

Arch~1llgels

govern the t\velve zodiacal

just as the seven pbnets are given rulership over the twelve

signs of astrologv.
Of course, as I said in chapter 2, I do not wish to outlllle the entire
system of the Parts of the Earth in this book. Here, we dre concerned
with the Tables of Loagacrh and the Keys that open

them~-and

in this

case we are focused upon the final thirty Keys of the Aethyrs.
Interestingly, it was not Nalvage that delivered the Aethyric Keys.
Apparently, his period as a teacher ended at some point after he revealed
the mysteries of the ninety-one Parts of the Earth. i- When it came time
to transmit the final thirty Keys. Gabriel had established IlIemese as a
substitute teacher The Angel even appeared with the Corpus Omnium
and Nalvage's small golden pointing-rod.
The next twO days were spent in the transmission of a single, and
very long, Angelical Call. The English given for the text makes it obvious

that it represents the biblical loss of Paradise, and thus represents the
end of the initial creative period of Genesis \ or, the Seventh Day). 5X
After the Call was transmitted, IlIemese revealed the Angelical names
of the thirty Aethyrs (see chapter 2 for a list). He then stated:
There is all. Now change the 11'1me. and the Call is all one. IA True an.1

Faithtitl Relatll111. p. 2(19:

Thus. Dee and Kelley learned that the thirty Keys that open the Aethyrs are all composed of the same Angelical Call. The only thing that
makes each of the final thirty Keys individual is the changing of a single
word---the Angelical name of the Aethyr one desires to access. The first
line of the Call of the Aethyrs reads as follows:

o

\'OL! hCclH'rl>

Earth

which d\wllll1 _~_~ __ clrt might: in the Parh of' the
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When written in English, the blank 'pace is filled with "the First Aethyr,"
"the Second Aethyr," etc. However, when written in /\ngelicaL the space
is filled with the proper name of the Aethyr.
Because of this repetition, there are technically only nineteen Calls
in existence. (Remember Illemese previously told Dee, "There are nineteen [ Calls I besides the first.

However, by changing the single word

in the nineteenth ell! thirty times, we obtain a total of forty-eight Angelical Keys.

In the following chapter, we wI!! explore the instructions given to
Dee and Kellev by the Angels f<.w the proper use of the Holy Book of
Loagaeth and its forty-eight Angelical Keys.

Addendum: The Poetry of the Forty-Eight Calls
The Angelical Calls are more than just keys to mystical gateways. In fact.
they consist of a kind of biblical poetry---psalms, really-that appear to
outline a connected message about the life of the Universe. However,
exactly what that message says has been debated by Enochian scholars
for decades (if not centuries). Like proper biblical literature, the word1l1g is obscure enough that ditferent readers see entirely ditferent messages. Over the years, many have offered their own explanations of the
"meaning" behind or within the tcwty-eight Calls. Here, I will present
my own analysis of thE' poetry, and attempt to demystity the obscure
language.
The poetry of the Calls appears to draw from a range of biblical
literature. The first. third, and flnal Calls each contain very Genesis-like
clspects----describing the establishment of the physical world as we know
it. Calls two, and twelve through eighteen, are reminiscent of psalms
or verses from the Song of Solomon-being invoccltions of the Divine
through praise.
The Calls are generally classifi.able as ,lp()calyptic writillgs--which
like LoagLlftli i commonly tC)em upon the cycle of time and the lite and
death of the Universe. Apocalyptic texts include such canonical books
as Ezekiel. Isaiah, Daniel. and the Revclation of St. John."" Calls four
through fourteen, especially, remind nne of verses from the Revelation,
Isaiah, and so on.
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The word apocalypse is an archaic word for "revelation"--especially
in the spiritual/mystical sense. It is through such an apocalypse that the
prophets Ezekiel, St. John, and (of course l ) Enoch were able to glimpse
the Divine Throne."1 It therefore makes sense that the Calls-and even
Loagaeth itself-should be associated with apocalyptic literature. Not

only were they received by Kelley and Dee via direct Angelic revelation
(making them prophets in their own right), but the practice of the system (called Gebojal, see chapter 4) is intended to result in the revelation of
mysteries. Not

to

mention the fact that the Angels associated the whole

system with the Tribulation.
Finally, I must give some attention to the classical Gnostic influence
upon these poems. As we have seen in previous chapters, there is an undeniable Gnostic imprint upon Dee's entire system of magick. h2 For example, the "thirty Aethyrs" are apparently based upon the thirty Heavens of the Gnostics."l Just as we see in Loagaeth, the Gnostic aspirant
was expected to ceremonially open "gateways" leading into the thirty
Heavens, receive purification and baptism within each realm, and finally
obtain ultimate reunion with God. (See the Gnostic text entitled Pistis
Sophia for just one example.r

Meanwhile, the Calls seem to contain a direct Gnostic borrowing in their name for God: Iadbaltoh, translating as "God of Justice (or
Righteousness)." This name is suspiciously close to the ancient Gnostic
name of the Creator-Ialdabaoth. The etymology of this name is obscure: however, Gnostic scripture records Ialdabaoth's title of honor as
"The God of Righteousness."
There is also a Gnostic literary style

to

the poetry. For instance, the

Calls written from ladbaltoh's viewpoint bring

to

mind such ancient

writings as The Thunder-Perfect Intellect-wherein the Gnostic goddess
Sophia speaks

to

her followers. (Remember that Sophia-or Wisdom-

appears in Dee's journals as the Mother of Angels: Galvah.) The treatment of the Christos ("He That Liveth and Triumpheth") in the poetry is
also very Gnostic in its imagery.
However, I must remind the reader that the classical Gnostic texts
we know today were unknown to Dee and Kelley. During their lives, the
classical (or Sethian) Gnostic sects had long since been exterminated,
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clnd the discovery of the Nag Hammadi texts in Egypt was hundreds of
yeaLS 'In·'ay'''
In the meantime, Gnosticism had lived on in the very foundations of
'¥v

,

vVestern esotericism-at the hearts of such movements and philosophies
as Hermeticism, Rosicrucianism, and alchemy Its imagery survived in
medieval and Renaissance engravings and the Tarot trumps, Its literature
was a heavy influence upon canonical biblical texts (such as the Book of
John and Revelation). Many of its mysteries were shared with and ad(lpted by Jewish Merkavah mystics and Qabalists. And its Doctrines were
preserved and taught by isolated mystics and secret societies.
There had also been a Gnostic sect within the Catholic Church for
,1

time--founded by a Christian teacher named Valentinus-until it was

also exterminated. It would appear that Valentinian philosophy was the
primary source of Gnosticism for much of the West, including for men
such as Dee. With all of this taken into account, it is no surprise that the
j(lfty-eight Calls should bear the mark of Gnostic symbolism, without
being technically classified as Gnostic literature themselves.
For brevity's sake, I will conclude this introduction and proceed to
the analysis of the Calls. In what follows, I have provided the text of
each Call. Then, each is broken into "sections" of related passages, and I
have included my commentary with each section. The commentary will
include further references to the influences upon the:' pOe:'try We:' have
already discusse:'d.

Call One:
"I reIgn over you," sayeth the God of Justice, "111 power exalted above

the firmaments of wrath: in whose hands the Sun is as a sword, and the
Moon a through-thrust1l1g fire:

\\ost of Call One:' appears to be composed of the words of God Himself.
\s we see in the line above, the speaker of the Call establishes that he
1,
()r

not speaking his own words, but those of the God of Justice (lad Bait

Iadbaltoill. By quoting the very words of the Creator at the time:' of

their creation, the speaker is reminding the Angels of the promise:'s they
helve made, and the commands given to them by God. (We:' shall see this

L
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elsewhere in the Calls.) The speaker is ai,o proving that he knows these
secret words, and tbu .., establishes

hi~

own ,1LIthority.

Remember that Call One is intendC'd to move tht' "Kings and T'vlinisters of Government." who arc also the 'Tirst Seven.' 'rhese are likely
the st'ven Archangels who stand 'before the Face of God" as depictC'd in
the Revelation of St. John ,md else\vhere. Among these seven planetary
Archangels, those of the Sun and Moon stand as chiets. The first line
of the Call reveals that the Cod of Justice is so br exalted (likely supercelestial. as in Gnosticism), even the mighty Sol and Luna arc but toois

or weapons in I--lis hands-a s\yord ,md a' through-thrusting fire" I fiery
arrow).
\Vhich mcasureth your garments in the midst of my vestures dnd
trussed

VOl!

together ,1\ the palms of 11l\' hanJs. \Vhust' scats I garnished

wlth the tirl'

()r gathering. dnd beautified YUllI' \.';armcl1t~ with admira,

tion. To \vhom I made a Lw.· to guvern the I-Illiv Ones, ,md Jelivered
yOU

a rod, with \ tilE' ark of knowledge.

In the first line above, the initial word winch most likely reters to the
Sun and Muon described
astrulogy, the path

()f

111

the previous line of the Call. In the study of

the Sun and Moon across the sky is used to distin

guish the twelve principal cOllstellatiom from among the chaotic mass
of stars. Because of this, the Sun and Moon are credited with bringing
order

to

chaos, as well cIS the gUy ernmel1t of the planetary Jl1d zodiacal

Angels. From the stc111dpOlnt (Jf ,\strology. it is Sol <md Luna who "truss
together" the signs cmd planets I the

kin).',~

and mmisters of government').

It is they who mdrk nut' I1lt'aSlllT \ the p,lths uf" tht' stars through the
yault of the Heavells--the vestures, territories I of lildhaltoh.
The next line suggcsts th,\1 Cud has garnished the seats of Sol and
Luna with the "fire of gatherilli.!,." This makes sense when we c-onsider
t1ut the Sun ane! i\\oon ,ue s,\id to burn with a ll1ere rct1ectioil of the
hre

t"Wl1l

HeclYCll.

n1l' line thl'll ,\ddrcsses the kings and ministers once

,\gaitl. ,\1\d suggesh th,ll tlw Sun ,\11el rv\oon have "beautified your g,lI'

men!s.· The planets in ()ur

SOLli'

the light rd1ectcd hom the Sun.

s\"~teI1l ,liT

bCclLltIiled by glowing vyith
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The next line seems to refer to the natural laws set by Iadbaltohthose that govern the Holy Ones (Angels), and those which they enforce
upon the created realm. As the kings and ministers of the Universe, they
both hold the rod (scepter) of rulership and represent the ark (or storehouse) of all knowledge. (Remember that Dee was an astrologer, and
regularly read the stars for knowledge.)
Moreover, you lifted up your voices and swore obedience and faith
to Him that livcrh and triumpheth; whose beginning is not, nor end

cannot be; whICh shineth as a Harne in the midst of your palace, and
reigneth amongst you as the balance of righteousness and truth.

With the word moreover, Iadbaltoh changes the subject of his speech. He
is, of course, still addressing the kings and ministers, but He suddenly
appears to refer to a Divinity distinct from Himself-"Him that Liveth
and Triumpeth." This would seem to be a direct reference to the Chris·
tos-the Anointed One who descends from Heaven to take on a body

of flesh and triumph over evil niveth and triumpheth"). In the Book of
Revelation, the Christos conquers the physical realm and is established
as eternal King.
We have already discussed the Gnostic Christos (also called the Logos, or Word). It is both self-created and eternal, both distinct from and
part of the Highest God. The descriptive terms used in Call One to describe "Him that liveth ... " are typical of the Christos. He is described
IS

eternal, and (in the same spirit of the Call thus far) is associated inti-

mately with solar imagery. He "shineth as a flame" in the midst of the
palace of the Holy Ones, as the Sun shines in the center of our solar system. Both the Christos in Heaven and the Sun in the celestial realm are
the central pillar and balance. (Interestingly, Gnostic texts describe the
Christos' first act as that of bringing balance to the realm of the Aeons.
It then descended to the physical realm, to do the same here.)""
Therefore, Call One serves to remind the Angelic rulers of the
Universe that they have sworn themselves to both Iadbaltoh and the
Christos.
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Move, thcrei()lT, dnd shuw ymlrsdves. Open the mysteries ot' yom nt'ation. Be ti'iendlv unto me. For. I dm

d

scrv;mt of the SJmc your Cod;

the truc worshiper of the Highest.

Finally, the Call ends with an evocational formula - or

conjurationh~

As

we shall see, all of the Calls end with similar conjurations. All of them
are spoken by the speaker of the CalL rather than by a figure-such as
Cod-·being quoted within the Call. However, there arc a couple of instances where Iadbaltoh is quoted within the f<JnTIula.
Call Two:
Can the wings

or the winds understand your voices of wonder, 0

you

the Second of the first,

Here in Call Two, we find no Cenesis-like quotes from Iadbaltoh, but
instead a more psalm-like adoration spoken by the speaker himself. I
feel that this is a necessary companion to the commanding tone of Call
One.
At first, I was tempted to sec the Christos once more in the title "Second of the First." Yet I am bothered by the fact that this Call will later
refer to the Second of the First in the plural. If such is the case, then this
Call is likely addressed to the Sdme kings and ministers (or I-Ioly Ones)
as the First Call. Occult philosophy commonly refers to the gods and
Angels as "Second Causes"---as opposed to Cod, the "First Cause."
The "voices of wonder" mentioned in this first line likely have a
double meaning. Taken at face value, the phrase appears to reter to the
"wonderful voices" of the Holy Ones. However, the Angelical used here
is Faaip (voices), while the standard Angelical word for voices--used later
in this same Call-is Ria. Thus, I have conjectured that Faaip is meant to
indicate "voicings"---as in songs or psalms. In this light, the "Second of
the First" both have wonderful voices and are singing songs of wonder.
whom the burning ibmes haw ti-amed within the depths of my ja\\s;
whom 1 h,1\'e prep.wed

,1S

cups f()r

c1

wedding, or as the

t1ower~

in their

beauty !c)r the chamber of righteousness.

Here we find a slllall change. While the} Ioly Ones were first credited
with the "voicillgs of \yonder,"

11

is now the spcaker who claims to be
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singing them. (This makes

~ellSe.

if the speaker is reciting the Keys in

their Angelical. Remember that Nalvage previously referred to the Calls
as voices: "In 49 voices.
those. not 49 but 48

I ..

Of

callings: which are the Natural Keys to open

i Gates of Understanding.")

The "burning flames' (of passion) have fj'amed the voicings in "the
depths of my jaws" ·-01' deep within the speaker's heart where such
psalms of passion would be inspired. It is these psalms that have been
prepared as one would prepare a wedding or a bridal chamber. IInterest
ingly. the I Ioly Temple--wherein resides the Presence of God.

Of

the

Silcckinah-is often described in Jewish tradition as a bridal chamber.)
Stronger are your feet than the barren stone. and mightier are your
voices rhan rhe manifold winds. For, you arc become a building such as
is not but in thc mind of rhe All Powerful.

Here we see the adoration of the Second of the First (clearly in the plural). I note that comparison is made between them and elements of the
earthly realm--wind and stone. They are greater than the elements, and
are in fact the building blocks of the physical world.
Also, as we see in Gnosticism. the created world was preconceived
only in the mind of the All Powerful-\vhich might indicate Iadbaltoh
and,' or the Christos. (john 1 describes the Logos as both "God" and "with
God." In the same chapter. John affirms that the Logos is the Creator, or
the agent of the Creation.

In the Calls, Iadbaltoh is the primary Cre-

ator, though the Christos may be granted the same status, because the
two arc One.
"Arise ," sayeth the First. Move therefore unto His servants. Show your,elves in power and make me a strong seething. For, I ,un of Him that
li\'eth fllI'CVcr.

The Call finally ends with another conjuration formula. There is a short
quote from God once again-called "the First" in this case. as the kings

,mu ministers were called "the Second of the First" in the first line of the
pocm. The final line ends with "Him that liveth forevcr," which is likel\,
,1

rderence

to

Call One\ . I-lim that liveth ... "who

cnd---the Chri,tos.""

ha~

no beginning or
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Call Three:
"Behold," sayeth your God. "\ am a Circle on whose hands stand 12
Kingdoms. Six are the seats of living breath; the rest are as sharp sickles
or the horns of death; wherein the creatures of the earth are and are
not except by mine O\vn hand; which sleep and shall rise.

Call Three returns to quoting Iadbaltoh. He once again describes the
Universe as viewed through the eyes of an astrologer, and this entire
Call is reminiscent of a zodiacal chart. The Circle is that of the Heavens,
whose boundary is marked by the band of fixed stars, This Circle is then
divided among twelve astrological Houses (called "Kingdoms" in the
poetry of the Call) through which the stars pass in their daily courses,
Quite often, the houses and their twelve signs are divided between positives and negatives, or fortunate (the seats of living breath) and unfortunate (sharp sickles or the horns of death), It is through these "kingdoms" that God directs the fate of the world-or where the creatures of
the earth are and are not.
Remember that Call Three was described by Gabriel as "the first of
nature, and the beginning of your being in body; whereby the things
of the world have life and live." (See the section entitled "The Angelical Keys; What We Know," in this chapter.) This makes perfect sense,
as Call Three seems to include a description of the physical realm, The
Circle of the Heavens marks the boundary between the highest Divine
realm and the created physical Universe, If the focus of this Call is upon
the establishment of the zodiacal forces, then it is necessarily also about
the establishment of the physical world.
The final words of this passage-which sleep and shall rise--are something of an enigma, They could simply mean that God directs who lives
and dies--but that pesky word shall throws doubt upon the issue, If the
creatures of the earth sleep (die) and shall rise, it would seem to suggest
the Judea-Christian concept of the Resurrection ..-0 That would certainly
fit with the apocalyptic nature of the Calls and the Book of Loagaeth itself It would imply that the establishment of the Twelve Kingdoms will
last until the End Times.
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In the first I made you stewards and placed you in 12 seats of government, giving unto everyone of you power successively over 456. the
true ages of time. to the intent that from the highest vessels and the
corners of your governments you might work my power; pouring
dO\vn thE' fires of lite and increase upon the earth continually. Thus.
you arc become the skirts of justice and truth.

,-\t this point. the poetry resumes a more Genesis-like tone, with God
pl,lcing His Angels in their seats of government at the beginning of
nnw. The subject in this case is that of the twelve "Kingdoms" of the
wdiac. and the Angels that govern them. It is their job, under the direction of the Seven Archangels,

to

direct the activities of the world, and

to

Jnimate it by "pouring down the fires of life and increase continually."
In the second line of this passage, we learn the celestial Governors
: stewards) are given power successively over "the true ages of time" (or
Universe). In fact, Dee began his Angelic evocations by contacting Annae!' the Archangel of Venus who was the then-current successive ruler
of the cosmos. C \ Dee's system followed those of Trithemius' Septum Se-

(!Indus and the Arbatel of Magic, where the Seven Archangels govern in
an Aeonic succession.
It is difficult

to

say with any surety what is indicated by the numbers

"--156." Most of these numbers were added by the Angel Illemese some

time after the Angelical had been transmitted, as if they were an afterthought or a special consideration. Going strictly by context, I assume
that the phrase "456, the true ages of time" is a reference to the zodiacal
Kingdoms (or Angels) governed by the Seven Archangels. (The "456"

will appear again in the following Call.)
Finally, notice the mention of the "skirts of justice and truth" at the
end of this passage. In Call One we saw the Christos described as the "balance of righteousness ror justice 1and truth," and associated with the Sun
elt the heart of the solar system. Here in Call Three, we find the Governors of the twelve zodiacal kingdoms described as the outer boundaries
,kirts) of that central balance. A fairly cohesive depiction of the Universe
has developed. particularly from an astrological standpoint.
In the Name of the sallle your Cod. lift up, I say. yourselvE's. Behold.
His mercies flourish and Name is become mighty amongst us. In whom
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we

;;,lV.

Illove. descend and aprl\' \ ()u]"c]"cs LlillO us as

paJ't~lkers

of rhe

secret 'Aj,d01ll of your crcarjfl!l.

Thl" quotes li'um Icldbaltoh complete. the speaker again speaks for him·
self dnd closes the Call with

d

general conjuration.

ClIls Four through Scwn seem to address a group of stellar Angels
colll"ctivclv referred to as the "Thunders.' These particuLtr Angels appear in the Book of Rl"\Tbtion:
:i.nd I rhc mighl\ I\ngclr cried \\'ilh a loud \'(Jice. as whl'!l

J

lIOn r03rerh:

and when he hJd cried. s('\'en t.iILI/l,jcrs uttered their \·01CCS. :\nd when
the scn'n (iJl/n,jas hdd uttered their wJices, I was ,lbout to write: and I
heard

d

Voice h'om heaven ;;aying

the seven

th~l1I,lclS

111l!()

Ille. Se,ll up those things which

uttered, and \Hite them nor." I Revelation 10:3 -4 i

With this in mind, let us Llke a look at the Thunders described in the
Angelical Cl]]S:

Call Four:
I have set Illy feet in the south and haH' looked aboLlt me saying. Are
nor the Thunders of Incrca,e !lumhered 33 \\"llich reign in the S('cond
.\nglc: undtr whom I h,lVC placed

lJ(13lJ \\

hom none hath vel numbered

bUlOne.

Call Four returns to quoting ladbaltoh, once again establishing his Angelic rulers in their seats of power. In this case, Ill' has focused his attention on the south-called the "Second Angle." (No "First Angle" is ever
mentioned----however those who see a description of a zodiacal chart
in Call Three have suggested it should be associated with the e<lst--thc
placl" of [he ascendanr. \vhere the horoscope begins. If this is the case,
then Call Four likely moves clockwise upon that chart to the "Second
:\nglc." which is indeed associated with the south.)
The final linl" above directs this Clll toward the "Thunders of Increase "--- who rcib'Tl in the south ---Jnd their direct subordinates. (The
.c\ngelical ten "Thunders of Increase" is A\'Ilvago-~and th,11 name will appe,1r again in Call Eight, also associ.lted with the south.) These Angels
han' not been "nulllhl'1'cd" l'(lLllltcd by anyolJe nccpt . One." The jlnJ

gelical word tC)l' "On(''' I L'.

\\,\S USL'ci

earlier in the Cllls ,1S "The First" --J
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Name of Cod, Therefore, it is likely that ladbaltoh is referring to Himself in this instance-·though it is possible that the reference is to the
Christos.
In whom the second he ginning of things are and wax strong: which
also successively arc the number of time: and their powers are as the
tlr5t 45(-).

Here we are t(·ld more about the Angels (Thunders) of the Second Angle Apparently they are related

to

the zodiacal Angels described in Call

Thrce- 'vyho were given government in succession over "456, the true
Jges of time," Here in Call Four, the Thunders also govern "the number
of time" in succession, and are equated with "the first 456." I suspect
that these Angels of the south are zodiacal, directly subordinate to the
rulers of the twelve Kingdoms, (See the following three Keys for more
evidence toward this interpretation.)
The Cal! also credits the Thunders with "the second beginning of
things," On the surface, this might be a reference to the foundation of
the New World after the Tribulation. (See the final chapter of the Book
of Revelation,) However, I should point out that the Angelical word
used here-Croodzi (beginning)-includes no indication of "second"
(Viv), Perhaps the intent here is to indicate that these Angels govern a

cyclic time which periodically "restarts."
Arise you sons of pleasure and visit the earth, for I am the Lord your
God which is and liveth," In the Name of the Creator, move and show
yourselves as pleasant deliverers: that you may praise Him amongst the
sons of men.

This Call ends with another conjuration formula, This one is unique, beC,Jusc

it begins before the end of Iadbaltoh's speech,-" God Himself tells

the Angels to arise and visit the Earth, Note how He refers to Himself
,l[

rhis point as He who "is and liveth"-similar to the title He previously

g,I\'('

to the Christos, Remember earlier, I explained this blending of the

flighest God and the Christos in biblicalliterarure,-' The Creation was
,lccomplished by God through the power of the Christos,
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Finally, the speaker cOllcludes with his own words of coniur~Jtion "'In
the N <l111( of the Creator..
Call Five:
The \1ighty

SOllnc\S

hJw' enu"ITd into the third Angle clnd arc bccome

,1~ olin', ill thc olive mount lonking with gbdne,s upon the earth alld

dwelling within the brighmcs:; of the he;wcns ,1S cominu;11 comforters,
UJl(O

whom I helVe t1Stened pilbr, of gladness 19.

M1d

gave them \"esscls

to W,ller the earth with her creatures:

Call Five is again spoken almost entirely by Iadbaltoh. He is never mentioned directly in the text, but we can see the use of first person in the
phrase .... , unto whom I have fastened pillars ..... Thus, this Call fits
with the others that quote Cod during thc crcation of the Universe and
the cstablishment of His Angelic rulers.
Previously, in Call Fuur. we first met the Thunders of Increase--a
group of Angels ruling in the Second Angle (south l. That imagcry is
continued into Call Five, where we meet "Mighty Sounds" (Thunders)
in the Third Angle. If this is descriptive of a zodiacal chart, then the
Third Angle should represent the western quarter.
Notice that these Mighty Sounds are very numerous ("as olives in the
olive mount"') and dwell within the "brightness of the heavens,'· "looking with gladness upon the earth." I believe this is a poetic desCliption
of stars in the sky, which further supports the interpretation of these
Angels as zodiacal. This is further indicated by the following passages:
clnd they are the brothers

or the

first and Second: and the beginning

Df their own se1ts which arl' gMnished with cOlltimlally burning lamps
69636: whose number, are

,IS

the first, the encb. and (he contents of

tIrlW.

The :'vTightv Sounds of the Third Angle arc the hrothers of (that is,
equated withi the Angeh of the "First and Second·' Angles. Also note
how they are dt'scribed

,1S

"the first, the ends, and the contents of

timc"--which is analogolls to the descriptions of the zodiacal A.ngels
in C,dls Three ithe true ages of time) and Four (the number of timel.
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Theref(lft~,

the !\1ighty Sounds in the third angle- ,west) Jre equated with

the zodiacal Angels in the first two angles (east and south).-"
I also suspect thJt the reference to "continually hurning lamps"

another poetic description of the

SLHS,

IS

shinillg in the night sky.

Thcrdcm,:, come you ,md obc; YllUr ere,llion. Visit us in Pl'<lCC dnd cum
f(lrt.

Conclude us ,1S !'cccil·cr.s of vou!' 11l1·"tcrics. For whl" Or Lord ,md

iV\astcr IS ,lll

011e.

The quutf'S from ladbaltoh have ended once more, and the CalJ returns
to

the viewpoint of the speaker, who employs a conjurJtion as \ve'vt'

come to expect.
Call Six:
The spirits of the fourth Angle arc !lim.'. mighty in the Firmament, of
\V.Jter: whom the First hath planted a torment to the \\'icked and a gar-

land ttl the Righteol1s; giving UntO them fiery darts to

VJn

the earth and

76Y9 continual workmen whose courses visit \\"ith cornt()rt the earth;

and are in government and continuance as the second and the third.

For some reason, this Call does not quote fadbaltoh at alL though it
docs mention Him as "the First." \Vhile it is spoken entirely by the
speJker, it does not take the style of a biblical psalm, -, instead, it retains

the Genesis-like style of the previous three Calls, describing the establishment of the Angelic spirits of the "Fourth Angle."
For some reason, these spirits of the Fourth Angle go unnamed.
Ho\\,ewT, it is most likely their name v/Ould be another take on Thunclers, Mighty Sounds, etc. These particular entities reside in the "Fourth
t\l1glc," which should be the northern qU,Htcr of a zodiacal chart.
This Call cllsu outlines the intimate rel.ttionship between these Angels .mel the zodiacal Angels described in the three preYious Cdlls. Tl1(:'y
,11'('

as the Second and the Third"--meaning they arc equated with the

'\l1gcls in the second (southern I and third (western I angles.

Likewise, they arc described as residing in the "r-:irmJments of \V,Itel" Idw nighttime sbl ~lIld in charge of "contil1Ll<Il workmen" \\/h05e
"courses visit with comfort the earth." I feel
poetic description of the stars in the sky.

\\T

are again looking at a
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Wherefore, hearken unto my voice. I have talked of you and I move
you ill power and presence, whose works shall be a song of honor and
praise of your God in your creation.

Finally, this Call concludes like all the others, with a formula of conjuration for these Angels.

Call Seven:
The east is

J

house of virgins singing praises amongst the names of the

First Glory:

Like Call Six, this poem is not spoken by Iadbaltoh, and He is only mentioned herein (later in the Call) as "the Lord." The style remains that of
Genesis over that of Psalms.
In this case, the east is directly addressed as such. It is not called an
'Angle," but we will see a reference to the Angles later in the poem. Going by the pattern we have followed thus far, the east should be the First
Angle of the zodiacal chart.
I am unsure if there is any deep significance to the phrase house of
virgins. it could simply be a poetic description of the Angels who reside

in the east. These are the Angels who sing praises as the Sun rises at
dawn (viz., the flames of the First Glory), or those who sing in the direct
presence of the Divine Throne. Their relationship to the newborn Sun
(or, in Christian imagery, the newborn Son) would explain their description as "virginS.
However, just like the Angels in Call Six, the virgins are not given a
name. However, because they are equated with the Angels of the other
three angles of the Heavens, I suggest they are also "Thunders."
wherein the Lord hath opened His Mouth, and they become 28 living
dwellings in whom the strength of men rejoiceth and they arc appareled
with ornaments of brightness such as work wonders on all creatures.

Here we see the establishment of these Angels by Iadbaltoh. Although
the focus of this Call is obviously upon the east, I still suspect that the
"28 living dwellings" represent the astrological mansions of the Moon.

This fits the zodiacal focus of the previous three Calls, and it recalls the
imagery of the Moon that was mentioned only once in Call One.
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In the "ornaments of brightness" I see yet another poetic image of
the stars in the nighttime sky.
\Vhosc kingdoms Jnd continuance dre as the Third and Fourth; strong
towers and places of comfort, the seat!; of mercy and continuance,

Here we see that the Angels of the east are "as the Third and Fourth"or as the Angels of the third and fourth angles, This supports the idea
that they arc zodiacal Angels along with those of Calls Four, Five, and
Six. By moving from the north to the east of the horoscope, the Calls
have now completed the Circle begun in Call Four-encompassing all

of the Angelic rulers of the zodiac.

o you servants of mercy, move, appear, sing praises unto the Creator,
and be mighty amongst us. For to this remembrance is given power and
our strength waxeth strong in our Comforter.

The Call finally comes to its concluding conjuration. However, this time
,m extra line is added to the end, which seems very formal and almost

prayer-like. I suspect this is a conclusion of sorts, indicating a break between the previous seven Calls and those that follow.
ror illustration, I have outlined my concept of the pattern found
through the first seven Calls:
Calls One and Two: Evocation of the seven planetary Archangels.
Call Three: Evocation of the Archangels of the twelve sit,'TIs/ bouses.
Calls Four through Seven: Evocation of stellar Angels associated with
the four quarters of the Universe, and governed by the Seven and

Twelve.
Theretore, we see in these Calls the formation of the entire Universe,
npressed in astrological terms. The seven pbnetary Archangels are the
'Seven Spirits of God" mentioned several times in the Revelation of St.

I'lhn. They direct the Archangels of the Twelve Kingdoms of the zocliac, who are themselves described in Revelation 21 as the guardians of

the twelve gates of the Holy City.
In turn, the twelve zodiacal Kingdoms are populated with innumer,lble Angels (or Thunders) who are grouped into the four quarters of
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the U111ver~e---likely according to denwntal triplicity. I bast' the bttt'r
clsSumptIon
City.

h

Oil

a diagratn Dec drew uf St. John's description of the l-loly

Dee bht'lcd the twelve gates with the secret names of the Twelve

Archangels, the associdted Hebrew trihes and thell- corresponding signs

of the zodiac. - This diagram indicates thelt the nerv triplicity (Aries,
Leo, Sdgittarius' is 3ssociated with the cast; the earthy tripliCity (Capricornu5, Taurus, Virg(): is associated with the south; the 3ir1' triplicity
i

Libra, r\guarius, Gemini \ is associJted \vith the west: and the watery

triplicity (Cancl'l". Scorpio, Pisces \ is associated. with the north. This is
the zodiacal attrihution of clements to the [<Jur quarters, as given by
Agripp~1

in his TiIree R(lOks (If" OCC1I[t PhilosoFhv \ Scale of the Number

Four). -,
Having thus established the Angelic rulers who will govern Creation,
the t()lIowing Calls seem to fucus upon the Angels who will purity that
CrcdtiOll b)' fire during the Tribulation.
Therefore, fi'om this point onward, we shall see a marked increase
in dpocd1'ptic imagery. Much like the Rewlation of 5t. John and other
apocalyptic IitCrillnre , the poetry of the Calls is extremely obscure and
diHicult tu interpret. If the student wishes to gain a deeper understanding of the remaining Keys. I suggest <l study of such books as the Revelatioll of St.John. Daniel, the Rook of Enoch ( 1 Enoch), and reLlted biblical
[ext . ;.
\Ve will aho see more of the Thunders in later Calls, though it is
uncertain if thcy are exactly the same

Thul1dcr~

outlined in Calls Four

through Seven. They are eithrr entJrely separate Angels in charge of the
End Times. or they are simply the previous Thunders who will dct in
that cap,lcity in the future.

Call right:
"''I'll(' l11idd,)v the fir,t i,

,IS

[he lhmi

Hl'd\Cn I1J<lLk

of hY'\ll11th piILn's

in whom the Flders .Ire hcco111e strung: \\ Ilich I h,wc prep.lrl'd
0\\

n

righrcl)lhllt'SS.' Sd\ ctil

jell"

2():

nw

the [ "rd.

CaIJ Eight sllcll1enly returns to quoting lJdbaltoh--.lnd it will be the Llsr
to do so until the I1nal C.llJ \ that of the thirty Aethyrs I. Once again, Cod

is dC'LTibing the estahlishment of some aspect of the Uniwrse.

J
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In classical texts, the reference to the "midday" sometimes indicates
the south.~q (This Call will later reference the '''fhunders''-or Avavago~
whu are said in Call Four to reign in the south.) However, it is unclear if
the south is the intended meaning of "midday" in this case. The southern angle of a horoscope also doubles as the zenith, or the highest point
in the Heavens through which the planets and stars pass. The first line of
Call Eight could be interpreted in that way, as midday is the time when
the Sun passes through the zenith.
God places into the zenith a series of mysterious "pillars." The poem
:s not clear on whether or not these pillars are Angels-however, the

,peaker will later address them directly in his conjuration. Thus., I can
only assume that they are Angelic intelligences of some sort. (The Call
does say they are made of "hyacinth"-which may mean lapis lazuli, a
stone used to symbolize the night sky.)RIJ
The Call does tell us that the pillars are associated in some way with
the Elders of the Apocalypse (first mentioned in Revelation 4:4.) These
twenty-four beings are described as tribal Elders (two for each Hebrew
tribe) and direct advisors to the Divine Crown. In occultism, t1:ey are
often associated with the zodiac (as are the tribes)-a positive and negative Elder for each sign. (It is a shame, of course, that the number of
pillars given in the Call is twenty-six, rather than twenty-four to match
the number of Elders.)'1
"Whose long continuance shall be bucklers to the stooping dragons
<llld like unto the harvest of a widow.

The pillars are intended, as long as they last, to act as barriers against
the "stooping dragons." (To stoop means to dive, as a bird after its prey.)
This imagery reminds me of the four "Watchtowers" described in Dee's
cllkmced magick. and introduced by the Angel Ave with the following
\\ ()rds:
The' Four houses are the' four Angels or the Earth. which are the Four
Overseers, and \Vatchtowers. that ... God ... hath placed against the
. Great Enemy. the Devil. IA Tnlc and Faithful Rclatiull. p. 170 I
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So, the

W~ltchtowers

snyc thc same fUllction as thc pilbrs of Call

EIght-to hinder the demunic f(Jrces of the Universc. I Satan will be
rekrreJ to as "the Dragon" later in this same Call.) Furthermore, the
names uf the twenty-tclltr Elders are found (in groups uf six)

111

the

four Vv'atchtowers'"-suggesting yet another connection between the
Watchtowers and the pillars.
The final description of the pillars in Call Eight is the most enigmatic, t()f the pillars are "like unto the harvest of a widow" I h,1ve seen
it suggested that sorrow and hardship arc the'harvest of a widow," and
I have to agree." Yet, we have to question why pillars established to hin-

der the dragon(s) would also be a source of sorrow.
A simple interpretation might be that the sorrow and hardship are

experienced by the dragons who desire to dive past the pillars. A more
involved interpretation would draw tram Gnosticism, which referred
to the band of fixed stars as a "Great Barrier" that must be overcome,
through ordeal and tribulation, by each aspirant who wishes to gain entry to Heaven. I This is applied to the story of Jesus, who suffered torture
and final Crucifixion upon the cross in order to propel his soul beyond
the Great Barrier.) If the pillars are associated with the Elders (the zodiac), then Call Eight may be referring to both their function of keeping
the dragons out as well as their function of keeping the unworthy sealed
in.
How many afe there. which ITI11din in the glory of the earth, which
and shall not sec dt.·dth UJ1111 this house

[1]]

afC

and the dragon sink.

This is the most apocalyptic line of Call Eight. We saw earlier that the
pillars only keep out the dragon l5) so long as they are in place. This line
warns that the removal of the pillars will result in an immediate attack
by the dragon. (The word sink is used here in the same sense as s/oop--to
di\"e and attack. I
I believe this is a direct rcftTence to the Tribulation. It seems to Indicate such bv asking.

"HCl\\

many are currently alive un the earth who will

still bL' ,llive when the pillars are remmnP" Compare this

to

Matthew

24, where Jesus tells his disciples of the End Times.·Verily I say unto

you, This generation shall not pass. till all these thing" be fulfilled."
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Come away, f(x the Thunders have ~poken, Cornt'
of 1hl:' Temple, ,md tl1l:'

coal

..He dIVidt,J, C(lrne, appc ..lr

of'
(U

[-[1m

JW,lY.

for 1he crowns

thaI is, was, dnd sh ..d] bl:' Crowlll:'d,

[he terror of lhe carth; and to our COlll-

iorr; . lnJ of such ..lS arc prcp . lreJ,

-\t last. we reach the concluding conjuration, in the sp(~aker'~ 0wn words,
This is a longer anJ mort' involved conjurati()n than

\H'

have seen so

Lll'--likcly "geared up" due the apocalyptic nature of the CalL
The Thunder~ (ur the

AW1VdgO

from Call Four) <Ire mentioned again,

\vhich I aS5ume in this case is a direct reference to the Thunders of Calls
Four through Spven, It is likely that the Thunders having "spoken" car
ries a double meaning, On the one hand, it may indicate the description
in the Revelation of St, John (shown previously), where each of Seven
Thunders utters "a Voice," On the other hand, it may indicate the fact
that Calls Four through Seven have already been spoken,
Lastly, note the reference to "Him that is, was, and shall be
Crowned," This appears to be another reference to the Christos as we
saw in Calls One and Two-especially in His aspect as the eternally
crowned King, The divided "crowns of the Temple" and "coat" of the
Christos likely represent a disrupted Universe-as in the Tribulation,

Call Nine:
A mighty guard of fire with twocdged s\\'ords flaming (which h'lVl' vi-

als H of wrath for two times anc1 ..1 half: \\ hose \\ ing, are of \vormw()od

,1l1d of the fTurrow of salt;, havc settled their teet in the west and arc
measured with their ministers

In Call Nine,

d

lll)LJ6,

platoon (guard) of fltTy J\ngels land in the west. Their

physical aspect is terrifying--\vings of wormwood i a pOlson) and salt,
tlamins swords and of course the horrible "Yiells of wrath," These

VI'

,1b ,1ppear to dr,lW ti-ol11 the Rewlation 1'), where we hnJ seven Angels
with the vials (,f plagues,' Therein, ..15 each [\ngl'l pours out its vial uf
1

Cod's wrath, horrihle c .1tdstrophes take place on Llrth---such as water
turning to hlood, people stricken with sores, <lnJ the Lmd burning with
,con-hing sunlight.
The westLTn orientation of this Call appe'lrs to be ,] smooth transition from the suuthern ,mgle lor zenith 1 of the previous Call--though
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I am unsure if that pattern truly applies after Call Seven. (See Calls Ten
through Thirteen, where the apparent clockwise pattern breaks down
entirely.)
These gather up the moss of the earth as the rich man doth his treasure.
Cursed are they whose iniquities they are.

A thesaurus suggests that moss is a synonym of words such as muck,
mire, quagmire, slime, and so on." (In the Lexicon, 1 have settled upon the

word dross.r If that is the correct interpretation, then the "moss of the
earth" may be one and the same with the "cursed" in the next line. The
phrase "they whose iniquities they are" likely indicates those iniquitous
humans toward whom the terrible Angels will direct their wrath. It is
they who will be "gathered" (likely cut down, as in gathering a crop) in
huge numbers (as the rich man gathers treasure).
[n their eyes are millstones greatt'f than the earth, and from their
mouths run seas of blood. Their heads are covered with diamond and
upon their hands are marble sleeves. Happy is he on whom they frown
not. For why? The God of Righteousness rejoiceth in them.

Here the Call returns to describing the terrifying aspect of these Angels-and the picture is far worse than previously imagined. Notice how
often hard things arc used to describe them--eyes of millstones, heads
of diamond, and marble gloves. The image is that of unstoppable juggernauts, impervious to cries for mercy. Why should ladbaltoh rejoice
in such terrible creatures? Because they are the mighty torces that will
someday scour the "moss" from the face of the Earth.
These Angels are never named in this Call; however. we will see the
Thunders mentioned once again in Call Ten. It is possible that these Angels are Thunders as well--though it is uncertain what relation (if any)
they have to the Thunders of Calls Four through Seven.
Come away. and not your vials. For the time is such as requireth comfort.

The concluding conjuration formula is very short this time. It calls for
them to come, but to leave their vials behind. (We wouldn't want them
to bring those down until the Final Day!) Finally, apparently as a defense

ISJ
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against the wrathful nature of these Angels, the speaker informs them
that the time requires comfort,
Call Ten:
The ThundlTs of Judgment and Wrath are numbered and harbored
in the north in the likeness of an oak whose branches are 22 nests of
lamenration and weeping laid up for the earth: which burn night and
day and vomit out the heads of scorpions and live sulfur mingled with
poison,
,\t last, we find a neW reference to the apocalyptic Thunders, However,

!lote the change from "Thunders of Increase" who rained down life and
l'omfort upon the Earth in previous Calls, to "Thunders of Judgment
and Wrath" (Angelical: Coraxo) who store up lamentation and weeping
fc)[ the Earth, This may support the view that these Thunders are not
the same as those previous to Call Eight,
Notice that these Angels have a terrirying aspect like those of Call
Nine, in this case vomiting scorpions, poison, and fire, Imagery suggest,
ing hardness is invoked again in the description of these Angels as an
'oak"-a type of tree known for being rigid and unbending.
This Call tc)Cuses upon the north, which seems to be the natural
progression from the west in the previous Call. However, this is the last
Call that seems to follow that smooth pattern,SC and I therefore suspect
d11

entirely different pattern exists from Call Eight onward, Sadly, I have

heen unable to decode the directional references in these later Calls.
These be the Thunders that 5678 times in the

24th

part of a moment

roar with ,1 hundred mighty earthquakes. and a thousand times as
many surges, which rest not neither know any (long) time here. One
rock bringeth forth 1000 even as the heart of man doth his thoughts.

llere the descriptions of the Thunders of Judgment and Wrath continue. These Angels apparently bring great earthquakes, similar

to

cata-

,trophic events described in the Revelation and elsewhere.'"
V/oe. 'woe, woe V'ioe, woe. woe, yea, woe be to the earth. For her iniq
uity is. was, and shall be great.
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These seven '\voes of the F<lrth" are lIkewise drdwn from Revelation
(Chelpters

",-11),

v,herc St, John mentions only three,'" Huwever. they

are ,1SSllCieltl'd \\ith tht, soullLling of Sl'v('n trumpets blown by the seven
Arch'lllgek LlCh trump results in disaster upon the Earth I hail. blood,
nrc, dc,lch, the St,lr Wurmwood."" etc.l. alld the woes ,He associated
with the final three, Of course. cdch of the sew'n trumps causes "woe"
in the world, Thus, the poetry of this Call likely elddresses the results of
all se\'en trumps b\ repeating the word

n,(lC

seven tinws,

Cnn1C ,1W,I), but nut your nOIses,

The Cllllduding conjuration asks the Thunders to come, but to leave
behind their "noises" (earthquakes, fire-vomiting, and so on). [ find it
significant thelt Call Ten ends with an extremely abbreviated conjuration, very similar to that tllUnd in the previous Call. It is, once more, as
if the speaker wishes to summon these Angeb without gaining too much

or their attentions,
Calls Nine and Ten certainly appear to be a connected pair, They
are similar in their basic structure, appear to describe similarly terrifying Angels, and they arc the most laden with apocalyptic imagery. The
following Call has a slightlv different structure and imagery than the
preceding two, but it does reference the

ClmlXO

(,'Thunders") first men-

tioned in Call Ten.

Call Eleven:
The J\.lightv Seal gro,lllcd ,mJ they wert' ') ThullLicrs \vhich tlew into the

east. dnd the F::ag[e sp;lkc dllLl cried with

d

loud \·oicc. "Come

,IWJyl"

Even though the inugery of Can Eleven is slightly diHcrent, I do find
that its rcLltionship to the Reveldtion uf St.Juhn is ,1S close or closer than
W\',11

\\'e

see in Calls Ten

,1\1(\

EleYen, This close rdatillmhip is nude ap

parent right ~1\\',1:" The Thunders thing out Ii'om the "Mighty Scat" and
the E"glt' (om' of tIlt' Four Holy Living Beasts, or CiJlliotil hn"Jlldcsh) are
both seen in Rc\ebtiun -L" [n Ell'\. the first lines of Call Ue\'ell sound as
if they could h,1\'e heen quotcLl right out of Revelatiol1 itself
This Call is ab() unique for the \'Cry same reason, \Vhik the other
C,llb h,,\'c drawn imagen hom Revelation. they have all heen Lll-scrip-
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tions of the Creation in action, or adorations, or quotes from Ladbaltoh,
or the like. Call Eleven. alone among the forty-eight Calls, is written as
if it were telling a story. It gives the sense that a prophet is recording a
\'ision in dction, like St. John. EzekieL or Isaiah.
In these passages, five uf the Thunders

(COnlXLJ)

t1y from the Divine

Throne and head toward the east. However, the eagle speaks up and
L'alls them back. I presume the eagle calls them ro the north-the natural pmition of lhe eagle Scorpius in the four zodiacal quarters."2 I thereI

tCJr(' suspect that Call Eleven is associated is with the north rather than

tht:' east.
Anj the;. gathered themselves togeLhcr and became the house of death.
of whom it is measured. and it is

8S

they are whose number is 31.

The northern association of this Call may be supported by the fact
that the returning Thunders gather themselves together and become
"the house of death"-which could be a reference to Scorpius (the Sign
that rules the eighth astrological House of death / generation) in the
north.'d
Come away. f(lr I have prepared for you. Move, therefore, and show
yourselves. Open the mysteries of your creation. Be ti-iendly unto me.

For, I am a servant of the same your God: [he true worshiper of the
Highest

The concluding conjuration is much more elaborate than we saw in the
preceding two Calls. I note that the speaker makes a specific reference
to being "prepared" for the arrival of the Thunders, which could have
some relationship to the House of Death concept. That is the astrologiCdl HOllse of wills, inheritance, and all things one must prepare before
passing. Moreover, as Call Eleven is an apocalyptic VIsion, it suggests
that the speaker is spiritually prepared for Divine Judgment.
As

,1

final note, this is the first Call that resumes the use of the "Rl'

pt:'titi\'(' Formub Pattern"
r~1tion

(or

REP) established in the concluding conju-

of Call One. This formula will be the standard conjuration fC)l\nd

from here through Call Eighteen.
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The next seven Calls (Twelve through Eighteen) break with the previous literary patterns. While they certainly remain very apocalyptic in
nature, they suddenly look less like biblical passages and more like grimoiric conjurations composed of biblical imagery (though nothing as
specific as we saw in Calls Nine through Eleven.) They are spoken by the
speaker from start to finish, and some of them address rather powerful
celestial forces.
I also note that each of these seven Calls contains a specific name
or title of God. (I have indicated each in what follows with bold characters.) This further supports the interpretation of these Calls as straight
conjurations, associating them with occult literature common in Dee's
time.

Call Twelve:
Oh you that reign in the south and are 28 the lanterns of sorrow, bind
up your girdles and visit us. Bring down your train 3663 that the Lord
may be magnified whose name amongst you is Wrath.

This is the second Call that mentions the number 28 (see Call Seven),
though this instance is associated with the south rather than the east.
I find it unlikely that the two are related, as the 28s in Call Seven were
associated with strength and rejoicing, while the 28s in this Call are associated with the "lanterns of sorrow."
Who these Angels are who reign in the south, or why they should
be "lanterns of sorrow," is not explained. These could be a new set of
apocalyptic Angels, or they could be the same Angels we have previously seen in the south. The use of lantern imagery may suggest stars,
as it did in earlier Calls.
Note that both this Call and the next are addressed to the Angels in
the south. It is difficult to imagine why two Calls in a row should be assigned to the south-though we might compare this to Calls Nine and
Ten, both of which appear to be assigned to the north.
Move. I say. and show yourselves. Open the mysteries of your creation.
Be friendly unto me. For. I am a servant of the same your God: the true
worshiper of the Highest.

L
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Finally. the Call ends with the RFP conjuration formula from Call One-with the exception that the usual word therefore has been replaced with I
say. No explanation for this change exists-it is an alteration Dee made
between recording the Calls in his journals and transcribing them to
his 48 Claves Angelicae. 94 (Compare this to the following six Calls, which
coorain the same RFP without either therefore or I say.)

Call Thirteen:

o you swords of the south, which have 42 eyes to stir up wrath of sin,
making men drunken which arc empty. Behold the promise of God
dnd His power which is called amongst you a Bitter Sting. Move and
show yourselves. Open the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto
me. For, I am a servant of the same your God: the true worshiper of
the Highest.

Call Thirteen addresses the Angels of the south once again--though
we cannot be certain if these are the same entities. They are called the
"swords of the south," which is likely a reference to sword-bearing Angels. (The name Bitter Sting also carries the connotation of a swordstroke or attack.) The Call only tells us that they are stirred up by sin,
and they seem

to

direct their wrath against those who are spiritually

empty."
The Call concludes with the RFP from Call One, missing only the
second word therefore. (Compare to Call Twelve, which replaces therefore
with I say.) The RFP as we see it here in Call Thirteen will remain unchanged throughout the following five Calls.

Call Fourteen:

o you sons of fury.

the daughters of the just, which sir upon 24 seats,

vexing all creatures of the earth with age, which have under you 1636;
Behold the voice of God. promise of him which is called amongst you
Fury (or Extreme Justice). Move and show yourselves. Open the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me. For. I am a servant of the
same your God: the true worshiper of the Highest.

The identity of the "sons of fury" and "daughters of the just" is unclear.
We can see that they vex all creatures upon the earth with age--so they
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are related to the progress of time. They also sit upon twenty-four sears,
which evokes the imagery of the twenty-four Elders seen in the Revela·
tion, and mentioned in Call Eighc The Elders represent the positive and
negative aspects of each zodiacal sign, and this could explain the reference to "sons" and "daughters."
On the other hand. it is also possible that these sons and daughters
are associated with the twenty-four hours of the day and night. There is
too little descriptive evidence to be sure.
The concluding conjuration is the RFP seen in Calls One. and Eleven
through Eighteen.
The next four Calls (Fifteen through Eighteen) address the "Governors
of the Four Flames." We never learn the identity of the Governors or
the meaning of the Four Flames. (In just one case--·Call Eighteen--the
Governor is referred to as a Flame). We are only given the impression
that these Governors are extremely exalted and powerful.
Personally, these beings bring to mind the four Cherubim of Jewish
and Christian mysticism (usually described as Michael, Gabriel, Raphael,
and Uriel).'" Closely related to these four are the Chaioth haQodesh--the
Holy Living Beasts we discussed in relation to Call Eight, who represent
the zodiacal triplicities in Ezekiel 1 and Revelation 4. Depending upon
which text you read, these great Beasts uphold the Throne of God, or
the firmament (Aethyrs). Of course, the Angel Nalvage, in A True and
Faithful Relation, describes them as Watchtowers against the attacks of

Satan.%
Even more, the "Governors of the Four Flames" remind me of
four Gnostic beings called the "Great Luminanes"-Harmozel. Oroiael,
Daueithai, and Heleth.'" These four Luminaries are treated as both intel-

ligent beings and as vast heavenly realms (or Aeons). They \vere created by the Christos for the purpose of bringing balance and order

to

Heaven. Therefore, the twelve lesser Aeons were categorized and estab·
lished WIthin their realms:
Harmozel: Loveliness. Truth. ,111J form.
OroiaeI: Afterthought. Perception. dnJ Memory.

l.)'J
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Daueithai: Intelligence, Low. Jnd Ideal Furm lOr IdCJ I.

The twelve lesser Aeons dre archetypal CUf]cefJts. representing varyIng ,(speets of the tvlind ot' Cod. According

to

Gnustic thought, when

L1Jdabaoth neated the signs of the zodi~lc. He modeled them upon the
rwelve lesser ['\eons. Likewise, when He created the four Cherubim of
the trrplicitie~, He modeled them upon the Creat Luminaries.
WIth thIS in mind. [ feel it is likely tilt "Cuvernors of the rour
FLtmes" from the next four Calls dre representative of the
llarIeS

f(iUI'

Lumi-

of the tnplicities. the Holy Living Beasts and perhaps even Dee's

own four Watchtowers.
Call Fifteen:

o thou the COVCr110r of the First FIJ111t'. under whose

wings

,lIT

6-:-.\9

which wecwc the earth with In'l1ess, whteh kn()\\-cst the great name

Righrcuu.,ncss Jnd the sedl of honor. Movc ,md show yourselves. Opcn
the mysteries of your creation. Bc fricndly unto me. For, [ am a servant
of the same your Cod; the true INorshiper of the Highest.

Though none of these tour Calls will gi\'e us directional references,
suspect we might be able to relate the" First Flame" \'v'ith the "Pirst All~le" seen m previous Calls. If so, then the ordering probably follows the

same clockwise direction we saw in Calls Pour through Seven. Theret(lre, the "Governor of the First Flame' (alung with the 6739 milli~ters

Linder him) would represent the stars of the cast.
The concluding conjuration is the RFP seen in Calls One. and Eleven
through Eighteen.
Call Sixteen:

o tholl of Ll1C Second FI.1111("
l1111g 111

glm\

.lI1J

the huuse Ui".IU,tlc·C whi,·h hJS th, begin-

shalt ,'omlorl the

lUSt.

which \,dlkc';! up()nthl' l',lrth

\\ ith feet S;-(, 1 th,l1 UllelcrS\,111d ,mel 'q,dJ',1tl' c]'(>1turcs; Creat art thull

m the God of Stretch Forth ,1nd Conqucr.

;\!()\'l'

,md ,how YOl1rsehcs.

0pl'i1llw mysteries (1! your CrC,ll1()i1. He !i'ielld\\ unto
SC1'\,ll1(

of the

S,11l11'

\our God; the trul' wOi'shiper

Dr

111l'.

['or. 1 ,1111

the Highc;t

,1
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Here we meet the Governor of the Second Flame, which likely relates
to the southern quarter. I am unsure if' the "house ofjustice" is intended
to refer to one of the astrological Houses-though I do find it unlikely.

It appears to be the Governor himself who is the "house of justice" and
will "comfort the just." This is apparently related to the Tribulation and
final judgment of humanity.
There is an obscure reference here to "walking upon the earth" and
"understanding and separating creatures." Later in the Key of the Aethyrs, we will find a similar reference to the "reasonable creatures of the
earth," which indicates mankind. It is difficult to decide, here in Call
Sixteen, if the Governor of the Second Flame (and the 8763 ministers
under him) is walking upon Earth as a human, or merely with humans.
The concluding conjuration is the RFP seen in Calls One, and Eleven
through Eighteen.

Call Seventeen:

o thou whose wings are thorns to stir up vexation, and hast 7336 lamps
living going before thee; whose God is Wrath in Anger. Gird up thy
loins and hearken. Move and show yourselves. Open the mysteries of
your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, 1 am a servant of the same your
God; the true worshiper of the Highest.

In Call Seventeen we see no reference to a Flame, though we can assume
this is the Governor of the Third Flame based on the progression from
Call Fifteen through Eighteen. This particular Governor (and his 7336
ministers) most likely represents the stars of the western quarter. (Note
the reference to lamps again-which has previously indicated stars.)
We are only told that this Governor has wings that "stir up vexation"
upon the Earth-which seems to fit well with the name "Wrath in AngeL" This is apocalyptic imagery once again. (As a note, the phrase "gird
up thy loins" means "to prepare oneself.")
The concluding conjuration is the RFP seen in Calls One. and Eleven
through Eighteen.

l
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Call Eighteen:

o thou mighty Lighl and Burning FLl111e of comfort. which openesl the
glory of God to the center of the earth. In whom the ,eerets of truth
63.)L

have thell' Jbiding. \vhich is called in thy kingdom Joy, dnd not to

be measured. Be thou

c\

window of comfort unto me. Move Jnd show

yoursl'lves. Open the mysteries of your LTeation. Be friendly unto me.
Fol. I am a sen'ant of the SdInt' your Cod: the true worshiper of the
Highest.

The fiml Governor is called a "Flame of ComfiJrt" and

d

"window of

c'()mfort." I notice that the Governors have been alternately hostile
(weaving the Earth with dryness. stirring up vexation) and comforting (comfort thejust. window of comfort). This appears to be standard
apocalyptic imagery. wherein the Tribulation is

d

nightmare for the un-

worthy. but exalts the true believers. (Note Call Six, where ladbaltoh
is said to have established Angels to be "a torment to the wicked and a
garland to the Righteous.")
The Governor of the Fourth Flame is described as revealing (opening) the Glory of God even unto "the center of the Earth"-meaning
"everywhere on Earth without exception." This fits well with the Divine
\l ame Joy-or measureless joy. (See the Lexicon in volume II concerning

Moz 1J0y i, which can also mean "Joy of God.")
This CalL like the one before it. does not offer a number for the
Governor of the Flame. However. if we follow the same pattern we
have so far, this should be the Fourth Flame and represents the northern
quarter. And, though it is unclear. his 6332 ministers appear to be called
the "Secrets of Truth."
The concluding conjuration is the RFP seen in Calls One, and Eleven
through Eighteen.
Thus ends the first Eighteen

Cails-~which

should collectively represent

the establishment of the Universe throughout the six biblical Days of
Creation. (See chapter

2.)

While there is much here drawn from the

Rook of Revelation and other End Times literature. I find that the Tribu-

latory e\'ents arc all set in the future. (That 15, what we see in these Calls
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is the creation and placement of the Angels who will bring the world to
an end, but we are not witnessing the Tribulation in action.)
The final Call, which represents Keys Nineteen through Forty-eight,
concerns itself with the Fall from Eden-officially beginning the Seventh Day of Rest. This Seventh Day, and its fallen state, continues to the
present time. It will not end until the Tribulation itself-which (at least
in Dee's mysticism) is considered the "Eighth Day" leading to the founding of the New Kingdom.
The story of Eden is often considered one of the oldest stories of
mankind. In fact, this is a misconception. The story of Eden is among
the oldest written stories. Meanwhile, the human race is much older
than language. (We've had only about ten thousand years of writing.
We've had spoken language for much longer-although without written records we can never know exactly how long.)
In fact, the story of Eden (including its original predecessorsr are
later versions of an older legend. The tale of the "first shaman" -in oral

form-has existed among tribal cultures for many thousands of years. IUU
The legend describes a paradisal period for humanity ("In the beginning
... "), when people had familiarity with the Gods and lived in harmony
with animals and nature. Then, usually through some misunderstanding on the part of the first shaman, humanity became estranged from
the gods. They lost their hope of immortality, lived in enmity with the
animals, and found themselves out of sync with nature. The unfortunate soul who caused the disaster became the first shaman, because it
was his duty, and the duty of all shamans who followed him, to labor to
bridge the gap between man and the Divine. That is the foundation of
the Great Work to this very day.
When this story was finally written down,11I1 it was done by one of
our ancestors in a city after the agricultural revolution. Therefore, the
first shaman was placed in a garden. The garden had been planted by the
gods, who alone know the secrets of agriculture-and all of the "arts of
civilization" that come along with it (kingship, mathematics, astrology,
priesthood, and so forth). In the earliest versions of the garden legend,
man is invited in by the gods, who have deemed him worthy to join their
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ranks. In the later biblical version, man is created for the sole purpose
of tending the garden. This is purely a reflection of agricultural society.
Therefore. in the biblical Eden we find the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil-the source of the Fall in this agricultural version of the
legend. Eating the truit of this Tree is the "mistake" that causes Adam
and Eve to lose their place in paradise. Even worse, their expulsion
comes with a curse upon the Earth.10! Many see in this tale a petty God
casting angry curses against its own creation. However, I believe the
story of the Fall from Eden is, quite literally, a moral tale.
Adam begins the story in paradise, where the environment was
comfortable, and there was no toil associated with survival. God gives
Adam every fruit tree and seed-bearing plant, so food is always an arm's
length away This, in fact, mirrors the state of humanity in its earliest
infancy (or "in the beginning"), when we lived in temperate climates,
surrounded by trees and plants that freely provided us food. Compared
to the current human condition. life on earth for the earliest humans
was a paradise.

As time progressed. the human animal began to distinguish itself
from other animals by one thing alone-language. From the most primordial rna-rna (thought by some to be the very first word), humans
were set to become "the reasoning creatures of the earth."lo3 We developed logical consciousness (or, as Call Sixteen says, we began to "understand and separate creatures.") This is represented in the Eden tale by
Adam naming all things. By applying names to the things and animals
around him. Adam (Man) laid the foundation of all language, magick.
science. and technology.
But the advent of language among humans sent them on an unalterahle collision course with the loss of paradise. As language develops,
hoth thought and the capacity Jor thought increase. Language eventually
hrought technological revolutions that altered the way humans lived on
this planet. Eventually. language and technology molded humanity into
what we know today as "cultures."
I feel this is where the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil
enters the story. As human culture developed. social taboos were the
inevitable result. For the first time ever. we began to create a sense of
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"right vs. wrong"---or. to put it poetically, we partook of the fruit of the
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil.
Once we established "good vs. evil," the vast array of human morcs
grew as if from a seed. Notice that Adam and Eve, once they had eaten
of the fruit, suddenly "knew they were naked." Body consciousness did
not exist before we developed our moral consciousness. It was the forbidden fruit that caused Adam and Eve to do something so silly as seek
cover to hide their "nakedness" from God and each other.
This knmvledge (or discernment) of right and wrong became the
source of humanity's ultimate downfalL God was not uttering a petty
curse against Adam at the expulsion from Eden, He was simply stating
what He knew to be true. Man had created a moral world for himself
in which he was destined to labor and weep. It would lead to hatred and
warfare, persecution and death. The paradise in which the Earth provided for us freely, like a garden given by God, was no more.
By the time we reach the Tribulation, the entire Universe 1S being
judged on a cosmic scale, with the "righteous" (the Right) on one side,
and the "Iniquitous" (the Wrong) on the other. Humanity, as we know
it, collapses under the weight.
[ believe this is the essence of the Call of the Aethyrs. It represents
the physical world in its current state, in political and environmental
disarray.

The Call of the Aethyrs:

o you heavens whIch dwell i in the _

Aethyr I are mighty in the Parts

of the E,lrth, and execute the judgment ()f the Highest. To you it is said.
Behold the face of your God. the beginning of COmf(lrt; whose eyes arc
the brightness of the hed\'t'ns; which provided yon felr the g01'ernment
of [he earth, and her unspeakable variety: furnishing you with
101')

,1

power

understanding to dispose all things according to the providence of

Him that sitteth upon the Holy Throne.

The Call of the Aethyrs is a conjuration all the way through. [t begins
by addressing all the (Angels of the) Heavens or Aethyrs. I feel these art:
all of the Angels and Governors invoked by the first eighteen Calls. This
would fit with the passages describing them as the Governors of the
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Earth. These ,we the kings and ministers \Nho maintain Natural Law. as
jescribed in Cell! One.
The "Parts of the E,uth" are spiritual jurisdictions over gcugraphl
,-a 1 locations I or l1ation~ l. <lnd distributed among the zodiacal Angels
within the thirty Aethyrs. This is outlint'd in detail in Df"e"s advanced
l11<lgick---where this Call of the ."I.c:thyrs is Llsed as a stand-alone conjuration for accessing the Parts of the Earth .li"
<md rose up in ! he beginning saying. "The earth. let her be governed by
her p,lrt~. and ler there be di\isic)ll in her. that the glory of her may be
always drunken ,md vexed ill itself. Her cnurse, let it fun with [h" he,1\'-

ellS. and as

J

hdndllldid let hC'r scrve them. On(, ~ca.,()n, Jet it confound

,mother. ~l1ld Jet there be:'

IlO

LTc,ltur,' upon or within her thc S'll11e ..\JJ

her nwmbers. let them differ ill their qualities. ,md let rhelT be no one
creature equal with another. The re,I"onabJc LTeaturn of the earth (or
men). let them vex and weed out one another: and the dwelling places.
let them /clrget tJwir names. The wl)rk of

l1ldll

,l!ld his pomp. Jet them

be defaced. His bUIldings. let them hecome elVCS felr the beasts of the
held. Confound her understanding with darkness. I'or why) [t repell
tetb me I made man. One while let her he known. and another while <,
stranger: Because ,he is Ihc bed of an harlot. dnd the dwelling place of
him that is bilen.
Here we see Iadbaltoh uttering the infamous Curse of Edell itself In toe
case of the Call of the Aethyrs. notice that the Curse is phrased in asrrolugical terms. The earth's course is to "run with the heavens," and she
is to "serve' them as a handmaid." One season will contlJUnd another.
the earth will be divided and governed by her Parts. and so on. 'l " These
pdssages evoke imclgcs of a chaotic Earth g<werncd by the ever-shifting
.,tars, \\ie can. of coursf'. sec this celestial

o

Ch;105

in any zClcil<1cal chart.

you he<wem.. ,Jri~e' The lowc:r heaven> bencath yuu. let thern senT

\'l)ll. CU\CT"n tIHY'l' tlut gowrn: cast down sllch
thosl' that incre,lse, ,md dl'stfm thl'

rullL'n.

,l!,

bll. Bring forth wllh

\:l) place let it

rL'malll

in

011L'

number. .\Jd and dIminish ulltil the sLlrs he llumbered ..
l {ere. \ve return once more to the Angelic Cm'nnors of the wurlc!. ,me!
the (Angcl~ of thel lower Heavens or Aethvn, who serve them. These

L
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subservient Angels are likely the various Thunders mentioned throughout the Calls-such as seen in numbers Four through Seven.
The phrase Govern those that govern; cast down such as fall indicates
the Angels directing the human governors of the world-to bring in and
depose kingdoms as the stars shift. (In other words, they represent Fate.)
The next line also attributes the Angels to the direction of Nature-to
bring life where it might increase and to tear down what decays.
The final two lines once again indicate the ever-changing astrological influence upon the Earth. It has also been suggested the phrase until
the stars be numbered has an apocalyptic ring to it. To be "numbered" (or

"measured") may have the connotation in this case of "having run their
course.
Arise, move, and appear before the covenant of his mouth, which he
hath sworn unto us in his justice. Open the mysteries of your crcation,
and make us partakers of undefiled knowledge.

At long last, we reach the final conjuration. It calls upon a covenant with
God, which is likely associated with humanity's place in the Universe as
expressed biblically. As the Image of God, the aspirant has the right to
converse with Angels-if only he can return to his pre-Fall state.

Endnotes
That is, forty-eight Keys with one withheld. for a total or forty-ni1le.
2. The first indication we are given that Dee has completed the Perfected Holy Book is
onJuly 7. 1584-when Dee tells the Angel Ave that he made the book".

the best

that I could conceive of it."
.3. See chapter 2 of this volume.

4. See chapters 1 and 2 of this volume.
5. There arc nineteen actual Keys / Calls The nineteenth Call is repeated witb slight

mOlilfication thirty times --so there arc technically forty-eight individual Keys
6.

Remember that each Table of LOllgaerh consists of the front and back of a single
leaf

7. See Revelation, chapter 5.
~.

Revelation
worthy

lJ,

to

52-'~A"nd

I saw a strong angel proclaiming with

open the book, ,lnd to loose th(' seals thereof""

I have added this word in brackets for clarification.

d

loud voice, 'Who is
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-------------------10. ConsIder- the .11lcient Q'lhal"tlc aXIom: 'Tvnv bLlde of grass has owr it an Angel
b1clding It, 'Crow'
11

In.m unpublishL'd l11anuscnptent1ckd rile 'lollglie o( LI,e Allgels.

12. Dce', personalnuT11her

which hL' lIsed to sign seert't documents

W,15 00; That is

the reputed source t()r the slgn'lturc of .J.lInes Bond
1 >. It i5 also the first printed book on Cfvprogrclphv in the world.
1~.

Sce 'Sol\eci: The Ciphers in Book I I101' Tritht'mius's Skganograph,a . bv .lim Reeds,
online dt http:

W\\'wdlc.umn.edu --reedsj

11. This melhud 01 cncrypcion was mcd \ cry successfully bv Leonardo da VinCI.

1()

Sec' ch.!ptl'f' 2 of this volu111e.

i-Dee dltU.111V recorded thi, letter on the samc line as "(Two thousand and fourtecn
. --but thost' numhers secm to rclate to the 0 rather than the A. It would apPCd!'.

then, that the very lirst lettt'r revealed by Nalvdge \\ a5 given no number or

location.
18. Thi5 notation likely refers to thc [) dlrenly heneath it.

1C). Thc Z appear.s to be missing from the manuscript.
.W. ;\5 we shall sec later, N.1hage had previously ttan5milted several strings of letters-

taken Irom the Corpus Om111um Tahle--that arc associated with th~ first (unk.now·
able) Table of Loagllt'th. Thev did not come with numhers or dirt'ctions as we sec
\\'i! 11 the letters of Kev One.
21

(,)ui,l,iity means "the essenc~ of the thing."

22. I outline thJS 1l1cident in full in my ,'omrnentaries on Dec s journals. which I will
release at a later date.
2.3. Some modern scholars refer tn this as the" i'ablet of Cud."
24. Such '15 'Ne sec with quartz crystal.

25. Sec a Trut' lind Faull/iii Rciatlon. p. 76. Det' recorded only the letters of the Table.
have .1dLied the lines showing the prinCIpal divisions .IS lJught by "iah·agc.
2h. About

27

= around.

Nalv.lgc s,lid all of this in Latin. I have translated, !Jutleh Pnl1Cip'llll1 Omniul11 (.mt'.1n
ing "Univcrscll Principle"" intact due [() Nalvdgt"s later references to the phrase.

2H.

I h'lVe added lhe emphasis on this Imc.

29. S'"C A Tru( ill1d Fillth/iil Reldli,ll', Pl'. ;--1 -I,
)II. I h.we added the I'ahle cells .md thc h(llcl lettering Il)r c/.mfic'lliun.
II

ThIS remincls

111e

SOrnL'\\ h.ll, >I' the f 1ol'l1ed :".lurs I of burnt otrcnng and of inccnse,

In the Bible, which had horns upon theIr t,nlr C(lrncrs. StT Exodus 27 and 3U."
)2. [am .,ppcndl11g these

ll. I,.ltl'!'.

111

1..1\111 1['.111.'/.111,)[15.

the ,\n,>2.el,(.11 Kcys. the w()rd i'.lr appears

ind1cate5 "\

.\111

JS .1

f,JrJ11 of "to be" .md ottell

Sec tIle Lexicol11\1 volume I\,

H ..~l'l' I IehrC\\ 5 1'14: ":he lh"v , :\ngeb i not .111 1111111,knng spints. sent i(lnh to I11111islcr
t(lI' them v\ h" Sh.lll be heirs ,l "dv.llion'·
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-------35. Revelation 22: 14: "'Blessed arc they that do f-hs Commandments, that they may have

right [() the Tree of Life, and

l1ldY

enter in through the Cates into the City"'

.lti. I believe thIS refers [() the entire fourth portion of the Table, because Nalvage never

labels it the "'Fourth Life."'
37 Dee notes. in the margin of his journal, the number of letters in each string.
38. As recorded, the first letters of this line were "'V I I I I

.. "' but Dee corrected this

in the margin, adding the E as the first letter.
39. There arc actually forty· six letters in this line.
40. The last letters of this line were recorded as E E E R 5 E. I {owever, Dec later added
the correction, placing a symbol-)I-to indicate that the first two Es should be
joined as one. To the side of this symbol. he added the correct Ietters- resulting in
E E R S E.
41. Dee notes in the margin that this letter can be either Ior E.
42. There arc 188 letters in this last group. However, it is likely that there is more than

one line intended here, although Dee did not record the number of letters in each.
43. I have added the bracketed word for clarification.
44. I have adcled the bracketed word for clarification.

45. This "'nineteenth Key" is the Key of the Aethyrs-which is repeated thirty times to
open the flnal thirty Tables of Laagaeth.

(18 +

30

= 48) See the section entitled "'The

Angelical Keys: What We Know"' in this chapter.
46. Immediate

= Directly

47. Also note that I have included an addendum [() this chapter. entitled "'The Poetry of
the Forty-Eight Calls," which analyzes the English given for the Keys.
48. This part of the quote is not included above. Sec chapter 4, "'Cebofal- the Cates of
Heaven"'· "'For every Table hath his Key, and every Key openeth his Cate
49. I have added this word for clarification.
50. This

=Nature. the Things of the World.

5!. See chapter 2 for further apocalyptic statements made by the Angels in relation to
Loagafth.

52. I have included the names of the ninety-one Parts Covernors in the Lex1con, with
the e!1tries for the thirty Aethyrs.
13. LUer, the Qabalah would adopt the Aeons as the Sephiroth (see chapter 1)-- which
an' usually considered l1cdvenly Spheres, but were depicted in earlv Qabalistic texts
as Archangelic beings. We CJn see this in the ancient Qabalistic text entitled the

Scphcr Bahl), (the Book of Illumination I.
54. Revebtioll 21'12.
55. Note that Agrippa's list of zodiacal Angels (see the "'Scale of the Number Twelve")
is not the same as Dee's. Apparently, Dee received a new set of twelve names from
the Angels. However, the session where this happens has not survived. The twelve
names appear for the first time in Dee's grimoire (Sloane 31 L) 1).

1
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50. Rewlation 4:5.
')7

The Parts of the Earth led into the revelation of the Greal Table of the Earth
(\Vatchrowers)---during which Ave was the reacher.

5~

The English given for the Keys is covered in the addendum to this chapter, 'The
Poetry of the Forty-Eight Calls."

')9 ;\ Tntt' and FaltitJili Relation, p. 199.

60. There are also Apocalypses of Adam, Paul, Thomas, Daniel. Peter, and a host of
dther biblical [ih'Ures.
01

See Ezekiel 1. Revelation 4, and throughout 1 Enoch.

,,2 Sec the preface to James, The Enochian Magick of Dr. John Dee, where we find one of
the earliest comparisons between Dee's system and Gnosticism.
,,3 S(>e chapter 2, the section outlining Tables 20 .. 49.
64. Tbis practice was also shared by the Jewish Merkavah mystics, who traveled through
the seven traditional Heavens.
65. See my "Cnosticism: Sethian to Valentinian." (Information on locating this essay is
in the bibliography of this book.)
M.

Sec "Gnosticism: Sethian to Valentinian," concerning the story of the Christos.

67 We shall see this same formula again in Calls Eleven through Eighteen. This is the

"Repetitive Formula Pattern"; see the Lexicon in volume II for more information.
68. Also see Revelation 10:6.
69. Sec Revelation 10:6: " . . and swear by him that liveth jar ever and ever, who created
heaven, and the things that therein are, and the earth, and the things that therein
are, and the sea, and the things which are therein, that there should be time no
longer."
7()

The Resurrection involves the return of all who have died throughout history durmg or after the Tribulation. See 1 Corinthians 15:51··54 and I Thessalonian4:15-18.
Revelation 20 is also considered a depiction of the Resurrection of all the dead for
the Final Judgment.

71

SeeJohn Dee's Five Books

of Mystery, pp.

56 and 61ft'.

72. The closing conjuration of Call Two docs contain a single quoted word from lad-

haltoh.
73.

John I "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
was Cod;" and "All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing
made that was made."

-4.

Previously, we met only those of the Second Angle isouth)-in Call Four We will
meet those of the east in Call Seven.

iT Sec Call Two for an example of this psalm-like style.

7(1. Found in Dee's grimoirc, or Sloane 3191. The diagram is also fOllnd in Ceotfrey
James, The Enod1liln Magi(k

oI Dr. JOll n Dee, p

103.
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77 Dee numbered the sIgns ti-om 1 to 12 in ()rder from /\ri(', to 1'i,,:es. lie then placed
each number by the corresponding Hebrew Tribe. as outlmcd In :\gripra's Book 11,
chapter 14: "Of the number clewn and the number twelve
78. Lookmg at an ,lstrological chart,

\w

sec that Aries, the cardinal fire sIgn, is in the

east, Capricorn ,earth) is at the southern point. Libra lain is at the western point.
and Cancer, \\ aten is at the north. Thcrci()re, the triphcltie-) arc eJch associated
with these same directions.
79. This appears in

I

Enoch 55:2: 'And they came upon the "ind ti-Oln the fcast. Ii-otn lhe

West. an,] !i-om thE' tvlidst of the Dav."
80. This was suggest<:d by Patricia ShatTer on the "Enochian-I" mailing Iiq.
81

Also sec Call Fourteen, where" 24 scats" arc mentloned dIrectly.

82. The "!:'nochian Watchtowers" ,properly c,dled the Creat Table of the Earth, arc four
magickal squares full of Divme and Angelical Names.
83. See Donald Tyson's books Tctmgmmmaton and Enodnan tvlagick.filf Beginl1ers.

84. Revelation 15:6-7, 'And the seven angels came out of the temple, having the SE'Ven
plagues. clothed 1ll pure and white linen, and having their breelsts girded with golden
girdle,. And one of the four beasts gave unto the seven angels seven golden vials full
of the wr,llh of Cod, who liVl'th for ('ver and ever."
85. http:, 'thesaurus.refercnee.(om

It has been suggested that "moss of thE' earth"

is a reference to the dead. Looking into it. I could only find archaic references to
"gathering moss" as a euphemism for the state of being dead. It was then I turned
to the trusty thesaurus.
86. See Mom (Angelical for "moss." "dross", in the Lexicon in volume II.
87. We shall sec that the next Call may relate to the' north as wcll. Then, Calls Twelve

and Thirteen both focus upon the south.
88. Revelation 16:18: 'And there were voices. and thunders. and lightnings: and there
was a great earthquake, such as was not smel' men were upon the earth. so might\'
an earthquake, and

S<l

great."

Matthew 24:7: ''For nation shall rise agamst nation. and kingdom

a~ainsl

kinK

dom: and there shall be famines, and pl'stilenees. and earthquakes, in divers places."
89. Revelation 8:13: "And I beheld. and hE'arJ
heawn, saying with a loud voice. V/oe.

,111

\VOl'.

angel flying thn,ugh thE' midst

01-

woe. to the inhabiters of the earth

by reason of the other voices of the trumpet of the three angels, "hleh Me vet

to

sound'"
90.

Note the use of the \\'ord wormn'oo,! in Call NIne. ~iust pre\ ious to this one.

91

Revelation 4'5' "And out of thE' throne proceedeJ lightnings and thunderings and
yoicc:-;

Revclation

-+:0 -7'

and round about the throne. were f()ur beast> full of eyes

before and bchmd. And the first beast" as hke a hon. and the second beast like e1
calL and the third heast had a bce as a man. ,lnd thl' t(lllrth beast \vas Irke a fly111g

e,lgle"
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.)2, Renll'mlwr the tt ,ldlllon,l\ z"di.lc'a\ ,1tu'ibuti()l1 0\ c'\crncnb to the f(lUr quartt'rs
whlCh ""OL'i,HC, Sc'()rpio W,IIl'!' wnh the nOI th, There" ,11,0 ,I branc'h 01 ",trol·
"gv called "r.luedlthal pl,lc'''s I,c'll m the c,"tll1'te,ld 01 :\n('" It'

\\C

zodi.1ca[l'h.1rt, YYC fin,] !lw \(lUI' l'l~cd Sign, ,II till' i,JLlr COlllP,lS',

look ,It suc'h

P0lf11S

,I

IIlStCd,l nl'

the C,lrdilhlb, bUI Y\lth Ihe S.111](, ,lrr.lt1gelllclit "I' "IC!l1CIllS, Th" :\iu,lr,ltCS the \()ur
{-luI\"
l)

Ll\

ing fk'a:-,t'), ~ho\\'irlg .scorpio thL'

l. Sec pn'Yl()ll" f()()(llOlC

cagle

I

elf tLl" northern pOint.

\iso Like note ot the !!t',:d's

llr sl'Crpll.1lL\

Illctuio!1cd

!ll

Call

Te,', whIch" ltselC ,,,SOc'I,\(,,] Y\ ltlt thc' tlonh,
,1-1 Sec S\oanc' 31 L) l.
I)"

~ec' Yllrious pJ.rccs thlOUgh<lut I EHllCil,

L\l', I tn(\uckJ this quote b'om [\.1\Y,l).',(' YY itil my COI11!11ent.lry upon Cdl Light.
c)-

Sec n1) CS~~lJ ··C~n(),ticisnl. Scthlal1 to Valcn[ini~ln .

cJf;

Notict th,lt the final and lovYTnnost of the lesser ·\com IS \V"jOl11
'llp/lIll to thE' Cnosllc"

,1\1,1 y\ho appeared

my thos, Sophia is the mother
c)e),

known as

to Dcc and Kelle\' as Gail'dh, in Cnostic

or Llld"haoth,

:-'el' A.IIl),(1: The FiLII :\l,m, ,111 ,1111:ient Snnwrian tale

100, Sec' :\lercca Eliade, SJlIIIJ1I1ni.lm: ,\rdltlic Tcdtlll'iill'S ,,( h'SfIlSY, e,peci'l11~ pp, L)9, l.B,
iX4,

]()]

,mel 4 LH.

Impressed on cla\', ,lcIUaily,

1rJ2 See Ccnt's;s 3: 17 19,

or the :\ethvrs,

\ O.l

Thi, 1.1 a quote ii'om the Call

\11,.\,

Sec chapter 201' this v-olumc, (ClneE'rning I.llilgMtlr', Tables

2(), 4L),

1()'i, :\gnppa outlines the ,1Strological div-i,iot1S of the Earth in his

(lC(lj!J

Pltrlll,\p/tV,

where it had a direct influence upon nee's· Parts of the Earth" .Iv-stem 01' magick,
The reference to the Parts and this diVISion in the Call oj' the :\cthn, is relatcd to
th,1t system,

L

Chapter Four

Gebofal-The Gates of Heaven
and Practice of the Holy Book

T

he practice of the Book

oJ Loagaetll was given a name late in Dee's

journals by the lunar Angel Levanael: 1

Now to the work intended, which is called in the Holy Art Gcbojal.
which is not (as the Philosophers h,lVc written,) the first step supernatural, but it is the first supernatural step naturally limited unto the 4S
Cates of \Visdom; where your holy Buok belongeth. The last i Gate I' is
the speaking with God, as Moses did, which is infinite: All the reS1 have
proper limits, wherein they are contained. But understand that this
singular work recieveth Multiplication and dignification, by ascension
through all the rest that eire limited according to their proper qualities.
iA Tnnaw/ Faith/iil RelatIo)J, p. 373]

This is a wonderful description of Gebofal. or the ascension through the
forty-eight (reallv forty-nine) Gates of vVisdorn-represented by the
Tables of Loagarth. It is no accident if Levanael's description reminds
you of what \ve discussed in chapter 1. concerning the Jewish cllstom of
Counting the Orner and entering the fifty Gates of Binah. It is here that
everything we have learned thus far comes together.
Levanad describes each Cate as having "proper limits" wherein
each is contained. This is likelv because each Table of the Holy Book
173
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represents one aspect of Creation, so the associated Gate of Wisdom
would be limited to that aspect. (Compare this to both the fifty Gates
of Binah and the thirty-six Tables of Soyga-each of which rcpresent
one aspect of God or an astrological force.) Only the "last"-actually
the First'-Table is unlimited and infinite. And, like the Highest Gate of
Understanding in the Jewish systcm, this infinite Table represents direct
communication with God. Levanael even mentions Moses in association
with the first Table / Gate-as he is the one credited with actually having
passed through this Gate at the time of his death.
So the Tables of Loagaeth (the Gates of Wisdom) might be intended
as a "version" of the Qabalistic Gates of Understanding. A clue to this
fact might have been hidden in the Angels' choice of magickal timing
for the transmission of the Holy Book-which began on Good Friday,
March 29th, 1583. It turns out that Good Friday is something of a Christian parallel to the Jewish Passover. In practical terms, both Good Friday
and Passover mark the onset of spring. As we learned in chapter 1, Passover mythologically marks the sparing of the Jewish firstborn during
the final Plague of Egypt. 4 That initiates the "Counting of the Omer,"
a fifty-day period corresponding to the Exodus of the Children of Israel
toward Mount Sinai, and during which the aspirant opens and enters the
Gates of Understanding.
On the Christian side of things, Good (or Holy) Friday represents the
Crucifixion of Jesus Christ.' This is always the Friday preceding Easter
Sunday-which is itself a celebration of the eve of Christ's Resurrection. This represents a three-day period corresponding to the three days
Christ rested in the tomb (and during which he, according to some traditions, descended into Hell to perform work there).
So, the Angels chose to transmit the text of the Holy Book to Dee
and Kelley beginning on the Christian holiday that most corresponds to
Passover. Then, similar to the fifty-day period of Counting the Omer, the
reception of the forty-eight (really forty-nine) Tables of Loagaeth took
place over forty-eight days. This relationship might help explain the particular observations of magickal timing used by the Angels throughout
the reception of Loagaeth, such as this quote from Uriel:

,
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Behold (sayeth the Lord) I will breathe upon men, and they shall have
the spirit of Understanding. In 40 days must the Book of the Secrets,
and Key of this World, be written. I Five Books

of Mystery, p. 3271

For Dee's Angels, the number 40 (andl or 48) took precedence over the
more traditional Jewish fifty days.
Another relationship between Counting the Orner and Loagaeth
can be found in the Angels' descriptions of the forty-eight Gates themselves. As we saw previously, Levanael described them as the Gates of
Wisdom. However, the quote from Uriel in the above paragraph mentions the "spirit of Understanding" (or spirit of Binah). The Archangel
Raphael also makes a cryptic reference to Understanding in relation to
the Gates:
As I have said: the 49 parts of this Book [ ... 1Every element in this mystery is a world of understanding. [Five Books of Mystery, p. 296 J

And Nalvage, later in the journals, makes the point rather clear:
In 49 voices, or callings: which are the Natural Keys to open those, not
49 but 48 (for one is not to be opened) Gates of Understanding. [True

and Faithfo t Rdation, p. 771
I find the soul of man hath no portion in this First Table. [ ...

1All the

rest are of Understanding ... [A True and Faithfol Relation, p. 771

On the other hand, Levanael is not alone in referring to the forty-eight
Tables as the Gates of Wisdom instead. The Archangel Uriel does so
later in the journals:
God shall make clear when it pleaseth Him, and open all the secrets of
wisdom when He unlocketh. [Five Books of Mystery, p. 351J

As does the Angel Mapsama, even later in the journals when the Angelical Calls were being transmitted:
These Calls are keys into the Gates and Cities of Wisdom. IA True and

Faithful RelatIOn, p. 1451

Students of the Qabalah will recognize Wisdom (or Chockmah) as the
name of Binah's co-equal among the Supernal Sephiroth b The evidence
I

L

suggests that Dee's Angels were treating them as interchangeable.
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There is also a cosmological relationship between Dec's Cates and
the Jewish version. By this, I mean that both systems retlect a simiiar understanding of how the Universe is put together. For instance, note this
passage tram the foundational Qabalistic text called the Sepltcr haZohar,
which describes the fifty Gates as related to space:
In that Temple rof Binahj there arc 50 gates, which are ,upposed to be
closed, meaning that they block the flow of Lights. There are 49 gates
engraved upon the 'four winds' of the world. One gate has no direction:
it is not known whether it faces up or down. This is how this gate remains closed. rScpher Zoh£lr, The Locked and the Unlocked, verses 43ffl
Here we can see that forty-nine of the Gates are engraved upon the "four
winds" -or the four cardinal directions of the compass. Meanwhile, the
highest Gate has "no direction" -so it rests in the center of the compass.
Now, in the same light, consider the following words of the Angel
Nalvage:
All the rest [of the Tables I' are of Understanding. the exact Center ex
cepted. iA True and Faithful Relation, p. 791
Taken by themselves, Nalvage's words appear to indicate that the exact
center Table of the forty-nine-which would be Table 25--is not "of
Understanding." However, it is more likely the Angel is speaking about
the first Table, which is locked and therefore not "of Understanding" as
far as we are concerned. What Nalvage reveals here is that Table One is
somehow the "exact Center"-\vhich fits perfectly with the description
of the Gates of Understanding in the Zahar.
This interpretation seems to be confirmed later in the journals. At
one point, the Archangel Gabriel gave Dee a list of "things to do," as \vell
as further lessons that were yet to be transmitted. Number seven on the
list would appear to relate to our Zoharic view of the forry-nine Gates
of Loagaeth:
Gabriel:

71

The Angels also of the

48

,1I1gln of the Heavens, and their

Ministers. For they are those, that have the thunders and the wmds
at commandmel1t. Those make up the time, and then, cometh the
Harvest.
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!Dee's marginal note: I Ergo Seven degrees dnd a hall
Thunder,. \Vinus, the rull Time.'

[A fnlt'c1Jld

(,fitiI/ili

to everv anglL.

j{cllltiol1,

P ICl41

Dcl.' was thinking like an astrologer in this case, and he likely envisioned
this as we might view an astrological chart. Each seven-anLt-a-half de
grce division of the chart might represent Ol1e of the Cates of Wisdom,
with four C'ltes included within each of the twelve dstrological Houses.
The exact CeT1ter, a..; rncntioned hy Nalvage. is left

OWl'

for the First dnd

hidden Cdte,
Gabriel offers no further information about the Angels who

"h,lW'

the thunders '1nd the winds <1t commandment"--and who presllmably

I

L
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reside within the forty-eight Gates of Heaven. Instead, it is Nalvage who
offers this information:
... you shall have knowledge to move every Gate, and to call out as
many as you please, or shall be thought necessary, which can very wdL
righteously, and wisely, open unto you the secrets of their Cities. and
make you understand perfectly the [knowledge JS contained in the Tables. Through which knowledge you shall easily be able to judge, not as
the world doth, but perfectly of the world, and of all things contained
within the Compass of Nature, and of all things which are subject to an
end.iTruc and Faithfitl Relation, p.

77J

These concepts are not exactly new to us. We have already learned that
the forty-nine Tables of Loagaeth encompass the whole of Creationboth space and time, from beginning to end. What Nalvage tells us here
is that the Angels who reside in the torty-eight Celestial Cities beyond
the Gates have charge over that Creation. Not just the thunders and the
winds, but the entirety of nature is at their commandment.
What is more, through the practice of Gebofal, the mystic can open
the Gates to the Cities and summon forth Angelic teachers. These teachers will then expound upon the Doctrine contained in the Tables, much
like Jewish Angels traditionally invoked during study of the Torah. Furthermore, they will reveal the mysteries of the Celestial Cities that lie
beyond the Gates.
The Angel Mapsama assures Dee and Kelley that opening the Gates
(with the Angelical Keys / Calls) must result in the visible apparition of
such Angels:
These Calls are keys into the Gates and Cities of Wisdom. Which
[Gates 1" are not able to be opened, but without visible apparition. \ True

and Faithful Relation, p. 145J

The Archangel Gabriel confirms this somewhat later:
Therefore, now examine your Books, conter one place with another.
and learn to be perfect for the practice and entrance.

I ... I There is no

other reading of the Book, but the appearing of the Ministers and Crea·
tures of God. Which shewing what they are themselves, shew how they

L
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are conjoined in power, and represented formally by those letters. \ True

lind Faithful Relation, p. 2091

Note that Gabriel makes a cryptic reference to the "entrance" of the
C,ltcs. This was explained earlier in the journals by the Angel Nalvage,
\yhen he offered a second (expanded) description of Gebotal. Herein, he
clescribes what one would see by entering the Gates and exploring the
Celestial Cities directly:
For every Table hath his key, every key openeth his gate, and every
~ate

being opened, giveth knowledge of himself of entrance, and of

the mysteries of those things whereof he is an enclosure. Within these
Palaces you shall find things that are of power, as well to speak, as to do
tilr every

1.

Palace is above his

2.

City, and every City above his

.3.

Entrance.

Be you therefore diligent that you may enter in, not as spoilers, but as
such as deserve entertainment in the name, and through the power of
the Highest. For great are the mercies of God unto such as have faith. [A
True and Faithful Relation, p. 88]

The inclusion of Heavenly Palaces that may be visited within the Cities
indicates a relationship between Gebofal and the ancient Jewish practice
oj

Merkavah or Hechaloth mysticism, One of the principal goals of the

;v1crkavah mystic was to journey in the spirit through the Heavenly Palaces IHechaloth)-as depicted in the Book of Enoch (1 Enoch), It would
appear, then, that Dee's Angels intended a similar practice in relation to
thl' forty-eight Gates of Wisdom .
.\t the beginning of this section, we saw the Angel Levanael describe

Cl'boL11 as the practice of "ascension through all" of the Gates of Wisdom. It is likely that the Angels intended one to open all forty-eight Gates
in succession-with the exception of the first Table, of course-just as
We see in the practice of Counting the

the Angel Mapsama confirms this:

Orner. Much later in the journals,
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i\1apsama: \Vhich ICates I'" ~llT not ahle to be upened. hut withoUl vis
ible .1p~"lrill()n.
Del': And how Sh,lll that be come unto'
Mapsama: \Vhich is ,l(uJrding to rhe former in·;rructions.' I .-\nd ru be
had. b\ (alling of even "Llhle. Yuu L'alled fur wisdom. Cud hath upened
unto you his .Judgment. He hath delivered unto you the heys. that

YOU

m,l)' enter. But be humble" Enter not of presumption. hut of pntnis
sion. Co !lot in Llshly. but he brought in \\ illingly !Cor. many have as,
cended. but tew ha\T eI1tncd. I A True' ,mil FailhJiti Rciaticl11. p. 1451

Maps<1tn<1 here te1ls Dec that every Table must be called, and (theret()re)
all the Gates of \Visdom must be opened. l-lis instructions on the proper
attitude tovyard entering the Gates (which echo Nalvage's previous in
structions) are also fairly similar to Jewish

s()urces~-for

both the fifty

Gates and the Hechaloth.
Note, also, that the orJering of Dec's forty,nine Tables matches the
traditional Jewish ordering of the Fifty Cates of Understanding--beginning with the Infinite Divine Table on the first Ie at: and progressing

downward through thE cosmos to the physical realm on the final leaf
Therefore. if the practice of Gebotal is also similar, then one would open
the Gates of LoagaetlJ from the highest Table accessible to man (the sec
ond Table) to the lowest (Table 49, the Aethyr of Tex'J. 12 After progressively opening all torty-eight G:.tes, revelations <1nd i or blessings hom
God should pass to the aspirant through the First

(Centr~t1)

Cate.

Being Called by God. and to a Good Purpose
DEC's journals <1lso record what tl1(' Angels had

to

say about the purpose

of GeboEl1. N,llvage describe.,;; the system as prophetical, suggesting the
words of the Holy Book arE the voice of Angelic Inspiration heard by
the Apostles:
You h,l\e 4L) Tables: III thu,,, Tables

,In'

contJlllCd the mystical ,mel hoh

voices ot" the ,-\ngl'ls. ciigniticd. [\nd. in state. disglorificci ,1l1d drl'l1t in
confllSion: which plercl'th t k~l\'t'n. ,md lookt'th into the Ce\1ter of the
Earth: the vcr\, bngu,lge and specch of children Jnd innllcents. such
Jll,lgnifv the n<lJ11C of Cod. ,md

,UT

,1S

pure. \VhLTein the .-\postll's undcr·
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stood the diffusc sound of the World, imperferted for
sion.IA,

TrHC(!ll.i

]81

l11dI1S tr~H1,gres

Fllit/lfilL Rd,lIiol1, p. CAl

1\ldlvclge calls these forces "in statt'. disglorified and drent in confusi(ln"
beCJuse they relate to the chaotic physical realm. '1 However. the words
of the Tables still rt'present the pure <lnd dignified voices of the Angels-··
who are the agents of Creation.
The meeting between the aspirant and these Angels-\vho apparently govern the natural world-seems to be the principal goal of the
wstem, ~alv<1ge stresses this point somewhat later in the journals:
Cntu this Doctrine bclongcth the perfect knowledge, and remembrance
of the mYStical Crcatures. I low. therefore, shall I inform you. which
kJl(m them not' i A Trlle mill Fartl1jid Relation. p. 78 i

However. some vague rules are established concerning when the magick
can be put into use. Of course, we have already seen some amount of
magickal timing used hy the Angels in the transmission of the forty-nine
Tdbles, However, the Angel Mapsama seems to indicate that no traditional magickal timing is necessary to perform Cebofal:
:vJapsama: Then (as occasion serveth) you may practice at all times. But

you being called by Cod. and,

to

d

good purpose.

Dec: How shall we llnciersr,1l1d this Calling by C()d'
\lapsama: Cod stllppelh my mouth. I will answer thee
iIl1<i

110

more. [A True

Faitiltill RelatIOn. pp. 14)-461

Therefore. the concepts of Solomonic timing---such as magicbJ days
and hours---are ruled out of the LoagactiJ system. I I Instead. the timin)2. lltilized is strictly prophetic or inspirational-one should work only
when moved bv Cod to do so. Note this is similar to the instructions
I

C,llvah gave to Dee f()f writing the perft'cted Holy Book.) This mdkes
perfect sense. because the

Llldgllft/l

system invokes the

LlgO,i.

a t()rct' that

tr~111scends the /\ngels. days. and hours that govern magickal timing.

The day after I\laps<lma gave his instruction, thl' Archangel Cabricl
arrived to provide a slight elaboration. (:\fore number two in the f(lllowl11g list):
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I give you a short warning. God will fulfill his promises. And (as he hath
said) by this August, you shall understand:
1. How to know and use God his Creatures, good and bad.

2. But when, and for what, is the gift of the Highest, and shall be fulfilled
in you (if you will be obedient) when it pleaseth him. Even with a sound
from his own mouth, saying, Come dnd hear!
For these Actions are twofold. Consider it, if you can. And they are the
greatest, because they are the last, and contain all that hath been done
before them. Which if you consider well, and to what you are called,
you shall perceive that the Judgments of God are not a tennis-balL! i
Thus much I thought to warn you my brethren. Have a little patience
for the Action. rA True and Faithful Relation, p. 146]

Gabriel reiterates that God will call upon the aspirant to use the magick.
However, he appends this by saying one must" consider well, and to what
you are called." This suggests that the would-be prophet has some personal responsibility to recognize when the magick should be employed.
Dee and Kelley were not immune to making mistakes in this regard.
There is one saga recorded in Dee's journals in association with the reception of the Holy Book, which (due to concerns over length) I have not
included in this chapter.!t, In short, the story involves a small grimoire
full of talismans-found by Kelley and a friend-that promised to lead
one to buried treasure. As the Angels attempted to deliver the text of
the forty-nine Tables, both Kelley and Dee persisted in asking questions
about this little book, its talismans, and the supposed buried treasure.
In what might have been some kind of joke, or perhaps a simple case
of Dee and Kelley's own mental focus, the Angels began to refer to the
mysteries of the Holy Book as a "Treasure" which the men would collect in August. Because of this, Dee and Kelley came under the mistaken
impression that the magick of Loagaeth would lead them to their buried
treasure.
The entire saga of this treasure ends when the Daughter of Light
named Aath appears in the crystal, and finally sets the men straight. This
is important to us here, because she explains the proper use of the Holy
Book, and why the men would never find their buried treasure through it:

L
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All that is spoken of, is in very deed. vanity. The book may be used to
a good purpose. They were wicked

ones.'~

But as these things are the

least part of the action. so arc they not much
£1I1£i

to

be looked after. 1A True

Faith/ill Relation. p. 91

I Cdn only assume that the Angels recognize a contrast between purely
physical and spiritual pursuits. The Holy Book is not to be used for physical purposes---such as money, sex, or personal power. Entering the Gates
of Wisdom--likc Counting the Orner-involves a journey away from the
\\urld of mankind dnd its corresponding Gates of Impurity. (See chapter
1.1 Therefore, Gebofal is a transcendent and theurgical practice intended
to

move one closer to the Divine. This supports the inspirational and

prophetical nature of the system. It is primarily a form of mysticism.
However. there is also a definite physical application for the magick
(that is, the magick one might receive through the mystical practice of
Cebofa1.) We have already seen the promises that one might summon
the Angels who govern the natural world from the forty-eight Gates, and
through them perform miracles. However, how can one apply such mys~
ticism only

"to

a good purpose" in the world of mankind? This question

is answered much later in the journals, by the Angel Mapsama:
But the practices that are in the instructions of the Highest. are not but
in lawful causes and for necessity,

to

glorify God: and against Pharaoh.

1A True and Faithjill Relation, p. 1451

This sums it up rather succinctly. It is the key to the judgment one must
lise in deciding whether or not one is called by God. The magick can
only be used for "lawful" causes-that is, purposes that do not break
with religious taboos. Moreover. it must be used only in cases of necessity (for the "glorification of God." of course). All in alL these are
!lot uncommon restrictions in the medieval and Renaissance Christian
Ill,\gickal trdditions-such as grimoires like the Book

of Abramdin.

It is most fascindting that Mapsama states the magick can be used
. ,\gainst Pharaoh." Pharaoh simply means "ruler." and this is the term
used to describe the king of Egypt in the Book of Exodus. Over time,
f:gypt (as described in Exodus) became a Judea-Christian mystical

sym~

hoI of the oppressive and corrupt world of humanity. Pharaoh, as well,
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hecanJe a symbol of emperors amI kings of al1 kinds who govern tht>
world and cnslave nations.
i\.1apsa111~1

is thcref<lrc suggesting here that the 1l1,'gick of the Holy

Book can be wielded against political ruling powers. This would have
set \ery well with Dee on two fronts. He was passionately dedicated to
the ascension of an English empire. ,md he firmly believed that God .lnd
His Angels \\'l're also behind that caLlse. If Dee wished to influence the
world at all. it was to inf1uence the destinies of both his own and foreign
nations."
On the other hand. Mapsama's mention of "Pharaoh" might also be
bound into the relationship between the Holy Book and the Christian
belief in the End Times, As Pharaoh of Exodus was the cruel king who
enslaved ,md oppressed the Children of Israel, so was he also a symbol of
(and forerunner

to)

the Antichrist. We might remember that Dee was as-

sured by the Angels-during the reception of the forty-nine

Tables~that

the Antichrist was already born and the End Times had begun. He had
also been told that the mysteries cont,lined in the Holy Book would be
wielded in some way by Dee and Kelley themselves through the Tribulation. (Remember the speech of Cabriel in chapter 2. in which he called
the Holy Book a nail and Dee and Kelley God's threshers!) Mapsama
may therefure have had the Antichrist in mind when he referred to using
the magick "against Pharaoh,"

All These Things Must Be Used-Gebofal and the Hcptarchia
There is also an intimate connection between the practice of the Loaga-

all system and Dee's Hcplarchill mysteries. \Ve saw clues to this earlier in
chapter 2. when we found Heptarchic Angelic names in the text or titles
of the Holv Book. \Ve might also take note that rYldny of the mysteries
of LOllgaetil were deliwred by Htptarchic Angels such as the Sons and
Daughters of Light.
Bei(')n' the Holv. Book was e\Tn transmitted to DCl' ,md Kellcv.
- the
Archangcl Raphael made the connection between L1agacth and the Hep

lilrchiil quitc clear. \Vhen he first rL'wals the Holv Book to Kelley in the
crystal. he directly states that it represents "the measure" of all three

L
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magickal systems given to the two men. (That is, the Heptarchia, the
[ioly Book, and the Creat Table of the Earth.)'"
This is the Second and the Third: the Third and the last. This is the
measure of the whole. (0 what is man. that is worthy to know these
secrets) Heavy are his wickednesses. mighty is his sin l ) These shalt thou
know. These shall you use. I ... J Yet must there be a third, whom God
doth not yet choose. LO The time shall be short, the matter great. the end
gn:'ater. [FiVt' Books of Mvstt'fy. p. 2631

Raphael's first words above most likely indicate that the Holy Book (the
~ccond

of the magickal systems) will be the source of the third system

,the Creat Table). We will not explore this relationship here, however,
because we are more concerned with the relationship between Loagaeth
and the Heptarchia.
Later, in the appendix to the Five Books, after the first leaf of the Holy
Book had been recorded, Dee shifts the sessions briefly back to the Heptarchic system in order to clear up some points. The Archangel Uriel reappears, as he was the principal instructor to Dee and Kelley while the

Heptarchia was the subject. At one point, he is giving further instruction
concerning the Heptarchic magickal tools, when he suddenly makes a
most cryptic comment about Loagaeth:
Uriel: All these things must be used. as that day.

l Dee in margin: J On the first of August next. [Five Books of Mystery, p.
3961

Without Dee's marginal note, Urie!'s comment might be meaningless.
However, we already know that the first of August is the "appointed
time" for the revelation of the mysteries of the Holy Book. The Arch,mgel is simply telling Dee that the tools of the Heptarchia Call these
things") must be used in conjunction with the Holy Book on that day.
Tbis makes sense. of course. as the Heptarchic tools are. collectively,
,( set of Angelic scrying tools. This equipment would have established
the atmosphere necessary for the Angels of the Holy Book to manifest.
~ote

that both systems share a sevenfold symbolism.)
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Uriel also

sugge~ts to

Del' that further f leprarchic mysteries will be

revealed by the lise of the 110ly Book. ror instance, at one point, Dee
asks f()r further inf(xmation about the variollS uses of the names of the
Heptarchic Kings and Princes. Uriel replies:
Uric!: Th,n secret is not to be delivered but by the distinctioIl of the
Book. [Five Books ll( ,\lystcrv, pp.

")7

98!

During the same session, Dee attempts to gain further information
aboLlt certain letters that appear upon the talismans of the I'-\eptarchic
kings. Uriel once again directs Dee to LoagilCLh:
Whereof notice shall be given at IJrge, bv the Book.

r.

I For it is said

before that the Book cOl1tJineth three types of knowledge..
hath ,1I1swered

d

And this

green doubt. IFive B(loks o( Mystery. p. YJeJI

Indeed, it has answered a great dOllbt. We know for certain, now, that
the Heptarchic tools arc intended for usc with the Rook of Loagacth.
Unfortunately, a full description of these necessary tools is outside the
scope of this yolume. I hope to follow this work with another volume
that will focus upon the constrllction and practical use of the Heptarchic
and other "Enochian" tools and systems of magick.

Gebofal Instruction and Ave's "Prayer of Enoch"
When Calvah instructed Dee to write the perfected Holy Book, she
included some essentially Solo monic considerations. Specifically, Dee
must be alone when working on the text, and all rhings involved in the
work must be pure. 21 Similar instructions on purity were later given by
the Archangel Cabriel for the practical use of the book:
But yet is not All)..,"l't come. I
Herein be not

r~lsh.

I Sec that your

g~nments

be clean.

nor over hasty. For those th,lt ,He hastv and rash. ,llld

are loathsomely ,1rr~1rl'lcd, lll,W kn(lL'k long before they enter iA

TrJlC

Ulld F{litiltill Re1,ttll111, p. 2U91

Ritual cleanliness

W3S

of prime importance throughout medieval gri·

moiric mysticism--something it adopted jj'om its .luLleo·Christian rootS.

By itself: this stress on ritual purity is simply biblical. rather than directly
"Solomonic.·· However. further instruction given by the r\rchangel Uriel

l
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would appear to draw a line almost direcrly fi-om the Key of Solomon the
KinS itseit:
But (because J will spe~lk to you, after the l11dnncr of men 1 see that all
things he in readiness agalllst the first day of August nexl. Humble YOUr
senses nine days before. Yea. unrip (15,1)11 the emkers of your infected
s(JUls, that vou mav be dpt and meet to understand the Secrets that shall
be delivered. !Five B(loRS

or ·'vlvstcrv, p. 3941

Compare Uricl's above speech with this excerpt tiom the Key

of Salomon:

He who h,11h attained the rank or degree of Exorcist, r ... j whensoever
he desireth ro undeIldke any operation, t()J' the nine days immediately
preceding the commencement of the work, should put aside from him

,111 uncleanness, and prepare himself in secret during these days, and
prepare all the things necessary, and in the sp~lce of these days all these
should be made, consecrated, and exorcised. [The KevoJ Solomon tile
King, Book II, chapter 131

It would almost appear that both Uriel and Gabriel were drawing horn
this same portion of the Key

of Solomon. The concept of humbling one's

senses (as Uriel instructs) includes seclusion, fasting, prayer, sexual absti
nence, and several other observances intended to deprive the senses of
their usual t100d of input. It is the essence of ritual purification.
That was all the Angels had to say about preparations for Gebofal.
Fortunately, they had a bit more to say about how to accomplish the
practice itself. We have already seen the Angel Mapsama instruct Dee
and Kelley to call "every Table" from the Book of Loagaeth, We have also
seen the close relationship between Gebofal and Counting the Orner,
which provides some further clues into the nature of the practice.
Ftnally, we have the famoLls Enochian "Prayer of Enoch" delivered
by the Angel ,'\ve." (You might remember that Ave pre\'iously delivered
the "Enochian mythos" must often associated with Dee's magick. 1 We
know that the Prayer of Enoch is intended to relate practical instruction,

teJ!' Ave says at the very end of the prayer itself:
Cun,idcr well my wonk and what I h,l\e now ,aid untel thee. Fm here
thUUlll<J\ st learn wisdom,
Fllitlrtitl Rcl,ltiMI, p.

[9 7

1

,lllel

abo

SCl'

wh,11 thou h,IS to do. i A I'm,' ()fId
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Therefore, we will now consider Ave's Prayer of Enoch and the implications it has on the practice of Gebofal:
I s.lid also, that Enoch laboured 50 Jays, Notwithstanding, that thy labour be not frustrate, and void of fruit, be it unto thee, as thou hast
done. I ... J I will tell thee, what the labour of Enoch was for those fifty
days. I ... J He made (as thou hast done, thy book) Tables. of Serpasan
and plain stone: as the Angel of the Lord appointed him: saying, tell me
(0 Lord) the number of days I shall labour in. It was answered him 50.
IA True and Faithfil/ Relation, p. 1961

We learn here that Enoch first constructed the Tables, and then received
instruction on how

to

use them. This mirrors the pattern of transmis-

sion the Angels attempted to use with Dee and Kelley. (Of course, I
highly doubt we are intended to make Tablets of stone. The legendary
Enoch may have carved them in stone, but Dee had already received
ample instruction to write them on paper.)
We can also see that Enoch was to perform his work over a fifty-day
period. Technically, this conflicts with the structure of Loagaeth-where
one should work a total of forty-nine days. (That is, forty-eight days

to

open the Gates plus the final day of Revelation.)
However, I do not think Ave's words are intended to conflict with
Loagaeth particularly. Remember that Dee would have taken the Bible

literally, and thus would have considered Enoch a historical Jewish personage. Being 'Jewish," Enoch would certainly have worked fifty days,
coinciding yet once again with the Counting of the Omer. Meanwhile,
Dee perceived the material he was receiving as distinctly Christian and
distinctly unique. I feel it is an educated assumption that Dee would have
naturally translated Enoch's fifty days of labor into torty-nine days for
Gebofa!'
From here Enoch is said to have recited a prayer, three times a day,
over the Tables of Loagacth. This, at last, is the Prayer of Enoch:
Then i Enoch Fl groaned within himself. saying: "Lord God the tountain
of true wisdom, thou that openest the secrets of thy own self unto man,
thou knowest mine imperfection, and my inward darkness: How can J
(therefore) speak unto them that speak not after the voice of man: or
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worthily call on thy name, considering th<lt my im<lgination is variable
and {i'uitless, and unknown to myself? Shall the sands seem to invite
the Mountains: or call the small rivers entert<lin the wonderful and unknown

W~l\'es)

"Can the vessel of fear, fragility, or that is of a determined proportion,
lift up himself, heave up his hands, or gather the Sun into his bosom)
Lord it cannot be: Lord, my imperfection is great: Lord I am less than
sand: Lord, thy good Angels and Creatures excel me far: our proportion
is not alike: our sense agreeth not: Notwithstanding I am comforted; For
that we have all one God, <lll one beginning from thee, that we respect
thee a Creator'. Therefore will I c<lll upon thy name, and in thee, I will
become mighty. Thou shalt light me, and I will become a seer: I will see
thy creatures and will magnify thy name among them. Those that come
unto thee have the same gate, and through the same gate, descend, such
as thou sendest. Behold, I ofFer my house, my labour, my heart and
soul, If it will please thy Angels to dwell with me, and I with them: to
rejoice with me, th<lt I may rejoice with them: to minister unto me, that
I may magnify thy name. Then, 10, the Tables (which I have provided
and, according to thy wilL prepared) I offer unto thee, and unto thy holy
Angels, desiring them, in and through thy holy names: That as thou art
their light, and comforted them, so they, in thee will be my light and
comfort. Lord, they prescribe not laws unto thee, so it is not meet that
I prescribe laws unto them: What it pleaseth thee to offer, they receive:
so what it pleaseth them to offer unto me, will I also receive. Behold,
I say (0 Lord) If I shall call upon them in thy name, be it unto me in
mercy, as unto the servant of the Highest. Let them also manifest unto
me, how, by what words, and at what time, I shall call them. 0 Lord, is
there any that measure the heavens, that is mortal? How, therefore, can
the heavens enter into mans imagination? Thy creatures are the glory of
thy countenance: Hereby thou glorifiest all things, which Glory excelltth and (0 Lordi is [lr above my underst;mding. Is it great wisdom, to
speak and talk according to understanding with Kings: But to commdnd
kings by a subtle commandment, is not wisdom, unless it come from
thee. Behold, Lord, how shall I therefore dscend into the heavens? The
air will not carry me, but resisteth my folly: I [1]] down, for I am of the
earth. Therefore, 0 thou very Light and true Comtort, that canst, and
mayst, and dost command the heavens: behold I offer these 'Llbles unto
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thee. C0111111and the111
lights

;1,

it pk'lserh thee:

<11lL!

U you Minister", and true

or ul1lit:r,tdnding. C()verning this earthly fj'arne. and the clements

wherein we Jive, Do for me

,IS

for the sC]'v,mt of the Lord: and unto

whom it hath plc;\,ed the I.ore! to Lllk of

yOU.

'P,eh()ld. L()rd, thou h,lst ,1ppoinred me ')0 tirnes; Thrice c1 ')0 times will
[lift my hands unto thee. Be

It

unto me

clS

it pleaseth thee, ,rnd thy holy

1Vlmister". I require nothing but thee, dnd through thee, and thy honour
and glory: but I hope [ Sh,1\1 he satisfied, and sh'l\1 not die, (As thou hast
promised) until thou gather the clouds together. ;md judge all things:
when in a moment I sh,111 be ch;mgeJ ,md dwell with thee forever. "2' 1,1
Tnlc and Faithtlti lZc/!Hi(m, pp. 1%-971

In this prayer we see many shades of what we have already discussed
concerning Gebofal. The prayer asks for the vision and companionship
of the Angels, calls upon them from the Gates, and asks for their guidance (rather than imposing cOl1trol over them). It even speaks of the
Merkavah concept of ascending into the Heavens.
The final paragraph of the prayer gives us more solid practical instrucrion. The prayer must be spoken over the Tables of Loagaeth three
times a day. In traditional Solomonic magick, this usually means

to

work

at dawn, noon and dusk. Of course, to use this prayer for Gebofal, it
would be necessary to replace the term 50 times with 49 times, in order to
match the Holy Book. II assume one would recite this prayer three times
on the final day of Revelation as well.)
Finally, Ave describes the results of Enoch's labor, which once again
mirror the promise of the Jewish fi.ti:y Gates of Binah:
These words were thrice a eLl\' talk betwixt Enoch and God: In the end
oj' 50 l~lJyS, there JPpearcd unto him. which arc not now to be

I1l311!

tested nor spoken of. He cnjo\Td the Ii'uit of Cod hi, promise. ,md received the henefit of his Llith. Here m~l\' the

W1SC le~1fn

wisdom: for

what doth man that is not corruptible' I h,l\'(, not that 1 m~w S~ly an)'
n1()]'e to

\Oll.

11/1,/ FilitiItil/

3m, beliCH' me, I han' sdid grl',lllhings unto \'ou.

Hellltlllll,

p.

197!
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Geba£al and the Angelical Keys
The forty-eight Angelical Keys are necessary to access the forty-nine
Tables of Loagaelh. In this section I have gathered all of the practical
instructions outlined previously, and added them to the instructions for
using the Keys. Finally, I have organized all of this into a step-by-step
procedure for the performance of Gebofal.
As we have seen, there are two specific uses given for the forty-eight
Keys in Dee's journals. Their primary use is to open the Tables of Loaga-

"til in the practice of Gebofal. Their secondary use was given with the
1hirty Keys of the Aethyrs-to open the Parts of the Earth and summon
the Archonic rulers of the world's nations. Because I have promised to
outline the Parts of the Earth system in a later work, I will here concentrate on Gebofal.
Keep my explanation of Ave's Prayer of Enoch in mind: on each of
forty-eight successive days, it is necessary to open the Book of Loagaeth
to

the proper Table, and recite the Prayer of Enoch over it three times

\perhaps once in the morning, once at noon, and once again at dusk).
Now, I will add that one should follow the Prayer with a recitation of the
Angelical Key assigned to the Table.
For convenience, I am including an outline of the usage of the Keys
in (and in fact the entire process of) Gebofal-including instructions first
mentioned in chapter 2.

Final Outline far Gebafal
The Tools
One should first construct the so-called Heptarchic tools for Angelic evocaion, as described in Dee's Five Books of Mystery. This would include
the Holy Table and its seven 'Ensigns of Creation' talismans, wax seals,

,tlk coverings, crystal shewstone, and so forth. It would also include the
IZing of Solomon shown to Dee by Michael-without which Dee was
to do nothing"-as well as the enigmatic Holy Lamen which promised
l(j

reconcile DeC"s human nature with that of the Angels. Space pre-

('lucks me from including in-depth instructions for these "Enochian"
Implements. (For now, you can find this information in The Enocilian

,\Iflgic of Dr. John Dee, by Geoffrey James, as well as in Enochian Magicfor
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bv Donald Tyson. HO\vever, J will bc dedicating a future book

to the creation and application of the Heptarchic tools .•
Establish a sacred space or oratory to erect the furnishings and
within which to carry out the tony-nine-day Operation. In Dee's time,
it was common for wealthy or amuent Christians to have oratories
(prayer r00111S) built directly into their homes. Dcc's own oratory was
adjacent to his study. Kelley would usually sit in the study at Dee's desk,
while Dee entered the oratory and recited prayers and invocations until
Kelley reported a vision (either in or outside of the crystal shewstone),
The methods for creating sLlch an oratory of your own are the same as
those described in the medieval Solomonic literature and in the work
of Agrippa, Once again, space prohibits me from outlining these techniques in full here, but they have been described at length elsewhere. C('
You will also need to construct a copy of the Book of Loag(lt'th. It
will be a very large book--as each page has

to

bear a 49 x 49 Table, The

characters must be written in Angdical, and remember that they must
bc written from right to left as we would with Hebrew' That means you
open the book to what would (to an English speaker) be the "last page"
of the book, The first character of the first Table is written in the upper-

right corner of the page, and the following characters are written toward
the left. The final Tables of the Book will appear on what an English
speaker would consider the "first page,"
At the time of this writing, 1 know of two ready sources f(w the text
of Loagaeth. One is on Joseph Peterson's Twilit Grotto website. From
there you can order dn inexpensive CD containing a vast amount of 501omonic and related

literature-~ineluding

the complete text of the Tables

of Loagllfth. The other source is The i'vIagickal Review website, which in
eludes an Enochian section containing scans of Dee's journals in their
original fi)rm, The addresses for both of these websites are ineluded in
the bibliography of this book.
Once you haye the text uf the

Table~

in English char,1cters, yuu must

undertake the task of transliterating them to Angelical characters and
writing them into the Book. The English version of the Tables do read
from left to right-so do not tiJrget

to

reverse each line' You will quicklY

l
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discover why Dcl' was overwhelmed by the task, especially since he was
,s:;ivcnjust iCJrty days to comrletc it'
You will also, like Dcl', discover that the iirst Table cannot be written
inside a grid-square Jnd still fit on a single lear. The Angels gave dispensa
tion for that text to written out line by line--so it willlikcly take up several pages, depending on the size of the characters. So. sadly, the physical
Rook of Loagarth will be a bit longer than just forty-nine leaves.
The Holy B,)ok must also be covered in light blue silk. Its title, Amzcs
lIdghezes

Hardch. is painted (also in Angelical characters. from right to

lefti onto this cover in gold. I would suggest purchasing shell gold in

order to paint the title viith real gold. Or, if you have or know someone
\vith the skill to do so. you could have the words gold-leafed instead.
Only as a last rEsort would [ use paint merely colored metalic gold. Do
not forget: the front cover of Loagacth is what an English speaker would
normally consider the back cover! When looking at the title painted on
the front, the book should open from the left-hand side.
Also follow the instructions gh'en by GaJvah: work when inspired to
do so. and undertake ritual purification before working. One might even
go so far as to observe the "Enochian Sabbath" -rEsting trom the Work
on Mondays, observing ritual seclusion and abstinenCE, EtC.

Nine Days of Purification
For the sake of illustration, [ will assume you wish to begin on the
morning after Good Friday-mirroring thE Jewish Passover practice of
Counting the Omer. If so, cuunt back exactly ninE days from that mOf11ing---and begin a general process of purification ending on thE day of
Cood Frida\'. ,-

Opening the Gates, Day 1
Un the morning after Good Friday, wash your body, don clean garments.
dnd enter the or,1(ory at L1awn. Open L(1agactil to the Second Table. RecitE the Prayer of Enoch, followed by KEy On<:' Then sit back dnd meditatE or scry--considering what we know I if anything) <1bout the mystl'l'ics of the Table and the implications of its KEy. REcord the subject of
your mEditations, and any thoughts,

inspirati()n~,

or visions that strike
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you during this time. Repeat the process again at noon. and then again
at dusk.
Opening the Gates, Days 2 to 48
At dawn on the following day. wash yourself and enter the oratory again.
Turn the Book of Loagaeth to the Third Table. and recite the Prayer of
Enoch followed by Key Two. Meditate as described for day one. Continue this process-one Table a day. three times each day-until you
have opened the forty-ninth Table with Key Forty-eight.
Completion, Day 49
Finally. on the forty-ninth day, wash and enter the oratory at dawn. Open

Loagaeth to the text of the first "hidden" Table, and recite only the Prayer
of Enoch. Repeat this at noon and dusk, recording your experiences as
previously described. This day represents the final Gate of Understanding. which is locked to our entrance, but slightly parts for one who has
opened the previous forty-eight Gates. Divine blessing and / or inspiration should result, and the results of the magick should manifest over the
next weeks, months, and years.

Endnotes
l. This Al1gel's name is found on the Seal of Truth from the

Hcptaychia.

2. [have added this word for clarification.
3. Remember Loagacth is written right to left. so Table One is on the "last" leaf of the
book by Western (left-to-righn standards.
4. See Exodus 12.
)'. Sec' John 13: 1 for the relationship between Passover and the Crucifixion of Jesus.
6. Sec chapter I for basic information on the Supernal Sephiroth.
/. [have inserted these bracketed words for c1arific;llion.
8. The word kllowledgr was missing from the text. [ have reinserted it tilr clarification.
9.

[have U1serted the bracketed word for clarification.

10. [have insertc,d the bracketed word for clarification.

II. These ['Jrmer instructions were the use of the tilrtv-cight Angelical Keys to open the
Cates of \Visdom. See chapter 3.
12. /\s \ve shall see in the f(lllowing ch;lpter. the ordering of the Angelical Keys used
to open the Tables of

through the Gates.

l.ollgacth supports this downward direction for "ascension"
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---1 I. We Sh,lll sec later that the Llst of the Angelical Keys addresseo this confusion of
nature.
1-1. 5i111i1<n'to what we see in the Book "f Abril/nciln.
i'i

Probably mccllling that God's .iudgments
tD

10.

,11'('

solid, and do not bounce from position

po,ition.

1-lowevl'1', I h,lvt' outlined it in other works. They arc currently unpublished, but
check mv website tilr updates: http'

=-

kheph 7 77.tripod.com.

1-

"They"

!~.

Thio \\ould b", <line most evident in the Parts of the E,lrth dnd \Vatchtower svs·

Dee and Kelley's intentions of finding the buried treasure.

tems.
J"

The Gr~Jt Table, or \Vatchtower, system had not yet been transmitted or discussed .

.cll.

The third being the Creat Table of the Earth.

21

Covered previously in this chapter.

22. ,'"we is one of the Heptarchic Sons of the Sons of Light.

2." I have added this bracketed word t(lr clarification.

2-1. Dee notes in the margin:

·~A.ve:

That is to say, thrice a day."

''; Remember that Enoch was said to have never experienced death, and was instead
translated body and soul into the Heavens.
20

See my SecrClS

c)J the' TVlagickal Gnmoires, {(lr in-depth instructions on establishing such

an "ratory or similar sacred space.

r

Secrets of the :\'!aglcka/ Grimoircs also contaim information on ritual purification, in-

cluding the Solomonic nine-day purification

Chapter Five

The Celestial Speech

We might doubt whether Angels ... , since they be pure spirits, use any
vocal speech, or tongue amongst themselves, or to us; but that Paul in
some place saith, "If I speak with the tongue of men, or angels."' I But
what their speech or tongue is, is much doubted by many. For many
think that if they use Jny Idiom, it is Hebrew, because that was the first
of all, and came from heaven, and was before the confusion of lanb'Uages in Babylon, in which the Law was given by God the Father, and
the Gospel was preached by Christ the Son. and so many Oracles were
given to the Prophets by the Holy Ghost: and seeing all tongues have,
and do undergo various mutations. and corruptions. this alone doth always continue inviolated. Moreover an evident sign of this opinion is.
that though each Demon. and Intelligence do use the speech of those
nations. with whom they do inhabit. yet to them that understand it.
they never speak in any Idiom. but in this alone. rAgrippa. Three Books or

Occult PhilosophY. Book Ill. chapter 231
In those Tables" are contained the mystical and holy voices of the Angels. dignified. And. in state. disglorified and drellt in confusion; which
pierceth Heaven. and looketh into the Center of the Earth: the very
language and speech of children and innocents. such as magnifY the
nJme of God. Jnd are pure. Wherein the Apostles understood the dif
i"use sound of the World. imperfected for mans transgression. [The Angel Nalvage. A True

£lila

Faithful Relation. p. 641
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ht. Archangel Rarh,wl was charged with the transmission of the
Holy Book

or LUcZgacth to Dee and Kelley.

I

In the journals, Dee re

,'orded Raphael\ name as ;\ft:<iiL'i1!(! Del, which is merely Latin ior the
Hebrew l\apiw E/--HHe,llcr of Cud."! In a hi,torical sense, the imagny
and function of

Raph~1el

descends from Djchuti !Thothl of Egypt and

Hermes of Creece--hnth of whom ,He gods of mlTcurial things such as
wisdom, language, communication, technologv, magick. and medicine.
This archetypal principle found a home among later Hermeticists as

Hermes Trismagestos (Thrice-Great Hermes I--supposed to be an adept
alchemist and physician ti'om ancient Egypt. but

111

actuality another

incarnation of the Thoth-Hermes concept. Finally, the Archangel Raphael---the Divine PhysiCIan-inherited much of thi, imagery, Thus, it
was appropriate that he should deliver the Holy Book and its Celestial
Language to Dee and Kelley.
Raphael did nut immediately reveal the Book o{ Loaglletlz to the men.
Instead, he began with an introductory sermon concerning a "Divine
Medicine"--a liyuor (or elixin that brings lik to all things (earthly and
celestial) and can destroy "the enemy") of the soul:
One Thing, which is the ground and elernellt of rhy desire.

IS

alreadv

perfecred.' ... the rest 1 have brough, vou, in II1I'; my vessel. A medicine
sufficient to extinguish and quench out

Ihl:'

enemy, ro Ollr lelicity. ".Iuse

not, though 1 say "ours," fOI" we dll live ill tasting of this liquor. I Five
nooks

or lvlV5[tTy. pp. 259

60 I

Following this speech, Raphael relates a rather Qabalistic de,cription of
the Creator--which, in consideration of space, I have not included here.'
Afterward, he assures Dee and Kelley that the Creator is the source of
his powerful medicine:
A,bme emd in Himself which is bv Himself. Jnd in no othl'l'. is rhis grear
dnLI \irtuous !<lLJIlram. In

ll,lTUI"C

iIlIe//Cl'tUeIl He h.Jth \\ cltcreci the plants

of her b(:'e1Ut\ ..mel stroked up the g.lrmcnh of her feliciTY. In her dark
e>! ll1L'lllhers l'ntLTl'Ch in the telste ,mel

S,l\ ()r

of I his piercing \kLlicinc:

revI\ing ,mel recellling .111 things past, present ,mel to come, unto their
li\ely and dignitied perfcction. \1v \\orLb Jrc scntences. ".ly SC\1Icnccs,
wisdom. My wisdom the cnd in

\11\'

mCSSelgC of ,111 things. Mighty ,md
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glorious is the virtuc of it. whose springs do endure. dnd art' clear ttlr·
ever: \vhosl' NellT1e be blessed. I Five Hooks of" ,\fvslerv. pp. 25l)-(j(J I

In the speech above. we (.m really see the Hermetic influences upon Dee

,1nd Kelley's work. Nature is referred to in the
:;(lu/ of

tilt'

v\!"rUI.

J

t~minine

(dS

is the Hermetic

kind of goddess that is lovingly attended to by the

Creator (her lover). Raphael's mcdicine----the source of alllife--penetrates
e\"cn her most hidden depths. Most importantly, we learn here that Raphal'I'S
,1 .

elixir recalls "all things past. present. and to come" and is contained in

message of all things."
The follow;ng day. Raphael resumes his sermon upon the Divine

\ledicine. This time. Kelley reports that the Archangel is concealing
something beneath his robes. Raphael speaks:
'vlan's memory is dull. unless it taste of the sprinkling of this \·cssel."
Nature and reason have disputed profoundly and truly hy the savor
hereof: it pierceth theretc)re deeply. But Understanding and rCJson have
elevated ~1l1d lifted up the di';"'Tlity and worthincss of Man's memory. hv
taste hereof The [mme~lsurahle and unspeabhle heginnings (yea. the
BeginnCf and Principal thereof), arc exactly (after a sort I and pnfectly
known of them. - It hath taught from the earth umo the heavcns. from
the heaven unto His <;eat; hom His seat into] lis Divinity. From ]-1is
Divinity. a clpable llleasuring of His immeasurahlE mcrcies. It is true.
most true. shall be true tore\Tr---that iI'om the lowest grJSs to the highest tree. hom the smallest valley, tu tbe gre~ltesl mountain; yea, evell in
the distinction betwixt light and darkness. And it melsureJ all things of
the world. I Five Books of tvlysttTv. pp. 261 621
Creat arc my words. and grC;ll is thy thought. Cre3ter shall hc the end
of these Cuds Mercies. New worlJs shall spring of these. l\:ew manners.
slr,mgE lllen, the truc life. ellld thornv patch openly seen .. \ll things in
one. e11ld yet, this is hut

J \

ision \\'ollderful anJ greJt ell'l' the purposes

of Him. whose lV1cdlcille I earn. I helW spoken. i Five Books

or .\lvstt'n'.

p.262!

,\ftcr these introductory speeches describing the DivllW Medicinc and
llS

bCllefib, Raphclcl finally n:\'eals the "vessel" he has been concealing

belleath his robes. The vessel. it turns out. is the Holy Book

elf LoagLlt'th

Itsdf. i This was Kclley's First ViSion of the HoI) Book, As we saw in
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chapter 2, it appeared at this time with forry-eight leaves of gold and
characters written in fresh blood.) This Book is Raphael's "message of all
things." Its Angelic language--and the Doctrine it records-is the divine
elixir the Archangel promised the men.
However, it is only during the next session (two days later) that Raphael directly confirms that the elixir is one and the same with the Celestial Speech of the Angels:
Dee: Of your so greatly commended liquor I am desirous to have further understanding.
Raphael: What liquor is more lively than the dew of Truth, proceeding
from a fountain most sweet and delectable' Even that verity' which thy
mouth hath preached of. What water recreateth more, or cooleth ignorance deeper than the knowledge of our Celestial Speech) Your voices
are but feigned: shadows of the words and voices that substantially do
comprehend every substance in his kind. The things which you do look
on, because you see them not indeed, you also do name them amiss.
You are confounded, for your offenses, and dispersed tor your punishY

ment. But we are all one, and are fully understanding. We open the ear,
and the passage thereof from the sun in the morning to the sun at night.
Distance is nothing with us, unless it be the distance which separateth
the wicked from His mercy. Secrets there are none, but those buried in
the shadow of Man's soul.
We see all things, and nothing is hid from us, respecting our Creation.
The waters shall stand, if they hear their own speech. The heavens shall
move, and shew themselves, when they know their thunder. Hell shall
tremble, when they know what is spoken to them. [ ...
Thou shalt speak with us, and we will be spoken with. of thee.

r ... 1

I am not as a cloud, shevered with the wind: nor as a garment, that waxeth old, and torn in pieces: but I am tc)rever (because my message is such)
and my truth shall endure forever. rFive Books of tl1ystery, pp. 266-671
This is perhaps the most important information about the Angelical language given at this point in the journals. We already know (trom chapter
2) that the Book of Loagaeth contains the Words of Creation, and here
Raphael adds that all created things (Heaven, Hell, the waters, etc.)

The Celestial Speech
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know and respond to that Speech. Our own human tongues are imperlect compared to Angelical, and therefore the spiritual creatures of the
Universe do not fully understand them.
TherefcJre, it was to allow humans to speak directly with Angels in
their own native tongue that the Angelical language was revealed. Later,
Liming the transmission of the text of Loagaeth itself Raphael expands
upon this idea:
As I have sa](1 the 49 parts of this Book--49 voices, whereunto the so

many powers, with their inferiors and subjects, have been, are, and shall
be obedient. Every element in this mystery is a world of understanding.
Everyone knoweth here what is his due obedience, and this'" shall differ
thee in speech from a mortal creature. rFive Books of Mystery, p. 296)
\'!uch later in the journals, the Archangel Gabriel stresses these points
directly:
1 '

whereby even as the mind of man risl moved at an ordered

speech, and is easily persuaded in things that are true, so are the creatures of God stirred up in themselves, when they hear the words wherewithal they were nursed and brought forth: For nothing l11oveth, that
is not persuaded. Neither can any thing be persuaded that is unknown.
The Creatures of God understand you not, you are not of their Cities, you are become enemies, because you are separated form Him that
Governeth the City by ignorance

[A True and Faithful Relation, p.

921
[ tclke the above to mean that speaking with Angels in human-created
Ll11guages is less effective, because the Angels are less likely to take one
\eriously. Yet, if they hear the words of their own native language, it will
cliffer thee in speech from a mortal creature" and even persuade the
\ngels to obedience.
\Ve can sec this dynamic right here on Earth. People's attitudes toward
l'clch other are often affected drastically by their speech. If you were to find
\ ()l!rself in a foreign land, unable to speak the native tongue, you might
tind the local people showing you little respect. You could likely appear to
them as "slow" or "stupid" as you struggle to comprehend and communicate with those around you. On the other hand, if you can address the
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natives in their own language, they will be impressed by your efforts and
shuw you much n10re respect.

Angelical Mythos
There is also a mythological foundation

to

the Celestial Speech. In sev-

eral instances, the Angels connected their ton.l,YlJe wIth biblical legend-especially the saga of Adam and the loss of Paradise. It is. of course.
Raphael who makes the first mention of ;\dam:
Fin,lllv, it prnceederh li'om him rhat proceederh.' i \Vhereunro the first i2
was (ormed. ,liter. ,lm\ not Irke." Whose t()or slipping. harh dashed his
head in pieces. Jnd ir hecame dark. Until ag;Jin, rhe Medicine which
I have brought. revived his slumbering. Hereby, he nor only knew all
rhings. bur rhe measure and trut' usc rhereof IfiVe' Books or VfysltTy, p.
21)21

The above appears to be a summation of the Fall from Eden described
in Genesis, chapter 3. Adam's "foot slipping" likely indicates his transgression of God's law, alld "dashfingJ his head in pieces" should indicate
the resulting expulsion from the Carden. However. Raphael adds to the
usual legend by telling us that the Divine Medicine granted Adam his
vast knmvledge (presumably before the Fall) and also revived him after
the Fall.
As we see in Genesis, chapter 2, Adam is traditionally credited with
naming all living creatures in Eden. (According to apocrvphal legend.
Adam also created all earthly languages--an ideel we shall revisit later in
this chapter.

This ties in perfectly with Raphael's assertion that Adam

possessed the Celestial Speech before the Fall. As tlw Archangel had said
earlier, "The things which you do look on, because you see them not indeed, you also du name them amiss." Theretore. if Adam named things
. (orrectly, " it would follow that he named them with some knowledge
of the i\ngelic \vords of Cre1tion. Raphael later wnfirms that Ad,1l11
was the onl\' human tu have known the Cc!estial Spee(h. and that he
used it to assign true names to "all things" once and tor all:
The tirst" excepted. no

l11;1l1

ewr was. i,. or shall be I excepted where I

except) thar ncr shall understand. h'lve or know the least part

10 11

is

I

~

L
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incomprehensible') of this vessel. He named a\1 things (which knew

ill

dnd they an=' so indeed, and ,hedl be Ilm:,wr. I Five BOllks of {"lYster)" pp.
2hh-6il

Somewhat later in the journals, the Heptarchic Angel fllemese also re
Idles the Angelical language to Adam in Paradise. The Angel had just
spoken a short phrase in AngelicaL which Dee did not recognize as such.
When Dee asked from which language the phrase was drawn, Illemese
answered:
Ilemese: !\ h1l1gudge taught in Paradise.
Dee: To whom>
Ilemese: By infusion, to !\dam.
Dee: To whom did Adam use it'
llemese: Unto Cheyah 1 '
Dee: Did his posterity use the same:
llemese: Yes, until the Airy Tower was destroyed. r Five Books of Mystery,
p. 3541

Illemese has added another aspect to the mythos of the Angelical language by mentioning the "Airy Tower." This

i~

a reference

to

the Tower

of BabeL found in Genesis 11: 1-9. In fact, the above speech of Illemese is
the second time the Tower has been mentioned in relation to the Celestial
Speech. The first time was an indirect reference made by Raphael: "You
Jre confounded, for your offenses, and dispersed for your punishment."
111 order to understand this cryptic comment, it is necessary

to

know the

story of the Tower of Babel:
Mankind, having grown powerful and arrogant, decided to build a
lOwer to HCd\'en and make war upon God Himself In order

to

halt this

vain project. God sent the Confusion of Tongues. In the short term,
this ended the construction of the tower, because the workers could no
lunger comprehend one another, In the long term, it was the birth of the
'language barrier" dnd tbe many diSSImilar nations and cultures upon
lhe earth that

\VeU

with one another.
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I find it interesting that there are only two stories in Genesis that
describe the creation of language in the world. and both of them are
mentioned by the Angels in relation to the Celestial Speech. Adam knew
the language in Eden and then passed it down (in some form) to later
generations. Apparently. it formed the basis of the first human language
until the Confusion of Tongues destroyed its integrity.
Much later in the journals. Edward Kelley asks the Archangel Gabriel
for more information about Angelical. Gabriel's response is the most
complete telling of the mythology behind the language. He draws upon
most of the previously given information. and then expands upon it:
Man in his Creation. being made an Innocent. was also authorized and
made partaker of the Power and Spirit of God. Whereby he not only did
know all things under his Creation and spoke of them properly. naming
them as they were. but also was partaker of our presence and society.
yea a speaker of the mysteries of God. yea. with God Himself. So that in
innocency the power of his partakers with God. and us his good Angels.
was exalted. and so became holy in the sight of God until that Coronzom
(for so is the true name of that migh ty Devil) envying his felicity. and
perceiving that the substance of his lesser part was frail and unperfect
in respect of his pure Essence. began to assail him. and so lost the Gar
den of felicity. the judgment of his understanding. But not utterly the
favour of God. and was driven forth (as your scriptures record) unto the
Earth which was covered with brambles. Where being dumb. and not
able to speak. he began to learn of necessity the Language which thou.
Edward Kelley. callest: [1: Hebrew 1. F And. yet. not that [2: Hebrew 1]'
amongst you. In the which he uttered and delivered unto his posterity.
the nearest knowledge he had of his Creatures. And from his own self
divided his speech into three parts. twelve. three. and seven: the number
whereof remaineth. but the true forms and pronunciations ,vant; and
therefore is not of that force that was in his own dignity. much less to be
compared with the language that we deliver. which Adam verily spake
in innocency. and ,vas never uttered nor disclosed to man since till now.
wherein the power of God must work. and wisdom in Her true kind be
delivered. Which are not to be spoken of in any other thing. neither to
be talked of with man's imaginations; for as this Work, and GIft is. of
God. which is all power. so doth he open it in a tongue of power to the

1
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intent that the proportions may agree in themselves. IA True and Faithful
Relation, p. 921

In the above, Gabriel tells the story of Eden. especially as it relates to
A.dam's possession of the Celestial Speech-which he used not only to
name all things. but also to converse familiarly with God and His Angels.
In fact. the Devil (whose name is Coronzom in the Angelical language)
became jealous of Adam because of his use of Angelical and the familiarity with the Angels it granted him.
Perhaps best of all, Gabriel reveals what happened to Adam's knowledge of the Angelical tongue after his Fall. Apparently, Adam lost the language in its purity when he lost his place in Paradise. However, because
he had not lost "utterly the favour of God," he retained some vague
recollection of the nature of the language. His attempt at reconstruction resulted in a kind of proto-Hebrew (or 1: Hebrew)-an alphabet
of twenty-two letters divided into groups of three. seven, and twelve. 19
This new tongue persisted as the universal language of mankind until
the Confusion of Tongues at the Tower of Babel. Afterward, at least one
of the resulting languages retained a dim ret1ection of the pre-Confusion tongue. That language is the biblical Hebrew that we know today
(or

2: Hebrew)-which indeed forms the basis of much of our modern

language.
The Hebrew alphabet consists of twenty-two letters-which the ancient Qabalistic text Sepher Yetzirah also divides into three groups, of three,
seven. and twelve each. This relates to the three primary elements (Air, Fire,
Water). the seven ancient planets, and the twelve signs of the zodiac. In this
way, every letter of the alphabet is given a mystical correspondence with
an aspect of Creation. It allows us to use the language in conjunction with
astrology, talismanic magick, gematria, and other magickal practices 20
Also see the beginning of this chapter, where I provided a quote from
Agrippa's Book Three, chapter 23, called "Of the Tongue of Angels,
and of Their Speaking amongst Themselves, and with Us." There is no
doubt whatsoever that Dee read and paid close attention to this chapter
of Agrippa's work. Therein we find the following statement: "For many
think that if they use any Idiom, it is Hebrew. because that was the first
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of alL and came from heaven. and was before the confusion of languages
in Babylon ... "
However. Agrippa also points out that" ... all tongues have, and do
undergo various mutations. and corruptions .... , Gabriel confirms this
in relation to Hebrew. Before the "corrupted" Hebrew used in the Bible,
there was the proto-Hebrew created by Adam, and before that was the
Tongue of Angels. It is the Tongue of Angels that Agrippa rders to when
he says ..... this alone doth ahvays continue inviolated." It is in this light
that Gabriel concludes his lesson on the Angelical language:
Thus you see there. rhe Necessity of this Tongue, the Excellency of it,
and the Cause why it is preferred before that which you call Hebrew.
For it is written, Every lesser consenterh

to

his greater. I trust this is sur

ficient.[A True and Faithfill RdLltion, p. 93]

Of course. Agrippa used Hebrew throughout his text to illustrate the
various methods of working with mystical words and letters. As he
himself points out, Hebrew was considered the most perfect magickal
language at the time of his writing. (In Agrippa's time, Hebrew was a
dead language, like Latin, and was associated primarily with Scripture.)
However, in the same book, he also has this

to

say:

Because the letters of every ton.l.,'Ue have in their number, order, and
figure a celestial and divine original, I shaJl easily grant thiS calculation
concerning the names of spirits to be made not only by Hebrew letters, but also by Chaldcan. and Arabic. Egyptian, Greek, Latin, and any
other. the Tables being rightly made atter the il11itatlOn of the precedents. [Three Books of Occult Philosophy. Book Ill. chapter 271

Taking this into account, Gabriel's assertion that Angelical

IS

"preferred

before that which you call Hebrew" makes pertect sense. Dee would
likely have understood this to mean that all of Agrippa's instructions
concerning names, letters, talismans. etc., could be utilized with the

An~

gelical alphabet instead of Hebrew, (See the end of this chapter. where I
explore some of /l.grippa's techniques. utiliZing Dee's Angelical. I
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The Angelical Alphabet
Ch,lrdctn~ there/IJIT

,lIT

l10thillg else thdl1

CCrtd1l1

unknowahle

IcttLTS

,md writil1t-'s. pre,erving the selTets oi" tlu- gods. dlhil1.lI1le, of the spiro
n, from thc Lise ,lmIIT,lc1I11g uf prot1IlC 11)('11, which thc ,1l1cicnts called
hieroglvphicaJ. ur qcrl'd I(,ttcrs. beCclUsc clC';oted to the secrets

I),'

the

god, onl\,. Fur they diu ,lCC()Ul1t it unbwful tu write thc lllvstnics of tlll'
f',o,b with tho,(' c:h,l1'Jctns vV'ith which prot~l11e and vulgar thinp wert
wrote. ~ Three B"c'i.:.i L'( C1(CI!il Phiio.\(1l'ilv, Book iiI. l'h,lpter 2'1]

Dee: The litle' of the .,ides, 'I are the: to he writlen only

ill

the hoh

Ch,lrJcter s'

Galvah: As thou sayest, cvcn those words do make thee holy, th'lt thou

(allest them holy.
Dee: 1 believe verily, that they are holy and s,lnctifled·IA TrHC

riJi J{ciatioI1, p.

2',

(l1llt

Faitll'

I

Before attempting to transmit the text of Lougllt'til, Raphad first wanted
the men to commit

to

memory the characters of the Angelical alphabet

(or. as Dee referred to it. the Adamical alphabetl,"" During Kelleys second vision of the f loly Book (see chapter
.i

21,

the Archangel highlighted

group of twenty-one distinct letters il'om one of its pages. The charac

tns Kelley saw were by no means Latin, nor were they ti-om the Hebrew,
Creek, Chaldean, or any of the other Llsllal 'dead language" alphabers
utilized by Renaissance mystics. In some ways, rhe characters revealed
by Raphael resemble magickal alphabets like those found in Agrippa and

Solol11onic grimoires. Some of the letter shapes even appear to haw origins previolls to Dee and Kelley." However, the ,'\ngclical alphabet as a
whole is unique within \\'estcrn occultism.
In the journaL K('llc~ recorded rhe ch.lr<lcteL' in (Jne hne, running
ii'om right ro lett in the' -Semitic' malmCf of r\ngclical, begiIlning with

1)<1 R) and l>llding with Cisg T I. These were actually ,i111plihcd
I

H'rsiOllS

of the letters. which 1l1c1!1} wd,]), consider rhe "script"' \IT.sioll-suitable
for handwriting."

1
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LUti

tsuzrox

nqpl

h

im

eafdgrb

(G.

y
The "Senpt" A 11gelical Alphabet, running r(~ht to left.

It was not until much later. after most of the Tables of Loagaeth had
been transmitted. that Kelley finally received the final and correct forms
of the Angelical letters. These final forms were intended for use in the
"perfected copy" of the Holy Book. Following is a Table of the "perfected" Angelical characters. along with their names and phonetic values. Remember this alphabet runs from right

to

left (or Pa to Gisg):

The Angelical Alphabet

Graph

Un

Or

Gal

Ged

Veh

Pa

~

;

t

~

~

B

V

E

A

F

0

G/j

C/Ch/K

B

Drux

Ger

Mals

Ur

Na

Gon

Tal

U

.f).

{..

00

i./i.

t

)N

Q/Qu

PIPh

L

H

I1Y

M

Gisg

Fam

Van

Ceph

Don

Med

Pal

a

F

~

~

r-

U/V

Z

R

0

X

-I

\

T

s

Dee notes that when Kelley could not make out a letter in his vi·
sions. it would appear "in a light yellow color" upon the paper, so Kelley
could simply trace over it. It has been suggested that this indicates the
letters are supposed to be yellow in color-but I have to disagree. The
Holy Book originally appeared to Kelley written in blood. and no color
is ever prescribed for the letters when written on paper. (This journal
entry specifically says that Kelley traced over the letters in black. In later
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sessions, the Angels told Dee that they didn't care what color he used for
the letters, )2'
\Vhilc on the subject of the "perfected" Angelical characters, I must
mention some confusion that exists concerning the letters Pal (X) and
GO/I

(I ! Y), Note that the Pal in my illustration of the perfected Angelical

letters contains a small point at the "elbow" of the character, while other
texts on the A,ngelical alphabet do not 2h When Kelley first describes the
letters in Dee's journal, he states they were drawn in a single line with
points between them r Therefore, there is a point 11ext La the Pal in the
journal. but it is not clear that the point is mtended as part of the letter.
t·Iowevcr, when Dec lists out the letters with their names and English-letter correspondences, we clearly see the dot remains in the crook
of the Pa1 2 ' Then, the alphabet is depicted once more in the same session, showing a 7 x 3 division of the letters (the" script letters" shown in

the illustration), and once again we see the small point in Pal's elbow,Zq
Finally, Kelley drew out the

"perft~cted"

Angelical letters, l)1 Peterson's

version of Dee's Five Books, , . shows no point in the Pal in this instance,
but the original manuscript does include the point! q
in Peterson's book

WilS

(l

assume the image

edited, and the point may hJve appeared to be a

printer's error.)
As for Con (Ii Y). you can see that I have included two versions of
this letter in my illustration, When Dee drew out the letters divided into
three groups of seven. 12 he included two versions of Con (also shown
previously)~one

without a dot representing I and one with a dot rep-

resenting y, This

IS

confirmed later in the journals, when Dee makes a

marginal notation showing the "Gon-with-dot" and the words this with
il

prick beLokt'rIt'Liz 'y.';; \\;'hen Kelley finally drJws the perfected letters,

he includes the dot with the Con- --though it is misleading because he
,1],0 separates all the ck1racters with dots, and Con's dot appears to
be merelv a misplaced separator-dot. I have included both ven;ions in
Ill\'

illustration: the "Con-sans-dot" for I and the "Con-with-llot" for Y.

Throughout the Lexicon in volume II, I have used "CoJ1-with-dot" anywhere Dee used a Y in his transliterations, and where I naturally makes
the "yuh" sOLlnd (such as in Iaiprg),
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After revealing the original" script" version of the letters to Kelley,
Raphael proceeded to deliver lessons upon the alphabet: the pronunciation of the letters' names, their proper ordering, and the division of the
twenty-one characters into three groups of seven.
Of this threefold division, Raphael says, 'The number of perfection,
one in three."l" This statement lets us know that Angelical should properly contain twenty-one letters (three groups of seven), rather than the
twenty-two (three, seven, and twelve) with which we are familiar from
Hebrew. I assume this difference in numbering i.s intended to reHect
both the Book

oJ Loagaeth and the Heptarchic system, both of which are

also based upon a sevenfold scheme. An alphabet of twenty-two letters
would not mathematically "fit" the Angelic system revealed to Dee and
Kelley.
One trait Angelical shares with ancient languages like Hebrew is the
fact that each letter has both a phonetic value and also stands as a word
on its own. For instance, the equivalent of the letter d in Hebrew is called

daleth-but the word daleth also translates as "door." (The word daleth
came first, and was later chosen to represent the Hebrew equivalent of d
because it starts with that phonetic sound.)
The letters of the Angelical alphabet work in a fashion similar to
Hebrew-though with some key differences. For instance, the Angelical
letter D is called Gal, and it is certain that Gal is a proper word with its
own translation. (This, and several other letter-names appear in the text
of Loagaeth as whole words.) However, unfortunately, no translations for
the Angelical letter-names were ever offered.
Meanwhile, unlike Hebrew letter-names, the word Gal does not begin with the phonetic value of D. (As we can see in the previous chart
of the alphabet, few of the Angelical letter-names reHect their phonetiC
values. Pa = "B," Tal

= "M," Drux = "N." etc.)

Later in the journals, Dee and Kelley once again gained the audience of
the Angel Illemese. The men were previously discussing the "transposition of letters" (likely a reference to a Qabalistic exercise in gematria, or
maybe one of the many systems of cryptography that were popular in
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2]]

Dee's time, especially with Dee himself). I> The conversation with Illemese soon turned to the letters of the Angelical alphabet:
Dee: And first [ think. that those letters of our Adamical Alphabet have a
due peculiar unchangeable proportion of their torms, and likewise that
their order is also Mystical.
IlIemese: These letters represent the Creation of man. and theretore
they must be in proportion. They represent the workmanship wherewithal the soul of man was made like unto his Creator. [Five Books of

Mystery. p. 3731

As we see in the Book of Genesis, chapter 2, Adam (or mankind) was
fashioned after the image of the Creator. In the quote above, IIIemese
reveals that the very letters of the Angelical alphabet represent the workmanship behind the Creation of Man.
This was not a new concept for Dee and Kelley If we look into the
Sepher Yetzirah. we can see a striking similarity between IIIemese's de-

scription of the Angelical letters. and the Qabalistic understanding of
the Hebrew alphabet:
He hath formed, weighed, transmuted. composed. and created with
these twenty-two letters every living being, and every soul yet uncreated. rSepher Yetzirah, 2:2J
These three mothers again represent in the Microcosm or Human form,
male and female; the Head, the Belly, and the Chest. rSepher Yetzirah,
3:4J

These seven double letters He formed. designed. created, and combined
into the Stars of the Universe. the days of the week. IandJ the orifices of
perception in man. [Sepher Yetzirah. 4:3]
These twelve letters. he designed. formed, combined. weighed. ;ll1d
changed. and created with them the twelve divisions of the heavens
(namely. the zodiacal constellations). the twelve months of the year.
and the twelve important organs of the frame of man. namely the right
and left hands, the right and left feet. two kidneys, the liver, the gall, the
spleen. the intestines, the gullet. and the stomach. [Sepht'Y Yetzirah. 5:2]
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Dee would have been familiar with the Sephcr rctzirah and the relationship it describes between the Hebrew letters and the body of Man.
Therefore. it would have been natural for him to assume a similar relationship between the human body and the Angelical characters.
Even the instruction by IlIemese to draw the characters "in proportion" reflects similar instructions for the use of Hebrew upon talismans.
Because the letters were used in the creation of all things, it is considered
necessary that the proper forms of the letters be retained in magickal
work. In this sense. the characters are sigils'<l in their own right-each
one embodying a single aspect of Creation.
In order to make this comparison between Hebrew and Angelical com-

plete, I should also mention the numerical aspect of the Hebrew letters.
Like most ancient languages, Hebrew does not possess a separate set of
characters to represent numbers. Instead, the letters must do doubleduty as numbers, too. (Our example Hebrew letter dalcth also stands
for the number 4.) Therefore, any Hebrew word can also be viewed as a
grouping of numbers instead of letters-making the language useful for
numerology and gematria.
It has long been assumed that Angelical works in the same manner.
This is thanks, in part, to statements made about numbers by the Archangel Gabriel (which we saw in chapter 3.)3C These statements are most
often taken out of context by modern scholars. For example, Gabriel
says, "The Letters are separated, and in confusion: and, therefore, are
by numbers gathered together." In the same speech, the Archangel adds,
"Where being known in number, they are easily distinguished, so that
here \ve teach places to be numbered." The student of Qabalistic gematria will find such statements familiar within their own art.
However, as we saw in chapter 3, Gabriel was discussing the numbers
given yvith the letters of several words in Key One (which were added
together to create "mystical square roots"). Those numbers are associated with the specific words of the Keys, and not with the individual
characters of the alphabet.
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.\nothcr hint toward an Angelical gematria rests in the Keys them
selves. Several of the Keys conrain numbers that are represented by
letters.
ACAM = 769 l )

AF

=

CA

,\;[AI'M

lL)

or·,::

31

::c

= 963l)

22

OX:= 2G

vIlA 0.' •... ,663

ClAL= 99%

= 4:;r,

-= n

\'[ := 28

I'D

0=5

PFI\AL

DARG - 673l)

OR = 28

QL'AR

Ei'vWD = R:63

OL

=-

TA.XS

ERAN = 6332

OS = 12

CLA

DAOX

= 'i()7,'\

24

=.

c::.
:=:

696)6
1636

73'36

UX = 42

As we can see in the list above, there are always as many letters in
the Angelical as there ,1re numbers in the translation. This suggests that
these letters arc 110/ the Angelical words for their numbers (as the English
/(lr 33 is thirty-three)," Instead, the leners would appear to share a oneto-one relationship with tht' numbers. For instance, in the letters CLA
(456}--the character C could represent 4, the L might represent 5, and
tht' A. represent

6.

However. we nnd little consistency in this relationship between the
letters and numbers. For example, note how the letter 0 appears to represent 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 at the same time. ,\Iso nOll' PER/ll., which uses

P. R, and L

to reprt'sent 6. No olle to dale has discovered the mystery

behind this inconsistency.
The bottom lillt' is that the Angels never suggested the existence of
dn Angelical Ilumerology or gematria to Dee or Kelley. vVhenewr the
men did employ ~uch arts in the journals, it is always of the t~ pe !<llll1d
in the Qab,l1ah or the

\\'ork~

of i\grippa-sl11lply applied to the names

,md words revealed by tht' Angels. This ducs not mean that an Angehcal
gemdtria
did not

doe~

,1150

not exisL

(Ill

bet, it \vould surprise me if :\ngelicallctter.'i

represt'nt numbers, as this is

d

common trait of ,lllcienl Lm

guages.1 It only meam that such a system was never mentioned by the
:\ngels nor 'as far

,1S \VC

kilO\-\, I evcr dewloped bv Dec himself
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Addendum: "Before That Which You Call Hebrew"
(Angelical and Agrippa's Occult Philosophy)
Dee was a student of Agrippa's occult philosophy, and it had a profound
impact upon his Angelic magick. For example, we have already discussed
the quote at the head of this chapter from Agrippa's Book Three, chapter
23 ("Of the Tongue of Angels, .. ")--which likely inspired Dee in his

work)Y Also consider the following excerpt, taken from Book Three, chapter 24 ("Of the Names of Spirits and Their Various Imposition. , . "):
But the masters of the Hebrews think that the names of angels were
imposed upon them by Adam, according to that which is written, the
Lord brought all things which he had made unto Adam, that he should
name them, and as he called anything, so the name of it was. Hence,
the Hebrew mecubals think, together with magicians, that it is in the
power of man to impose names upon spirits, but of such a man only
who is dignified, and elevated to his virtue by some divine gifi, or sacred
authority.

The above is quite harmonious with the mythology Dee's Angels expounded in relation to the Celestial Speech. Adam imposed names upon
all things (supposedly using the Angelical tongue), and therefore those
who have obtained a certain "sacred authority" are likewise able to impose names upon spiritual creatures.
Agrippa dedicates several chapters in his work to the generation of
Divine Names and characters. (See the third book in Three Books of Occult

Philosophy, chapters 23-30.) Of course, he utilizes Hebrew to illustrate his
methods. However, as we saw previously in this chapter, he also affirms
that "the letters of every tongue have in their number, order, and figure a
celestial and divine original." Therefore, one might also use "Chaldean,
and Arabic, Egyptian, Greek, Latin and any other" language with the
methods of gematria and mystical name-generation he describes. HI
I suspect GabrieL in Dee's journaL was referring to Agrippa's teaching when he stressed that Angelical is "preferred before that which you
call Hebrew" because "every lesser consenteth to his greater." 11 Dee's
holy characters were therefore intended for use beyond the Book of Loag-

aeth, and I believe that most of Agrippa's methods of name-generation
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(,1Il

(and were always intended

to)

be used with them. We will explore

three simple techniques that lend themselves especially well to the /\ngelical alphabet--found in Agrippa's Book Three, chapters 26, 27, and
>0. Of course, where Agrippa uses Hebrew in his viork, I will use Angeli-

cal characters:

Of Finding Out the Names of Spirits and Geniuses
from the Disposition of Celestial Bodies
(Adapted from Agrippa's Third Book, Chapter 26)
/\ vitally important aspect of Renaissance-era magick was the observance of astrological forces. In fact. a large portion of classical occult
literature is devoted to magickal timing based upon the results of horary
(hart interpretations. Just as John Oee used this art to schedule a time for
Queen Elizabeth's coronation, so too would he have cast horoscopes to

determine the best times for his magickal operations.
In this way, strict magickal timing was observed. The astral forces
active at a given time determined what work could be accomplished.
Or, conversely, a given set of astrological requirements would determine
what time the work could be accomplished. It is from these practices
that we hear of spirits ruling for limited periods of time, and texts that
suggest spirits can only be contacted when the stars arc under certain
arrangements.
We can sec an example of this in :'\grippa's Book Two (chapters
3)-471,,)2

wherein he explains how to fashion magickal images. In many

cases, specific magickal timing is required:
From the operations of the Sun, they m,lde an image at the our of the
Sun, the firs! LKt' of Leo ascending with The Sun, the filrm of which WelS

... I Three Rooks l'f Occult PhiLi(lpilv, BO'1k ll, chapter 41 !
From the operations of \'1ercul'V, they made an image at the hour of
;-"Iercury, Mercurv ascending in Ce11lini, the t(xm of which was.

I Tlm't' Rl10ks llf' l!t't'ult l'hilsoph\', Book ll, ch.1pter

-u I

Returning Jgain to Book Thrce, chapter 27, Agl'ippa explains that it is possible
I

1

to

use these \'cry same astro1ogicJl indications to credte a horoscope
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and "decipher" the name of an Angel from the stars. That Angel-also
called an Intelligence-will be the particular Governor of the magickal
work that will take place at that time-be it a magickal image, talisman.
evocation, or the like.
At the same time, Agrippa suggests we might use this technique for
any magickal operation. It does not matter whether the astrological conditions are prescribed by a spell, or calculated by the individual practitioner.
It only matters that one takes the time to draw up a zodiacal chart, making
sure that it is well-aspected toward the goal of the work. (Thus. if one is
working with Angels of Mercury, one must make sure Mercury is strong
and fortunate in the chart.) If the chart indicates that the chosen planet is
unfortunately aspected, then it must be scrapped, a new time chosen, and
a new chart created. 4l
Once the time and horoscope are satisfactory, Agrippa outlines several processes for "decoding" the name of the ruling Intelligence. Each
process is more involved than the last, and his descriptions of the advanced techniques are unfortunately very obscure. However, the first
and simplest method is easy to understand, and is likely the best place
for us to start.
It is first necessary to calculate the degree of the ascendant. The
Heavens compose a circle of 360 degrees, and the ascendant is the first
degree of the first astrological House-resting directly upon the line of
the eastern horizon.
In that ascending degree, place the first Angelical letter (Pa). Then.
continue to write the alphabet in proper order all the way coul1terclock
wise

around the chart. Each degree is assigned a single letter, and the

direction f()llows the natural course of the twelve zodiacal signs. When
the final letter (Gisg) is reached, simply begin again with Pa and continue
until degree 360 has been assigned a letter.
From there one only needs to interpret the chart as normal, making
distinctions between the planets with strong and fortunate dignities and
those with weak and unfortunate dignities. The concept is to

fOCllS

on

the specific planetary forces one needs for the work at hand. One can
simply ignore the weaker and negative aspects of the chart and "compile" those forces that are necessary to the magickal goal.
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Each degree that contains a desired planetary aspect now has a letter
assigned to it, and these letters are gathered together to formulate the
name. It is here that Agrippa offers several methods, some of which are
hard to comprehend. The simplest is to start at the ascendant and move
around the chart counterclockwise. The first desired aspect one reaches
becomes the first letter of the Intelligence's name. Then, moving onward counterclockwise, the next required aspect becomes the second
letter-and so un throughout the chart.
A slightly more advanced method seems to involve gathering the
letters according to the strength of the planetary aspects. Though uncertain, I recently received the suggestion that the strongest (or most
desired) aspect of the chart should become the first letter of the name,
and the second-strongest the second letter, etc. Thus, if one desired to
create a talisman in the hour of Mercury, Mercury ascending in Gemini,
one could take the letter assigned to the degree of Mercury as the first
letter of the name.
Agrippa does not say one should consider only positive aspects in this
method. However, it may be implied, as gathering letters for

an aspects

of the chart might make for some unwieldy names.
Agrippa goes on to describe the Qabalistic practice of appending the
gathered letters with one of the Names of God, El or Yah, to create an
Angelic name 44 However, as we are using the Angelical alphabet rather
than Hebrew, there should be no need for this convention. The Angels
who are unique to Dee's journals most often lack these suffixes-such as
Nalvage, Madimi, Bornogo, Befafes, lllemese, Mapsama, and so on.
Finally, the name of an "evil Angel" -who opposes the work at handcan also be derived using a similar process. 45 It is merely an inverse of the
previous instructions, using the same horoscope used to find the good
Angel. However, in this case one must calculate the degree of the descendant-that is, the degree in direct opposition to the ascendant (degree 180,
which is the first degree of the seventh House), found on the line of the
western horizon. The first letter (Pa) is placed there, and the alphabet is
written around the chart clockwise-now going against the natural order
of the zodiac.
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To find the letters of the evil Angers name, one begins with the same
planetary aspects used for the good Angel. Then. find the degrees on the
chart in direct opposition to those aspects. The letters assigned to those
degrees of opposition will form the name of the evil Angel. The letters may be gathered beginning at the descendant and moving clockwise
around the chart. Or. gather them according to strength of dignity, beginning with the opposing degree of the strongest dignity and progressing to the weakest.
I originally wanted to show you an illustration of a zodiacal chart
with the Angelical alphabet written around it for both good and evil Angels. However. for all 720 letters

to

be visible. the graphic would have

been too massive to fit even across two facing pages. Therefore. I have
settled for the following Tables. which you can use to look up the letters
for each degree of the zodiac:
Agrippa suggests these methods can also be used to find the name of
a person's nativity Angel, by simply applying them to that person's natal
chart. The resulting name will be that of a ~'Uardian Angel often credited
with keeping one from physical harm. Also, as Agrippa explains. this is
the Angel set over home, career, and all aspects of life outlined within
the twelve astrological Houses.
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Second House

First House

Good

Evil

Angel

Angel

1

M

l

.n..

2

:(.

~

:(.

3

.n..

:H

4

'll'

'I

D-J
""l

5

)'

"

6

~

t

6

f"

"\

7

1

1

7

~

a

8

t

~

8

~

~

9

""l

'I

9

~

~

10

~)

a

~

II

l
t.,

10

:(.

11

"\

f"

12

.n..

"H

12

-.,I

~

13

'll'

\f

13

V

14

~

-.,I

14

15

I'"

"\

15"

16

~

a

16

:H
t.,
l

17

~

~

17

'I

i-

18

~

~

18

~

t

19

a

~

19

1

1

20

"\

I'"

20

t

~

21

-.,I

~

21

'I

22

\f

'll'

22

""l
M

23

:H

.n..

23

:(.

~

24

~

:(.

24

.n..

~

25

l

~)()
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Of the Calculating Art of Such Names
by the Tradition of Qabalists
(Adapted from Agrippa's Third Book. Chapter 27)
The very next chapter of "\grippa's work gives us another method of
working with the generated names, It involves permuting the name of
the Intelligence to discover an entire hierarchy of Angels who rule above
him

I suspect thdt Dee was more than familiar with the "Dionysian" celestial hindrchy----oti:en called the Nine Angelic Choirs, This was the
standard Christian model of the Heavens during his lite, and is presented
in Agrippa's Buok TV'iO, chapter 12, "Of the Number Nine, and the Scale
Thereof"
These Choirs arc arranged into nine concentric circlcs, The outermost consists of the Angels closest to the material realm, who are generdlly charged with directing events on Earth and arc depicted as the
most anthropomorphic. The inner circle consists of the most fiery and
terrible Angels, who protect and atten,l upon the Divine Throne Itself.
The reader may recognize the names of- the Choirs, from luwest to highest: Angels, Archangels and PrinCipalities; Virtues, Powers, and Dominations: Throncs, Cherubim, and Seraphim.
The name or an Intelligence

gener~lted

fi-orn a horoscope would clas-

sify as an "Angel" by thIS model-an Intelligence directly concerned vvith
material or human events. Returning to /\grippa's chapter 27, he sug
gests that the Angel's name can yield eight further names---beginning
with an ArchangeL then a Principalitv, and eventually all the way to a

Seraph. In practice, howner, I would a,Sllllle that one would rJrely need
dnythillg more than the /\ngcl and A.rchangel \\.'ho directs him.
In urder to underSLl11d the method Agrippa describes,

\\'C'

must think

h-om the standpoint of sacred mathemcltics. Any tV"l) numbers em be
multiplied together, clnd the rC'lIltingproduct will be an "occult number"
associated with them both. \jost orten. this is done \"'ith a single numb(Or
multiplied b~

itsclt~-such

as 7 x 7 - -fe). (Hence the

11ly~tt'ry

surrounding

square lootS. i The number -Ill can then represent a magickal ,quare of
t(lrty-ninc cells--sevcn column, cllld s('wn

1

ro\\s.~"

rn t~lct, /\grippa shows
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God

Seraphim

Choir of Angels

us this very magick square in his Book Two, chapter 22, "Of the Tables
of the Planets," where it is sacred to the planet Venus.
It is less common, but still valid, to multiply two differing numbers.

For example, if we wish to work with planetary forces via the Angelical
alphabet, then we might find it useful to multiply 7 (number of planets)
by 21 (number of Angelical letters) for a product of 147--the number of
cells in a magickal square sacred to both numbers. This square can become a magickal word-square by writing the Angelical alphabet within
it-from right to left-a total of seven times.
The following Table consists of the 147 -cell word-square, surrounded
by a border of two outer columns and an upper and lower row. The up
per row and right-hand column combine to form the Entrance of the
Good Angels. It includes the seven planets across the top and the Angelical alphabet written in order from top to bottom.
The lower row and left-hand column combine to form the Entrance
of the Evil Angels, This includes the seven planets written in reverse or
der and Angelical alphabet written from bottom to top.
Note that the f(.)llowing Table of the Planets has been altered from
Agrippa's design, in that the planets follow Dee's order for the Heptarchia. 4- It seemed appropriate to use the same ordering with the An-

gelical alphabet:
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Angelical Table of the Planets
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Using this Table is fairly simple. Begin with the first letter of the
name of the AngeL and the planet from the horoscope associated with
its degree. Then, find that letter in the right-hand column of the Entrance
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or the Cood Angels, and scali leftward through that row to the column be-

neath the letter's planet. For example, if the Angel's name began with AI

(Tal!, and its planetary aspect from the horoscope were Sol. one would
begin in the right-hand column with Tal (t) and scan leftward to the
column of Sol. where the letter Con

('"1)

is found. Therefore. the letter

I Y (COil) becomes the first letter of the Archangel's name.

The process is repeated for each letter of the name-always scanning
lettward from the letter in the right-hand column to the column beneath
the letter's associated planetary aspect.
In order to find the name of the Principality, one would input the
name of the Archangel in the same manner described above. The resulting Principality name can be input to generate the name of the Virtue,
and so forth until a Seraph is produced.
Of course. the same thing can be done with the name of the evil
Angel. Simply input his name from the left-hand column. and scan rightward to the column above the reverse-ordered planets at the bottom of
the Table.

Agrippa also outlines several alternative uses for Tables like these.
For instance. any Name of God can be inputted to find an Angel that will
answer to it. In such a case. one would have to first decide which planet
to work with, and then take all of the letters from the column beneath
that planet. (If the name is already associated with a planet, so much the
better. However. theoretically, one could input the same Name of God
seven times-once in each column-to find seven planetary Angels that
answer to it.)
A person's name converted to Angelical characters. and the planet
or star that governs him or her being determined (via a natal chart). the
name of yet another guardian Angel can be discovered. Simply input
the letters from the right-hand column and scan leftward to the column
beneath his or her ruling star.
Finally. any Angelical word can be input into the Table. Thus. if one
can reduce a magickal goal to a single word. and find an Angelical translation in the English-to-Angelical section of the Lexicon. that word can
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be used with the Table to find an Intelligence set over the thing or con
cept. Once again, it would be necessary to first determine or choose a
planet most in harmony with the magickal goal itself
Of course, when using these techniques, we should not be limiteJ to
the seven planets alone. There are also the twelve forces of the zodiac to
consider. The numbers 12 and 21 are multiplied for a product of 252. By
forming this into a 12 x 21 magick square, we can fill the cells with the
;\ngelical alphabet exactly twelve times. Agrippa offers this word-square
in the third book of his Three Book of Occult Philosophy, chapter 27, also
surrounded by a border of the Entrances of the Good and Evil Angels.
The Table is used exactly as has been described here, except that it allows
one to work with zodiacal forces rather than planetary.
Note that the Table of the Zodiac on the following page has been
,lltered from Agrippa's design. Agrippa's Table consists of the Hebrew
alphabet written from right to left on every other line (twelve times)
and written tl'om left

to

right on every other remaining line (also twelve

times).'~ Because both 12 and 22 are even numbers, this was possible in

his Table. However, Angelical is an odd-numbered twenty-one letters
long, so 1 had to follow the same pattern as used for the Angelical Table
of the Planets:
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Another Manner of Making Characters Delivered by Oabalists
(Adapted from Agrippa's Third Book. Chapter 30)
Once we know the name of our Angelic Intelligence, it would also be
helpful to have its sigil for use in talismanic magick. Agrippa gives several
methods of generating sigils from the letters of an entity's name. Most
of them depend upon the Hebrew alphabet, but he ends the chapter with
a very simple method that can be used with any alphabet whatsoever.
Simply take the letters of the Angel's name, and blend them together
to form a single hieroglyphic figure-called a sigil (or signature). For example, let us consider possible sigils for the Angels Nalvage and Galvah:

Galvah

lValvage
('1~~ a;(.~)')

Two

sigils~t'ialvage

(OO~

a ;(.~~)

and Galvah

Agrippa stresses that these types of sigils are not as powerful as
those received directly from the Angels. Yet, they are extremely useful
for typical magickal purposes, as well as for gaining initial contact with
the Angels in question.
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Making Pentacles and Sigils (Adapted from Pseudo-Agrippa's
Fourth Book Of Magical Ceremonies)
Agrippa's Three Books did not include any practical instruction fiJr
magick-likely as a protection against the Inquisition. It was not until
thirty years after his death that a fourth Book or Occult Philosophy was
published. the actual title being

Or Magical Cerenlo/lies. There were many

writings by Agrippa theH appeared only posthumously, so the debate
continues to this very day over whether or not he is the true author of
this one. (Hence the name" Pseudo-Agrippa. "J Regardless of its authorship,

Or IVfagical Ceremonies has had a profound impact on western oc-

cultism--not the least of which is its instructions for turning Sigils into
full-Hedged talismans. The following is adctpted from Pseudo-Agrippa's
instructions:
First, surround the sigil with a double circle. This creates

d

border-

or circumference- within which can be written the names of forces in
control of the Angel. For instance, the name of the Archangel generated
from the Tables in the previous section would be a prime choice.
One might also include a Name of Cod in sympathy with the Angel's
nature. For example. a talisman aimed at military conquest might display the Name Madzilodarp (Cod of Stretch Forth and Conquer). Outside of the Keys. Dee also recorded a large number of Divine Names in
his many magickal squares and Tables, which can be referenced for a
Name appropriate to the Angel.
In truth. any Angelical word would serve the same purpose--so that
anything fi·om wrath. bum. or earthquake

to

mercy, com:fi'rt. or pleasure

\ depending on the mdgickal goal! might be translated into Angelical and
written within the circumference as a \Vord of Power. (See the Englishto-AngeliGli section of the Lexicon. I
As a final option. the FOlnth Book suggests writing a versicle from
Scripture within the circumference. \Ve see this in several of the talismans hom the Kt)' of So10m011 tlte King. A passage-usually from the
PScllms--that relates ill some \vay

to

the magickal goal is written in He-

brew or Creek around thl' circumt(:rence of the talisman. In the case of
,111

Angelical talisman, I would suggest adopting appropriate verses from

the Kevs. : F()r example,

,1

talisman intended to exorcise spirirs would
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benefit from the first line of Key One-"I reign over you, sayeth the
God of Justice"-written in Angelical characters. If one wishes to sum
man and question an entity, then perhaps one of the finallines-"Move,
therefore, and appear, Open the mysteries of your creation.")
The name of the talisman's Angel can be inscribed around the cenlral sigil. Pseudo-Agrippa suggests first drawing the lineal figure of the
·'\ngel's planet or star around the sigil, depending on the proper number. (Agrippa's Book Two outlines the astrological correspondences for
~very

number from one to twelve.)49 The numbers associated with the

planets are:
Saturn: 3
Jupiter: 4
Mars: 5
Sol: 6
Venus: 7
Mercury: 8
Luna: 9
For example, a Venus talisman would display a heptagram, or sevenpointed star, around the Angel's sigil. A Martian talisman would display
a pentagram, or five-pointed star. IO The letters of the Angel's name are
then placed within the angles, or at the points, of the lineal figure.
Later in

Of Magical Ceremonies, Pseudo-Agrippa explains how to fash-

ion this into a working talisman or lamen. One might use metal appropriate to the planet. II Or fresh (bee's- )wax mixed with appropriate herbs,
spices (incenses), and color dyes. Or, finally, one can use fresh paper (or
virgin parchment) with appropriately colored ink or paints. Its shape
may be circular, or multisided according

to

the number associated with

the Angel's star. (Such as a seven sided lamen for an Angel of Venus, fivesided for Mars, etc.)
Finally, the Fourth Book suggests the talisman should be fashioned
during a waxing moon when the Angel's star is well-aspected in the
Heavens. I have created the following "simple talisman of Nalvage" as
an example of this kind of lamen. The central sigil is fashioned from the
combined letters of Nalvage's name. Because Nalvage told Dee that he
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is under the authority of the Archangel GabrieL I have chosen

to

place

thal name into the circumference. Along with it, I have written the Angelical verse "Mightier is Thy Voice than the Manifold Winds" (adapted

or

An example talisman
Nalvage---with the a/Jove sigH of Nalvage in the (Cn I er,
and Nalvage's name in Engli.ln lettcn surrounding. In the circumference is the name
Gabriel (English characters) and Angelicalfbr "Mightier is Thy vilier than the Manifold
\.\ 'inds" written counterclockwise.

from Key Two), because Nalvage was the one who delivered the Angelical Keys.'2
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Endnotes
I. 1

CorinthIans 13:1' 'And though 1 speak with the tongues oj" men ,md angels. and have

not charity. J ,1m hecome a, ,I sounding hrass or a tinkli'lg cymba!."
, The tinty mne T"hlcs of Lll,rgdt'lIJ.
Satan. or 1!IlSalillll1. translatt's as "The Accuser." It was commOn in Dec's time to refer
to S,llan as "The Enemy."
~.

Raphael is here reierringro the Hcpt,lrchic system of maglCk. which had been transmit·
ted previously in the iournals.
See the Five Books o( :\lystoy, pp. 1S9 60. 1March 23. 1583.)

n.

I-Iere, Kellev adds: "He hath

a

great thing under his gown.' As we shall see. this turns

out to be the Holy Book.
- I interpret this line to mean: "The beginnings of the Uni\'erse. and even God HllW,e1f,
are known by thuse who have tasted of the Medicine."
". Verity = Truth.
9. 1\ reference to the Confusion of Tongues at the Tower of Rahel--Genesis 11 1-9. Also

sec the

'~I\ngelical

Mythos" sccllon of this chapter; the Confusion of

l(m~'Ues

is impor-

tant to the Angelical mythos.
1D. Dee: the Angelic language.
11.

"Him that proceedeth" is likely a reference to the C:hnstos lalso called the Logos\Vordl--who proceeded directly Il'om God. (Sec John. chapter

1.)

Raphael here means

that the Angelical language proceed, directly from the Christos. (See chapter 2 of this
\'olume. where Loagaetll is described
12.

,IS

the language of the God-Christ)

Adam--thc first nun.

13. Raphael here tells Dec that ,'\dam was fashioned after the fc)rm of the Christos-which

is very similar to ancient Cnostic belief.
14.

See Louis Cinzberg. Legends oj the H,hie (New York: Simon and Schuster. 1956).

15.

The first'" Adam.

16.

Chamh is Eve's name in Hehrew.

17

and 18. These brackets appear in the original Journals.

1<). \Vc shall see. later. that the actual Angelical alphahet has twenty one letters, dIvided

into three groups of sevc!).
2l1. Sec Agrippa's Thrce Roob

or Occult PlllhwpiIv, Book

l~-especi'llh

chapters 69 74. I will

return to this information at the end of thi, ch,lpter.
21

The f<lrlv-nim' Tahles of I.l1dg£letil each h,wc t\\O sides i 11'0Il[ and bacb. ,111d each side is
given a titie 111 Angelical. Thesc rnlc, ,Ire included lor rdereIlcc in chaptCf 2 of this hook.

22 .. \s Adam was supposed to ha\'C med the :\ngel,cial alphdhet in Paradi,e.
2{. !Cur

inst,mce. notc the letter .\Ial-,

~\\hlch

resemhles the Creek Ol11cga.

24. See},,1l11 Dec '.1 Five )J,,,,h "'- ,\lv.ltcrv. Pl'. 26H 6<). Then also see pp. 270~71
l.'i.

See chapter 2. conccrn111g the instrucllons the :\ngels gave Dee on writing the "per-

fl>ned copy" of the I loly Book.
26. One notahle exception IS DOIl<1id Tyson. who figured out thIS discrepancy oYer

hi.s hook Ellllcil'dn .Vldg,cklor HC,lC'n!ltT.I

Pal in
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27. Peterson.Jolm Dec's FIve Rooks of Mystery. p. 269.
28. Ibid .. p. 270.
29. Ibid .. p. 271.
30. Ibid .. P 40).
31. See http:, / themagickalrevieworg! enochian/ mSSi . Sloane 3188, image 29 (fl04a--I08a).

32. Joh11 Dec's Five Hooks of Mystery. Peterson. p 271.
33. Ibid .. p. 306. prick = "dot."
34. See chapter 2 of this volume, in whIch the Angels make several similar "threefold"
comments in regards to the First and Forty-Ninth Tables of Loagacth.
3). As Jim Reeds points out in his Breakthrough in RClUlissance Cryptography: A Hook Rcvie1.1,;
there is likely a direct connection between gematlia and sixteenth-century cryptography.
36. A sigil (or signature) is a stylized diagram used to represent an Angel, spirit. or creative
force on talismans.
37. See the section "Dee Suspected of Cryptography'" in chapter 3.
38. There are, of course, several Angelical words that do appear to indicate terms such as
"second," "third," etc.
39. Sec the 'Angelical Mythos" section of this chapter.
40. See the 'Angelical Mythos" section of this chapter, where this quote is given in full.
41 Again, see the 'Angelical Mythos" section, where this quote is given in full.
42. See my book SeITets of the Magickal Grimoires. chapter 10, for a reference Table of many
of these images and their magickal timing.
43. See my book Secrets of the Magickal Grimoires, chapter 5, for more information.
44. We see this with such Angelic names as Gabriel (Gibor El), the Strength of God, and
Raphae1lRapl!il EI), the Healer of God. Yah was rare in comparison, but we can see it
in obscure names like V(lhaviah and Laviah. The Greek Name of God On was also acceptable, as we see in names like Metatron and Sandalphol1.
45. Reference Ginzberg's Lege11ds of the Bible for ample descriptions of such Angels.
46. Note the pun between multiplying a number by itself

to

produce a "magickal square"

and then turning that product into an actual magickal "square."
47. See Joh11 Dee's Five Books of Mysterv, where this planetary order is given tClr the forty-nine
good A.ngels of the Hcptarchia and the seven Ensigns of Creation. [ should note that there
are a couple of cases where Dee used Hebrew names to generate magickal squares, and
there he used the same Chaldean ordering used by Aglippa in Book Two, chap. 27.
48. This leftward-then-rightward pattern is a Qabalistic convention called

'~>\s

the Ox

Plows." It is also used to generate the names of the Shem I!ilMcphoresh from the three
verses of Exodus. I have not discovered the purpose behind this convclltion.
49. AgripPd's Second Book

oJ Occul1 Philosophy, chaptets 4-15, the Scales oJ Numbers.

)0. For Angels of the zodiac, use the number of the pldnet that rules the zodiacal sign.
) lOr, for zodiacal Angels, use the metal appropriate to the planet that rules the zodiacal sign
52. I also find this verse significant because Cabriel himself was the Angel of the An
nlll1ciatioll.
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T

he Angelical Psalter is intended mainly for practical use of the
Keys, so that one can recite them as proper invocations. Each Key

is presented in two columns: the first, or left-hand, column contains the
English translation of the Key-which I generally refer to as a Call. It is
divided and formatted so as to line up with the Angelical on the right. I
have fully modernized the punctuation-which you can compare with
Dee's Early Modern English versions in the Angelical Keys Cross-Reference in volume II.I
The second, or right-hand, column contains the Angelical version
of the Key, complete with phonetic pronunciations. Angelical words, as
Dee recorded them, are in regular type. My phonetic pronunciation notes
are in italics underneath. Note that I have used the same punctuation
throughout this column as you see in the left-hand column. This punctuation makes the forty-eight Keys far easier to recite with proper inflection
and tone.
Also, remember while reading the Keys in this Psalter that the number of each Key is always one less than the number of its Table in Loagaeth. The first Key is used to open the second Table, the second Key opens
the third Table-all the way to Key Forty eight, which opens the forty
ninth Table.

1
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Pronunciation Key
Throughout this Psalter, I have included pronunciation notes intended
to be intuitive to the modern reader. A. quick study of the following key
should be enough to read any word in the Lexicon or the Angelical Psal·
ter. Also refer to page 95 in volume II of this work, when' r explain this
pronunciation key in greater depth.

Vowels
Short vowels are mostly represented by single letters. while I have ex·
tended the long vowels to two letters:

Phonetic Sound

Notation

a .. long (cake, day)

ay

a -short (bat, cat)

a

e -long (beet, scat)

ee

e -short (bed, wed)

e

, -long (bite, kiLe)

ii

i --short (bit, sit)

a -long (boat, slope)
(l

-short (stop, Fui1er)

oh
0,

ah

u -long (boot, blue)

00

u -short (but,

u

CUP)

Note: There are some cases where an a falls at the end of a word. This
likely indicates something between a long and short

a~or

a schwa. In

such cases, I have simply left a single a in my pronunciation. It can be
treated as a short a, but it is more akin to a schwa sound.
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Consonants
If consonants are written together (as in, br, er, gr, st, th, tr), simply pronOunce the combined sound as you would in present-day English (break,

crate, grab, start, and so forth). Otherwise, standard Consonant sounds
,lre indicated by the following:

phonetic Sound

Notation

b lbranch, blurb)

b

,i (dog, during)

d

t (Jar, fork)

f

g (gap, gourd)

g

II (half heavy)

h

j (jump, giant, bludgeon)

j

k (kind, can)

k

I (large, loud)
In

(many, move)

m

11

(north, never)

n

p (pace, pardon)

p

r I. rain,

r, er

banner)

5

(serve, circle)

l

(test, tax)

w (water, wind)

w

x (exit, except)

ks

V

(yellow, your)

z (zoom, zebra)

y
z
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"Long Consonants"
There are many cases where Dee indicated a consonant standing alone
in a syllable. At these times, the letter does not make its usual consonant
sound. Instead, the syllable is pronounced the same as the English name
of the consonant. I have dubbed these "long consonants," and I represent their sounds as follows:
Phonetic Sound

Notation

d

dee

f

ef

g

jee

j

jay
el

m

em

It

en

p

pee

q

kwah

r

ur

,)

es
tee

y
z

wii

zohd,zed
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Digraphs and Diphthongs
The digraphs and diphthongs are fairly standard in modern English::
Phonetic Sound

Notation

ell (,church, witch)

ch

(/1 (ache, chrome)

kh

elll, OVV

(out, town)

eli,

oy (Oil, boy)

'jU

(queen, (Flick)

ow
oy
kw

,II! (shine, wish)

sh

ph (phone, philosophy)

f

th (that, whither, thon1)2

th

Also note: There are a fEw instances wherE the letters sg occur togethEr
in Angelical words--such as in caosg or vorsg. In these cases, Dee does
not indicate that the g sound should stand alone as its own syllable.
Thus, I find it hkely it is intended to combine with the

5

to make a kind

of zh (or hard sh) sound--as we hear in English words like mea5ure, plea

sure, and treasure. I have indicated this sound in the Psalter and Lexicon
with the digraph zh.

Accented Syllables
I haw indicated accents in my pronunciations by writing the related syllable in ALL CAPS. These accents are based on Dec's notations, and
1 have avoided adding accents to words where Dee left no clues. The
reader may accEnt these words where they sound most natural.
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Calls in English
Call One:
"I reign over you," sayeth the God of Justice. "in power exalted above

the firmaments of wrath: in whose hands the Sun is as

a sword, and the Moon a through-thrusting fire: Which

measureth your garments in the midst of my vestures and

trussed you together as the palms of my hands. Whose seats

I garnished with the fire of gathering, and beautified your garments

with admiration. To whom I made a law to govern the Holy Ones,

and delivered you a rod (with) the ark of knowledge. Moreover,

you lifted up your voices and swore obedience and faith to Him

that liveth and triumpheth; whose beginning is not, nor end cannot be;

which shineth as a f1ame in the midst of your palace,

and reigneth amongst you as the balance of righteousness and

truth (truthl." Move. therefore. and

show yourselves. Open the mysteries of your creation. Be fi-iendly unto me.

For. I am a servant of the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.
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Angelical Key
Key of the Second Table
sonf vorsg.
goho
lad BaIt. "lansh
"ohl sony vorzh," goh-HOH yad bait, "Ionsh

"01

ror i ta
z-ol
(,lIz vonpho: Sobra
kalz von-f()h. SOB-ray zohd-OL ror Ii tay

holg
HOL-kwah

Casarm
kay-SARM

grsam.

zien.
zeen.

nobloh
noh-blah

gnonp prge aldi
'ton-pee purj AL-dii

,~'la-sam.

nothoa
noth-OH-a

gaa
kWdh-AY-ay

commah ta
i\OM-ah tay

Ds
dee-es

ta malprg:
tay mal-purj:

graa
nazpsad.
lIilyz-pee-sad, gray

ds
dee-es

zimz,

Soba
thil
SOH-bay thil
oboleh
OB-oil-lay
caba pir,
ka-BA per,

ohorela
oh-hor-EL-a

ds zonrcnsg cab erm iadnah.
dee-es zon-renJ kab am yad-nah.
farzm
Jim:;-em

adna
ad-nan

znrza
snur-za

ds hom toh;
,iee-es hom toh:
ds
.lee-es

gono
gon-oh

ta

piap
pii-ap

tav

vaoan (vooan l."
vav-oh-AN (voo-AN)."

Zacar.
ZAY-kayr,

Odo
oil-oil

Lap, zirdo
lap, zir-DOH

ul
ipamis:
yew I ip-am-is;

yep zomdux
vep zom-dooks

od bogpa
aai
c1hd bog-pa av-AY-ii

zamran.
zam-ran.

Pilah.
pec-ii-lah,

iadpil
ii-AD-pil

soba
ipam,
SOH-bay ip-am,

loholo
LOH-hoh-loh

(ide
sii-kavl

od
ohd

zimz.

urbs
yurbs
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poamal,
poh-mal,

baltle
bal-tayl
ca.
Sff-av,

od
ohd

od
ohd

gad.
Zorge.
kwtlh-AY-av. zorj.

laida.
no(o
mad: hoath
NOH-kwoh mad; hohth Jay-II-da.
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Call Two
Can the Wlllgs ()f the wind, Lln,krstand v()ur voiccs of wonder,

o V()U the Second of the

First. whom the burning flanlt's hJve fr,lmed within

the depths of m) .F1\\".; whum I h.lVl' prepared as

cups tlJr cl \\'eddmg. or cIS the flowers

in [hell' beauty for the chclmber of righteousness. Stronger .:Ire your feet than
the barren stone,
and mightier are Y(Ju]' voices than the mani/l,ld winds. For.

you .:Ire become 3 building slich as is not but in the mind of

the All Powerful. "Arise." sayeth the First. Move

theretlJre unto His serv3nts. Show yourselves in power

and make me a strong seething. For,

r am of t Tim that liveth fllt'CVtT.
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Key of the Third Table
upclah
zong om
faaip
saId,
,l}t yew-pay-all zong On! fay-AY-ip said,

'\0 6'1:

\iiv L,

sobam
SOH-ram

\"Ii-iv cl,

piadph:
pii-AD-ef;
",lho
t,d-Iw

ialpurg
YAL-purj

casarma
kay-SAR-ma

paraclcda,
pur-AK-lee-da,

izazaz
ii-zay-zaz

abramg
ta
ay-BRAY-mig tay
qta
lorslq
kwah-tay lors-e/-kwah

curbs ooge balt0h. eivi chis lusd orri,
wrbs oh-oj bal-toh. jiv-ii kiis Ius-dee or-ii,
micalp
mii-KALP

chis
kiis

noan trof cors
noh-AN trof kors
1aidon.
jay-If-don,

bia
bii-a

ozongon.
L1P,
OH-zohn-gon. lap,

tage
oq
manin
tayj oh-kwah man-in

"Torzu,"
"tor-ZOO,"

gohel.
GOH-he!,

Zacar
ZAY-kayr

Zamran
micalzo,
ca
cnoqoo.
see-ay see-NOH-kwod. zam-ran mii-KAYL-zoh,
ozazm urelp. Lap, zir Ioiad.
oz-az-em ya-elp. lap, zer johJAD
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Call Three
"Behold," sayeth your Cod. "( am a Circle

on whose hands semd 12 Kingdoms. SIX arc the seats of

living breath; the rest are as sharp sickles

or the horns of death; wherein the creatures of the earth

are and are not except by mine own hand; which

sleep and shall rise. In the first 1 made you stewards

and placed you in 12 scats of government, giving unto

everyone of you power successively over 456, the true ages

of time, to the intent that from the highest vessels and the corners

of your governments you might work my power; pouring down

the fires of life and increase upon the earth continually. Thus, you are become
the skirts of
.justice and truth Itfuth I."

In the Name of the same your God, liti up, I say.

yourselves. Behold, His IT1CfCles flourish and
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Key of the Fourth Tahle
"Micma,"
"tllik-mil,"
.,zicn
dc-fEN

goho pi ad.
gol1-l-IOli pi-AD,

hiab
hi-ah

"Zir

comseJh

"zcr

KOM-sd

oslondoh. Norz chis orhil
(h-LOJ\'dall. Harz kiis oh-

t.;igipah:

undl

chis

tapuin

iiJ-li'palt;

IHld-ci

kiis

TAY-pew-in

qmospleh

tdoch;

quiin

wltorg

hvah-tlll1s-pl,rv

tee-LOCH;

kwii-in

tal TOR]

,-his

ichisge

m

kiis Jay-KIIS-jee em

ocl

aab

dst

dcc-fs-tee

torzul.

!Ii

eol

halzarg

tor-ZOOL.

II-hi

cc-OHL

bal-zari

od

brgda

but:!-da oltd

oziC'll:

oh-ZEEIV;

n-m

thilnos

nctaah,

dluga

thii-nos

net'- TAY-ab,

dec-LOO-ga

"h,1 AY-ay-ia
\-omzarg

lOnsd

captniali

vors

cla,

hotnil

vom-sarj

lan-sha

kap-mii-AY-!ii

vorz

kia,

hom-ii

fafen

izizop

oel

miinoag

KOH-kasb, jayfcn

cocasb,

lz-is-op

oltd

mii-ii-nolt-ays

de

gnetaah vaun

,lee nee-TAY-ah
malpirgi

1'0/1

nanaeel:

caosg pild_
kLlv-OZH pild,

mal-pcr-Jii

panpir

Iwy-NAY-ce-cl; t"In-per
Noan
nc1i1-AN

UInldh
un-ai-alL

balt
oelvaoan
,odvooan).
"halt ohd-Vlly-oII--AN (ohd-vooA,Y)."

1

Dooiap

mad,

goholor.

gohm.

dah-OH-ii-al'

nIati,

g"iIHOHlor,

goh-US,

amiraJ1.

Micma.

iC'husoz

,UtI-iHH1.

l1Iik-mll,

}il\'-CS-os

cacacol1l

oj

kav-SAl'-som

"lId
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Call Three continued
Name is become mighty amongst us.

In whom we say, move,

descend and apply yourselves unto us as partakers of

the secret wisdom of your creation.

1
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Key of the Fourth Table continued
dooain
,f,'h-OH-ay-in

noar
nolr-ar

micaolz
mji-KAY-ohlz

Casarmg
gohia.
kay-SAR-mi) goll-HTT-a.
uniglag
Vt'w-nii-glag

od
olld

ananael
'lil-AN-ee-cI

gaan.
kwah-AY-an.

aaiom.
ay-AY-om.

z-acar.
ZOHD-ay-kayr;

imvamar
pugo
im-vay-mar pug-all

plapli
play-plji
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Call Four
"J have set

illY

feer ill rhe south and have looked ahout

11lt'

sdying, Arc not rhe Thl1ndns of Jncrcase numbered

33 which reign 111 rhe Second Angle: under \,hum

I h,lVc placed 963L) whom none hath vet numbered

but Une. In wlion) the <;econd beginning of things arc

and

WJX

strong; which also successively are

the number of time: dnd their pO\vers arc as the first 456.

Arise you sons 01' pleasure ,md visit the earth,

f()f

I am the J .ord your Gud which is and liveth."

In the Name uf rhe Creator. move

and show yourselves as pleasant deliverers: that you may praise Him arnongsr

the sons or' m(,l1.

J
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Key of the Fifth Table
"OthiJ IJsdi
"ohTHn las-dU
goho!.

gchisge
a\'avago
cormp
jc<-KIIS-jcc aV-AY-vay-go konnf

,~llh-HOHL,

pd
/,e<-,iee

dsonf
dCe-SllnV

oali
OH-ay-lii
crp!.
hip-c/.

babagc
od dorpha
bay-BAY-jet' ohd do11a

vivdi\';
viv-DJI-vff;

casarmi
kay-SAR-m0

mapm,
sobam ag cormpo
map-em, SOH-ram ag korm-FOH
Casarmg
key-SAR-mij

odugeg;
llltd-yew:JFJ;

croodzi
chis
kroh-OD-zii kiis

dst
capimali
chis
deNs-tee kay-pii-MAY-lii kiis

capimaon;
kap-ii-MAy:.on;

odlollshin chis
talo
ohd-lon-shin kiis tay-el-loh

Torgu
tor-GOO

norquasahi
ad
nor-kway-SAY-hii ohd

bagle
HAY-gilyl

zirenaiad
zii-er-NAYad

dsi
dee-sii

Dooaip
qaaI,
,101I-OH-ily-ip kwah-Ay:.el,
odzamran
(lhd-zall1-rall
normo!Jp.
llor-mlllI-lap.

obclisong;
oh-bcl-is-ong;

cia.
kla.

fcaosga,
elkay-OS-ga,
odapila."
ohd-ap-ii-la. "

z-acar
ZOHD-ily-kayr
restil
rcst-c1

aaf
ay-AF
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Call Five
"The Mighty Sounds have entered into the third Angle and are become

as olives in the olive mount looking with gladness upon the earth and

dwelling within the brightness of the heavens as continual comforters, unto
whom
I have fastened pillars of gladness 19, and gave them

vessels to water the earth with Her creatures; and

they are the brothers of the First and Second; and the beginning of

their own seats which are garnished with continually burning lamps 69636;
whose
numbers are as the first, the ends, and

the contents of time." Therefore, come you and obey

your creation. Visit us in peace and comfort.

Conclude us as receivers of your mysteries. For why? Our Lord and Master

is all one.

1
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Key of the Sixth Table
'Sapah
"SAY:fah

zimii
ZII-mii

taqanis
tay-kway-nis

zizap

tabliar,
TAY-blii-or,

nazarth
nay-zarth

amipzi
lly-mip-zil

z-lida
zohd-lid-a

z-chis
zohd-kiis

esiasch
ee-sii-ash

thild
ds
thild dee-es
cormfa
karm-FA

af, ad
af; ohd

caasgi
kay-OZH-ii

dlugar
dee-LOO-gar
ad
toltargi;
tol- TOR-jii; ohd

hubar
peral;
hoo-BAR pee-AR-al;

la,
chista
his-tay lah,

qaas.
Fetharzi
kwah-AY-as, feth-AR-zii
raial
ednas
cides.
jay-yal ed-nas sii-kay/s.

uls,
yewls,

ad
ohd

casarm
kay-SARM

L taviv;
ad
e1 tay-viv; ohd

qcacasb."
Ca,
kwah-KOH-kasb." see-ay,

ii.
ii-e!.

naas
noh-as

ad
ohd

adroch dorphal caosg,
ad-roch dar:fal kay-OZH,

piripsaI
pcr-IP-sol

faonts
fay-ants

ziz-op

duiv
DOO-iv

iaad
YAY-ohd

saba
SOH-bay

ad
ohd

ad darbs
niis
nii-IS ohd darbs
ad
ohd

bliara.
blii-OH-ra.

Bagle?
Geiad
BAY-gay/r jej-AYD
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Call Six
The spilits of the fourth Angle are nine, mighty in the Firmaments of Water;

whom the First hath planted a torment to the wicked and a garland to

the Righteous: giving unto them fiery darts to van the earth

and 7699 continual workmen whose courses visit with comfort

the earth: and are in government and continuance

as the second and the third. Wherefore, hearken unto my voice. I have talked
of you
and I move you in power and presence, whose works

shall be a song of honor and praise of your God

in your creation.

j
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-------------------

Key of the Seventh Table
sdiv
Cah
i<li1 cs-OIl-vce

h,w); mir

el
d

sobam
SOH-ram

micaJzo
chis <:'111,
kiis on, 11Iii-KAYI>-zll/t

har,~

mil-

babalon
vuy-flAY-Ion

pilzin:
pil-zin;
od
(Jild

obloc
or-10k

arcaosgi,
dlugar
malpurg
samvelg:
sam-veli; dt't'-LOO-gar mal-I'llrl ar-kay-OZHii,
oj
[lila

acam
,Iv K/uvl

odchis
ohd-kiis

caosgi:
kll)'-OZH-ii;
taviv
tlly-viv
od
"ltd

canal
s,m-Ill

od
d.
ol1d det'.
zacam

ZAY~kam

trian

luiahe
looJAY-hee

qaaon_

anetab
(ly-NEE-tayr

oj
ohd

miam
mii-M..1

Darsar, solpeth bIen.
dar-sar; sol-pcth ril-(n.

gmicalzQ,
jee-mii-KArL-zolt,

TRII-an

kwah-AY-aY-Ol1,

sobolzar
tbliard
sO!I-BOL-Zllr ef-/llii-ard

odecrin
oh-dCfKRIN

sobhctath
sob-HAY-ilth
mad
mad

Brita,
brit-a,
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Call Seven
The east is a house of virgins

singing praises amongst the flames of the First Glory; wherein

the Lord hath opened His Mouth. and they become 28

living dwellings in whom the strength of men rejoiceth

and they are appareled with ornaments of brightness such as work wonders

on all creatures. Whose kingdoms and continuance

are as the Third and Fourth; strong towers and

places of comfort. the seats of mercy and continuance.

o you servants of mercy, move, appear.
sing praises unto the Creator, and

be mighty amongst us. For

to this remembrance is given power and our strength

waxeth strong in our Comforter.

l
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Key of the Eighth Table
RJas
raY-lIS

isalman
paradiz
ji-SAYL-man pav-ray-DII-zohd

occnmi
"iJ-EE-hii11l-ii

aao
ay-lly-OH

Ena] butmon, od
but-moil, ohd

,'Il-av

ialpirgah;
YAL-pur-jah;

inoas
in-OH-as

quiin
kwii-in

ni
nii

paradial
jXly-ray-DlI-al

casarmg
kily-SAR-l1l1j

yew~rEE-ar

od
"hd

luciftian
loo-sir TTl-an

corsta
kors-tay

zonae
zoh-nak

tolhami_
tol-HAY-mii.

Soba
Ion doh
SOH-bay lon-DOH

chistad
odes;
kiis-tild olz-DES;
pibliar;
pib-lii-AR;

ugear

odmiam.

z-aear,
ZOHD-ay-kayr,

!it,

oecrimi
oh-EE-k!iim-ii

qadah,
kwah-AY-dah,

rit.

aaiom.
ay-AY-om,

p,lpnor
idlugam
pap-nor id-LOO-gam

lonshi.
lon-shii,

bigliad.
hig-lil-ad.

zamran,
zam-ran,

od
ohd

omicaolz
,lh-mli-KAY-ohl-zolul.

ugegi

od
ohd

011- THIL-rit ohd-MTl-am.

Cnoquol
scc-NOH-kwol

vcw)EE~jii

vaulzirn
VOL-urn

odmiam
ohd-MII-am

umadea
ycw-MAY-dec-a

othilrit

chirlan;
kir-ian;

Bagle
BAYgayl
od
olrd

umplif
um-plif
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Call Eight
"The midday the first is as the third Heaven made of hyacinth pillars

26; in whom the Elders are become strong;

which I have prepared for my own righteousness," sayeth the Lord.

"Whose long continuance shall be bucklers to

the stooping dragons and like unto the harvest of a widow.

How many are there, which remain in the glory of the earth,

which are and shall not see death until

this house fall and the dragon

sink." Come away. for the Thunders

have spoken. Come away, for the crowns of

the Temple, and the coat of Him that is. was, and shall be Crowned,

are divided. Come, appear to the terror of the earth:

and to our comfort; and of such as are prepared.

An Angelical Psalter

Key of the Ninth Table
ita
piripson
oln
ii-tay per-IP-son ahln

"Bazemlo
"bM-em-loh
ox;

elks;

nazavabh
nay-zay-VAB

uran
chis ugeg;
casarmg
kay-SAR-mij yew-RAN kiis ycw-JE};

dsabramg
baltoha,"
gohoiad,
dee-say-bray-mig bal-toh-ha, " goh-HOH-ii-ad,
"Solamian
"soh-LAY-mii-an

trian
TRII-an

talolcis
tay-LOL-sis

abaivonin
od
aziagiar
rior.
ay-bay-II-voh-nin ohd ay-zii-AY-jii-er ni-or,
lrgilchisda,
ir-ji!-KIIS-da,
dschis
dee-es-kiis

dspaaox
busd
dee-SAY-ay-oks buzd

odipuran
ohd-II-pew-ran

oisalman
oh-ii-SAYL-man
carbaf."
kar-baf"

siaion,
sii-AY-ii-on,

cacrg
KAY-kurg

Niiso,
nii-II-sah,

avavago
bagle
BAY-gayl av-AY-vay-go
bagle
momao
BAY-gayl MOH-may-ah

od mabza
iadoiasmomar,
ohd MAB-za jad-oh-JAS-moh-mar,

poilp. Niis, zamran
poylp. nii-IS, zam-ran
od
oild

teloah
TEE-Iah-ah

loncho od
vovina
lon-koh ohd voh-VII-na

Niiso,
nii-II-soh,

gohon.
gah-HON.

caosgo,
kay-OS-go,

bliors:
od
blii-ORS; ohd

ciaofi
sii-ay-oh:fii

corsi
kor-sii

caosgo;
kay-OS-go;

ta
abramig.
tay ay-BRAY-mig.
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Call Nine
A mighty guard of fire with two-edged swords t1aming

(which have vials 8 of wrath

for two times and a half:

who~e

wings

are of wormwood and of the marrow of salt), have settled

their feet in the west and are measured

with their ministers 9996. These gather up

the moss of the earth as the rich man doth his treasure.

Cursed are they whose iniquities they are.

In their eyes are millstones greater than

the earth, and from their mouths run seas of

blood. Their heads are covered with

diamond and upon their hands are

marble sleeves. Happy is he on whom

they frown not. For why' The God of Righteousness rejoiceth in them.

Come away, and not your vials. For

the time is such as requireth comfort.

An Angelical Psalter

Key of the Tenth Table
Micaoli
bransg prgel
mii-KAY-oh-lii bmllzh par:icl

i .lec-cs-/'rill

etdtCltL'
a-FAY-f,lv Fe

olani
[lh-d-ilY'llIi

ud obza;
ohd ob-za;

I

dsbrin

chis
kii;,

tatan

od
(lht!

(av-Idil

sobca
upilah
SOB-kay yew-pay-ah

od
ahd

mom caosgo
mom kay-OS-go

ta
tay

enila.
sec-l-.JIJ-la.

z-chis.
zohd-kii.l.
drilpi
,iril-pii

bu[moni parm
Imlmoh-l1ii parm

od
0lu1

collaL
kol-lal.

pidiai
pii-.lii-av-ii

LIeim.

madrid
MAY-driLl

zunwi
ztLln-vii

Dazis
ethamz
daz-IS cc- THA[\ll-zoh,j

achildao.
ay-KlI.-dav-oh.

veW-Sl1ll.

Unal
aldon
yew-NAL At-dan

chis
aviny
kiis ay- VII-1lec

od
(lhd

alar
AY-lar

lasollor
gnav limlal.
las-OHL-ar Ilay lim-lal.

Amma chiis sobca
am-a kiis SOB-kay

caosgin.
kay-OS-jill,

balyc),
bay-iii-ee),

chisholq
KIIS-Iwhl-kwa

cnoqvodi
cial.
sec-/1ah-KWOH-dii sii-al.

Ooanoan
"h-oh-AY-Iloh-all

p v()npho
I'Cf vOI1:foh

[ran an
traY-/iall

iusda sohnin
htS-Ja soh-bahlll

Ialpor
YAL-por

napta
nap-til

Bagle)

mire
l1Iirk

ozol
chis
oh-ZOHL kiis

Ulcinin
ynvl-SlI-lltn

asobam
IIV SOH-bam

ladbaltoh

ehirLlll par.

BAY-gavl: ir-ad-R1L-tllh kir-lall 1(l/'.

Niiso.
Ilii-II-.ioh,
acocdsb
Ily-KOH-bISb

'

ip
ofafafe.
ii' oh-E4YtilvJ'c.
icorso
LInig
ii-KOR5-k11V vew-nig

Bagle
nAY-gayl
blior.
/lUi-OR.
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Call Ten
The Thunders of Judgment and 'Wrath are numbered and harbored in the
north
in the likeness of an oak whose branches

are 22 nests of lamentation and weeping

laid up for the earth; which

burn night and day and vomit out

the heads of scorpions and live sulfur mingled with

poison. These be the thunders that 5678

times in the 24th part of a moment roar with a hundred mighty

earthquakes, and a thousand times as many

surges, which rest not neither know any

(long) time here. One rock

bringeth forth 1000 even as the heart of man

doth his thoughts. Woe, woe. woe

woe, woe, woe, yea. woe

be to the earth. For her iniquity is. was,

and shall be great. Come away, but not your noises.

L
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Key of the Eleventh Table
Coraxo
chis corrnp oJ
koh-RAYKS-oh kiis kormJ ohd

blans lucal
blanz loo-kal

soba
lilonon
azictzor
pacb
dl'-ZII-Ilv-zor paY-flo SOH-bay lii-Ioh-non

chi,
kiil

op
llh-pee

virq
vil'-kwah

ma~lsi

od
ohd

bagle
caosgi:
BAY-gay I kay-OZH-ii;

may-ay-sii
ialpon
\!\L-Ilon

eophan
ec-oh-fan

ds
dee-es

dosig ad basgim od
doh-sig ahd bas-jim ohd

Jazis
siatris
,taz-IS sii-ay- TRIS

od
ohd

raclir
rav-klfr

oxex
oks-eks

salbrox cinxir
sal-broks sinks-ir

faboan.
fay-boh-an.

Unalehis
canst
ds
yew-nal-kiis konst dee-es

cocasg
KOH-kazh

01
oh-el

oanio
yor rorb vohim
oh-AY-nii-oh yor torb VOH-im

gizyax,
)iz-wii-aks,

od
ohd

matb
may-teb

molui.
mol-vii,

ds
,iet'-fS

(matorb)
(mav-t(lrr)
volei
v'1I-sii

cocasb
KOH-kasb

matb
maY[eb

gnay angelard.
ItaY all-)ee-l,ml.
ohio
"I1-l1ii-oh
caosgon.

larag om draIn
lay-rag om drohln

emna.
em-Ila.

Lpatralx
el-PAY-tralks

Ohio
ol!-hii-oh

ohio
oll-hii-oh

ohio.
oil-hli-l1 1!,

noib.
noh-ib.

madrid
bagle
BAY-gay I :'vIAY-drid

drilpa.
dril-I' a.

plosi
ploh-sii

nomig
monons
olora
noh-mig ml1 h-nons oh-Ioh-ra

ohio
Ol!-llli-oh

kay-OS-g'nl,

chiso
kils-oll

pagcip
paY-Jee-ip

cocasg
KOH-kazh

daox
day-oks

Niiso.
nii-I1-.\oh,

i,
ii,

nip ip
hip if'

ohio
oll-llii-ol!
ohio
oh-l1ii-oh
zirop,
zii-ROP
nidali.
nii-day-lii.
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Call Eleven
The Mighty Seat groaned and they were 5

Thunders which flew into the east, and

the Eagle spake and cried with a loud voice, "Come awayl"

And they gathered themselves together and became the house of death,

of whom it is measured, and it is as they are

whose number is 31. Come away, for

1 have prepared for you. Move, therefore, and

show yourselves. Open the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me.

For, 1 am a servant of the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.

An Angelical Psalter

Key of the Twelfth Table
Oxiayal
oks-AY-al

holdo od zirom 0
hoI-doh ohd ZCT-OM oh

coraxo
koh-RAYKS-oh

ds
zildar
raasy,
dee-cs zil-dar ray-ay-scc,

vabzir
camliax
vab-zcr kamlii-aks

"Niiso!"
"nii-II-soh! .,

od
bahal,
ohd BAY-hal,

Od
aldan
ohd AL-don

od noas
ohd noh-as

salman
SAYL-man

casarman
kay-SAR-mal1

holq,
HOL-kwah,

od
ohd

cormf iga.
soba
SOH-bay kormf ii-gao
abramg
ay-BRAY-mig
zamran.
zam-TaI1.

noncp.
11011-SC!

od
ohd

ti
Iii

teloch,
tec-LOCH,
ta
z-chis
tay zohd-kiis

Niisa,
bagle
nii-II-sa, BAY-gayl
Zacar,
ZAY-kayr,

Odo
ciele
od-oh sii-kayl

Lap, zirdo
noco
lap, zir-DOH NOH-kwoh

ca,
see-ay,

od
ohd

qaa.
Zorge.
kwah-AY-ay. zorj.
mad; hoath Iaida.
mad; hohth jay-II-da.
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Call Twelve
Oh you that reign in the south and are 28

the lanterns of sorrow, bind up your girdles and

visit us. Bring down your train 3663 that the Lord may be magnified

whose name amongst you is wrath.

Move, I say, and show yourselves. Open

the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, I am

a servant of the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.

Call Thirteen

o you swords of the south, which have 42
eyes

to

stir up wrath of sin,

making men drunken which are empty.

Behold the promise of God and His power which

is called amongst you a bitter sting. Move and show yourselves.

Open the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, I am

a servant of the same your God: the true worshiper of the Highest.

An Angelical Psalter

Key oJ the Thirteenth Table
"lOllci
lIoll-sii

dsonf
dcc-sllm'

hubaio
lillll-BAY-ii-oh

babage
hav-BAY-jet'

tibihp,
lib-ib-if',

cf Drix bten
d: ,iYiks jily-fe11

od chi> ob
011.1 kiis llh

a11a1'
,ltraah
od
AL-ILn Il\'-tmy-ah [Jht!

mian
mii-AN

elr ena), ovof
ar ol-av oh-vof

soba
:iOH-bav

douain
doh-OH-ay-ill

aai
Lly-AY-ii

Zacar,
i:A.YkaYl;

gohus,
goh-US,

zamran.
zam-ml1.

cic1e
"Ii-kayl

od
olid

ivunph.
ii-VONIv:
Odo
lhi-oh

Zorge. Lap, zirdo
qaa.
kwah-AY-av. zorj. lap, zir-OOH

noco
;'\OH-kwoh

mad: hoath
[aida.
mad; hohtll .Jay-II-cia.

Key of the Fourteenth Table
Napcai
IILly-pee-ay

babagen,
bay-HAY-jen,

ooaona
oh-oll-AY-oh-l1il
eolis
cc-O/1-lis

dshrin
dee-es-bril1

Iring vonph

rl-riHg

VOHV

doalim,
doh-ay-lim,

ollog orsba
dschis
old-log ors-ba dcc-es-kiis

micrna
mik-11Ia

isro
iz-rll/i

iumd
}dv-umd

Z,1(ar
aai
grosh.
ay-AY-li grozh. ZAYkdvr

Odo
(lii-oll

ciele
sli-kayl

noeo
!'.'O/ /hwh

mad od
(llid

Jllll,!

ux
vcwks

ath,
aNa,

lonshitox
lon-s/iii-tllb

us
dct'-cs

od

zan1ran.

ohd

Z,lnl-l'LHI.

qa,l.
Zorge. Llp, zirdo
kwa/i-AY-ov. ZMI. Ill).', zir-DO//

mad: h08th laida.
mad; '10'1111 .ill,v-II-do.
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Call Fourteen

o you sons of fury,

the daughters of the just, which

sit upon 24 seats, vexing all creatures of the earth

with age, which have under you 1636; Behold

the voice of God, promise of him which is called

amongst you fury (or extreme justice). Move and show yourselves. Open

the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, I am

a servant of the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.

Call Fifteen

o thou the Governor of the First Flame, under whose
wings are 6739 which weave

the earth with dryness, which knowest

the great name Righteousness and the seal of

honor. Move and show yourselves. Open

the mysteries of your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, I am

a servant of the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.

L
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Key of the Fifteenth Table
Noromi
l1oh-ROAl-ii

bagie,
hag-EE,

oiad,
pasbs
pas-bes oh-ii-AD,

01 thil, dods
[rint milC
trint mil'/.: oh-cl thi/, dods
homin,
1\[1))1-in,

dsbrin
da-es-brin

oiad,
oll-ii-AD,

bial
nii-al

baltim,
aai
av-AY-li bal-tim,
eicle
sli-kayl

aisro
aV-li-sroh

ds
dee-cs

tolham
tol-HAYM

oroch quar:
oh-ROK kwar;
tox
toks

eaosgo
kay-OS-go

miema
mik-ma

dsium
dee-sii-um

od zamran,
Zacar
ZAY-kayr ohd zam-ran,

Odo
od-oh

qaa_
Zorge_ Lap, zirdo
kwah-AY-av, zori- lap, zir-DOH

noeo
NOH-kwoh

mad; hoath
laida,
mad; hohth jay-II-,ta,

Key of the Sixteenth Table
Y!s
viis

tabaan
tay-RAY-an

lialprt,
el- YAL-purt,

easarman
kay-SAR-man

dsoado
upaahi
chis darg
yew-pay-hii kiis dm] dce-soh-ay-doh
caosgi
kav-OZH-ii
nlonasci
mon-av-sii
iaiadix_
y,lv-JI-ad-ih
eiclt'
sii-kavl

orscor,
ds
ors-kor, def-cs

omax
oh-j\lAKS

baeovib
od emetgis
ht'e-oh-vib "Ill t'm-el)i"
od zamran,
Zaear
ZAY-kavr "Ill! zmn-ran,

Odo
od-oll

qad_
Zorgc_ Lap, zlrdo
kW<lh-AY-av, zor]_ lap, zir-DOH

Iaida_
mad; hoath
noeo
NOH-kwoh mad; hohth jav-H-da,
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Call Sixteen

o thou of the Second Flame, the house of justice which
has thy beginning in glory and shalt comfort the just;

which walkest upon the earth with feet 8763 that understand

and separate creatures; Great art thou in the God of Stretch Forth
and Conquer.
Move and show yourselves. Open the mysteries of

your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, I am a servant of

the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.

Call Seventeen

o thou whose wings are
thorns to stir up vexation, and hast 7336

lamps living going before thee; whose God

is Wrath in Anger. Gird up thy loins and hearken.

Move and show yourselves. Open the mysteries of

your creation. Be friendly unto me. For, I am a servant of

the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.
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----------------------Key of the Seventeenth Table
Yls
yils

vivialprt,
viv-ii-AL-purt,

acroodzi
ak-roh-OD-zii
dsinsi
dee-sin-sii
od
ohd

salman
SAYL-man

busd od
lJUzd ohd

caosg
kay-OZH

tliob;
tlii-ob;

balt
ds
bait dce-css

bliorax
blii-OH-raks

lusdan emod
Ius-dan cc-mod

Drilpa geh yls
dril-pa jey yils

Zacar
od zamran.
ZAY-kayr ohd zam-ran.

balit;
bal-it;
dsom
dee-som

madzilodarp.
mad-ZII-Ioh-darp.

Odo
cide
od-oh sii-kayl

Zorge. Lap, zirdo
noco
qaa.
kwah-AY-ay. zorj. lap, zir-DOH NOH-kwoh
mad; hoath [aida.
mad; hohth jay-II-da.

Key of the Eighteenth Table
Yls
yils

dialprt,
dii-AL-purt,

nanba
nan-ba

soba
upaah
chis
SOH-bay yew-pay-ah kiis

zixlay dodsih,
ziks-lay dod-sih,

hubaro
hoo-BAY-roh

odbrint
taxs
ohd-brint taks-is

tastax
sobaiad
ylsi;
tas-taks yil-sii; soh-BAY-ad

ii- VONJoh-unv.

ivonpovnph.

Aldon daxil
AL-don daks-il

Zacar
od
ZAY-kayr ohd

zamran.
zam-ran.

od
ohd

toatar.
toh-AY-tar.

Odo
cide
od-oh sii-kayl

qaa.
Zorge. Lap. zirdo
noco
kwah-AYay. zorj. lap, zir-DOH NOH-kwoh
mad; hoath
[aida.
mad; hohth jay-II-da.
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Call Eighteen

o thou mighty Light and Burning Flame of comfort.
which openest the glory of God to the center

of the earth. In whom the secrets of truth 6332

have their abiding. which is called

in thy kingdom joy, and

not to be measured. Be thou a window of comfort unto me.

Move and show yourselves. Open the mysteries of

your creation. Be friendly unto me. For. I am a servant of

the same your God; the true worshiper of the Highest.
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Key of the Nineteenth Table
ialpirt
ialprg
Yls
rnicalzo
viis mii-KAYL-zolr Y:~lL-pcrt YAL puri
cis
odo
,lcc-cs oci-ofl

hliors.
blii-ORS.

busdir
oiJd
OY03rS
buz-dcr "iz-ii-AD llll-volHtrS

CJosgo.

Casarmg

IJiad

kil)'-OS-go.

kav-SAR-mij

lav-ff-ad

c,lsasarn.
brims
hints kay-SA FSlinJ,

ds
d1'<'-1'S

nan
a-RAt,,-

iumd
jav-umd

aqlo
adohi
moz. od
AY-kwah-Ioh av-DOH-hii moz, olzd
maoffas.
muy-AHFjilS.
Zacar
ZAYkayr

Bolp
comobliort
pambt.
bull' kolz-moh-blii-o)-t pamt.

od zamran.
ohd zam-fan.

OdD

ciele

"d-oil

.Iii-kay]

qaa.
Zorge. Lap. zirdo
noeo
kwah-AYav. zorJ. lap, zir-DOH NOH-kwoll
mad: hoath

mad;

1

Iaida.

hohth jay-iI-cia.
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The Call of the Aethyrs

o you heavens which dwell [in the --- Aethyrl
are mighty in the Parts of the Earth, and

execute thejudgrnent of the Highest. To you

it is said, Behold the face of your God,

the beginning of comfort: whose eyes

are the brightness of the heavens; which provided

you tor the government of the earth, and her

unspeakable variety; furnishing you

with a power (of) understanding to dispose all things according to

the providence of Him that sitteth upon the Holy Throne; and rose up

in the beginning saying, "The earth,

let her be governed by her parts, and let there be

division in her, that the glory of her may be

always drunken and vexed in itself.

Her course, let it run with the heavens, and as

a handmaid let her serve them. One season, let it contound
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Key of Tables Twenty to Forty-Nine
Madriiax
dspraf
[---I
'lAY-dni-yaks dee-es-prat' /---/
chismicaolz
kils-mii-KAY-ohlz
fisis
FIS-iis

saanir
say-AY-ncr

caosgo,
kay-OS-go,

balzizras
laida.
bal-zii-sras Jav-If-da,

gohlllim.
goh-HOO-lim,
iaod
YAY-ohd

micma
mik-ma

bliorb:
blii-ORB;

chis
lllciftias
kifs loo-SIF-tii-as

Nonca
non-sa

ado ian
ay-doh-Il-an

mad,
mad,

sabaooaona
say-bay-oh-oh-AY-oh-na
piripsol;
ds
abraassa
per-IP-sol; dee-es ab-RAY-sa

noncf
netaaib
non-sc! nee- TAY-ay-ib

caosgi,
kay-OUf-ii,

od
ohd

adphaht damploz:
adjot DAM-ploz;

tooat
toh-OH-at

noncf
non-sc!

gmicalzoma
}Cf-mii-KAYL-zoh-ma

Irasd
el-RAZD

tofglo
TOF-gloh

yarry
YAR-ff

ldoigo:
ii-dcc-oy-go;

od
ohd

"Caosga,
"kay-OS-ga,

tabaord
tay-BAY-ord

od
ohd

saanir,
say-AY-ncr,
tiob!,
tii-AHB-cl,

paid orsba
pav-iil ors-ba
Elzaptilb,
e/-ZAP-ti/b,

od
(llrd

tilb
tilb

marb
marb

torzllip
tor-ZOOLP

iaodaf
gohol,
YAY-oh-daf goh-HOHL,

yrpoil
vur-POY-il

od
ohd

christeos
kns- TEE-os

busdirtilb noaln
buz-der-tilb noh-aln

dodrmni zilna.
dod-rum-nii zil-na.

parmgi piripsax.
parm-Jii pcr- IP-saks,

qurlst
booapis.
kurlst boh-OH-ay-pis.

Lnibm,
cl-nib-em,

od
ohd

ta
tay

oucho
oh-ycw-choh
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c1l10ther. ,md let there be

JlO

LTcature Up01l

or within her the same, All her members, let them differ in

their qualities, dnd let then' be no one creature

equal with another. The reasonable creatures of the earth (or men), let them
vex and
weed out one another; and the dwelling planes. let them forget

their names. The work of man and his pomp.

let them be deL1Ced. His buildings, let them become caves for

the beasts of the field. Confound her understanding with darkness. For why?

It repenteth me I made man, One while

let her be known. and another while a stranger;

Because she is the bed of an harlot.

and the dwelling pbce of him that is fallen.

o you heavens. "ri~el

The lowrr heavens

bene,llh you. let thcm sC'f\'e

YOU,

Govern

those that govern: cast down ';lIch as

falL Bring forth with those that increase.
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symp. oJ
simp, (,hd
q
kwah

christeos
kris-TEE-os

leI. Ton paomhd. dilzmo
el-el. t,m pily-omd, dHz-moh

tiobl
tii-AHB-d

christeos
krisTI:E-os

od
ohd

.lspian.
lIs-pii-al1,

dodpal oJ
dod -pa 1 oluj

lsmndd: od fargt,
eis-111(l<i; ohd farj-et,
Conishra
koh-NIS-Dra

OmaO<l5.

oll-may-OH-as.
tanug.
too-nul·

agltoltorn
ag-el-tol-torn

Cordziz.
KORD-ziz,

pdrach
asvmv
pav-RAK !Iv-simp.
tifalz
fiijalz

mire
agtoltorn
av-jec-Iol-tom mirk

Orscatbl,
ol-s-kat-bel,

hams
bams
od
avavox,
ohd av-VAY-voles,

noasmi
tabges
l1oh-ays-mii labjes

levithmong. Unchi omptilb
lev-ith-mol1g. Ull-kii omp-tilb

orS.

Moooah
o1cordziz.
moh-oh-\NAH ohlKORD-ziz.

Lcapimao
el-kay-PII-may-oh

ixomaxip,
iksoh-MAKS-ip,
baglen
BAY-gayl-cll

pii

Madriiax,
MAY-dnl-yaks,
orocha,
oh-ROH-kd,

tianta
!ii-AN-ta

ababalond,
ay-BAY-bay-lolld,

lelocv()vim.
trc-LOCH-volI-vec-lln.
torZll'
tor-ZOO!

Oadriax
oh-AY-Jni-aks

,lhmpri.

Tabaori

av BOH-avpril.

tilv-B:\Y-oh-ril

priaz
artab,ls:
pni-AYZ dr-Iav-ba,i;
Jobix.
dOD-iRs.

Baglc?
BAY-gayl?

odcacocasb
gosaa:
ohd-kay-KOH-kazb goh-say-ay:

pii-ii

oJfaorgt
ohd:fily-ORJT

01'5.

Yolcam
yol-k.HI1

JJrp,m
av-,tr r-pan

priazi
prii-AY-zii

CL)rsta

/wrs-lilv

,lrcoazior,
lly-kc,il-ay-zh"y,
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and destroy the rotten. No place let it remain

in one number. Add and diminish until

the stars be numbered." Arise. move.

and appear before the covenant of his mouth, which

he hath sworn unto us in his justice. Open the mysteries of your creation,

and make us partakers of undefiled knowledge.
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odquasb
llhd-kwaz/J

qting.
kwah-tinj.

sagacor.
"ay-GAY-kor.

Uml
um-el

aoiveae

Ripir
rii-PER

paaoxt
PAYay-okst

od prdzar
cacrg
oht! purd-zar KAY-kurg

<lV-oy- VEE-ay

cormpt.'· Torzu,
konnft. " tor-ZOO,

ndzamran
ohd-zam-ran

aspt sibsi
aspt sib-sii

surzas
sur-zas
od
ohd

butmona,
but-moh-na,

tia baltan. Odo
tii-a bal-ton. ad-oh

Ozazma
oz-az-ma

plapJi
play-phi

zacar,
ZAY-kayr,

cicle
sii-kayl

iadnamad.
yad-nay-mad.

ds
dcc-cs
qaa,
kwah-AY-ay,
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Further Angelical Phrases
Throughout Dec'5 journals, there an: instances whell the Angels slipped
into their native tongue when speaking or praying. Dee was usually
good about stopping rhe Angel and asking for a transbtion of the foreign words, and most of the time the Angel would oblige. This was
\vonderfll], heclUse it expanded the Angelical language beyond what we
see ill the Beok of Loagi1cth or the forty-eight Angelical Keys.
Unfortunatelv, the /\ngcls rarely otfered word-by-word translations
lc)!" these random phrases. Instead, the given definitions apply to the

entire phrase collectively. Because of this, you will find the individual
words of each phrase are given no defmitions in the Lexicon. The meaning of the phrase (if the Angels gave one), and page reference to the
phrase in Dee's journals, are included in the notes with each word.
Meanwhile, it turns out that most of the random phrases the Angels
translated for Dee and Kelley are useful fClr general prayer, invocation,
or evocation. I can't he certain if rhis \\; as intentional on the part of the
Angels, or if it is perhaps just to be expected if one is (after all) talking
to an Angel. In any case, I feel it is proper to include rhese phrases in my
Angelical Psalter.

Much Glory
Adgmach Adgl1ldch Adgmach

(aj-mak

dj-mak

aj-mak)

With humility we call thee. with adoration of the Trinity

Argedco

(arjt'<i-koll)
1 desire thee, 0 God

:\rpl1t'

Your will he done

Cel11eganz,1
(jcnrI-gI1H-za)

An Angelical Psalter
-------
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One (Everlasting) God
Gohed Ascha

(joh-ED ask-a)
Use humility in Prayers to God, or Fervently Pray
Lava Zuraah

(lav-ah zur-AY-ah)
"A

strong charge to the wicked to tell the truth."

Life

lephe

(iiif leefay

lurfando

lur-fan-doh)

Come Lord (and) Have Mercy

o

remiges

varpax

(oh

rem-ii-jes

var-paks)

Justice from Divine Power without defect
Padgze
(paj)

What hast thou to do with us? (A challenge to prove one's authority.)
Vors Mabberan
(vorz MAB-er-an)

Fear God (To Stand in Awe of God)
Hoxmarch
(hoks-mark)

Come out of there. (An exorcism.)
Carma geta
(kar-ma jet-a)

An Invitation to Good Angels
In the Five Books oj' Mystery, Dee made some interesting notes about
several lines of the first leaf of Loagaeth. I Apparently, line 21 of the text
(side A) is a "preface of the creation and distinction of Angels." The two
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following lines, 22 and 23, arc "parcels of invitations very pleasant to
good Angels," Dee notes that all three of these lines "appertain to good
Angels," As such, I felt these lines are worthy of inclusion in an Angeli·
cal Psalter. They should be useful in opening ceremony,
Most of these words are untranslated, and I have not included them
in the Lexicon, (Of course, those with definitions

!lrt'

found in the Lexi·

con,) If Dee left no phonetic notes for a word, I have created a pronun·
ciation based upon my overall understanding of the language, Accents
are all taken from Dee's records,
21. Padoh6magebs" galz arps apa

nal Si.

al p6dma gan NA,5

gamvagad

pay·doh-OM·aj-ebs galz arps ap·AY nal .Iii, GAM·vag·ad al POD·ma gan cn·a)'.
Vr"

cas natmaz

andiglon

ar'l11bu,-

zantclumbar ar' nox6charmah,

owr kas NAT·1MZ AN·dig·lon ar·cm·boo. ZANT·dum·bar ar nox·OH·kar·mah.
Sapoh" Ian gamnox

vxala

vors, III

SAY-joh [an gam·nax yewks·AY·la von.
Labandaho

nas gal11pbox

lab·an·DAH·hoh nas gamp·box

Sabsc

SAR·sav cap

arce, '2 Dah

ars,

capll vax mar vinco.

dah

vaks mar vin·ko.

gorhahalpstd

gascampho" Ian

gor·ah·HALP·sted gas·KAM·jiJh

ge, Btles'" argtdco li nax arzulgh ' " orh,'- Semhaham" vn'cal'o laf garp
,icc, BEFas ar-JED·lwh naks ar·zulj

or.

SL".1·hah·ham

un·kal lar garp

Ian
OXOX,Lil

oks·ob.

Loangah 21

lohn·gah.
22. Ors22Iah!< gel11phc nahoh ama·nawph des garhul vanseph iuma ' " lat gedos

ors lail
lubah

aha

.Jcm~flzy

nah·izoil am·a'l1at·o{ (ics gar·izul

last gcsto, Var, macom des curad vals mors gaph gemscd

loo,bail ah·hav last jest ·oil. varz mdy·kom ,ies
P,125 campha zednu

pai?

bZ11l Jil

vaH·scf .Jay·um lilt .Jcd·os

abbda

Zt,<j'H(h1 AR}ild·a

mascs

kur·ild vals mors

l6fgono,

gal

Luruandah'" Icsog

\IAY,sfs LOF·gon·oh, lar·van·da}z

lc.Hlg

}cm·sed
iamle

;a111·ayi

padel arphe" nades gUIS,ld mar gcscon lamph'lrsad surel11 paphe arbasa

pad·d dr:filY

)Jav·des gzil'S(ld

nIdi

)CS·kOl1

lil1llJar·sad Sllr'fm

pdfay arbas'il
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-------------arzusen
(1)ZllS-cn

Jsten

agsJc

ghehol max

dg-cs-dct' .Jily-ohl

vrdra

paf gals

macrom

milks ycr-,ira pal gaLi

finistab gelsaphan

maykrom jin-is-tar jcl-say:fill1

Vrnah.

lis-ten ycr-nall.
lJ. Asch val lamels

llSh val
~)aCad(lra

drcasan

arcasa

arcusma

jmn-ds AR-kasa lI.R-kas-L1n ar-KUS-ma Jav-bes-oh

gebne 2k oscaroh

gadne

au'" arua las genost

I'dk-wl- YE\V ra )fb-/lay OS-kar-oll GAD-nay av
uran")

vad gadeth

axam

yew-ran

vad gad-ail

aks-am pam-boh

arxad

iabso

pamses

gemulch

pambo

gapes

ar-va las

cdsmala

Jfll-0.it

samncfa

KAS-may-Ia SAM-neia

lL1k-ef AST-ma vayts

g~ld

drusaJa

garmah sar' que I

garset

panoston.

gar-set

pan-OS-ton.

rusan

paha

glii-de~l

palt-ha

casme

gages

palsi

Kil.S-may pal-sii

garJomas
GAR-dom-a.i

lof lachef astma vates" garnsnas

ARKS-ad PAM-SfS JEM-ulclt GAYP-t's lof

gad gar-malt sar-kwei

gliden

garns-nas

orue
or-vay

phimacar aldech oscom lat

RUS-an gay-)cs drew-sal-a fim-ae-ar

al-dek os-kOln lat
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Endnotes
1. See Benjamin Rowe. '1\ Note on Fifteenth Century Syntax and Interpretation."

Online at http://wwwmadimi.com/syntint.htm.
2. Unfortunately, I have not found any notes on Dee's work indicating when the hard
tl1 (this. that) or soft th (thonl, thigh) sound is indicated. Lacking further evidence. I
have passed over this oversight for now
3. SeeJL1hn Dee's Five Books of Mystery, pp 312-14.
4. Dee: Padoh6maghebs.

5. Lord or The Trinity.
6. The name of the letter L, but we do not know what Ur actually means.

7. Dee: A pillar ({light stood before the book.

8. That.
9. Compare to Sapah (Mighty sounds, Thunders).
10. Over.
11.

Cap appears to be a root word associated with "Time."

12. Dee: Arse.
13. Dee: Or gilscampho--why didst thou so; as God said to Lucifer. The word hath 64 significa-

tions.
14. Vocative case of the name of Befafes, the Heptarchic Prince of Tuesday.
15. Dee: with humility we call you, with adoration of the Trinity.
16. Dee: This is the name of the spirit contrary to Befates.
17. Dee: The spirit Orh is the second in the scale of imperfections of darkness.
18. Dee: This word hath 72 significations.
19.

Compare to Unchi ('to confound").

20. Compare to Oxex ('to vomit").
21. Dee:

Or two syllables. (Also. compare this word with Loagaeth-Speech from Cod,)

22. Darkness.
23. Compare to La Cthe first

'J.

24. Compare to fumd ("is called")

25. The name of the letter 8, but we do not know what Pa actually means.
26. Dee:

L,JTvandah.

27 "I desire Thee. 0 Cod."
28. Dee: fe/me. (Dee here indicates the soti. G or] sound.)
29. Dee:

AI (Dee here indicates the V sound for the

U in ai-using the F as an approxi-

mation.)
30. Elders.

3\. Dee: Bates. (Dee here indicates the V sound for the initial sound of vales
B as an approximation.)

using the
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161
Governor of the Second Flame,
160
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148-149,170,192, 197-198,
204-207,210-212,214-215,
217,229,231-232,235

Hebrews, Book of, 25,167,214
Hekhaloth, 179-180
Hell, 76, 85, 174, 200
heptagram, 233

Heptarchia, 9,54,68,97,100,104,

Governor of the Third Flame, 160

115,184-185,194,226,236. See

Great Table of the Earth, 3, 9,

also Heptarchic

169-170,185,195
Greek, 26, 33, 36, 56-57, 109, 198,
206-207,214,232,235-236
grimoires, 2-4, 7,9,29-33,36,98,

Heptarchic, 2-3, 36, 54, 68, 76,
79,92,97-98,120,184-186,
191-192,195,203,210,235,

284. See also Heptarchia

108,168-169,182-183,195,

Hermes, 198

207,236

Hermes Trismagestos, 198
Hermeticism, 4, 11-12, 19,22-23,

halo, 86

32-33,35,40,50,67,88, l35,

Harkness, Deborah, 30

198-199

Harmozel, 158

Hildebrandt, Dean, 5

harvest, 15, 149-150,176,258

Him that Is, Was, and Shall Be

He That Liveth and Triumpheth,
l34
He Who Is and Liveth, 143

Crowned, 151,258
Him that Liveth and Triumpeth,
137

Heavens, 6-7, 9, 11-12, 19,21-29,

Hod, 14, 17-18

35-36,39,43-44,48,50,75,

Holden, Clay, 5

82-83,85,103, l31-132, 134,

Holy Book, The, 43-61, 63-66,

136-137,140,142,144,146,

68-69,75,78,80,83-86,89,

148-150,158,164-165,168-

92-95,97-101,103-107,110,

170,173,176-180,189-190,

128,131,133,166,173-174,

195,197,199-200,203,206,

180-186.190,193,198-199,

211,216,225,233,252,258,

207-208, 235-236. See also

274, 276
Hebrew, 14-16, 19,22-27,33,
35-36,55-56,68,76,100,109,

Loagaeth, Book of
Holy City, 147-148
Holy Ghost, 117-118, 197
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Holy Lamen, 191
Holy Living Beasts, 154, 158-159,

171
Holy Ones, 136-138, 242
Holy Spirit, 23, 57, 67, 86, 101.
117-118

Kabbalah. Set' Qabalah.
Karlsen. Runar. 5
Kelley, Edward, 1-2.4,6-9.11-12.
32.39-41,43.45.47-48.50-58,
60,62-67.69,74-75,77,80-81.
84-85.87-88.92,94--99.101,

horary,215

103-106,110.112.115-117,

Houses. astrological, 140, 160.

121.125-127.132-134,171.

177,218. See also separate entries for specific Houses

174.178,182,184--185,187188.192.195,198-199.204,
207-211,213,235,280

I AM (name), 66, 92-93. 95,102

Kether, 14. 17,22-23

lad Balt, J 35, 243

Key of Solomon the King. 31-32,

Ideal Form (or Idea), 159
Illemese, 30-31, 41, 62, 67,105,

187.232
Key of the Aethyrs, 107,160, 168

126.128-129,132--133, 141.

"Key Zero," 126-128

203,210-212.217

Keys, Angelical, 3-5, 7-9.12.22,

Inanna,67

27.31-32,45,49,54,59.69,74,

invocation, 2--3, 9, 22. 32. 57, 104,

77-78.94.97-98,100-101,103-

108-109,133,192,237,280

110.112-113,115-116.124.

Irenaeus, St., 25

126-130,132-133,139-140,

Isaac. 14, 18,40

143,148,160,162,166-169,

Isaiah. 26. 133. 155

175,178-180.183.187.191,

Ishtar,29

193-195,212-213.232-234,

Isis, 67

237.243.245.247,249,251,
253,255,257.259,261.263.

Jacob,14,40

265.267,269,271.273,275.

James, Geoffrey. 4-5. 9.169,191

280. See also Calls. Angelical

Jesus. See Christ

and separate entries for speCific

John, Book of. 44, 75, 13 5

Calls

John. St., 7.12,26.28,39.45,48.
51,99,133-134,136.147-148.
151,154-155
Jude. Epistle of. 25-26. 41. 97
Jupiter. 21. 68, 233

Kingdoms. 14.18.22.47--48.52.
76.85,101, 103.131,140-141,
143.147.161-162.166.170,
246.256,272
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kings, 14,29,31, 42, 47,76,78,

Madimi, 66. 92, 1()1, 217

123,129-130,136-139,151,

Madzilodarp. 232. 271

165,183-184,186-187,189,232

nlagick square. 7.11.31 . .33-34.

Kircher, Athanasius, 13, I LJ, 23, 35

36.53. 'i6. 10';. 126. 170.
225-226.229.232.236

Lamb, Book of the, 7, 39-40, 105

_\Iagit'kal/\eview. The. 97. 1Y2

Lamech, 24, 29

magickal timing. 61, 65, b8. 174.

lamen, 191,233

181,215.236

Latin, 31, 3'), 36. 56,64,97-98,

Malkuth. 14, 17-19.22,101

100,117,119,122--124,167,

Mals. 208, 235

198,206-207,214

Mapsama. 103. 105-106. 175,

Laycock, Donald, 4-5, 10, 99
leaf 51-57, 61, 64, 69-70, 73-75.

178-181.183-184,187.217
Mars. 21. 68. 233

77. 80-82, 84-87, 89-92,

mathematics. sacred, 225

98-101, 105, 116, 166, 180,

Matthew, Book of, 103. 150. 170

185, 193-194, 200, 281. Sec also

Med,208

Table

Medicina Dei. 198

LevanaeL 173-175', 179

memory. 42.158,199.207

Leviticus, 14-15

Mercury. 21. 68. 215-217, 233

Life, Booko£: 7, 28, 34, 39, 51, 105

mercy. 14, 18.41-42.44.61,147,

Loagaeth, Book of, 2-3, 7-8,12,

152. 189.200.232.256.281

30,34,36,39,43-44,47,

Merkavah, 19.22.25-28.35.40.

50-55. 57-64,68-70,73-86,LJ2,

54.83.135,169,179.190

94-101,103-108,110,112-113,

Mesopotamia. 27. 67

115-116,121, 124, 126-130,

Messiah, 16.21.23.28

132-1.34,140,166-168,171,

Metatron. 26, 28. 35-36. 236

173-178,180-182,184-188,

\lethuselah. 24. 29

190-194,198-201,207-208,

Michael. 2. 30. 33. 76. 158. 191

210,214,235-237,280-281,284

midnl.16

Logos, 29, 36,·+4,75, in, 101, 127,
H7, 13LJ, 181,

n'l

10\'e, 42,158-159

llllllisters. 78. 129. 136- 139. 151,
15cJ-161, 1<J5.176.178. FlO.
26()

Lucifer, 75-76, 78,284

Monday. 68--69, 193

Luminaries, Gre,lt, 158-159

Moon. 21, il8. 135-136, 14(). LH,

Luna, 68, 82, 136, 233

242
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Index

Moses, 14, 16,22-23,28,40,59,
100,102,173-174
moss of the earth, 152, 170, 260

Pagesgern, 70, 78-79
Pal,208-209,236, 277,283
Palaces, Heavenly, 19, 179
paradise, 30, 32, 35, 89,132,

Na, 58, 208
Nag Hammadi, 135
Nalvage, 46, 48-49, 53-54, 60,
74-75,77,94-95,104,106-110,

163-164,202-203,205,235
Parts of the Earth, 3, 9, 83, 106,
131-132,164-165,169,171,
191,195,274

112-132,139,158,167-168,

Passover, 15, 174, 193-194

171,175-181,197,217,231.

peace, 145, 159,252

233-234

pentacles, 232

nature,21,25, 33,44-45,49, 51,
62,75,78,88-89,94,106,118,

perception, 158,211
perfected copy, 56, 60-61, 63,

128-131,140,151,153,156,

65,68,89,92,96,104,208,

162,166, 168, 178, 183, 187,

236

191,195,198-199,205,232
Neoplatonism, 11
Netzach, 14, 17-18

perfection, 48,159, 198,210
Peterson, joseph H., 9, 97,100,
192,209,236

Nine Angelic Choirs, 35, 225

Pharaoh, 183-184

Ninth House, 223

phonetic, 58-59,208,210,237-

Noah, 24, 29, 120
numbers, 4, 30, 53, 55-56, 79-80,

241,282
Pir, Christeos, 5,243

92,100,110,112-115,141,144,

Pis tis, Sophia, 134

152,166-167,212-213,225-

plague, 15, 151, 170, 174

226,229,233,252

planets, 2, 12,68,78,82, 118,
120,131-132,136,147,163,

Odeberg, Hugo, 26

216-218,226-229,233,236. See

Of Magical Ceremonies, 232-233

also separate entries for specific

Omega, 67, 235

planets

opposition, 217-218

Plato, 46

oratory, 192-195

Powers, 21, 225

Oroiael, 158

Prayer of Enoch, 95, 186-188,
191, 193-194

Pa, 55,207-208,210,216-217,243,
263,271,284

Principalities, 21, 225, 228
prophecy, 19,25,41,46-49,84,97
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prophets, 6, 22-27, 36, 40 41,
48-49,83,86,97, 134, 1 )), 182,
197

Roman Catholicism. 25", 49, 135.

Sct' also Christianity
Rosicrucianism, 32, 35-36, 102,

Psalms, Book of %, 146,232
Psal tef, AngelicaL 8, 23 7-238, 241,
280,282

135
Round Table of \)ah·;ige. Sec
Table of Nalvage, Round

Pseudo Agrippa, 232-233

Rowe, Ben, 5.284

Pseudo-Dionysus, 23, 35
Sabbath, 14-15,68-69,193
Qabalah, 6,11-12,14-16,19,
21-23,20,33-35,76.88,98,
100-102,109, 113, 130, 135,

sacred language, 8, 109
Sacred 'v1dgic of Abramelin the
Mage, I

167-168,174-176,198,205,

S,ltan, i 50. 158, 198, 235

210-213,217,225,231,236

Saturn.21,35,68, 82, 233
script, 207--210

Ra, 29, 253, 263, 283

scrying, 11,43,57,64,69,96,106,

Raphael, 2, 39, 43-44, 49,51-5"3,
55"-58,62, 74-75,

7~97,99,

185,193
Seal of Truth. 54, 194

158,175,184-185,198-203.

seances, 2, 5"

207,210,235"-236

Second Angle, 142-144,169,250

RazieL 29, 34, 36, 45

Second Causes, 138

Reeds, Jim, 31-33, 36,167,236

Second House, 219

repentance, 15

Second of the First, 138-- 139, 244

Repetitive Formula Pattern, 108,

Secrets of Enoch, Book of the. Scc

112,155",157--161,169

Enoch 2

ResurrEction, the. 140, 169, 174

Semitic. 55,60, 10l, 207

REvelation, Book of 7. 12, 26-28.

St'plzfr Yctzil<llz. 20-21. 205,

35-36,39--40,45,48,51-52,67,

211212

82,85,96--100.130.135-137,

ScphtT Lollilr, 12. 34. 176

142143,147-149.15"1.153-

Sephiroth. 1·~, 1(,-18.23,33,35,

154,15"8,161, 166, 168-170.
188,190
RFP Set' RepetitiVE Formula Pattern
Ring of Solomon, 191

168,171,1'>4
Seraphim. 21, 225
ser\'ient Angels, 131, 166
Setbian, 134, 169. 171
Seventh House, 217, 222
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Severity, 14, 18
Shabbathai, 68

steganography, 108, 115, 127,
167

Shaffer, Patricia, 5, 108, 170

Sunda~68, 76, 79,100,174

shaman, first, 162

Supplication, Book of, 3

Sheckinah,67,86,88,139
shewstone, 2, 40, 57, 60, 65-66,
87,92,115,191-192

Table, 3,9,31,33-34,36,43,
52-58, 61-63, 70-86, 88-89,

sigils, 8, 231-234, 236

92,98-101. 104-107, 110-112,

Sinai, Mount, 15, 59, 174

115-124,126-130, 166-l70,

Sixth House, 221

173-177,179-180,185,187,

Sloane, 3-4,9,30-31, 43,98-99,
168-169,171. 236

191-195,208,226-230,236237,243,245,247,249,251,

Sokolov,26

253,255,257,259,261,263,

Sol, 21,68, 136, 228,233,253,255,

265,267,269,271,273
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Solomon, 1,8,27,29,31-32,36,

Table of Nalvage, Round, 115117, 120, 124, 127

41,65,97,133,181,186-187,

Tablet of Destinies, 29

190-192,195,207,232

Tablets of Heaven, 28, 36

Sons and Daughters of Light, 184,

195. See also Daughters of Light
Sophia, 67, 88, 97,134,171

taboos, 163, 183
Tal. 208, 210,228, 245
talisman, 8,28, 34, 127, 182, 186,

Soul of Nature, 88

191,205-206,212,216-217,

Soul of the World, 67, 87-·88, 199

231-234,236

Soyga, Book oj. 6-7, 12,29-34,36,
40,53-54,57,82,103,109,174
Speech from God, Book of the, 7,

Talmud, 12, 16,22
Tarot, 29,135
teachers, 178

43-44, 50, 284. See also Loaga-

Tenth House, 223

eth, Book of

Teshuvah, 15

square root, 53-54, 114-115, 212,
225
stars, 12,79-80,82,118,136-137,

Thelema,4
theurgical, 183
Third Angle, 144-145,252

140,144-145,147,149-150,

Third House, 220

154,156,159-160,165-166,

Thoth, 29, 36, 45, 198

211,215-216,228,233,278
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Three Books of Occult Philosophy,

Ushpizin, 14

35-36,98,101, 118, 148, 197,
206-207,215,232,235

Valentinian, 101, 135, 169, 171

Thrones, 21, 225

Valentinus, 135

Thunders, 142-149, 151-155, 166,

Van, 58,208

170, 176-178, 250, 258, 262,

Veh,58,90,208

264,284

Venus, 2, 21, 68, 98, 141,226,233

Thunders of Increase, 142, 144,
153,250
Tongue of Angels. See Angelical
language

vials, 151-152, 170,260
victory, 9, 14, 18
Virtues, 18,21,35,48,225
voices, 53,104,137-139,142,170,

Torah, 14-15,29,36,85,98,178

175,180-181,197,200-201,

Tower of Babel, the, 203, 205,235

242,244

transcendence, 14, 35, 131, 183

voicings, 53, 138-139

Tree of Life, 6,11-13,19,22-24,
34-35,168
Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil, 163-164
Tribes of Israel, 131
Tribulation, 7, 39, 47, 54, 85, 97,
120,123-124,134,143,148,
150-151,160-162,164,169,184
Trinity, 23, 86, 89, 117,280,284
Trithemius, 9, 33, 64, 66, 99,108,
141,167
trump, 154
Twelfth House, 224

Watchtowers, 3-4, 9,104,115,
149-150,158-159,169-170,195
Westcott, W Wynn, 19,21-23
winds, 12, 101, 138-139, 176-178,
234,244
wisdom, 6, 14,22-23,27,29,
40-42, 45, 51, 61, 64, 66-67, 80,
92,97,100,103,105-106,130,
134,142,159,171,173-175,
177-180,183,187-190,194,
198,204,248
woe, 153-154, 170,262

Twilit Grotto (website), 100, 192
Tyson, Donald, 5, 36, 100, 170,
192,236

Yah, 217,236
Yahweh, 14, 29
Yesod, 14, 17-18

Ur, 208, 240, 284

Yetzirah, Sepher. See Sepher Yetzirah

Uriel, 2, 24, 30, 32-34, 45-48, 51,
56,59-63,120,158,174-175,

Zadzaczadlin, 32

185-187

Zohar; Sepher. See Sepher Zohar

